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For my father 

and in memory of 


my mother 




Looking through a map 

of the islands, you see 


that history teaches 

that when hope 


splinters, when the pieces 

of broken glass lie 


in the sunlight, 

when only lust rules 


the night, when the dust 

is not swept out 

of the houses, 


when men make noises 

louder than the sea's 

voices; then the rope 


will never unravel 

its knots, the branding 


iron's travelling flame that teaches 

us pain will never be 


extinguished. 


(Edward Brathwaite, Islands, 1969) 
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Figure 1 'America' (c. 1600); an engraving by Jan van der Straet 
(Stradanus). In line with existing European graphic convention the 
'new' continent was often allegorized as a woman and surrounded with 
the paraphernalia seen as typically American: parrots, tapirs, bows and 
arrows, and cannibal feasts. The sexual dimension of the encounter with 
Vespucci is both visually and linguistically explicit. 

Preface and 

acknowledgements 

Europe encounters America. Clothed and armed Europe encoun
ters naked America. Jan van der Straet's remarkable engraving 
(Figure I) epitomizes a meeting whose narrative European 
discourse has repeated over and over to itself ever since the end of 
the fifteenth century. Columbus and the cannibals, Prospero and 
Caliban , John Smith and Pocahontas, Robinson Crusoe and 
Friday, Inkle and Yarico : this book is structured by those five 
versions of the enc~)Unter between Europe and that primordial 
part of America, the Caribbean . It studies the structure of those 
narratives, addresses the significance of their repetitions, and 
attempts to contextualize them within the broader paradigm of 
colonial discourse. But repetitions are never identical, and the five 
versions also trace willy-nilly the story of an encounter between 
Europe and the native Caribbean that lasted 305 years, beginning 
with Columbus's landfall on Guanahani on 12 October 1492 and 
effectively ending with the deportation of the Black Caribs from 
St Vincent on I I March 1797. 

The matrix of the book must therefore be considered historical, 
but it is not written by a historian and it deals with an area about 
which there has been little historical writing in the general 
understanding of the term. Two of the book's chapters also 
discuss texts usually considered as significant works of literature: 
here, while by no means read as historical documents in any 
simple sense, their status as 'literary' texts is put into suspension. 
This allows them to be seen as moments in a developing discourse 
which was attempting, in a variety of ways, to manage Europe's 
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understanding of its colonial relationships with native Caribbean 
societies. In summary form, then, this is the book's project and 
terrain. Some of the issues that arise from this description are 
pursued further in the Introduction. 

Two points however should already be apparent. The chapters 
of the book stand or fall as textual analyses: they deal persistently, 
perhaps obsessively, with narrative structures, tropes, phrases, 
even single words, in the belief that these can be revealed as sites 
of political struggle. Yet the texts anaq,sed and the matters raised, 
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range widely across the conventional boundaries of disciplinary 
practices. This disregard for disciplinary limits has made me 
especially dependent on both published scholarship and the help 
and advice of friends . So I must acknowledge as fully as possible 
the assistance I have received in writing this book. 
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Research Endowment Fund of the University of Essex. This 
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Literature conferences at Essex. In particular, presenting this 
material on the Sociology of Literature MA at Essex has acted as a 
constant reminder that teaching is the most effective test for ideas 
developed in the solitude of research. 

Some of the material in Chapters I, 3 and 4 first appeared in, 
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Introduction 


Language is the perfect instrument of empire 
(Bishop of A vila to Queen Isabella of Castile, 1492 ) 1 

1 

Jan van der Straet's engraving (Figure r) will stand more reading 
as an emblem of this book's themes. In a variety of ways the 
'discovery of America' has been inscribed as a beginning. It is the 
first of the great 'discoveries' that form the cornerstones of the 
conventional narrative of European history over the last five 
centuries: America is, typically , the 'New World' or later the 
'Virgin Land' . The temporal adverbs of van der Straet's motto 
carry the same message: 'semel ... inde semper ... ' (once ... 
from then always ... ). Yet this very insistence on the novelty of 
the 'New World' evidences an anxiety, some of whose manifesta
tions are charted in the chapters that follow. Put in its simplest 
terms that anxiety concerns the relationship between European, 
native and land - what is called in Chapter 4 the classic colonial 
triangle. The engraving figures a strategy of condensation: 
'America', the single allegorical character, combines the terms 
'native' and 'land' to create an identity that dissimulates the 
existence of any relationship at all between the two at the 
moment of their encounter with Europe. The gesture of'discov
ery' is at the same time a ruse of concealment. That the gesture, 
which is always also a ruse , should then be repeated over a period 
of three centuries, giving a series of narratives of the 'first' 
encounter between European and native Caribbean, provides the 
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particular formulation of that colonial anxiety which is the 
subject of this analysis. 

2 

The general area within which this study operates could then be 
named colonial discourse, meaning by that term an ensemble of 
linguistically-based practices unified by their common deployment 
in the management of colonial relationships, an ensemble that 
could combine the most formulaic and bureaucratic of official 
documents - say the Capitulations issued by the Catholic Mon
archs to Christopher Columbus early in 1492 - with the most 
non-functional and unprepossessing of romantic novels - say 
Shirley Graham's The Story oj Pocahontas. Underlying the idea of 
colonial discourse, in other words, is the presumption that during 
the colonial period large parts of the non-European world were 
produced for Europe through a discourse that imbricated sets of 
questions and assumptions, methods of procedure and analysis, and 
kinds of writing and imagery, normally separated out into the dis
crete areas of military strategy, political order, social reform, im
aginative literature, personal memoir and so on. 2 But, as a case 
study, this book operates on a particular geographical and ideo
logical terrain within that general area , which is to say that there 
is no presumption that the key tropes and narratives analysed here 
would playas central a rote within c~lonial discourse in general. 
For one thing, not sufficient work has been done to support such 
generalizations. 

To say geographical and ideological terrain is to register two 
particular possibilities. One is that a central division within 
colonial discourse separates the discursive practices which relate to 
occupied territory where the native population has been, or is to 
be, dispossessed of its land by whatever means, from those 
pertaining to territory where the colonial form is based primarily 
on the control of trade, whether or not accomplished through or 
accompanied by a colonial administration . America and India can 
exem plify very roughly this division . The other possibility ~ 

concerns a discursive divide between those native peoples per
cei ved as being in some sense' civilized' and those not, the indices 
of such 'ci vilization' being at different times and in different 
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circumstances stone buildings or literacy or an ancient heritage. It 
is true that Christianity never formulated a classification corre
sponding to the Islamic distinction between 'peoples of the book' 
and pagans proper; and equally true that the indices were often 
destroyed or explained away or both. But this proved difficult 
where the buildings or language were themselves claimed as part 
of a European or Christian heritage; as in Greece and the Holy 
Land, and later India. Such a claim hardly prevented the 
deployment of the language of 'savagery' but it did attenuate it, 
whereas in America that language was honed into the sharpest 
instrument of empire. This gives a trope whose various linea
ments the following chapters will be concerned to trace: the topic 
of land is dissimulated by the topic of savagery, this move being 
characteristic of all narratives of the colonial encounter. 

Discursively the Caribbean is a special place, partly because of 
its primacy in the encounter between Europe and America, 
civilization and savagery, and partly because it has been seen as the 
location, physically and etymologically, of the practice that, more ' 
than any other, is the mark of unregenerate savagery - cannibal
ism. 'Cannibalism' - and it will, until satisfactorily made sense of, , 
be held in those inverted commas - is the special , perhaps even 1\ 
defining, feature of the discourse of colonialism as it pertained to 
the native Caribbean. As such it will playa special part in all the 
chapters here, particularly the first, since the word itself comes to 
us via Columbus's log-book and letter, and the third, where 
'canibal' - the contemporary English spelling - makes an ana
grammatic appearance on the Jacobean stage as Caliban. 

Caliban's struggle against Prospero in The Tempest is one 

moment of a larger discursive conflict in which a Mediterranean 

discourse is constantly stretched by the novelty of an Atlantic 

world. Time and again these Caribbean texts are set against or 

have introduced into them the terms of reference of a classical or 

Biblical text, and time and again those Mediterranean reference 

points are rejected or turned back against themselves. That 

conflict, visible again in van der Straet's engraving, will be a 

constant theme in what follows . 


Since place and territory are crucial matters in the book it 

should be made clear that by 'the Caribbean' is meant not the 

somewhat vague politico-geographic region now referred to by 

that term, but rather what Immanuel Wallerstein calls 'the 
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Figure 2 The extended Caribbean showing many of the places referred 
to in this book. 

extended Caribbean', a coastal and insular region that stretched 
from what is now southern Virginia in the USA to the most 
eastern part of Brazil (see Figure 2).3 Textually this region 
incorporates at its northern boundary John Smith's 'rescue' by 
Pocahontas (near Jamestown) and at its southern boundary 
Robinson Crusoe's plantation (near Bahia). As an entity its logic 
clearly owes nothing to subsequent political boundaries nor even 
to sixteenth- and seventeenth-century national spheres of interest. 
Instead it emphasizes those features, environmental and ideolo
gical, that lay beyond national differences. The Caribbean is then 
the tropical belt defined ecologically or meteorologically, rather 
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than astronomically, as, say, the most suitable area for growing 
the 'tropical' crops of cotton, tobacco and sugar; or it is the belt of 
American coastline that lay within range of that other and equally 
frightening characteristic phenomenon, the hurricane. 

The area could also be viewed as a discursive entity, given the 
resemblances amongst the narrative and rhetorical strategies 
found within the relevant Spanish, Portuguese and English texts 
resemblances that outweigh, or at least weigh equally with, those 
found between texts in the same language dealing with areas in 
the same sphere of interest, say Virginia and New England or 
Hispaniola and Mexico. . 

Equally important (and the three definitions obviously inter
connect) this was the area where, broadly speaking, the native 
population was replaced by slaves brought from Africa. In other 
words the extended Caribbean is essentially an historical entity, 
one that came into being in the sixteenth century and that has 
slowly disappeared. However, it is worth remembering both that 
English colonial policy in America in the seventeenth and 
eighteenth centuries still had the Caribbean as its focus - as shown 
by the priorities of the Treaty of Paris (I763); and that the area's 
major socioeconomic feature, the plantation, produced a trans
national legacy whose effects are still palpable. 

4 

What follows is, then, a case study rather than a theoretical work 
on the subject of colonial discourse. Nevertheless, several theoret
ical questions demand explicit, if brief, mention. This book has 
been produced within a generally Marxist framework. Such a 
statement is not made in order to foreclose theoretical problems, 
but the political impetus behind the book does have particular 
consequences. For one thing it means that the colonial discourse 
studied here cannot remain as a set of merely linguistic and 
rhetorical features, but must be related to its function within a 
broader set of socioeconomic and political practices: it must be 
read, that is to say, as an ideology. 

But to use the word ideology is inevitably to introduce a whole 
series of epistemological issues that have underlain much of the 
recent debate about the nature, or indeed possibility, of Marxist 
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history.4 Briefly, it has been argued that ideology always stands, 
in Michel Foucault's words, 'in virtual opposition to something 
else which is supposed to count as truth', 5 truth being taken in 
this argument as a concept fatally undermined by the de
monstration, most closely associated with the name of Jacques 
Derrida, that it always relies on unspoken and ungrounded 
assumptions, on some master signifier, whether God or Experi
ence or History, that must keep itself out of range of deconstruc
tive analysis in order to guarantee the veracity of statements made 
under its aegis. In purely philosophical terms this post
structuralist demonstration is difficult, perhaps impossible, to 

counter, and it has much to teach - particularly in Derrida's own 
work - about the rigour with which one's own conceptual 
framework must be examined. Politica lly, though, such a-j 
position can lead only to quietism, since no action at all can _\t \ 
be validated from its theoretical endpoint, or to a false radicalism ~,.,p 
which engages in constant but ultimately meaningless trans
gression of all defended viewpoints. 

Foucault's work has suggested that what counts as truth will 
depend on strategies of power rather than on epistemological 
criteria. To meet this challenge the starting point for any radical 
writing of history must be the political agenda set by the present. 
In this instance that would involve the observation that interna
tional politics is clearly still moulded by the recent era of the great 
colonial empires, a legacy most apparent in the new national 
entities and frontiers created in this century. Equally obvious is 
that the 'end of empire' has concealed signal continuities in the 
power-relationships still pertaining between different parts of the 
world - in a word, neo-colonialism. The world of multinational 
corporations and the international labour market might seem a 
long way from the relative simplicities of~he sixteenth century, 
but it is important to keep in min<V both) hat the conquest of 
America, begun in 1492, is still being-pursued to completion in 
Central America and Brazil, and that the United States has 
inherited the imperial mantles and tactics ofEngland and Spain in 
the Caribbean and Central America. In both cases the operative 
discourse has changed little from that studied here. Ronald 
Reagan's inaugural invocation of the Puritan 'city on the hill' is 
merely the most recent indication of that constant felt need to 
hark back to supposed 'beginnings' in defence of present violence. 

INTR ODUCTION 7 

That, in brief, is the political context which places the study of 
this area of colonial discourse on the agenda. And equally it is 
within this political context that the answers - no doubt, but 
inevitably, provisional answers - to theoretical and epistemological 
problems must be sought. 

To return then to the question of ideology. Much of the recent 
sophistication of the concept of ideology, associated with the 
names of Gramsci and Althusser, is in any case irrelevant in the 
present context because we are dealing not with a ~onsens.ua.l 
model of the social formation in which ideology can be seen as 
fully pervasive, almost constitutive of social and civil life itself, 
but rather with a model of division in which ideology is a 
discourse whose mode is largely textual in the narrow sense and 
whose address is largely internal, towards that group in society 
most directly concerned with colonial matters. The single notable 
exception, the requerimiento - pronounced, in Spanish, at a safe t./-. 

distance (sometimes of many miles) from its addressees - only vr"" ) 
proves the poinS 6 In other words, if the notion of ideology 
employed here seems less nuanced than that, say, of hegemony, 
the crudeness of some of the early colonial manoeuvres, discursive 
and otherwise, needs recalling . 

A further argument would address more directly Foucault's 
point about 'virtual opposition '. Truth has another conventional 
opposite: fiction . Indeed the post-structuralist argument must 
conclude that all statements are in a certain sense fictions inasmuch 
as no particular form of words can, on epistemological grounds 
alone, claim access to reality superior to any other form of words . 
Tliis is Useful as long as it is taken as a starting point rather than as 
the last word. What should follow is a careful examination of the 
claims and assumptions implicit within different statements, an 
examination that would involve attention to such elements as 
genre, rhetoric, pragmatics and so on: a politics ofdiscourse . Only 
then could it be seen that matters of verification - seemingly made 
irrelevant by the universality of 'fiction' as a discursive mode 
return in a minor key where a statement claims veracity. These 
somewhat abstract issues take on considerable importance in the 
colonial context since certain of the particular discourses involved 
- narrative history, historical linguistics, ethnography - stand or 
fall by their truth-claims. It is therefore in the first instance 
politically rather than epistemologically important to retain the 
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prerogative to undermine their claims; and ideological analysis 
remains an essential tool for Marxism because it enables us to say 
not just that a particular statement is false, but also that its falsity 
has a wider significance in the justification of existing power
relations. This does not, pace Foucault, provide a term in 'virtual 
opposition' to a transcendental Truth as ultimate guarantor and 
arbiter. Its antonym is a small and relative and provisional truth , 
one that eschews the nalve~J.-£( any s~~!..dly direct access to 
reality but claims an, explanatory superiority) over its rival 
versions, particularly since it incluaes within its analysis an 
explanation of why those rival claims might appear plausible. 
This whole procedure, practised so effectively by Marx in his 
reading of classical political economy, is known as§ iqu-e\ Its 
aims and methods will be adopted in the readings that follow . 

5 

A radical history presenting a new version of the past will usually 
draw on new sources, even though those sources might well be 
'new ' only in the sense that the dominant version had repressed 
them by never even considering them as sources. Within this 
model of radical history there are then two interdependent but 
separable moments: first, a critique of existing versions, partly 
dependent upon, second, the presentation of alternative and 
contradictory evidence. This model has its anti-colonial equiva
lent in the rediscovery of native sources that offer a different and 
revealing light on colonial events and issues. None of this is as 
simple as it sounds, but it is relatively straightforward when 
compared with a situation in which there are virtually no 
alternative sources at all, a state of affairs brought about partly by 
our inability to read such 'documents' as do survive from the 
native Caribbean, and partly by the devastating speed and scale of 
the destruction of its societies in the period following 1492.7 The 
only evidence that remains, in other words, are the very European 
texts that constitute the discourse of colonialism. The European 
engraved by van der Straet is appropriately enough not 
Columbus but Amerigo Vespucci, not the first European to stand 
on the shores of the continent previously unknown to Europe but 
the first European to give that land a name, a European name, his 
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own, feminized .8 Such a monologic encounter can only mas
querade as a dialogue: it leaves no room for alternative voices. 

In this instance therefore, the burden of the radical task 
necessarily falls upon the protocols of critique . Procedurally, the 
first aspect of critique concerns the choice of texts . Given the 
focus on colonial beginnings and the geographical restriction to 
an extended Caribbean, the texts studied here largely chose 
themselves. Others could no doubt be added, but the aim is a . 
detailed study of representative texts rather than any attempt at 
coverage of the whole area. 

Even so, the five European stories are very different kinds of 
text, or at least texts that are usually seen as generically distinct . 
One point needs careful making in this connection. It is probably 
not accidental that two of the texts considered here (The Tempest 
and Robinson Crusoe) are 'literary' inasmuch as they have become 
essential parts of 'English Literature' in its current form . To focus 
on these texts is therefore in one sense to introduce into a singular 
discourse a rhetorical plurality or heteroglossia that might be seen 
to compensate for the absence of critical parallax noticed above. 
But there should be no suggestion that such ' literary' texts, qua 
' literary', produce any internal distantiation or implicit critique of 
the supposedly ' purer' ideological texts . A different presumption 
operates here: that whilst all the texts have their generic parti
cularities that require careful attention -log-book, play, historical 
memoir, novel, anecdote, to mention only the major texts - no 
intrinsic discursive significance attaches to their current classifica
tion as ' literary' or otherwise. Even within current conventions 
that borderline would be almost impossible to draw: Columbus's 
log-book has been read 'as literature' ; Smith's account of his 
rescue has sometimes been seen as a fictional embellishment to his 
history of Virginia; Yarico begins her career embedded as an 
anecdote in a biographical/historical memoir and is transferred by 
means of an 'essay' to the whole gamut of ' literary ' genres. It may 
be significant that answers to pressing ideological problems 
should be sought through recourse to largely imaginative narra
tives - and obviously inevitable that this should be the case once 
the original historical circumstances had been left so long behind 
but it is still essential, and therefore the first line of approach here, 
that colonial discourse operates certain strategies and tropes that 
can be seen at work in texts whose superficial differences 
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according to current classifications - might appear very striking . 
This is another way of saying that questions of textuality and 
rhetoric will be central. 

Differences of emphasis inevitably OCCur between chapters 
sim ply because some parts of the material are much better known 
than others. Familiarity has been presumed in the cases of The 
Tempest and Robinson Crusoe (Chapters 3 and 5) but not with 
Columbus's Journal (Chapter I) or John Smith's accounts of 
Pocahontas (Chapter 4), let alone with the once popular but now 
completely unread story of Inkle and Yarico, or the contempor
ary and equally unknown wars between England and the native 
Caribs of St Vincent (Chapter 6). 

6 

Forty years ago, in The Idea of History, R.G. Collingwood 
developed an analogy between the historian and the natural 
scientist: 

As natural science finds its proper method when the scientist, in 
Bacon's metaphor, puts Nature to the question, tortures her by 
experiment in order to wring from her answers to his own 
questions, so history finds its proper method when the historian 
puts his authorities in the witness-box, and by cross
questioning extorts from them information which in their 
original statements they have withheld, either because they did 
not wish to give it or because they did not possess it. 9 

The analogy may not work, but its failure is revealing. Colling
wood offers three densely woven figures: Bacon's analogy 
between the procedures of natural science and the inquisitorial 
method; his own analogy between the procedures of history and 
the adversary method; and a comparison ('as ... so ... ') 
between natural science and history which is tightened into an 
analogy by the similarities of phrasing ('wring ... extorts ... '). 
But even if we let Bacon's extraordinary metaphor for the 
protocols of natural science stand, it should be apparent that 
history lacks not only an experimental method that would 
'torture' its authorities, but even (and perhaps especially) a 
resuscitative method that would give those authorities a voice 

INTRODUCTION 

with which to answer the historian's questions. Within the terms 
of Collingwood's figure, historical documents, put to the ques
tion or cross-examined, will always tell the same story, word for 
word. What is interesting about the paragraph is that its dual 
metaphorical structure veils the internal contradiction: in other 
words the statement embodies, a rebours, its own point about 
what can be hidden within original statements. Collingwood's 
expression is flawed, one might say, because it is working against 
the grain of language, that far-from-neutral medium. Seeking to 
escape the traps of positivism and empiricism he is driven up 
against the ideological limits of a language that always encodes 
knowledge in terms of consciousness. 

Fredric Jameson, confronting the same problem, takes a 
surprisingly open resuscitatory line: the past, 'like Tiresias drink
ing the blood, is momentarily returned to life and warmth and 
allowed once more to speak, and to deliver its long-forgotten 
message in surroundings utterly alien to it'; only to recognize 
that, in practice, the Tiresian message needs considerable piecing 
together: 

It is in detecting the traces of that uninterrupted narrative, in 
restoring to the surface of the text the repressed and buried 
reality of this fundamental history, that the doctrine of a 
political unconscious finds its function and its necessity .lo 

So the historian here is some kind of picture-restorer, scra ping off 
excrescences to reveal the 'fundamental history' that lies beneath 
although of course texts no more have 'depth' (and therefore 
'surface') than they have 'voice'. It is not difficult to 'detect' 
beneath the 'surface' ofJameson's text the repressed operation of a 
model in which the revealed narrative of class-struggle is so well 
known in advance that the picture-restoring is devoid of any 
suspense. But, as in Collingwood's case, the residual model 
reasserts itself only by dint of the power of linguistic inertia , here 
to be foiled at the last by the fine oxymoron of 'a political 
unconscious' . 

The point of this final introductory excursus is to show how 
difficult it is to develop the kind of critical vocabulary necessary 
for textual interrogation. Jameson's 'political unconscious ' is 
important because, drawing on Althusser and Macherey, it 
recognizes that Freudian theory offers the one model of reading 
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we have that can claim to make a text speak more than it knows. 
Within psychoanalysis that speaking is again dependent upon a 
'cross-questioning' of the subject (the knowing consciousness 
rather than the knowing text), so 'the textual unconscious' is just 
one more metaphor, but it is the one wagered on here: hence the 
vocabulary of symptom, trace, the unconscious and so on, torn 
from their analytic context to bolster the scandal of putting texts 
to the question. I I 

In particular, following Macherey's deployment of the 
Freudian model, the chapters of this book will work to identify 
key locations in a text - cruces, to extend a conventional term 
where the text stutters in its articulation, and which can therefore 
be used as levers to open out the ideology of colonial discourse , to 
spread it out, in this text, in an act of explication. The venture, it 
should be said, is archaeological: no smooth history emerges, but 
rather a series of fragments which, read speculatively, hint at a 
story that can never be fully recovered. 

1 


Columbus and the 


cannibals 


[SJome strangers had arrived who had gabbled in funny old 
talk because they made the word for sea feminine and not 
masculine, they called macaws poll parrots, canoes rafts, 
harpoons javelins, and when they saw us going out to greet 
them and swim around their ships they climbed up onto the 
yardarms and shouted to each other look there ho w well 
form ed, of beauteous body and fin e face, and thick-haired 
and almost like horsehair silk, and when they saw that we 
were painted so as not to get sunburned they got all excited 
like wet little parrots and shouted look there how they dau D 
themselves gray, and they are the hue of canary birds, not 
white nor yet black, and what there be of them , and we 
didn't understand why the hell they were making so much 
fun of us since we were just as normal as the day our 
mothers bore us and on the other hand they were all decked 
out like the jack of clubs in all that heat ... and we traded 
everything we had for these red birettas and these strips of 
glass beads that we hung around our necks to please them, 
and also for these brass bells that can ' t be worth more than a 
penny and for chamberpots and eyeglasses ... but the 
trouble was that among the I'll swap you this for that and 
that for the other a wild motherfucking trade grew up and 
after a while everybody was swapping his parrots , his 
tobacco, his wads of chocolate, his iguana eggs, everything 
God ever created, because they took and gave everything 
willingly, and they even wanted to trade a velvet doublet 
for one of us to show off in Europeland. 1 

I • 
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~ 
Human beings who eat other human beings have always been 
placed on;he very borders of humanity . They are not regarded as 
··nhuman bec(use if they were animals their behaviour would be 
natural and co~ld not cause the outrage and fear that 'cannibalism ' 

~has always provoked. 'C~nnibalism': the word comes easily and ~t 
unproblematically; a straightforward word without troubling 
ambiguities, more familiar (and easier on the tongue) than the 

Figure 3 Columbus greeted by native Caribbeans; from Theodore de 
Bry's Grands Voyages. The primal encounter tended to be depicted either 
as this kind of idealized tribute, or as fierce hostility (cf. Figure 7). 

,-'\ 

1 
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alternative, 'anthropophagy'. Both words exist in English as 
nouns describing 'the practice of eating the flesh of one's fellow-' . 
creatures', to quote the Oxford English Dictionary's entry on 
'cannibalism', but both words once existed as proper nouns~\ 
referring to whole nations who were to be characterized by their 
adhesion to such a practice. So, originally, rather than 'cannibal
ism' or 'anthropophagy', 'Cannibals' and 'Anthropophagi'. But 
the histories of the two words are very different. 'Anthropophagi' 

I!;,. ,r

1 

J 
is, in its original Greek, a formation made up of two pre-existing 
words (,eaters / of human beings') and bestowed by the Greeks on'.. 1;/. 

a nation presumed to live beyond the Black Sea. Exactly the 
opposite applies to 'Canni.~als', which was a non-European namel 
used to refer to an existing people - a group of Caribs in the 
Antilles. Through the connection made between that people and 
the practice of eating the flesh of their fellow-creatures, the name 
'Cannibal' passed into Spanish (and thence to the other European 
languages) with that implication welded indissolubly to it. 
Gradually 'cannibal = eater of human flesh' became distingu
ished from 'Carib = native of the Antilles', a process only 
completed (in English) by the coining of the general term 
'cannibalism', for which the fIrSt OED entry is dated I796 - a date 
that will gather re.sonance in the fmal chapter of this book. 

One of the ways in which ideologies...work js by passing off 
pahi-at- aC€6tlIIt, :1, the ",bnk..2!.ory. They often achieve this by 
representing their ~artiality as what can be taken for granted, 
' ££>mr1Jon sens.e', 'the natural', even 'reality itself'. This in turn 
often involves a covering of tracks: if something is to appear as 

~/ l simply 'the case't hen -its"origin iIi' historical contingency must be 
4" '\ J 1\ repressed. Generally speaking this repression can take two forms: 

the denial of history, of which the most common version is the 
""1 argument to nature; or the historical alibi, in which a story of 

( origins is told. The power of this second form is that it usually 
- offers a true story, in the restricted but powerful sense of true as 

'not false'. It might indeed offer several true stories but these 
would never be in conflict because they would be isolated from 
one another in separate compartments, often called 'disciplines'. _. 
Here the most pertinent disciplines are ethnograEh,y and historical 

~ . 
... 

r-

J..1i..n.g,Mistics, and it is the latter that seems to have provided what 
will look, at least for awhile, like a real beginning, the fIrSt 
encounter. 

/,,, :1" 

-') c.)·,.,."'.,.,...... ).l., ~ - .... 
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2 

The primary OED definition of 'cannibal' reads: 'A man (esp. a 
savage) that eats human flesh; a man-eater, an anthropophagite. 
Originally proper name of the man-eating Caribs of the Antilles.' 
The morphology or, to use the OED's word, form-history of 
'cannibal' is rather more circumspect. 2 The main part of its entry 
reads: 

(In 16th c. pI. Canibales, a. Sp. Canibales, originally one of the 
forms of the ethnic name Carib or Caribes, a fierce nation of the 
West Indies, who are recorded to have been anthropophagi, and 
from whom the name was subsequently extended as a descrip

l tive term ... ) -V f.c.-r-.<- -L,x/-.d...R .'"'- ".Ie s . 

) 1 This is a 'true' account of the morphology of the word 'cannibal' 
It' in English, yet it is also an ideological account that functions to 
~I repress important historical questions about the use of the term 
~ its discursive morphology, perhaps, rather than its linguisticfl" 
~. morphology. The trace of that repression is the phrase 'who are

".,. \i recorded to have been', which hides beneath its blandness - the 
~~t:~ ~~passive tense, the absence (in a book of authorities) of any ultimate 
,I ~ authority, the assumption of impartial and accurate observation

-;::; ~ a different history altogether. 
l!. ,.\. The tone of 'who are recorded to have been' suggests a 

nineteenth-century ethnographer sitting in the shade with note
book and pencil, calmly recording the savage rituals being 
performed in front of him. However unacceptable that might 
now seem as 'objective reporting', it still appears a model of 
simplicity compared with the complexities of the passages that 
constitute the record in this instance. 

On 23 November 1492 Christopher Columbus approached an 
island 'which those Indians whom he had with him called 
"Bohio"'. According to Columbus'sJournal these Indians, usually \ 

referred to as Arawaks: 


said that this land was very extensive and that in it were people 
who had one eye in the forehead, and others whom they called 
'canibals'. Of these last, they showed great fear, and when they 
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saw that this course was being taken, they were speechless, he 
says, because these people ate them and because they are very 
warlike. (j 68-9)3 [la cual decian que era muy grande y que 
habia en ella gente que tenia un ojo en la frente, y otros que se 
llamaban canibales, a quien mostraban tener gran miedo. Y des 
que vieron, que lleva este camino, dice que no podian hablar 
porque los comian y que son gente muy armada.]4 

This is the first appearance of the word 'canibales' in a European 
text, and it is linked immediately with the practice of eating r)1 V 
human flesh. The Jour12l!lis, therefore, in some sense at least, a 1(11 

'beginning text'. - 
But injust what sense is that name and that ascription a 'record' ' 12,t, 

of anything? For a start the actual text on which we presume ,"" 
Columbus to have inscribed that name disappeared, along with its "'-.::h 

'i
only known copy, in the middle of the sixteenth century. The 
only version we have, and from which the above quotation is 
taken, is a handwritten abstract made by Bartolome de Las Casas, 
probably in 1552, and probably from the copy of Columbus's 
original then held in the monastery of San Pablo in Seville. There 
have subsequently been various transcriptions of Las Casas's 
manuscript. So the apparent transparency of 'who are recorded to 
have been' is quickly made -opaque by the thickening layers of I L ;i. 
language: a transcription of an abstract of a copy of a lost original:}r c..?$<--' .

I" '" This is chastening, but to some extent contingent. More telling is r 
I 

I 
what might be called the internal oracity of the statement. '" . ' 


'j i Columbus's 'record', far from being an observation that~ 

people called 'canibales' ate other people, is a report of other ...., 


~~ 	 people's words; moreover, words spoken in a language of which 
he had no prior knowledge and, at best, six weeks' practice in 

~ trying to understand. 
'I(~ Around this passage cluster a whole host of ethnographic and 

linguistic questions, some of which return in the next chapter. But 
the general argument here will be that, though important, these 
questions take second place to the textual and discursive questions. 
What first needs examination, in other words, are not isolated 
passages taken as evidence for this or that, but rather the larger 
units of text and discourse, without which no meaning would be 
possible at all. 

/ / 
~ "1"0 ;! t:-- 4 h ..4/ ~'k6-

.\ 
,.(-_ 	

I
'-L I .... -) -t-V. ~. :;,.,c..,:;.....-cL -"' ,; 

~~~ '4 ;;-:-/r-"~ "f< I ~ 
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3 

To write about the text we call 'el diario de Colon' (Columbus's 
journal) is to take a leap of faith, to presume that the transcription 
of the manuscript of the abstract of the copy of the original stands 
in some kind of meaningful relationship to the historical reality of 
Columbus's voyage across the Atlantic and down through the 
Caribbean islands during the winter months of 1492-3. 

It would be perverse and unhelpful to presume that no such 
relationship exists, but credulous and unthinking to speak - as 
some have done - of the Journal's 'frank words, genuine and"\1 A ... 

L unadorned'.5 Circumspection would certainly seem called for. 
'I' ' .~ "l.", -Yet if the Journal is taken not as a privileged eye-witness 

" ~ .t document of the discovery, nor as an accurate ethnographic record, .,. 
~ but rather as the first fable of European beginnings in America, .J., then its complex textual history and slightly dubious status be

~ -,~ 
come less important than the incredible narrative it unfolds. .~ 

\:, ~ This is not an argument in favour of somehow lifting 
Columbus and his Journal out of history. Just the opposite in fact; 
and gradually, throughout this chapter, the Journal's contexts will 
be inscribed on to the text. But it is an argument in favour of 
bracketing particular questions of historical accuracy and relia
bility in order to see the text whole, to gauge the structure of its 
narrative, and to chart the interplay of its linguistic registers and 
rhetorical modalities. To read the Journal in this way is also to 

\. defer the biographical questions: the C:.olumbus of wh_<?_I?~ 
.{ speak is for the momen! ~~~~t1,!.aLfl!llction, the. 'I' of the Journal 

who is occasionall y, and scandalously, transfprmedjnto the third'\::t,~ 
persQn.by the intervention of the transcriber's '1'. 

r The Journal is generically peculiar. It is in part a log-book, and 
throughout records the navigational details of Columbus's 

( voyage. Commentators have usually accepted that it was written 
\ up almost every evening of the six-and-a-half-month journey, 

,~ 	 not revised or rewritten, and not constructed with a view to 
publication. It certainly gives that impression, which is all that 
matters here: f:olumbus is presented by the Journal as responding 
day by day to the stimulus of new challenges and problems. Yet if 
its generic shape is nautical the Journal is also by turns a personal 
memoir, an ethnographic notebook, and a compendium of 
European fantasies about the Orient: a veritable palimpsest. ) 

..-J
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4 

• 'From whom the name was subsequently extended as a descrip
ti ve term'. Linguistic morphology is concerned only with the 
connection made between the term 'cannibal' and the practice of 
eating human flesh. We have ,seen how the very first mention of 
that term in a European te1t is glossed with reference to that 
practice, and for the linguist ~t is satisfactory, but not of intrinsic 
interest, to note how that reference is always present, either 
implicitly or explicitly, in any recorded use of the word 'cannibal' 
from Columbus's on 23 November 1492 onwards. It was adopted 
into the bosom of the European family oflanguages with a speed 
and readiness which suggests that there had always been an empty 
place kept warm for it. Poor 'anthropophagy', if not exactly 
orphaned, was sent out into the cold until finding belated lodging 
in the nineteenth century within new disciplines seeking authority 
from the deployment of classical terminology. 

All of which makes it even stranger that the context of that 
beginning passage immediately puts the association between the 
word 'cannibal' and the eating of human flesh into doubt. Las 
Casas continues: 

The admiral says that he well believes that there is something in 
this, but that since they were well armed, they must be an intel
ligent people [gente de razonJ, and he believed that they may 
have captured some men and that, because they did not return 
to their own land, they would say that they were eaten. (J 69) 

This passage is of no interest to linguistic morphology since 
Columbus's scepticism failed to impinge upon the history of the 
word. Ethnographically it would probably be of scant interest, 
showing merely Columbus's initial scepticism, and therefore 
making him a more reliable witness in the end. Even from the 
point of view of a revisionist ethnography that wanted to 
discount suggestions of native anthropophagy the passage could 
only be seen as evidence of the momentary voice of European 
reason soon to be deafened by the persistence of Arawak 
defamations of their traditional enemy. Attention to the discurs
ive complexities of the text will suggest a different reading. 

The great paradox of Columbus's Journal is that although the 
voyage of 1492-3 was to have such a devastating and long-lasting 

http:persQn.by
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effect on both Europe and America, and is still celebrated as one of 
the outstanding achievements of humanity, the record itself tells 
of misunderstandings, failures and disappointments. The greatest 
of these - that he had not reached Asia - was too overwhelming 
for Columbus ever to accept. The minor ones are in some ways 
even more telling. 

~~~IJ.J,o<V According to the account given by the Journal the Spaniards 

C~.J'J.· ~rrived with a whole series of objectives and expectations, and 


plied their native hosts with questions. For the most part 

Columbus gives the impression of fairly straightforward com

munication with the natives , but this was hardly the case. The 

Spanish ships carried only one interpreter, LUIS de Torres, 

specially chosen because he spoke Hebrew, Aramaic and some 

Arabic; so there is no reason to think that there was any initial 

communication at all. The natives presumably remained baffled 

but gave (largely by way of signs) what seemed to be the right 

answers to expedite their visitors - pointing enthusiastic index 

fingers at the horizon; the Spaniards, pleased to find that whatever 

they had asked about was so near, thought they were understand


\ r. ing each other famously . On I I December, three months after the 

,V' first landfall, Columbus admits: 'Every day we understand these 


~- Indians better and they us, although many times there has been 

.I~ misunderstanding' (J 93)· This is just about credible, even if there 

is little subsequent indication of improved communication in the 
months that follow. From October to December (the months at 
issue here) there is no evidence and no reason to suppose that what 
Columbus presented as a dialogue between European and native 
was other than a European m~k>.g!l~ : Las Casas has a marginal 
note by one of the entries under consideration (23 Novemberl'~ 1492 ) commenting on Columbus's misunderstanding of the word 

.v· .! 'bohio' (in fact 'house') as the name of an island: ' this shows 
so _'I' V. how little he understood them' .6 And ye t the monologue is in no 


~\\ ):;:\~sense simple or homogeneous: Columbus's initial scepticism is to .' 

~. ,: 


~~ _0 be explained not as the flickering light of European reason, but l


Ii rather as the result of a discursive conflict internal to that ~ 
I' i EU~~QD.9loK!:!-~j~self. - - - r...1.rp,': ) 

In brief, what a symptomatic reading of the Journal reveals IS 
the presence of two distinct discursive networks. In bold outline 
each discourse can be identified by the presence of key words: in 
one case 'gold', 'Cathay', 'Grand Khan', 'intelligent soldiers', 

I.'J.,...,
~. -.r '\\,s 5*--""'"0' P -,
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~~J'large buildings', 'merchant ships';? in the other 'gold', 'savagery', )
\,Q . ~ 1J'fio.~ 'monstrosity', 'anthropophagy '. Even more boldly, each dis

~' 'course can be traced to a single textual origin, Marco Polo and 'h 'X)S'\~o . 
Herodotus res12e~. More circumspectly, there is what might 1\ ~ 
be caned a discourse of Oriental civilization and a discourse of ,\11' 

savagery, both archives of topics -and motifs that can be traced 
back to the classical period. It is tempting to say that the first was 
based on empirical knowledge and the second on psychic 
projection, but that would be a false dichotomy. There was no 
doubt a material reality - the trade that had taken place between 
Europe and the Far East over many centuries, if intermittently . In 
pursuit of, or as an outcome of, this trade there were Europeans 
who travelled to the Far East, but their words are in no way a 
simple reflection of 'what they saw'. For that reason it is better to 
speak of ideuti£ia.ble..Aismur.se..s~_ There was a panoply of words 
and phrases used to speak about the Orient: most concerned its 
wealth and power, as well they might since Europe had for many 
years been sending east large amounts of gold and silver. Marco 
Polo's account was the best-known deployment of these topoi. 8 

The discourse of savagery had in fact changed little since 
Herodotus's ' in vestiga tion' of Greece's 'barbarian' neighbours. 
The locations moved but the descriptions of Amazons. Anthro
pophagi and Cynocephali remained constant throughout Ctesia~ ~-P.....,:. 
Pliny, Solinus and many others.9 This discourse was hege- I l'f'.p" -'... 
monic in the sense that it provided a popular vocabulary for \>-1 y
constituting 'otherness' and was not dependent on textual repro- I tit 
duction . Textual authority was however available to Columbus) .v( 
in Pierre d'Ailly and Aeneas Sylvius, and indeed in the text that ~. 

we know as 'Marco Polo', but which is properly Divisament dou 
Monde, authored by a writer of romances in French. and itself 
alread y an uma vellable discursive network .10 

In the early weeks of the Columbian voyage it is possible to see 
a certain jockeying for position between these two discourses. but 
no overt conflict. The relationship between them is expressed as 
that between present and future : this is a world of savagery, over 
there we will find Cathay. But there are two potential sites of 
conflict. one conscious - in the sense of being present in the text ; 
the other unconscious - in the sense that it is present only in its 
absence and must be reconstructed from the traces it leaves. The 
conscious conflict is that two elements, ' the soldiers of the Grand 
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Khan' from the discourse of Marco Polo and 'the man-eating 
savages' from the discourse of Herodotus, are competing for a 
single signifier - the word 'canibales'. Columbus's wavering on 
23 November belongs to a larger pattern of references in which 
'canibal' is consistently glossed by his native hosts as 'man-eater' 
while it ineluctably calls to his mind 'el Gran Can'. In various 
entries the phonemes echo each other from several lines' distance 
until on I I December 1492 they finally coincide: 

it appears likely that they are harassed by an intelligent race, all 
these islands living in great fear of those of Caniba. 'And so I 
repeat what I ha ve said on other occasions,' he says, 'the Caniba 
are nothing else than the people of the Grand Khan [que Caniba 
no es olra cosa sino la genie del Gran Can], who must be very near 
here and possess ships, and they must come to take them 
captive, and as the prisoners do not return, they believe that 
they have been eaten.' (j 92-3) 

The two 'Can' are identified as one, the crucial identification is 
backdated, and 'canibal' as man-eater must simply disppear 
having no reference to attach itself to. 

Except of course that it does not disappear at all. That would be 
too easy. In fact the assertion of the identity of 'Caniba' with 
'gente del Can', so far from marking the victory of the Oriental 
discourse, signals its very defeat; as if the crucial phonetic evidence 
could only be brought to textual presence once its power to 
control action had faded. To understand this it will be necessary 
to look back in some detail at the course of Columbus's voyage 
through the Caribbean (see Figure 4). 

5 

Gold was not simply the one element common to both the 
Oriental discourse and the discourse of savagery; it was in each 
case the pivotal term around which the others clustered. Oriental 
gold and savage gold would prove to be very different animals 
but in the early weeks of the voyage they happily share the single 
signifier which guided Columbus like a magnet through the 
bewildering archipelago of the Bahamian islands: 
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MONDAY, OCTOBER 15TH ... These islands are very green and 
fertile and the breezes are very soft, and it is possible that there 
are in them many things, of which I do not know, because I did 
not wish to delay in finding gold, by discovering and going 
about many islands. (j 30) 

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 23 RD ... I did not delay longer here ... 
since I see that there is no gold mine .... I say that it is not 
right to delay, but to go on our way and to discover much 
land, until a very profitable land is reached. (j 42) 11 

Gold was the object of desire but 'gold' could be articulated by 
both discourses. What is more, at this stage both discourses pointed 

Figure 4 Columbus's route through the Caribbean, 1492-3. 
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Figu.. 5 Columbus's probable conception of eastern Asia, based on a 
reconstruction of the chart drawn for the King of Portugal by Paolo 
Toscanelli, with whom Columbus corresponded. 

in the same direction. According to the medieval geography of 
Oriental discourse the coastline of Cathay ran from NNW to 
SSE, and the large island ofCipangu Oapan) had to its north-east a 
cluster of smaller islands (see Figure 5). So the initial landfall on 
Guanahani was not problematic; it was clearly one of these 
sp1aller islands. A course south-west would take him to Cipangu 
or, if he missed Cipangu, to the coast of Cathay. As it happened 
the native fingers pointed south-west too, no doubt for their own 
reasons,12 but serving to bu ttress the traditional link between the 
sources of gold and the tropics: 

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 21ST .. From this heat, which the 
admiral says that he experienced there, he argued that in these 
Indies and there where he was, there must be much gold. (j 68) 

On 21 October Columbus first hears of Cuba: 

I wish to leave for another very large island, which I believe 
must be Cipangu, according to the signs which these Indians 
whom I have with me make; they call it 'Coiba'. They say that 
there are ships and many very good sailors there .... But I am 
still determined to proceed to the mainland and to the city of 
Quinsay and to give the letters of Your Highnesses to the 
Grand Khan, and to request a reply and return with it. (j 41 ) 
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Figure 6 Columbus's course off eastern Cuba, showing his change of 
direction. 

The determination is still to go beyond the island to the mainland. 
They steered west-south-west and reached Cuba on 28 October: 

The Indians said that in that island there are gold mines and 
pearls; the admiral saw that the place was suited for them. And 
the admiral understood that the ships of the Grand Khan come 
there, and they are large; and that from there to the mainland it 
is ten days ' journey. (j 46). 

Columbus immediately sets off north-west up the Cuban coast, 
but his geographical notions quickly lose their assurance (see 
Figure 6). This is not one of the smaller islands but neither, 
evidently , is it the rich and civilized island of Cipangu: 

TUESDA Y, OCTOBER 30TH .. . After ha ving gone fifteen leagues, 
the Indians who were in the caravel Pinta said that behind that 
cape there was a river, and that from the river to Cuba it was 
four days' journey. The captain of the Pinta said he understood 
that this Cuba was a city , and that land was a very extensive 
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mainland which stretched far to the north, and that the king of 
that land was at war with the Grand Khan .... The admiral 
resolved to go to that river and send a present to the king of 
that land, and send him the letter of the Sovereigns ... ; and he 
says that he must attempt to go to the Grand Khan, for he 
thought that he was in the neighbourhood, or to the city of 
Cathay, which belongs to the Grand Khan, which, as he says, is 
very large, as he was told before he set out from Spain. (j 49) 

The refusal of the Caribbean islands to conform to 'Oriental ' 
expectations is by now becoming embarrassingly evident. Yet 
Martin Alonso Pinzon's interpretation of his guides' remarks 
offers a way out. If Cuba is a city then this must be the mainland 
and Quinsay not too far to the north (given that it supposedly has 
the same latitude as the Canaries). There then follows an 
extraordinary series of events, which will be given in outline 
before being discussed in detail. 

Columbus begins by saying, quite reasonably since he now 
imagines himself to be on the mainland, 'that he must attempt to 
go to the Grand Khan'; yet in the same sentence he announces that 
he is 42° north of the Equator, an evidently ludicrous assessment 
of his position. The next day he makes one desultory effort to sail 
north-west: 

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 31ST All night, Tuesday, he was 
beating about, and he saw a river where he could not enter 
because the mouth was shallow .... And navigating farther 
on, he found a cape which jutted very far out and was 
surrounded by shallows, and he saw an inlet or bay, where 
small vessels might enter, and he could not make it , because the 
wind had shifted due north and all the coast ran north-north
west and south-east. Another cape which he saw jutted still 
farther out. For this reason and because the sky showed that it 
would blow hard, he had to return to the Rio de Mares. (j 49) 

The next day he potters around on shore but announces firmly 
, "that this is the mainland, and that I am," he says, "before Zaiton 
and Quinsay, a hundred leagues, a little more or less, distant from 
one and another'" (j 5I). Amazingly, the next day, rather than 
sailing north-west again, he sends his embassy inland . Cuba, he 
had discovered after all , was only four days' inland from the river, 
but not this river (Rio de Mares), rather the one north-west 
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beyond the cape. The ambassadors are primed in all seriousness 
and dispatched; Columbus takes his latitude again, this time with 
a quadrant, and again comes out with 42° north. He then spends 
four days waiting for the embassy to return, trying all the while 
to communicate with the natives: 

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 4TH ... The admiral showed to some 
Indians of that place cinnamon and pepper - I suppose some of 
that which he had brought from Castile as a specimen - and 
they recognised it, as he says, and indicated by signs that there 
was much of it near there, towards the south-east. He showed 
them gold and pearls, and certain old men replied that in a 
place which they called 'Bohio' there was a vast amount, and 
that they wore it round the neck and on the ears and legs, and 
also pearls. He further understood that they said that there were 
large ships and merchandise, and that all this was to the south
east. He also understood that far from there were men with one 
eye, and others with dogs' noses who ate men, and that when 
they took a man, they cut off his head and drank his blood and 
castrated him. The admiral determined to return to the ship to 
await the two men whom he had sent, intending himself to go 
in search of those lands if they did not bring some good news of 
things they sought. (j 52) 13 

The following night (November 5/6) the men return having 
found no Oriental city. Columbus relates their story and then 
makes a statement. Las Casas, catching the portentous tone, 
quotes the words directly: 

'They are,' says the admiral, 'a people very free from wicked
ness and unwarlike; they are all naked, men and women, as 
their mothers bore them. It is true that the women wear only a 
piece of cotton, large enough to cover their privy parts and no 
more, and they are of very good appearance, and are not very 
black, less so than those of the Canaries. I hold, most Serene 
Princes,' the admiral says here, 'that having devout religious 
persons, knowing their language,-they would all at once 
become Christians, and so I hope in our Lord that Your 
Highnesses will take action in this matter with great diligence, 
in order to turn to the Church such great peoples and to 
convert them, as you have destroyed those who would not 
confess the Father and the Son and the Holy Ghost, and after 
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your days, for we are all mortal , you will leave your realms in a 
most tranquil state and free from heresy and wickedness , and 
you will be well received before the eternal Creator, Whom 
may it please to give you long life and great increase of many 
kingdoms and lordships, and the will and inclination to spread 
the holy Christian religion, as you have done up to this time. 
Amen. Today I refloated the ship and I am preparing to set out 
on Thursday in the name of God, and to go to the south-east to 

seek for gold and spices and to discover land.' (J 57) 

In six days an absolute determination to sail north-west has been 
transformed into an equally absolute determination on the 
rectitude of sailing in precisely the opposite direction. 

The crucial nature of this decision for Columbus can be gauged 
by the almost manic accumulation of explanations he offers for it. 
In addition to the Journal entry, he gives over a large chunk of his 
later Letter - addressed to the Spanish monarchs but the document 
through which the 'discovery' became known to all Europe - to a 
justification of the change: 

When I came to Juana [Cuba], I followed its coast to the 
westward, and I found it to be so extensive that I thought it 
must be the mainland, the province of Cathay. And since there 
were neither towns nor villages on the seashore, but small 
hamlets only, with the people of which I could not have speech 
because they all fled immediately, I went forward on the same 
course, thinking that I could not fail to find great cities or 
towns . At the end of many leagues, seeing that there was no 
change and that the coast was bearing me northwards, which I 
wished to avoid, since winter was already approaching and I 
proposed to make from it to the south, and as, moreover, the 
wind was carrying me forward, I determined not to wait for a 
change in the weather and retraced my path as far as a 
remarkable harbour known to me. (J 191-2) . 

It should be noted that 'many leagues ' was in fact two days' 
sailing, and that the rest of the Letter is almost totally devoid of 
navigational detail. Carl Sauer points out the illogical nature of 
Columbus's reversal: 

Columbus made too many excuses for not continuing to the 
land of the Great Khan, whose seaports lay at ten days' sailor at 
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a hundred leagues. Coastline, wind, and current allied west. A 
purely local change of coast to the north was construed into a 
continuing change of direction. The passage of cool northern 
air for several days he interpreted as the arrival of winter cold, 
although he wrote at the same time about his delight in the 
tropical verdure. A brief change in wind became the adversity 
of head winds out of the north.14 

The wanton dispatch of the embassy into the Cuban interior 
has also provoked much comment. Las Casas speculated that 
when Columbus produced a gold object the natives pronounced 
the word 'Cubanacan' (mid-Cuba) - a district where a limited 
quantity of gold existed - and pointed up river to the interior; 
Columbus, of course, immediately connected Cubanacan with ' el 
Gran Can'.15 Alternatively, Morison suggests that the natives 
'simply mistook the Spaniards' dumb-show of imperial majesty 
for a desire to meet their cacique'.16 In the event Luis de Torres 
was entrusted with the Latin passport, the Latin letter of credence 
from Ferdinand and Isabella, and a royal gift. As the Arabic 
speaker of the expedition he was supposed to make direct contact 
with the Grand Khan. All of this proved superfluous. The party 
travelled 25 miles up the valley of the Caco yuguin where they 
found, not even a walled city, let along Quinsay (Hangchow), at 
that time the biggest city in the world, but a village of fifty 
houses. They were treated with deference but saw no signs of the 
civilization they expected. 

But the most interesting (and most problematic) piece of 
evidence concerns Columbus's ridiculously inaccurate assessment 
of his position . Las Casas was clearly sceptical when reporting the 
30 October reading: 'In the opinion of the admiral, he was distant 
from the equinoctial line forty-two degrees to the north , if the 
tex t from which I have copied this is not corrupt' (J 49); but the 
figure is twice confIrmed: on 2 November when Columbus takes 
the latitude with a quadrant, and on 21 November, by which 
time an element of doubt has crept in ('it was ... his opinion that 
he was not so far distant' (J 67)). Puerto Gibara, on the estuary of 
Columbus's Rio de Mares, is in fact 21°06' north. Having plotted 
a course due west from the Canaries and then sailed south-west 
through the Bahamas, Columbus must have known that he could 
not have been more than 25° or 26° north even allowing for some 
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error in navigation. T he reasons for this seemingly inexplicable 
mistake have much exercised the commentators; arguably it is the 
most disputed textual crux in the w hole Columbian corpus. One 
commentator has postulated an imaginary quadrant that read 
double. Another has argued that Columbus was trying to throw 
the Portuguese off the t rack Las Casas suggested that the scribe 
copied 2 I as 42 - an unlikely error , particularly on three separate 
occasions. Morison believed he had fo und the explanation: 

The real explanation is simple: Columbus picked the w rong 
star. He was 'shooting' Alfirk (P Cephei), which in November 
bore due north at dusk; mistaking her for Polaris, whose 
familiar 'pointers' were below the horizon. 1 7 

But a description of what happened is not an explanation. A 
simple error, twice repeated, seems unlikely for such an experi
enced navigator in calm and relatively clear weather. 1S But if the 
desire is to sail south-east then the 420 north would certainly 
provide a good excuse since Q uinsay and Zaiton could not 
possibly lie that far north, and Marco Polo could therefore be 
appeased. This of course is the one reason Columbus does not offer 
for his change of direction, although it would on the surface be 
the most convincing. This seems to indicate that the positional 
error was not the reason for Columbus's alteration of course, but 
rather a post hoc justification to himself for that alteration. It could 
not be a fabrication: Columbus's conscious mind must have 
known perfectly well that it was wrong, and anyway such an 
inconsistently held fabrication could have convinced nobody. 
Rather Columbus wanted to sail south-east instead of the obvious 
north-west (obvious, that is, ifhe w ere seeking the Grand Khan's 
cities), and the faulty latitude reading enabled him to convince 
himself that he was taking the correct and logical course. Once 
the decision was irrevocable he could voice his own doubts and 
put the mistake down to a faulty quadrant U 67). 

These pages of the Joumal offer, then, a series of traces that 
mark the site of a discursive conflict. The commentators have 
been exercised by these traces but handicapped by attempting to 
interpret them as a series of individual problems (an accident here, 
a change of mind there), and, more seriously, as an unmediated 
reflection of Columbus's mental processes. 

A reading of the w hole discursive conflict might look like this. 
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In simple terms the traces mark the defeat of the O riental 
discourse as the articulating principle of the Joumal. Until 29 
October 1492 Columbus had, at least to his own satisfaction, been 
able co get positive enough answers to his Marco Polo-based 
questions to operate that in terpretative grid . More to the point, 
the directions indicated by Marco Polo coincided with where 
both Columbus's received notions and native fingers pointed 
cowards gold. On the coast of C uba Columbus immediately, 
without hesitation and without comment, sailed north-west 
before, in this flur ry of explanations, strange manoeuvres and 
nonsensical assessments of position, changing direction. The basic 
point , as Sauer recognized, is that when the terrain m ade a south
westerly course no longer possible and fo rced a choice between 
north-west and south-east, C olumbus chose south-east because he 
was more likely to fmd gold in tha t direction: not of course the 
gold of Cathay, but exploitable mines of 'savage gold'. This w as 
not just a diffi cult decision, it was one that could not be brought 
to textual consciousness, for to do so w ould have been to admit 
that the w hole discursive structu re of the Columbian enterprise 
had been in va in. As a result the text has to be studded with 
convincing reasons for tbe decision to sail south-east but, like 
Freud's exam ple of the neighbour w ho fails to return the 
borro wed kettle, Columbus gives just too many. The meteorolog
ical points are adequately covered by Sauer's comment: they 
enable the text to suggest that moving northwards in winter (on 
the coast of C uba!) might be unwise, but they need firmer 
support. This is provided by the unconsciously deliberate mis
taking of Alfirk for Polaris . 

In this light the embassy can be seen not so much as a genuine 
attempt to locate an O riental court as Columbus furnishing 
himself wi th a decisive piece of empirical proof as to the absence 
of Oriental courts. Nobody had even suggested there w ere any 
inland from the R io de Mares - the earlier news had been of a city 
in land from a more westerly river; there w as no reason at all for 
su pposing there were any large cities to be found. But by creating 
the sense of expectation and therefore subsequent disappointment 
the text can produce, as it were, a smokescreen behind w hich the • 
direction of Columbus's departure will not seem of significance. 
In other words the embassy was sent with such excessive 
solemnity ill order that it return a failure. The incident is given 
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extensive coverage in the journal. The Letter can alford to be 
laconic: 

I sent two men in land to learn if there were a king or great 
cities. They travelled three days' journey, finding an infinity of 
small ham lets and people w ithout n um ber, but nothing of 
im portan ce. For this reason they retu rned. U 192) 

T he departure of the em bassy creates a space of four days that 
pro ve to be the still centre of the journal. The relentless forward 
m o mentum o f the enterprise is halted . Time is alm ost suspended. 
These are the pages of the journal richest in description of the 
natural world . It is the first European idyll in the t ropics . 
T ex tuall y, too , a space has been opened up into w hich the 
H erodotean discourse can unfold itself, particularly (since this is 
w hat concerns us most here) its darker side, because it is w hile the 
embassy is away, w hile, as it w ere, the Oriental discourse is 
occupied elsewhere, tha t we read for the first tim e of 'men with 
one eye, and others with dogs' noses w ho eat m en ' (J 52): 
deployment of the standard Mediterranean teratology. 

Again it is no accident that at the end of this idyll (in fact as a 
way of announcing the end of it) Columbus presents his most 
important policy statement so far, quoted in direct speech by Las 
Casas. It begins as an argument for the natural goodness of the 
Antillean natives (,very free from wickedness and unwarlike ... 
naked . .. not very black'); trusts that Ferdinand and Isabella will 
be w ell received by their Creator for having converted so many 
pagans (trying to salvage at least something from the goldless and 
spiceless and Khanless month since the fmt landfall); prays for the 
life and empire of his sovereigns; and only then can say what the 
last four days and innumerable words have been building up to : 

Today I refloated the ship and I am preparing to set out on 
Thursday in the name of God, and to go to the south-east to 
seek for gold and spices and to discover land . (j 57) 

These words were written on Tuesday 6 N ovember. The entry 
ends on a note of unparalleled bathos: 

All these are the words of the admiral, \vho thought to set out 
on the Thursday, but, as he had a contrary wind, he was not 
able to set out until the twelfth day of November. (j 57) 
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So much fo r the onset of the northerl y w inds of winter. There are 
no m ore entries at all until the wind changes. 

6 

D uring this period of stasis on the coast of C uba tbe Orien tal 
discourse is displaced as the articulating principle of the 
Columbian text by the Herodotean discourse of savagery. The 
far-reaching na ture of this displacement, evident only in the 
textual upheavals, is disguised to some extent by the continuity 
apparently given by the signifier comm on (and indeed pivotal) to 
both discourses: 'gold ' . But the shift can in the end be charted by 
the gradual displacem ent of the metonym s of O riental gold by 
those of savage gold. In O ctober Columbus was hearing of 'a 
king w ho had large vessels of it and possessed much gold' (j 26), 
of ' very large golden bracelets on the legs and arms' (j 29). and 
of 'bracelets on their arms and on their legs, and ill their ears and 
noses and around their necks' (j 30). After O ctober this becomes 
natives digging gold (j 58) , or sieving and smelting it (j 107), or 
collecting grains as large as lentils (j 142), as large as grains of 
w heat (j 140), or larger than beans (j 140). (One can note a 
displaced concern w ith sustenance in the language.) As a result 
Quinsay is no longer mentioned as a destination; the Grand Khan 
and his merchant ships make occasional appearances still, but only 
at moments w here tbere is no danger of empirical contradiction. 
Displaced as an articulating discourse, Oriental terminology 
remains only as vestigial. 

The shift in the dominant signifIed of' gold' is, it should be 
emphasized, determinant. O ne of its effects is to determine the 
outcome of the struggle over the signifier 'caniba)" but an 
immediate resolution could hardly be expected in so fraught a 
text. The glossing of 'caniba!' as 'soldier of the Khan' fights a 
rearguard but essentially diversionary action (23 N ovember), and 
r,he phohetic equivalence, its most powerful weapon though not 
brought into play until I I December, is in essence a Parthian shot, 
agesture as empty as the Cuban embassy. There is nothing now 
to prevent the 'canibales' assuming their role as man-eating 
savages. On 26 December, just fifteen days after the supposedly 
'decisive' phonetic connection, Columbus promises the destruc
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cion of the 'people of Caniba' withou t it now appearing worthy 
of mention that they may be the soldiers of a civilized potentate. 

7 

This then, in considerable but necessary detail, is the discursive 
morphology of the word ' canibal' , demonstrating just how it 
becomes attached to that 'meanin g' of 'man-eating savages ', a 
process which, although in constant response to the events of 
Columbus's voyage through the Caribbean islands and to his 
interchange with their native inhabitants, has no thing at all to do 
with simple observation or record. The ' historical principles' of 
the Oxford English Dictionary serve here to occlude histo ry . 

B ut this kind of 'internal' analysis can never be purely fo rma l 
or autonomous in the sense of being generated solely by the level 
of the textual operations that are llaid bare. Any political reading 
must interpret the narrower textual conflict in terms of larger 
politico-narrative units - must see it, in Medvedev's word, as an 
ideologeme, whose significance only becomes apparent in the 
larger context. But neither does this imply giving explanatory 
priority to that broader level. The interplay should be 
dialectical. 1 

For particular purposes the focus here has been fixedly on the 
-level of vocabulary; but one of the w ider issues must also be" 

broached, sinc~ it will prove to b e a theme of some im portance in 
almost all the succeeding chapters. O ver the last fi ve centuries 
many of the intellectual and political debates about America have· 
centred on the question of how to approach its 'nove"kY): whether 
the categories of the O ld W orld are sufficient to co ntain the New 
World within them , o r whether that novelty needs recognizing 
by the formulation of 'new', more appropriate categories . Similar 
debates have taken place within natural history, archaeology, 
political theory and many other areas, always haunted by the 
impossibility of inventing purely 'new' categories, and by the 
radical difficulties in understanding the indigenous American 
categories on their own terms. 

Within the terrain of colonial discourse the problems have 
always been sli ghtly different to the extent that novelty, as will be 
seen in Chapter 3, has always played a limited and very particular 
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role, while the main thrust has always been to relate America to 
the established norms of the Old World . T his tende~cy has 
several aspects of which the legal was probably the most crucial 
since it was obviously important that America should be sub
sumed under the jus gentil4m used to establish European rights to 
possession of land. Imaginatively, too, it was probably under
standable that points of comparison and contact should be sought 
with the experience of the Old W orld, but here the relevan t 
discourses have tended to be those which already dealt with 
w orlds o ther than Europe. As the European nations, especially 
England, took on their im perial roles, the classical world of the 
Mediterranean grew in importance as a repository of the images 
and analogies by w hich those nations could represent to them
selves their colonial activities. Much , as we will see in Chapter 6, 
turns on an unlikely comparison between St Vincent and Car
thage. The court party in The Tempest and R obinson C rusoe both 
fo llow - or are taken on - triangular courses, from Europe to 

Africa to America, as if in part to facilita te th is discursive 
transference tha t will help manage the fearful novelty of the New 
W orld. 

Of course this Mediterranean discourse (conjoining the classical 
and the Biblical) had not stood still since classical times, even 
though, since one of its purposes is to stereotype otherness, the 
discourse does not often have an openly historical dimension . The 
threat from Islam was obViously a factor, although it does not 
impinge significantly on the story here. And we have already seen 
hOw the classical image of the Orient was, though not con
tradicted, given a significant new input of detail and imagery by 
the western travellers who had taken advantage of the Tartar 
peace (1241- 1368). 

The large historical irony, though, whose consequences 
Columbus never escaped , was that however fantastic the tera
tologies of classical discourse, however wonderful the riches of 
Cathay, however much, in a word, we read these discourses as 
telling · more of the collective fantasies of Europe than of the 
cultures of the N ubians, the Scythians or the Tartars, the products 
of the Far East did reach Europe: the spice trade was material 
evidence that could not be gainsaid. 

For centuries Genoa and Venice had been competing in the 
import of Oriental products. The routes from the East were long 
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and difficult, the middlemen many. D uring the Tartar peace th 
prospecI was opened, briefly but tantalizingly, of a more direct 
commerce that would lower prices and raise profits. A Genoese 
expedition had attempted the western circumnavigation as early 
as 1291.20 The fall of Constantinople (1453) and tight Turkish 
control of the Middle Eastern trade routes made that task more 
vital. Columbus himself w as deeply implicated in the Genoese 
commercial net work: C ipolla calls him qui te simply the 'agen t of 
Genoese capital '; his chief supporters and financial backers were 
certainly Genoese.21 But this search was - as a com mercial 
enterprise - doomed to failu re. For one thing it was based on a 
profound ignorance of Asia : no one in Europe knew tha t the 
Mongols had been expelled from China by the M ing dynasty in 
1368. For another, European supp lies of gold, the traditional 
payment for eastern spices, had been almost exhausted. 22 China 
had always scorned even the best European merchandise; 
Columbus \vith a ship full of cheap baubles was hardly likely to 

make much impression on Chinese entrepreneurs. It was obvious, 
at least in retrospect, that Europe needed either sufficient arms to 
force an eurry into Eastern trade, or an alternative source of gold 
to ensure the continuity of the traditional exchange. Portugal 
managed for a w hile to follow both these options at the same 
time, diverting at least part of the ancient trans-Saharan gold 
trade away from the North African coast towards the Lower 
Guinea coast, w hile forcing a violent entry into the East Indian 
spice trade.23 Spain , having bad to forswea r a share of the African 
trade, had little option but to pursue the western route, ei ther, as 
the Genoese w anted , to fmd a direct sea route to Asia, or, as the 
Castilian pattern suggested , to follow through th e acquisition of 
land and natural resources in the Atlantic; after all medieval 
geography popula ted the O cean Sea with plenty ofland, some of 
it gold-bearing. 24 

The discourses which conflict w ithin the text of the Jo urnal are 
therefore imbricated with , and not [mally comprehensible apart 
fro m, these commercial concerns. Or iental discourse was the only 
available language in which the project of Geuoese commerce 
could find its articulation. T he Herodotean discourse of savagery 
which, in however refracted a way, deals with issues of disputed 
land and fractious indigenes, was appropriate to an emergent 
Castilian expansionism which had alread,?, begun its westward 
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transla tion with the conquest of the Canary Islands and their 
native Guanches, probably a m ore significam precedent to their 
American adventure than the less clearcut relationship with 
Andal usian Islam. 25 

Columbus's change of direction on the Cuban coast can 
therefore be seen in this broader perspective as, if not the end then 
at least the beginn ing of the end of a partic:ular Genoese dream . 
T he last straw would come with Sebastian Cabot's abortive J 52 5 
voyage which con firmed that Spain had lost too m uch grow1d to 
the Portuguese to be able to compete for the trade of the East. 26 

T he Genoese had to content themselves with controlling Spanish 
trade wirh the New World and developing their fmance capital
ism into the complex web that en tangled the Spanish monarchy. 
Fernand Braude! has seen all this as a defensive action on th e part 
of the Mediterranean world to hold off what, after the event, can 
be seen as the inevitable rise of the Atlantic economies, with the 
consequent move northwards of the pivot of European 
capitalism. . 

T o some extent all this rephrases a very old and vexed question 
concerning Columbus's 'motive'. T he vexation comes at least in 
part because of the difficulty of flllding concrete evidence for 
so mething as tenuous as 'moti ve'. Nevertheless, it could be that 
the position outlined here would reconcile some traditionally 
antagonistic views. The Columb us of the JO II Nlal and the Letter 
'believed' he had reached Asia. But Henry Vignaud and Cecil 
Jane were making valid observations in suggesting, respectively, 
tha t 'those Islan ds and Mainlands w hich . .. shall be discovered or 
acquired in the said Ocean Seas' (the fo rmula of the Capitulations 
agreed between Col umbus and the Catholic monarchs)27 is an 
odd way of referring to the Cipangu and Cathay of Marco Polo, 
and that it w ould have been 'an entirely fatuous undertaking' to 

send practically unarmed vessels to take control of a powerful and 
reputedly friendly kingdom.28 Totally fanciful, though, are the 
hypotheses that Vignaud and Jane construct regarding 
Columbus's 'real motive' of reaching unknown lands, with their 
subsequent need to denounce the authenticity of the corre
spondence with Toscanelli and even to question Colum bus's 
ability to read at all in I492.2 9 But many of these differen ces can 
be defused if the language of the Capitulations is seen as 
neccs5arily ambiguous, precisely to embod y two different sets of 

http:kingdom.28
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possibilities that came into a tenuous and ultimately tortuous 
compromise. 'Compromise' is not in fac t the right word: it 
sounds too delibera te and in any case implies a third position 
between two incompatible ones. The difficulty is again that of 
having to use words against their intentionalist grain. 'Am
biguous ' is wrong too, if unavoidable, since it is a question of 
variable referents rather than variable signifleds: 'Islan ds and 
mainlands' could refer, within Orientalist 'discourse, to C hina and 
Japan; but it could also refer to w hatever might be discovered, 
Antilia perhaps, or another cluster of islands like the Azores. 
Perhaps it could be said, paraphrasing Nietzsche, that the w hole 
point of language, particularly the language of legal agreements, 
is that it enables you not to specify what you mean, so that the two 
sets of commercial assumptions and the twO discourses associated 
>,vi th them could happily, for a while anyw ay, share the same 
signifiers. It was in the end a question of a form of words w hich 
temporaril y allowed two incompatible positions to proceed as if 
they were not incompatible. 

To say more than this would be to enter the murky waters of 
psychological speculation. It would hardly be over-bold, in the 
light of supporting textual evidence, to suggest that Columbus 
'had in mind' China and Japan, while Ferdinand and Isabella were 
more concerned with the possibility of finding other Atlantic 
islands. But any statements of intentionality - that Columbus 
framed the Capitulations to allow that very compromise, or that 
Ferdinand and Isabella deliberately took advantage of Columbus's 
obsession to embark on a gamble by which they had little to lose 
and possibly much to gain - remain purely hypotheticaPO 

It is difficult too, but proper, to resist the single step that 
separates the unconscious textual processes analysed here from the 
uIlconscious processes of its author - 'Columbus' the character 
produced by the text from the 'real' Columbus. At the heart of 
my explanation of how 'canibal' came to take on the 'meaning' 
that it has since borne in the major European languages is the 
suggestion that the discourse of savage gold - the discourse that 
articulates Castilian expansionism - is in the last analysis the 
controlling motor of the Journal despite the fact that the enterprise 
had been initiated and framed within the discursive parameters of 
Genoese commerce. It is easy for us to see why that had to happen 
and why therefore, in part, the Journal is such a fraught text: the 
crossing of such a large expanse of unknown ocean could only 
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ever have been accomplished by someone convinced , if for 
entirely the wrong reasons, that he was going to find land as 
relativel y quickly as Columbus did - quickly. tha t is. bearing in 
mind the actual distance of the Asian coastline from the western 
coast of Europe. Such an achievement could only be based 0 11 a 
profound misapprehension of the nature of the en terprise. And 
yet , w hile alJ the evidence suggests that Columbus remained 
convinced to the end of h is life that he had achieved what he set 
out to achieve, it has been argued here that the J O Ilrn a I, unconsci
ously, is articula ted by a qui te radically incompatible principle. It 
would be easy, but meaningless, to talk of Colum bus's 'unconsci
ous moti ves', of an unconscious in ternalizing of C astilian 
values: 3 1 such motives are forever out of reach. Yet the textual 
analysis finds its support in a strange place. D iscursively the 
C olum bian enterprise is seemi.ngly a product of the Genoese 
dream of an Oriental trade but, although tha t discourse finally 
flounders on the 'northerly-inclining' coast of C uba , the enter
prise has, unrevealed to the text, been carrying the seeds of its own 
destruction within it. literall y w ithin it, since what kind of trade 
with the great and powerful Khan of Cathay could be carried out 
on the basis of the few chests of baubles kept in the holds of the 
three ships - ' these brass bells that can' t be worth more than a 
penn y'? 

The baubles offer themselves for interpretation. As an em bodi
ment of the new economic order of colonialism growing within 
the hmk of medieval commerce. As a sign that C olumbus really 
'knew' that the Genoese dream w as a fantasy. But perhaps they 
should just be seen as a mark of the growing power of the new 
Europea n states, leaving C olumbus - the 'Columbus' of the 
J ou mal - as the index of a discursive transformation whose 
consequences wiJJ be traced in the chapters that follow. 

8 

Columbus's last anchorage of the first voyage was on the 
no rthern coast of H ispaniola at a harbour just east of a point still 
call ed Las Flechas (The Arrows): 

SUNDAY, JANUARY 1JTH ... He sent the boat to land at 
a beautiful beach, in order that they might take ajes to ea t, and 
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they found some men wi th bows and arrows, with whom they 
paused to talk, and they bought two bows and many arrows, 
and asked one o f them to go to speak w ith the admiral in the 
caravel, and he came. T he admiral says that he was m ore ugly 
in appearance than any w hom he h ad seen. He had his face all 
stained with charcoal, although in all o ther pans they are 
accustomed to paint themselves with various colo urs; he wore 
all his hair long and drawn back and tied behind , and then 
gathered in meshes o f parrots' feathers, and he was as naked as 
the others. T he admiral judged tha t he must be one of the 
C aribs who eat men [que debia ser de los caribes que [Omen /05 

hombres]. (J I46) 

This is the first of m any descriptions of 'cannibals ' that w ill be 
quoted in this book. M odern ethnography is of the opinion that 
the man was not a C arib , but rather a Ciguayo A rawak, a small 
group separated culturally and linguistically from the Taino 
Arawak with whom C olumbus had had m ost contact. 32 B ut 
irrespective of w ho the native really was (and this is one of the 
issues considered in th e next chapter) what is of most interest is the 
process whereby C olumbus arrives at his attribution. The man is a 
native American but uglier in appearance than the natives already 
encountered . 'Ugly in appearance ' is glossed in such a way as to 
m ake it clear that what is being referred to is not intrinsic physical 
characteristics but rather extrinsic cultural features . From these 
alone - charcoal stain and parro ts' feathers - C olumbus 'judges' 
that the native is a man-eating C arib. 

T he encounter then follo ws the classic pat tern . C olum bus asks 
about gold, the native points east towards the next island in the 
chain, Borinquen (Puerto Rico) : 'The Indians to ld him that in. 
that land there w as much gold, and pointing to the poop of the 
caravel, which was very large, said that there were pieces of that 
size' (J I40). If one could postulate a direct correlation between 
the natives' desire to sec the back of the Spaniards and the size of 
the gold nuggets to be found on the next island then the Ciguayos 
were very keen ~o be left alone. This w ould be confirmed by the 
fact that the first skirmish between Spaniards and Amerindians 
foll owed directly upon this exchange, occasioned (according to 
the report received by Columbus, who was not among the 
landing party) by a Ciguayo attack on seven Spaniards during a 
trading session: 
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A fterwards the Christian s returned to the caravel with their 
boat, and when the adrnirallearned of it , he said that on the one 
hand he was sorry, and on the o ther hand not, since they would 
be afraid of the C hristians, for w ithout doubt, he says, the 
people there are, he says, evil-doers , and he believed that they 
were those from Carib and tbat they eat m en. (] 148) 

The soldiers of the Grand Khan are n o 10!1ger even worth a 
m ention. 'Carib ' could not exactly be said to mean 'antruopopha
gous' as yet, but it is very Clearly a place, and the m ost prominent 
characteristic of its inhabitants - indeed the only one worth 
mentioning at all - is that ' they eat men' . Once a.gain this process 
takes p lace in a discursive vacuum at some distance [rom what it 
purports to refer to. There is no evidence that these people are 
'caribes' or 'canibales' other than C olu m bus's unsupported sup
position; there is no evidence at all that they eat men. Two things 
have changed. The words ' carib ' or ' canibal' are now being used 
consisten tly wi th the ever-present and unqualified gloss 'those 
who eat men '. And those whom the Spaniards consider as 
'caribes' have demonstrated a capacity for resis tance. 

Gold now lies to the east: to the east are the lands of Carib. 

What more could Columbus want?: to fll1d gold and to confIrm 


' the teratology of H erodotus at one and the same tim e. O n 
Tuesday IS January 1493 he seems to hesitate: the island of the 
'caribes' is difficult to visit 'because that people is said to eat 
human flesh ' () 150). On Wednesday the nettle is grasped: 'He set 
out from the gulf . . . to go, as he says, to the i~1and of C arib' 
() I52) . But the wind blew stronger than his determina tion and 
the course w as set for Spain. The Journal is a wonderfully rich and 
strange tex t but nothing in it can compete with the final irony 
that desire and fea r, gold and cannibal, are left in monstrous 
conjunction on an unvisited island . ) 

9 

Before its rediscovery in I79 1 only a handfu l of people had read 
,Columbus'sJournal; ~any thousands however had read the letter, 
'wl-Itt'en on the homeward voyage, in w hich C olumbus sum
l:narized and simplified the complexities of the longer document. 
Dated 15 February I493, the Letter w as given wide publiciry. The 
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original was printed in Barcelona in April 1493, and over the next 
four years translations were published all over Europe in Latin, 
French, German, Italian and Catalan.33 

The Letter, addressed in dllferent editions to various high 
officials although its contents are invariable, stresses the fertili ty of 
the Caribbean islands and the tractability of their inhabitants. As 
would be expected in a document of this kind - which was 
basically a publicity brochure to attract further investment - the 
tortuousness of the Joumal has been ironed out into simple 
findings. For obvious reasons the emphasis is now on the 
guilelessn ess and generosity of the natives of Juana (Cuba) and 
Hispaniola: 

They refuse nothing that they possess, if it be asked of them; on 
the contrary, they invite anyone to share it and disp lay as much 
love as if they would give their hearts. They are content with 
whatever tr ifle of w hatever kind that may be given to them, 
w hether it be of va lue or valueless. I forbade that they should 
be given things so worthless as fragments of broken crockery , 
scraps of broken glass and lace tips, although when they were 
able to get them, they fancied that they possessed the best j ewel 
in the world.(J 194t 

This was especially good news since on Hispaniola 'there are 
many spices and grea t mines of gold and of other metals' (J 194). 

Possible draw backs and dangers are not dwelt on but the Caribs 
do make a late and rather tentative appearance: 

Thus I ha ve found no monsters, nor had a report of any , except 
in an island 'Carib,' which is the second at the coming into the 
Indies, and which is inhabited by a people who are regarded in 
all the is lands as very fie rce and w ho eat human flesh. They 
have many canoes with which they range through all the 
islands of India and pillage and take whatever they can. They 
are no more malformed than arc the others, except that they 
ha ve the custom of wearing their hair long like women, and 
they use bows and arrows of the same cane:: stems, with a small 
piece of wood at the end, owing to their lack of iron which 
they do not possess. They are ferocious among these other 
people wh o are cowardly to an excessive degre.e, but I make no 
more account of them than of the rest. (J 200) 

COLUMBUS AND THE CANNIBALS 

Columbus's engagement at las Flechas is not mentioned and 
there is no trace of the discursive struggle over the signifier 
'Carib' : the people of 'Carib' are unproblematicaliy the 'mon
sters' - due to their anthropophagy - that many people, he says, 
expected that he would find. They correspond to Herodorean 
expectations and are firm ly locked in to th:lt grid by the confirma
tory evidence of the island of women (,Matinmo'), the Amazons 
of classical ideology . 34 T heir ferocity is, in other words, fu lly 
containable: 'I make no more account of them than of the rest.' It 
is via the Leuer's condensation of the Joumal's complexities tha t 
the basic contra.~t within the native CaribbeaJl population between 
the guileless and the ferocious enters European consciousness, 
w ith the ferocity exemplified by anthropophagy and sutured to 
the word 'Carib' and its cognates. 35 
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Caribs and Arawaks 

At the time of their discovery the West lndian Islands were 
ound to be inhabi ted by red-skinned people of altogether 

peculiar character. l 

1 

Columbus's account of his voyage through the Caribbean gives 
the fmt chapter ro many histories. The theme here is the figure of 
the native Caribbean within the discourse of European colonial
ism. That discursive history, internal to European texts, could 
strictly speaking be written without reference to the historical 
Caribbean and its inhabitants, but only at the cost of refusing 
engagement with the most challenging of historiographic and 
political problems, and only, in addition, by repeating the self
enclosing move typical of the w orkings of ideology, already in 
this story startlingly apparent in those concluding m oments of 
Columbus's first sojourn in the Caribbean islands. So , however 
difficult the exercise, and however tenuous the answers, some 
questions have here to be faced about the 'historical reality' of the 
na tive Caribbean. 

The European history of the area consists of four often 
intertwined strands. There are the 'first-hand' reports of colonists, 
missionaries and travellers. from Columbus onwards, who have 
writ ten accounts of the native C aribbean inevitably coloured by 
their own purposes and predispositions. The len gthiest and most 
valuable of these accounts are those wri tten by the Dominican 
and Jesuit missionaries who lived on good terms with the Island 
Caribs over many years, and whose work has considerable 
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ethnographic value. There are also the many histories of the 
European nations in the Caribbean which, while sometimes 
drawing on first- hand accoun ts, usually rely on the official 
documents and reports lodged in European archives, where the 
native cultures tend to exist, at best, in the margins. And then 
there are the two 'scientific' strands - often in practice overlap
ping - which share na tive history: a developing but still relatively 
small-scale C aribbean archaeology with a terminus of 1492; and 
an anthropology which, in the virtual absence of contemporary 
native societies to use for comparative purposes, has had to rely on 
an interpretation of accounts of the native Caribbean written 
exclusively by Europeans in its attempt to reconstruct the 
integument of native society on tbe eve of conquest. All these 
w orks contain valuable empirical material, much of which is 
made use of here. 2 None the less , in different ways and to different 
degrees, they are all part of that fabric of colonial discourse that is 
the subject of study here, so there can be no question o f 
considering them tbe independent and objective accOlmts they 
usually present themselves as. 

This chapter offers towards a history of the native Caribbean 
merely the interrogation of these texts of colonial discourse, in 
other w ords a continuation of the activity of critique, a reading 
athwart the articulating acts of colonial power in order to effect an 
ideological analysis which, at the same time, will open up a 
different terrain, a different set ofhistorica l and political questions. 
That is the most that can be hoped for. Here, then, is no narrative 
of colonial encounter, as in the other chapters. Instead the two 
nam es, Carib and Arawak, mark an internal division within 
Europe;mpcrc~p t~n of the native Caribbean, a divisiOl~ variously 
articulated in all European accounts, from Columbus's first 
jottings in his log-book to the historical and anthropological 
works written today. An investigation of that central and perva
sive couplet pro vides the framework for this chapter. 

It should, however, be made clear just what topics are being 
addressed here. Not at issue is the substance of the empirical 
archaeological, anthropological, and linguistic work that has, 
especially in recent years, greatly enhanced our understanding of 
the kinds of native societies that existed in the Caribbean . The 
question . as so often, is rather one of terminology. The distinction 
Carib/non-C arib (later Arawak) has from the very firs t been used 
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as the key to understanding lhe native Caribbean, a key whose 
importance is testified to by its use in a wide variety of texts. The 
implications of the previous chapter were clearly that the entry of 
the word 'caruba]' into European discourse with [be meaning 
'man-eating savage' was, despite appearances, unsupported by 
wha t would legally be accepted as 'evidence ' , and that the role 
fInally played by that word in Columoos's log-book could best be 
eKplained by an internal conRict w ithin that European discourse. 
Indeed the radical dualism of the European response to the nati ve 
Caribbean ~erce c'!Pniba1 and noble savage - has such obvious 
continuities with the classical Mediterranean paradigm that it is · 
tempting to see the w hole intrica te web of colonial discourse as 
weaving itself in its ow n separate space entirely unaffected by any 
observation of or interchange with native C aribbean cultures. 3 

But even if some such argument were granted, historical 
questions would still inevitably remain concerning the nature and 
extent of the interchange between that pre-existing European 
discourse, that is CQlumbus's grid of expectations and preconcep
tions, and what actually took place during those months in the 
Caribbean. M ust not C olumbus have heard something very like 
the phonemes of the word 'Carib'? Surely, despite the linguistic 
barriers, the natives of Cuba and Hispaniola conveyed to him 
their genuine fear of their neighbours to the east? Is the 
widespread use of the w ord 'Carib' in northern South America 
and the Caribbean not evidence that Columbus hea rd correctly a 
common and important ethnic term ? Questions like this, offering 
to ground that European discourse in a solid, pre-existent 'real' 
must be explored, w ith care. 

2 

European accounts of the Caribbean, historical or anthropolog
ical, always tell the same basic story. In outline it goes like this. 
The Caribbean islands had been populated first by the gentle 
agriculturalists Columbus had met on his first voyage, who turn 
out to have been c~ed ~aks; and then by the fierce, man
eating and nomadic Caribs. w ho were renowned for stealing 
Arawak women, and who over several centuries had chased their 
enemies up the chain of islands as far as Puerto Rico. The Island 
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Arawak proved too fragile to resist the adversities of the Spanish 
presence, falling victim to the twin evils of new virus and 
enforced slavery, and rapidly died out. However the m ili tant 
Island Carib defended their islands so ferociousl y that th e 
Span iards left them alone and turned their attention to Mexico. 

here is probably not much truth at all in this story, but its real 
interest lies in its wording, which main tains a remarkable 
consistency. T his for example is almost all that the standard 
modern history of the West Indies has to say about the Amer
indian population: 

T he Arawaks ... were a kindly and peaceful people . They had 
no reason to be otherwise ... . In Columbus's time the 
Arawaks occupied all the greater islands of the Caribbean; but 
in the easternmost island, Puerto R ico, they were already 
suffering from the raids of an in trusive and fa r more warlike 
people, to w hom the Spaniards gave the name of Caribs. Carib 
means cannibal; and cannibalism ... was one of the character
istics of these canoe-borne marauders w ho were pushing north 
along line of the lesser Antilles and enslaving or destroying the 
earlier inhabitants in their way . 4 

Deployed here are many of the characteristic devices of eth
nocentric rhetoric, especially the value-laden terminology 
(,canoe-borne marauders', 'an intrusive and .. . warlike people ') 
and the notions of population movements ('pushing north along 
the line of', 'in their w ay') that seem to belong to some 
nineteenth-century discourse of racial destinies. And we are told 
that 'Carib' means 'cannibal' - a statement that is literally 
meaningless. Even the revisionist histories of the post-colonial 
period tend to an unproblematic acceptance of earlier termi
nology. George Brizan sees Grenada's history as marked by 
conflict from the very beginning: 

The fir st conflict arose in the pre-Columbian era (pre-1492) 
between the rela tively peaceful Arawaks and the hostile and 
warlike Caribs. By the time Columbus arrived, Grenada "vas 
firmly under Carib control;5 

a version that again subsumes the Amerindians into a model of 
conflictuaf relationships that probably has very little relevance to 
pre-1492 history. 
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TIle Hnlldbook oj SOHth American hldialls, published in 1946-50 
but still the standard anth ropological reference book for the area, 
constantly works in terms of. and therefore buttresses, the 
conventional dualism: 

The Carib relied more upon fishing than agriculture; their 
villages were only semi-permanent; they had more elaborate 
canoes; placed greater emphasis upon warfare, choosing their 
leaders by prowess in fighting rather than by inheritance; 
lacked elaborate ceremonies; had no worship o f idols; and were. 
cannibals . .. . The Carih, like the Arawak, were South 
American in origin . According to their traditions, they came 
into the West Indies no more than a century before the arrival 
of Columbus; by his time they had succeeded in conquering all 
the Lesser Antilles and probably also the northeastern part of 
Trinidad, extermi nating the Arawak men w ho formerly lived 
there and taking their wives as slaves .... The Carib were 
more robust than the Arawak. They had well-developed. 
flexible bodies and broad buttocks and shoulders. Their height 
was medium, the skin oli ve-coloured, and the hair and eyes 
black. When at ease they tended to be melan choly; when 
aroused they became truculent and vindictive. 6 

Some of the anthropological procedures evident in such an 
accoun t will be examined later in the cbapter, bur the loaded 
vocabulary is again worthy of note . To what eXtent, for example, 
:ouJd societies of this level of organization be said to engage in 
'conquering ' or 'exterminating'? What might it mean to say 
tha t the Carib, as II whole, had 'flexiblc' bodies? And, perhaps 
most telling of all, what anthropological sense can it make to call 
the average Carib height 'mcdium'? What scale is being silently 
evoked? 

What we have, in other words, in texts that claim historical and 
scientific accuracy, is the elaboration and corroboration of ethnic 
stereotypes, more powerful for being embedded in contexts 
which convey a certain amount of historical and etlll10graphic 
information - though arguably not in this instance a great deal. As 
always, the stereotype operates principally through a j udicious 
com bination of adjectives which establish characteristics as eternal 
verities immune from the irrelevancies of historical moment: 
'ferocious'. 'warlike' , 'hostile', 'truculent and vindictive' 
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these are presenr as innate characteristics irrespective of circum
stance; and of course they 'were' cannibals, locked by the verb 
into a realm of 'beingness' that lies beyond question. 7 

This stereotypical dualism has proved stubbornly immune to 
all kinds of contradictory evidence. For one thing the terrible 
devastation inflic ted on the native population of Hispaniola has 
tended to reinforce the stereotype of the 'gentle Arawak' despite 
the extent of the milita ry struggle that took place there. The 
cacique Guarocuya, w ho was given the name Enrique by his 
Franciscan mentors, is only the best-known leader of the native 
resistance, so successful that the Spaniards had to let him establish 
an independent enclave. Enriquillo was later elevated to the role 
of national hero of the Dominican Republic, largely through the 
influence of Galvan's novel of that title. 8 

T he Ciguayo, who made a brief appearance towards the end of 
Chapter 1, provide another interesting example. A group of 
Amerindians at the Bay of Las Flechas on the north coast of 
Hispaniola were, it w ill be remembered, identifi ed as Carib by 
Columbus purely on the basis of their appearance - which he 
considered threatening - and of a brief skirmish w ith a Spanish 
landing party. Anthropologists subsequently rejected the C arib 
hypothesis but, since the image of the Arawaks was gentle an d 
peace-loving, . a separate group - 'the Ciguayo ' - had to be 
posited, to maintain the purity of the ArawakJCarib division. 9 

The task, then, of the remainder of this chapter must be to find 
ways of questioning those hard-held stereo types, examining how 
and why they came into being and have survived, while at the 
same time ascertaining what kind of relationship to some notion 
of 'historical truth' they might be said to hold; inevitably offering 
in the process a rather different interpretation of the 'evidence' on 
w hich such stereotyping is based. Beginning by looking at the 
place occupied by the Island Carib within the discourse of South 
American anthropology, the analysis wiU gradually move back to 
the sixteenth century to uncover the roots of the relevant 
terminological complexities. 

3 

Perhaps the most striking characteristic of the Island Carib as they 
have featured within various anthropological discou rses is their 
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tendency to occupy an anomalous and disquieting position. this 
despite them being one of the fi rst and most constantly known of 
native American peoples, at least until the end of the eighteenth 
century. The Handbook oj South American Indians divides its 
materia l according to the classificatory principle of the ' culture
area': in other words South America is divided geographically 
into areas which are seen to contain within them a relatively 
homogeneous culture as compared to tha t of grou ps on the other 
side of the dividing line. T he major typological divisions de
ployed in the Han dbook are Marginal culture, T ropical Forest 
culture, Circum-Caribbean culture, and Andean civilization (see 
Figure 8). O ne sympathetic co_m mentator noted three aims 
behind this classification: 

(1) to classify tribes or o ther culture-carrying units on the basis 
of certain typical cultural traits; (2) to distinguish broad cultural 
strata or levels and to indicate the developmental inter
relationship of these levels; and (3) to determine, in so far as 
possible, the concrete historical processes by which these 
developments have taken place .1 0 

Clearly the editor of the H andbook, Julian Steward, faced monu
mental difficulties in ordering tbe vast amount of ethnographic 
material provided by some ninety contributors, but it is not clear 
that th e use of one terminology for three very different approaches 
typological, dt"ve1opmental and historical - could in the end have 
been an ything but misleading. Typological classification is at best 
a llseful heuristic technique in ethnology that can highlight 
similarities and differences and can result in the positing of a 
culture area to concentrate the mind - in another contex t 
Kirchhoff's construction of 'Mesoamerica' has proved particular
ly fruitful. 11 But this can only ever be one moment in a dialectical 
process since such classifications are almost always arbitrary 
unlike, say, those of botany or historical linguistics, w here the 
typologies are also genealogies. At worst the gathering of 
'cultural traits ' can result in a purely empiricist collection of 
data. 

As typology, the classification could be regarded as adequate 
for the HOI1dbook's editorial purposes. The difficulties begin when 
it is made the basis for hypotheses about developmental inter
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~ An a&(1fl civi lizatiol1 s 

• Ci rc unI - Caribbe~n cul t ures 

it:: ! Traplwl Forest t rib es 

D MQ r9 i fl~1 t ri bEs 

Fi,i!urc 8 T he conventional anth ropological classification of Amerin 
dian societi es in pre-C olumbian South Ameri ca. 

relationships an d concrete historical processes. Although the 
classification claims va lidity through its scientific objectivity, it 
carries with it , as the terms 'marginal' and 'ci vilization ' attest , a set 
of unexamined evolutionary prem isses.12 It is these premisses 
alone - rather than the examination of any acmal historical 
eviden_ce - that set in morion the four categories and enable the 
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editor to speculate about the historical processes that resulted in 
their configuration at the beginning of the sixteenth century. 
Archaeological evidence now contradicts these speculations, but 
they were always founded on invalid theoretical premisses. 

Here as elsewhere it is the Island Carib who best reveal the 
inconsistencies of the attempted classification. Tropical Forest and 
Circum-Caribbean are primarily geographical culture areas, and 
dearly the Carib and Arawak of the islands fall into the latter 
category - or should do. B ut Steward's colla tioD of geographical 
culture areas with evolutionary stages - Tropical Forest desig
na tin g a relatively primitive village-based farming/hunting 
economy, and Circum-Caribbean a more advanced agricultural 
mode with a political and religious organization of some com
plexity - results in the anomal y of the Island Carib being analysed 
as a typically T ropical Forest 'tribe', despite living in the middle 
of the Circum-Caribbean area. The implicit suggestion, carried 
by the overt anomaly an d fully in keeping with the moralistic 

• tone of the descriptions looked at earlier (,intrusive', 'marauding', 
'exterm inating '), is that the Carib are out of their 'proper' place, 
that they really 'belong' in South America just as they 'belong' to 
the Tropical Forest classifIcation, and that their presence in the 
Caribbean is therefore an intrusion. This. after all, is a comm on 
colonialist topos. already fo und in Columbus, whereby one 
group of natives - who have shown themselves more aggressive
ar e designated as intruders with respect to a more docile gI:.OlJP, 
the colonizers gaTIantly and unselfseekingly taking upon them
selves the task of protecting the docile by removing the intruders. 
T he anthropological language, no doubt sharpened by the recen t 
fight against expansionism in Europe, carries at least a hint of this 
topos. 

he inherent anomalies of the whole 'culture-area' concept, 

largely glossed over in discussioD of the rest of the subcontinen t, 

are here forced to the surface in order to maintain, and i

which 

the '\ 

ndeed 

foreground . the Carib/Arawak dualism. T hat could no doubt be 

read as evidence of an important ethnological clivision 
marks two kinds of culture in the native Caribbean - forcing its 

way through an inherently flawed classificatory system. But it 

could also be argued that there must be other, ideological, reasons 

for main taining that dualism in such flagran t despite of 

classifi ca tory system being employed. 
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4 

C ulmre-area classification, while no longer central to American 
ethnology, was symptomatic of a division within the an th ro 
pological pu rview that could not be more fundamen tal to its 
disciplinary status, and which has particular and important effects 
for discussion of the native Caribbean. 

According to the historians of the concept, definition of the 
term 'culture' by Edward Tylor in 187f was the founding gesture 
of modern anthropology: ' the list of all the item s of the general 
life of a people represents that whole we call its culture.' 13 Or to 
take a modern textbook defin ition: 

the term culture refers to a particular set of people in a 
particula r environment w ho exhibit certain characteristic 
behaviors with the aid of a particular material culture, and in 
reference to a particula r cultural tradition.14 

This pecul iarly obtuse and resolutely circular defi nicion at least 

serves to demonstrate the universal claims of anthropology: 

according to such a definition no group of people anywhere in the 

world could be without culture, a usage of the~ term that dates 


' fro m Herder' s broad and generous relativism at the end of the 

eighteenth century. I S 

Under this visionary conception anthropology is. quite simply. 
as its name proclaims. the study of human kind. In practice it has 
been rather less than this, as the range of meanings within the 
term 'culture' clearly demonstrates. O perating in a direct line of 
descent from Tylor 's restatement of the com parative method, 
culture-area methodology employs a typology drawn lip on the 
basis of shared 'cultural' traits - for example: 'the killing of 
captives and ceremonial cannibalism; animal sacrifices; medicinal 
blood-letting ; sitting and urn-burial; feminine dress and pederasty 
among male witch-doctors; the child 's cradle; the hereditary 
chieftallcy, and peace and w ar chiefs' - in other words a 
conglomeration of material effects, social practices, and political 
organization H ry different from anything that Matthew Arnold 
or F.R. Leavis w ould recognize as 'culture' , those manifes tations 
of art, science and philosuph y characteristic ofhuman crea tivity at 
its best. l6 

In practice, marked by an ethnocentric evolutionism evident in 
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Tylor's own work. anthro..p91ogy has limited itself to study of 
'primiti ve' societies. Some societies, it might be said, 'are cul
tured ' in the humanist sense; other societies 'have culmres' in the 
anth ropological sense. T he deployment of anthropology is a 
mark of cnlture in the first sense. In 'some societies ' there are 
anthropologists, who study 'other societies' . The situation is 
complicated, and not wi thout irony. Anthropology studies o ther 
societies and is constitutionally sceptica l about those societies' 
interpretations of their own practices - incidentally laying itself 
open from a radical critique to the charge of ethnocentrism . T hat 
scepticism, however, is not permitted to operate on the home
lands of anthropology , w here 'culture' remains supposedly 
im mune from 'scientifi c' penetration, the 'anthropological' 
techniques of sociology , including ideological analysis, being 
commonly regarded as reductive w hen exercised on anything 
more com plex than the somewhat 'primitive' habits of the 
working class. 

Put less tendentiously it might be said that anthropology as a 
discipline is essentially implicated in the colonial encounter out of 
which it arose. 1 7 From the founding moment of its American 
prehistory in Fra y Ramon Pane's Relaci61l , it has almosr always 
involved written accounts of societies without writing: 'At its 
core Ian thropology] is limited to the disciplines that fo cus on 
non-literate man .. . archaeology and prehistory .. . and 
ethnography and ethnology.'18 There can be no theoretical 
justification for this narro wness of focus, so desperately at odds 
with the universalism eL~ewhere proclaimed. Such self-limitation 
is doubtless explained by the discipline's consistent and inevitable 
involvement with the development of colonial power relation
ships, w hich has generally ensured that its focus has been directed 
outwards from its European and North American bases. Given 
the paradigmatic status of 'scientific objectivity', especially within 
recent decades, that self-limitation can also be seen as a bid for 
'proper' scientific status. 

The ideal, subsumed in R ouse's definition , is the mute subject
matter of archaeology . N ext best - moving to ethnography and 
ethnology - is the non-extant native society fully described by 
reliable (i.e. western) observers. Also permissible is the extant 
non-li terate society. preferably with a single reliable informant 
to act as mediator. In all these cases 'native' interpretations are, at 
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worst, minimal. Little inlerferes with the clear anthropological 
vision of the subject-matter. Writing is kept as much as possible 
as the defining characteristic of western culture, the pinnacle of 
human achievement, with non-phonetic scripts disparaged. and 
non-western scripts, when unavoidably recognjzed as such, usu
ally seen as beyond the ken of their cultural descendants. 
Anthropology has consisten tly operated this dichotomization: 
primitive and civilized, non-literate and litcrate. It has ftffictioned 
to divide the world inra two, one part (ours) that can be taken at 
its word, the o ther (not ours) that needs the interpreting voice of 
the anthropologist to make ir comprehensible (to US) . 19 

But perhaps the most interesting term in the 'core' definition of 
anthropology is ' prehistory' , discussion of which will return us to 
the Caribbean. T he very notion of prehistory m ust be regarded as 
a self-m utilation entirely of a piece with those already discussed. 
Generally speaking it operates a guj1Jo tine w hi ch severs the non
Literate from history since history is here defined by the presence 
of written records. The premiss behind tlus wvision is that in 
'historical' societies we know what happened because there are 
written records that tell us, there is a fi rm substra tum of 
incontrovertible <evidence'. while in 'prehistoric' societies there 
are no written records and so we need to em ploy vanous forms of 
expertise to interpret the mutc remains that have come down to 

20us. While writing is undoubtedly a special and gener ically 
distinct kind of evidence, it is not distinguishable in principle 
from, say, the li thic remains tba t archaeology works wi th: both 
ace texts that m ust be read. History is ind ivisible . 

But prehistory is also a moveable feast, of special in terest here 
because it is always and everywhere ended by the colonial 
encounter: the prehistory of the Caribbean en ded in 1492; the 
prehistory of Peru not until 153 o. T here is a paradox here, 
however , which has always haunted anthropology. T he onset of 
history produces records: it becomes possible to investigate with a 
reassuringly textual basis. Yet the object of the investigation lies 
always j ust the other side of that grea t wvide: the prehistoric tr ibe 
before the moment of the colonial encounter, when it was still in 
its pure an d unadulterated state, en tirely different. 

W hat com plicates matters is that methodologically that mo
ment o f the colonial encounter is indeed crucial , but the crux has 
nothing to do with the spurious prehistory/histo ry couplet. T he 
really important distinction concerns the availability or not of 
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self-description . This needs a word of explana tion. All extant 
societies are potentially self-descriptive. Most will have narratives 
in some form (written or oral) that account fo r their social 
practices; jfnot, they can always be asked what they are doing and 
why. All non-extant li terate societies were self-descriptive to the 
extent that we can rcad their writing.21 This does not involve, i t 
should be stressed, taking these self-descriptions as adequate 
accountS: they are simply fu rther but particularly significan t 
evidence. T he significance of the evidence is probably wide
ranging, but its most important role, and certain ly the one of 
most interest here, is its un ique ability to answer the question 
'who?' - 'who?' being a question that can only properly be 
addressed to the second person: 'Who are yOIl?'; and can only 
properly be answered in the first person: 'We are . . . '. Social 
an thropo logy has recen tly recognized the importance of this kind 
of statem ent, and terms it 'ethnic self-ascription ' . 22 What m atters 
is not so much tlle ascription itself, though that can be revealing, 
but the dimension of the 'we ', the perception of w here the limits 
of one 's community lie. Methodologically, this distinction is 
absolute: ethnic self-ascription eithe r is available or not. Certainly 
in the case of non-literate societies there can be no reading back of 
self-ascription into pre-encoun ter evidence, a fact of some re
levance in consideration of the native Caribbean. 

5 

The anthropology of the Handbook of South American Irldians takes 
no account of etlmic self-ascrip tion. N aming is taken as self
evident and of no great significance. N othing is m ade of the fact 
that the self-ascribed Yam ana ofT ierra del Fuego are called in the 
ethnographic literature Yahgan, a geographical name bestowed 
on them by a missionary; or that the self-ascribed C hoanik of 
C hile are now for some fo rgo tten reason called Tehuelche; or that 
the self-ascribed Che, also in C hile, are now called Araucanian 
after ErciUa's epic poem La A raucana (1568-9), Ercilla hav ing 
coined the name to refer to tbe Amerindians of the particular 
locali ty of Arauco. 23 

It has probably become obvious by now that there is an 
extraordinary discrepancy in the anthropological accounts of the 
na tive Caribbean. T he nomenclature of the Hatldbook - w hich is 
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still standard - is based on analysis of cultural traits. It may 
sometimes overlap with a possible seH:'ascription , bur that is never 
a ra lSOIl d'etre for the classification: the sub-Taino of the Bahamian 
islands were hardly likely to refer to themselves as such. But the 
histO rical account given of the area speaks confidently of units (,an 
intrusive and ... warlike people', 'by w hich the Carib distin
guished themselves')24 clearl y acting very like national entities 
with a sense of common identity and purpose. 

Just how misleading anthropological nomenclature can be is 
illustrated by the case of 'The C iboney', who merie a section of 
their own in the Handbook oj SOl/th American Illdians . Brief 
European repons fro m the time of contact had suggested the 
existence of non-agricultural and non-Arawakan speakmg groups 
in some coastal areas of H ispaniola and C uba. T here is little 
documented evidence of their contact wi th Spanish colonists, 
although rewards were still being offered for their extermination 
in the extreme western part of C uba at the beginning of the 
seventeenth cennlr y. Archaeologists have found and analysed 
non-ceramic complexes both in these remote coastal areas and 
underneath cera mic strata in other parts of Hispan iola and Puerto 
R ico. T hese have been named for their type-sites.25 

Very little is known about the people who occupied these sites, 
and their culture is defined largely by the absence of traits such as 
pottery. It is presumed that they were the earliest inhabitants of 
the Caribbean islands but there is still di sagreement as to where 
they had come fro m: it is even possible that different groups had 
migrated from different parts of the mainland. T here is no 
ev idence ofw hat any of the groups called themselves, if any thing, 
and no likelihood that the different groups were united by a 
singular ethnic sense. 

The word 'Ciboney' is reported by Las Casas and may have 
been a disparaging term used by the dominant Arawakan
speaking culture 011 H ispaniola to refer to one or more of those 
grou ps not involved in the agricultural econom y: a possible 
etymology is siha (= rock) plus eyeri (= man) .26 But in 19 21 

M .R . Harrington, in the interests of anthropological typology, 
employed the w ord 'C iboney' to refer to all the non-agricultural 
groups and pre-ceramic complexes in the Caribbean, thereby 
foreclosing all the important historical questions through the 
assumption of a common ethnos (' the Ciboney') that almost 
certainly never existed .27 To compound matters the materially 
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and politically less complex, bu t still Arawakan-speaking culture 
ofJamaica and central C uba is usually referred to as 'sub-Taino', 
which is rather like calling the agricultural economy of western 
Ireland 'sub-English. '28 

These terminological over-sim phcations do not j ust affect the 
marginal native cultures. In 1955 a retired businessman and 
amateur archaeologist, Fred O lsen , began a series of digs on the 
island of An tigua tha t led him back on a trail to mainland South 
America, foll owing in reverse direction the development of the 
Saladoid pottery series (named afte r a site in the Lower Orinoco) 
which is commonly associated w ith the culture of the Island 
Aravvaks. This is an in trinsically valuable archaeological task 
which, arguably, took O lsen towards one of the heartlands of 
American history. 29 The problem lies in calling the search On the 
Trail oj the A rawaks and in speaking of the Amazonian origin of 
'the Arawaks' 5000 years ago. Irving R ouse, a professional 
an thropologist, points this out in his preface to O lsen 's book, 
separa ting Island-Arawak from Arawak and arguing that neither 
term should be back-projected into the archaeological record: ' I 
would have referred to the Saladoid and Barrancoid peoples as 
"ancestors of the fsland-Arawaks". instead of simply calling the 
two peoples "Arawaks".' H e continues: 

This problem can best be approached by an analogy. The 
present inhabitants of southern Great Britain call themselves 
'English', and recognize that their ethnic group, the English 
people, is the product of a series of migrations from the 
continent of Europe into the British Isles, beginning with 
various prehistoric peoples and continuing with the Celts , 
Angles, Saxons, Vik ings. and N o rmans of protohistoric time. 
Since the English people is a fu sion of all these ethnic groups, 
one cannot trace that people back further than A.D. 1066, 
when the Normans, w ho were the last of the migrants, invaded 
Bri tain .3 0 

Even leaving aside its rather dubious version of British history, 
this is not a great help . For a start, 'English' is a self-ascriptive term 
which has 110 obvious analogy in the native Caribbean since 
'Arawak' - as R ouse is well aware - was a word never used by 
any Caribbean Amerindians. B ut in addition the word 'people' 
can be deeply misleading in tha t 'people' , in the sense of groups of 
human beings, comes almost inevitably to be confused with 
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'peopJe' in the familiar modem sense of nations - ' the Germans', 
'the French', and therefore 'the Arawaks', or even ' the Saladoid 
people'. The definite article prescribes an ethnic unit where - in 
the last two cases - none may have existed. 

Some version of 'Carib' was the only eumic name to appear in 
Colwn bus's log-book: he gives no name to the Amerindians he 
actually meets. 'Arawak' does not appear at all as an ethnic name 
in the early chronicles. It is fust foun d in 1540 when Fray 
Gregorio Batela, Bishop of Cartagena, gave his opinion on what 
should be done to occupy the provinces of Caura, Guiana and the 
mouth of the Orinoco, and mentions by name the Aruaca Indians 
(as well as the Caribs). Four or five years later Rodrigo de 
Navarrete wrote an account of ' the Provinces and Nations of the 
Aruacos, who inhabit tbe coast of T ierra-Firme two bW1dred and 
more leagues from the island ofMargari ta '. ·H And it appears as an 
established eth nic name ('aruacas') in Juan Lopez de Velasco's vast 
geographical treatise of 1574.32 According to Daniel Brinton 
aruac' was in fact a contem ptuous name meaning 'meal-eaters' 
(from the importance of manioc to their diet) applied by their 
neighbours to a group of lndian.s living between the Corentyn 
and Pomeroon rivers in Guiana. This group called themselves 
'lukkunu' (modern 'lokono') which meant, as so often in these 
cases, simply 'human beings' 3 3 W hatever its origin, 'Arawak' 
(and its variants) was adopted by tbe Spaniards and applied to 
both the self-styled Lokono of the Guianas and to their language; 
and, as the extent of the related languages came to be appreciated, 
it was adopted as the family name (Arawakan) of w hat is now 
recognized as the most widely spread of all American language 
fami lies. 

The fi rst name given to the language of the Greater Antilles 
was 'T aino', by Cornelius Rafinesque in 1836.34 'Taino' may 
have meant 'noble' or 'persoll of importance ' in the language 
spoken in Hispaniola. 3 5 This name was then adopted by Harring
ton (in 1921) and Loven (in 1935) to refer to the main culture of 
these isl ands, and to their iuhabitan ts.3 6 So the term slipped 
imperceptibly , without anyone taking a conscious decision or 
showing any awareness of the possible consequences, from the 
level of linguistics, to that of culture, to that of ethnicity . 
Meanwhile, however, Brinton had suggested in 1871 tha t 
Rafinesg ue's Taino language had been closely related to the 
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Arawak language of Guiana. The Taino language was thus placed 
within the family of Arawakan languages.37 

So neither Arawak nor T aino were ever, as far as we know, 
self-ascriptions. We should be clear just what this implies. It does 
not mean that the natives of the northern Caribbean (or the 
natives of any particular island) had no self-ascription, or, even 
without self-ascription, did not consider themselves a community 
of some sort: it is j ust tha t we do not have the one thing (a name 
used by them) tha t would count as conclusive evidence. 

6 

Little has been said so far in this chapter about the term 'Carib' 
because it has usually seemed - at least to anthropologists - much 
Jess of a problem. Tt was realized in the sixteenth and seventeenth 
centuries that groups on the mainland called themselves 'Karina' 
or some version of that name, which was seen as the same word as 
'Carib', a percep tion strengthened by the poli tical links between 
the different communities. 38 For Europeans the inhabitants of the 
lesser Antilles were Caribs (however little the significance of that 
verb was thought abom) and clearly therefore their language was 
Carib - a view enshrined in the magnificent dictionaries produced 
by the French missionary Raymond Breton in the seventeenth 
century .39 Modern linguistics did not significantly alter this 
picture. 'Cariban' (' -an' being the linguistic suffix correspond
ing to the archaeological '-oid') was adopted as a fam ily name 
for the related groups of languages that included those spoken by 
the Karina, amongst them Uust) 'Island Carib', a few speakers of 
wroch could still be found on Dominica at the beginning of this 
century. T he historically attested hostility between Arawak and 
Carib could also be su pported from the glottochronological 
record, which posited speakers of a proto-Cariban language 
spreading out along the South American rivers in much the same 
way as the proto-Arawakan speakers before them, probably 
contesting for the best agricultural land. 4 0 These proto-Cari ban 
speakers were clearly then - so the story wen t - the ancestors of 
the Caribs who spilled out on to the islands, presumably 
exterminating - given their post-1 492 absence - the Arawakan
speaking men, and taking their women as wives. It was certainly 
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recorded by all lhe early witnesses that the women had their own 
language: 

A peculiar feature of the language of the Lesser An tilles is that 
Carib was spoken only by the men, while the wom en spoke 
Arawak. The reason fo r this undoubtedly is that the Arawak 
bad been the principal obj ect of Carib raids and that male 
ca ptives were killed but the women taken as wives. The 
segregation of the sexes and me slavelike status of these women 
. . . were sufficient to preserve the language differences. 41 

But this account has one significant weakness which should - if its 
implications are followed - prove quite catastrophic to the w hole 
edifice of earl y Caribbean history presented in these last para
graphs. And that weakness is that ' Island C arib' , the language of 
the hostile, man-eating, Arawak-hating natives of the Lesser 
Antilles. is in fac t an Arawakan language. 

H ow is it, then, that with only one exception all the anthro
pological linguists that have claSSIfied South American languages 
in the last thirty years have called Island Car ib a C aribatl language, 
.vhen all specialist studies for at least a hundred years now have 
concluded that Island C arib is, on the evidence of Breton 's 
dictiona ry but in contradiction of h is title, an Arawakan language 
with a certain number of Carib lexemes?42 

T he problem lies, as w e saw in the last section with the word 
'Arawak ' , in terminolog y overlapping from one d iscipline to 
another. 'C arib' is a term used by an thropologists to refer to a 
widespread ethnolinguistic culture, 'C arib' itself being a self
descriptive term used by many of these groups. T hese groups then 
for m the core of the widespread language-family of 'Cariban' 
speakers . For analytic purposes it makes no difference at all what 
linguists choose to call the languages they study nor, given an 
equally clear set of procedures, does it m atter w hat anthropo
logists call the individua l g roups they set out to classify. But in 
each case there has grown up haphazardly over the years a 
con ventional nomencla ture that overlaps with certain terms used 
as ethnic self-ascriptions. In the seventeenth and eighteenth 
centuries the 'C aribbees ' of the Lesser Antilles referred to them
selves b y some version of that name. 'Carib' had been the first 
ethnic name reported to Europe from the N ew W orId . Breton 
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had researched his magnificent Carib /French dictionary on 
Dominica. T he material cul ture of the island Amerindians was 
similar to that of the mainland C aribs and there appeared in the 
seventeenth century to be political ties between the two groups. 
How then could a group called ' Island Carib' possibly speak 
anything other than a Cariban language? So once again the Island 
Carib - here i.n the shape of their language - proved an 
uncomfortable anomaly for anthropological discourse, one too 
unsettling to be confronted . 

There never w as a separate Cariban language spoken in the 
Lesser Antilles; the non-Arawakan lexemes were pure Carib, not 
a related language. The men were, in other words, diglossic rather 
than bilingual. 43 T hat purported explanation of the dual language 
system w as in any case self-eviden tly spurious since segregation of 
tlle sexes w ould ensure that , if tbere had been two languages, the 
children would have been brought up speaking tbe women's 
language. The C arib lexemes presum ably constituted a special 
j argon, reserved for the men, that might have played a role in the 
adolescen t initiation ceremonies marking the passage from boy to 
w arrior. 44 T he presence of the lexem es could be explained by 
raiding par ties from the mainland having settled on the islands; 
but it is more likel y chat Kari 'na - as that Carib language is now 
called - was used as a lingua franca for trading and was w idely 
known over the wh ole area. 45 

So if the Island Ca rib spoke an Arawa kan language, in w hat 
sense at a ll could they be considered 'Carib'? Again care is needed 
over just how the term is used. Certainly by the sixteenth century 
the inhabitants of tbe Lesser Anti lles considered themselves as an 
ethn ic unit and called themselves 'Carib'. According to O viedo, 
the word at this point m eant in the nati ve language 'brave and 
daring ', w hich perhaps suggests that it had been adopted from 
Spanish usage as a badge of courage and uni ty in the war of 
resistance, since the Spaniards employed it in fear.46 They may, 
on the other hand, have called themselves 'C arib' before 1492; but 
there is no w ay of know ing. It seem s possible that Columbus's 
canihal was the native *kal1ibna, meaningful in Araw akan lan
guages but probably not in Cariban. 4 7 Perhaps therefore 'the 
C aribs ', like ' the C iboney', was a name endowed on certain alien 
groups by the Taino, and w hich migh t not have corresponded at 
this stage to an y self-perceived ethnicity on the part of those 
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groups. Some of these questions - though ultimately unanswer
able - are pursued further in section 9 of this chapter. 

7 

We have seen how the anthropological stereotypes of Arawak 
and Carib found their underpinning in European accounts of the 
native Caribbean and in assumptions about the na tive languages 
spoken there. But, although there is no longer any direct 
ethnographic evidence available from the Caribbean, anthropolo
gists call also point to comparative mainland evidence. where 
Arawak and Carib sometimes function as ethnic ascriptions in a 
manner not far removed from the stereotypical picture. The US 
mhropologist Lee Drum mond takes this observation as the 

starting point fo r his useful analysis of just wha t 'being Carib ' 
might signify today in Guyana.48 

Drummond gives a detailed description of the social structure 
along the Upper Pomeroon River in Guyana. T here are indeed 
two iclelltifiable types of settlement. O ne type tends to be close to 
the Creole villages and schools, and is inhabited by Arawaks; the 
other tends to be closer to the bush and more self-sufficient, and is 
inhabited by Caribs. Creole English is the dominant language in 
both communities, although the indigenous languages may be 
used in the home. The Arawak claim to be more sophisticated; 
the Carib are aggressive but shy. The anthropological descriptions 
are unexceptionable; the i.nterest of Drummond's piece comes 
when he presses the question: j ust wha t does it mean in these 
circumstances to 'be Arawak' or to 'be Carib'? W here is the 
essence of the distinction between the two comm unities? He shows 
quite clearly that it does not come from any rigid social 
separation: the physical boundary between the two communities 
is fa r from sharp . But neither does it come from endogamy: of 
one hundred births analysed by Drummond for the period 
1969- 70, nearly half were to couples not perceived as both 
Arawak or both Carib. In fact it turned out that Randolph, an old 
man recommended to Drummond by other Caribs as a 'real 
Carib', was the son of an Arawak father, and that his own son is 
married to an Arawak woman. 

The conclusions Drum.mond draws are not inherently surpris-
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ing. Ethnicity is to be viewed as a matter ofperception - no doubt 
a complicared interaction of self-perception and perception by 
others - rather than of being. There is no way of being inherently 
Carib or Arawak. certainly no genetic pool that guarantees the 
inheritance of a particular set of characteristics and personality 
traits. That does not mean to say that the Carib/Arawak 
distinction is of no signi.fican~e, but rather that its significance 
stems from its power as an ideology of tribal identity, no less real 
in its determination of social and political life in thar area. 

Particularly interesting though is Drummond's historical per
spective. He analyses the Carib/Arawak couplet as primarily a 
pair of polarized stereotypes which can be traced back to th 
beginnings of European colonization in the Caribbean: 

T he European experience in the Caribbean and the Guianas 
was ... with one of two kinds of Indians, as different in the 
colonists' eyes as night and day: the Arawak and the Carib. The 
Carib were distinguishable as a people by their warlike nature; 
they, or their ancestors, had pillaged and cannibalized through
out the Lesser Antilles and along the 'Wild Coast' of the 
Guianas. The Arawak, in contrast, were notable for their 
'pacific disposition' ... . They submitted to extennination 
wi th admirable grace and, where a few survived, settled down 
peacefully in villages near colonial settlements.49 

Once established, the stereotype becomes a self-fulfilling proph
ecy. If the Arawak are perceived as peaceable and likely to settle 
near a colonial town for the purposes of trade, then any 
Amerindian settling near a colonial town must 'be an Arawak', 
QED. And likewise any hostile Amerindian must, by definition , 
'be a Carib' . 

This is as far as Drummond's own analysis goes. It is Dot 
entirely clear j ust how far back he is prepared to push the notion 
of stereotype; there is a suggestion in 'the European experience', 
not entirely cowl teracted by 'in the colonists' eyes', that the 
origins of the stereotypical couplet are being grounded in a 'real' 
Carib/ Arawak distinction tha t existed in the fifteenth-century 
Caribbean. If so , this is an understandable move because surely, 
one migh t think, a stereorype cannot simply spring out of 
nowhere: it must be grounded in some sort of experience, 
however faulty the perceptions were. This question is closely 
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related to another. In twentieth-century Guyana the ethnic 
couplet CaribjArawak is deeply constitutive of Amerindian life, 
so consti tutive that it would be impossible not only for an 
anthropologist to give an account of Amerindian society but even 
for Amerind ians to make sense of their own lives wi thout using 
the tenns. And yet it could be argued (as Drummond does, 
implicitly) that the terms themselves are deeply colonialist, 
predicated upon the norms of white society from which the 

. major ethnic groups of [his particular area (Creole. Arawak. 
Carib) take their difference in a series of negative definitions : 
Creole from white. Arawak from Creole, Carib from Arawak. 5o 

If this is true then it demonstrates the quite spectacular success of 
the process of hegemonization, in which eveu such a potentially 
disruptive notion as identity of ethnic origins has been controlled 
from the centre of political power.51 But must there not be some 
point of contact with the distribution of etlmic identities in pre
1492 South America? After al l, ethnic identity was not itself a 
European invention . 

These questions return us towards dlat epistemological bound
ary constituted by 1492. But surely we do not quite have to ruri 
up against that particular brick wail again? Can we not stop just 
short , within the parameters of European experience rather than 
ungrounded speculation, in order to ask the more limited· 
question: wha t was the situation at the moment of contact' W hat 
did the ethnic map look like at the time of the first European 
reports? B ut this would only be to rephrase the term.~ of our 
problem. To begin with, we have already seen in the case of the 
Caribbean how difficult it is to gather reliable evidence for ethnic 
ascription, let alone ethnic self-ascription. But, a more radical 
difficulty, even to speak of 'the moment of contact' is to obscure 
an important theoretical problem . H owever fmc your pencil, 
however diplomatic your presence, tha t line of 'contact' cannot 
be made to disappear, that observer cannot be posited as invisible 
and neutra1. Strangers can be dealt with in many ways but they 
cannot be ignored. So no evidence at all is ueutral, none can 
pretend to offer a description of the case before its own arrival: All 
observed practices may be reactive but we do not even know tha t, 
since, because we have by definition nothing to judge them 
against, there is no cri terion for making the distinction between 
reactive and non-reactive. In a realm of pure knowledge this 
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would be an insuperable problem: ethnography would have to 
remain an impossible dream. In dlC world of relative knowledges 
that we inhabit it is still possible to write abou t native Caribbean 
societies as long as one realizes that the object of study is to be 
redefined as something like 'native Caribbean societies in contact 
wi th European colonialism ' . This is not just a form of words. It is 
a necessary shifting of terriln , which opens up a different series of 
questions, questions not J USt somehow overlooked on the p revi
ous terrain, but structurally invisible. 52 The most important 
possibility thereby raised is that the ethnic nup of the Caribbean 
area as described (however sketchily) by the early European 
colonists, was itself the product of that colonial presence. This 
would imply an interaction. w hose strands it would be im possible 
to separate, between three elements: the ethnic map as it existed 
just before 1492; the ethnic realignments that may have taken 
place in response to the European arrival; and the power of 
Emopean ideology to impose its own 'perception ' of that edmic 
map on to the Amerindian population . T he fact that the first of 
these three strands is by definition unknowable should no t 
mislead us into thinking that the o ther two are unproblematicali y 
observable. The evidence is far from co mplete. and not easy to 
assess. 

8 

The point of this long digression into historica l linguistics and 
contemporary anthropology is to make it clear that the ethno
graphic record is considerably less straightforward than might 
appear to be the case. 'The .. . Ca ribes, a fierce nation of the West 
Indies, who are recorded to have been a/1th ropophagi' (OED) is 
questionable not just because o f the hidden implications of 'who 
are recorded to have been' - as was suggested in the last chapter 
but also because 'dle Caribes' is a far from self-evident term, 
imply ing much more, w ith regard to ethuic or cultural bound
aries, than can feasibly be supported fro m the evidence. But it was 
clearly the early Span ish usage tha t determined the word 's 
subsequent role in European discourse, so it is this stage of the 
word-history that now needs clarifying. 

In the major European languages there is at present a clear 
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separation in usage between tbe tenn cannibalism (and its 
variants) referring to a particular pracuce, and the term Carib 
(and its variants) , as substantive and adjective, referring to a 
member of an ethnographically or linguistically defined group 
inhabiting parts of north-eastern SOllth America and, formerly, 
the sou th-easterly islands of the Caribbean chain. T he adoption of 
non-European words by European languages i~ an interesting 
phenomenon. There seems little logic involved in which native 
Caribbean toponyms gained European currency: Cuba, rather 
than Columbus's Juana, Jamaica, bu t not Borinquen which 
became San Juan de Puerto R ico. Columbus used 'Caniba' to 
refer to the particular island occupied by the 'canibales' (at that 
stage unvisited b y him) and it survived as a generic name: 'las islas 
canibales ' and later, in English, th e C aribbee Islands, the official 
nam e throughou t the period covered by this book for the islands 
subsequently called the Windward and Leeward Islands and now 
generally referred to as the Lesser Anti11es. In one sense, then, the 
'canibales' were simply those people that inhabited the island 
called 'Caniba', that name perhaps having no m ore other 'mean
ing' thall 'France' has in contemporary French . In fact, of course, 
'canibales' was never used in the European languages in this 
relatively nell tral way, which is why it is of special interest in this 
colonial context; nor, equally predictably, w as its native meaning 
- in w hatever language - inquired into.53 

The m aj or slippage, however, was between ethnic name and 
defmiti ve social behaviour. The classical model acted here as 
Hor111. T he Anthropophagi were seen as an ethnic group: they 
lived together i.n a particular part o f the world (though not always 
the same particular part) , and their defining characteristic waSthat 
they ate human fl esh. Their name - anthro-pophagi - defmed 
them in its Greek transparency, and no fur ther questions needed ro 
be asked. There was no suggestion that they might call themselves 
by ano ther name Or choose, if asked, to highlight other aspects of 
their social or gastronomic behaviour. These questions were 
unthinka ble within th e deeply ethnocentric ho rizons of classical 
ethnology/terarology. 

The influence of Columbus's Letter and, one must assum e, of 
the oral reports of the first voyage that circulated, especially in 
Seville an d its environs, were imm ediate. D r D iego Alvarez 
C hanca, physician of the fleet, w ro te the most graphic account of 
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Columbus's second voyage ro the Caribbean in a letter addressed 
to the Chapter of the city of Seville, probably sent i.n January 
1494· He tells of a ship's boat landing on Guadeloupe, of the 
native inhabitants o f a village running away at the sight o f the 
Spaniards, and of the captain of the boat bringing away (i.e. 
stealing) a por tion of everything he cou ld find: 

he took two parrots, very large and quite different trom any we 
had seen before ... a great quantity of cotton, both spun and 
prepared for spinning, and arti cles of food .. . besides these, he 
also brought awa y four or five bones of hum an arm s and legs. 
On seeing these we suspected that the islands were those of 
C arib [las de Caribe), which are inhabited by people who eat 
human fl esh. 5 4 

O bviously in 1493 the word 'caribe/canibal' had no indepen
den t or transpa ren t meaning in Spanish. D r Chanca's letter is 
probably the ftrst in dication tha t the gloss 'who eat hum an flesh ' 
would attach itself so persistently to the word that it would , in 
ti me, become its meaning in Spanish. The 'evidence', in the Journal 
at best hearsay, is, if now material, hard ly more convincing since 
burn ing the flesh off the bones of dead bodies was common 
mortuary practice throughout the native Caribbean . But the 
Spaniards were predisposed to be convinced. A few days later one 
of the parties sent to explore the island disappeared: 'We had 
al rea9Y ll>oked upon them as killed and eaten by the people that 
are called Caribes, for we could not account for their long absence 
in any other way .'55 They turned up four days later having got 
con'lprehensive ly lost. Or again, writing abo ut the 'Ciguayos' of 
northern Hispaniola, with w hom some of Columbu s's m en had 
had a skirmish tow ards the end of the first voyage, Peter Martyr 
says: 'They are fierce and w arlike, and it is believed that they 
descend from the cannibals (can ibales), because w hen they come 
down from the mountains to the plain to make w ar on their 
neighbours they kill some of them and ea t them.'56 So the web of 
arrogations gradually expands. In Columbus the ' canibales' attack 
and eat their en emies; in C hanel 'evidence' of an thropophagy is 
evidence of the presence of 'canibales' ; in Peter Martyr the reports 
of anthropophagy amongst a non-Carib tribe - indeed one tha t 
-seems' to have beeh under Taino control - m ean that they m ust 

57have 'canibales' as ancestors.
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The word's reception into English in the mid-sixteenth century 
was very similar. Richard Eden's A Treatise of the New ltldia 
T 555), a translation of Sebastian Munster's Cosmograp!lia, has as a 

heading 'Of the people called Canibales or Arlthropopl1agi, which 
are accustomed to eate mans fleshe';58 Othello (1604) speaks of 
' the Cannibals, that each other ea t' (Lill. T43 ). As in Spanish the 
gist of that gloss is unremitting, gradually welding the imputation 

f anthro pophagy to the word 'cannibal' lmtil it really does 
become its meaning, a process not fully complete in English (on 
the evidence of the Oxfo rd Etlglish Dictionary) until 1748 when 
Anson can write, without gloss, of ' the necessity of turning 
cannibal' . T he endstop of this process comes when it can be 
asserted as evidence of Carib an thropophagy that 'carib means 
an thropophagous' . 

Beyond this lies only the tau tology of 'carib means cannibal'. 
W ithin the course of these h istorical steps, though, the general 
meaning of 'cannibal' as someone wh o eats human flesh had 
become separated from 'caribbee' as an ethnic and geographical 
tenn, in interesting contrast to Spanish where the term 'caniba!' 
tended to disappear altogether durin g the sixteenth century, only 
reappearing in the nineteenth under English and French influence. 
This might seem to m ake sense. After all, given Spain 's close 
involvement with the Caribbean in the early sixteenth century. 
one migh t expect whichever term prevailed as the ethnic and 
geographical marker (in this case 'caribe') to become established 
in the language, while the vaguer and m ore mythological term 
was dispersed by the power of empirical experience. M odern 
attempts to draw an ethnic map of the Caribbean could then be 
grounded in very early colonial ethnogeograpby. 

Some of the early Spanish examples certainly sugges t an ethnic 
referent. In 1498 Pane, talking of a T ainan invasion myth, has 
'Pero elia s pensaron primero que estos habrian de ser los canibales' 
(But they thought first that these must have been the cannibals), 
where the defin ite article appears to be a mark of ethnicity. 59 And 
in 1503, as the demand for slaves grew acute, Queen Isabella, 
probably swayed by lurid tales of anthropophagous savages 
activel y propagated by slave traders such as Juan de la Cosa, 
issued her famous edict authorizing the capture and ensJa very 
of the Canibales. who are clearly envisaged as an ethnos 
inhabiting certa in specified islands (' donde estaba una gente que 
se dice Canibales').60 
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Obviously at thjs time, with the word not yet well established 
in Spanish, the usages fluctuate, and it is not always easy to specify 
the field of reference implied by any particular example. Grad
ually, however, as ' caribe' came to replace 'canjbal' as the usual 
form, it becomes clear that edmicity is no longer connoted by the 
word. The best evidence for this comes from the fact that its 
attested antonym, long before Arawak, was the Taino 'guatiao', a 
word and concept, adopted from native Caribbean social practice, 
of supreme importance within early colonial discourse. 'Guatiao' 
is sometimes translated as simply 'friend' , bur seems to have 
meant something more like 'compadre ', in other words the 
closest relationship that can be established between two indiv
idua ls from differen t communities. Bartolome de Las Casas, 
speaking of Juan de Esquivel and the Tai.no Cotubano has: 'they 
called one another guatiao; this was seen as a close relationship 
i.parentesco] and as a bond of perpetual friendsh ip and confedera
tion.'6 1 Such a bond usually involved an exchange of names . 
Chosen from the various ways of dea ling with powerfu l stran
gers, becoming 'guatiaos' no doubt seemed to the Taino an 
especially canny way of coping with the potentially dangerous 
white men. It was swiftly adopted by the Spaniards as being 
exactly the sort of relationshjp they wanted with their native 
hosts, designating those w ho were prepared - at least initially, but 
then initially was all that mattered - to give them the necessary 
support, especially by supplyi.ng food. 

This usage was officially adopted in the report prepared in 1520 
by R odrigo de Figueroa, who had been asked in I5I S by the new 
king, Charles V, to iuvestigatc j ust which ' indios' could rightly be 
called ' car ibes' since there had been plentiful evidence, supplied 
by Las Casas and others, of indiscriminate, and therefore illegal, 
slaving . Figueroa begins with the southerly Caribbean islands 
(with certa in named exceptions), saying tha t he must and does 
declare them 'ser de caribes e gentes bhbaras, enemigos de los 
cristianos, . .. y tales que comen carne humana' , leaving it 
unclear whether 'caribe' is to be takcn as an ethnic name, with 
what follows (barbarous people, enemies of Christiani ty , such as 
cat human fl esh) as descriptive of them; or whether 'car ibe' is to 
be understood as itself an adjective describing the popula tion, with 
its meaning glossed by the phrases that follow.62 

T he diffi culty is rcsolved w hen he moves to the mainland and 
introduces the term 'guatiao' as the antonym to 'caribe': 
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going along the coast as far as the gulf ofParia, there is another 
province whlCh stretches as far as Arruaca, this one being 
considered as carib [se tiene por de caribes]; and beyond this 
p rovince is Arruaca itself, which I must and do declare as 
guatiao [dl'ciaro por de gllat jaosJ and friends to the Christians. 63 

Each province is declared either 'caribe' or 'guatiao', wi th the 
exception of the coast below Unari, which 'at present I declare 
that r lack the informa tion to determine w hether they are carib or 
guatiao rsi 5011 caribes 0 guatiaos]'.64 

So Figueroa 's report is not the careful work ofethnogeography 
it might appear to be if'caribe' were read back as the ethnic name 
it has since become. It is, rather, a work of rea lpo litik, establishing 
which Amerindians were prepared to accept the Spaniards on the 
latter's terms, and which were 'hosti le', that is to say prepared to 
defend their territory and way of life .65 T he division was 
absolute: either 'guatiao' or 'caribe' . Here the adoption of na tive 
terms - or wha t were taken as such - seem s to have functioned as 
a denial of the essential. W hat the Spanish classifica tion actually 
revealed was the: response on the part of the Amerindians to the 
presence of the Spaniards. The use of Amerindian terms suggested 
on the contrary that what someone like Figueroa was establishing 
was precisely an ethnogeography - an empirical reality tha t was 
being discovered and, througb the adoption of its own names, 
somehow respected. N othing could be further from the tru th. 

So w hat linguistic morphology is blind to is tha t whi le the 
word 'carib' and its cognates have a continuous history in the 
European languages from 1493, and a seemingly logical develop
ment, it existed at different moments w ithin different linguistic 
subsystems that, diacritically, gave it different meanings. Even if 
initially, in the Journal, 'canibal' was potentially an ethnographic 
term, its dominant mean ing, by the time the word became 
established in the Spanish language, was ' those who are hostile 
and ea t human fl esh'. If this is indeed the case, then the supposedly 
unbroken lines and relatively clear terminology of ethnographic 
history are disrupted and the sim plicities of 'Carib' and 'Arawak ' 
show n as concealing a ton uous discursive history deeply im
plicated in its beginnings with the decimation of the native 
population of the Caribbean islands and mainland during the first 
twenty-five years of Spanish presence. 
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The temptation at this point, baving become aware of those 
discursive complexities, is simply to reverse the colonialist terms 
and to replace the tradit.ional story with its negative image, a 
nati ve Caribbean of no divjsions and no hostili ty. Bu t tha t would 
be merely another way of falling victim to those colonialist 
categories, and tak ing the native Caribbean out of history 
altogether.66 Everything that has been said in the last two 
chapters has urged cau tion in taking at face value European 
accow1ts of what was supposedly the na tive case at the Oloment of 
European contact. T his must be true pa rticularly of the accounts 
of conflict, given the inevitably disruptive presence of the 
European reporter. W hat remains, the residue from an ideological 
analysis of the colonial accounts of the na tive Caribbean, is 
difference: there was clearly a differential response on the part of the 
native societies to European presence. Much of this difference can 
be explained by history: the circumstances did after all change 
dramatically between late 1492 and, say, mid- 1496. TIllS explana
tion is the one most vigorously obscured by colonialist discourse, 
as will become clear in the course of the nex t two chapters. But 
the differential response must also have been to some extent the 
result of pre-existing differences within the native Caribbean. 
Some of this would have been difference in material culture, due 
perhaps to the chequercd migration patterns on to the islands 
different groups at different times with different technologies. B ut 
there ma y also have been socio-political difference. 

9 

D uring the course of collating the material for the Hatldbook of 
South A mericall Indians Julian Steward began to recognize the 
inadequacy of the culture-area typology and suggested a possible 
reclassification in accordance with patterns 'which integrate the 
institu tions of the sociopolitical unit'.67 Subsequent analysis by 
political anthropologists has for the most part used a fairly well
established terminology of ban d, tribe and state; but it has also 
adopted - usually under [he description 'chiefdom' - the charac
teristic socia-political form ation of the Taino, known originally 
in Spanish, from the native word, as CGeicazgo. 68 Although 
recently extended to analysis of other areas, the features of the 
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chiefdom were originally drawn exclusively from the circum
Caribbean area - circum-Caribbean taken here as a purely 
geographical term. 

The concept of chiefdom offers a political and historical 
perspective in which to produce a reading of the ethnographic 
material pertaining to the Caribbean, rather than the usual , 
determinedly ahistorical, anthropological ideal of the moment of 
comact snapshot. M ore concretely, it offers a way of grounding 
native Caribbean difference without recourse to inappropriate 
European categories of 'nation', 'war' and 'conquest', and with 
ou t the need to support that reCOllrse throug h finding spurious 
dualisms in the archaeological and linguistic records. Having said 
that, it should be made clear that w hat follows is merely a sketch, 
lacking the detailed backing that it would require to become 
anything like a full in terpretation of the pre-1492 history of the 
Caribbean. 

Baldly stated the key gelleral hypothesis in the sketch claims that 
the origin of the chiefd om is to be explained through coercive 
incorporation o f rival villages following conflict over circum
scrib~d agricultural land. Tins is Robert Carneiro 's accoWlt 
divested of reference to his par ticular example of the Andean 
valleys: 

oree, and not enlightened self-interest, is the mechanism by 

w hich political evolution has led .. . from au tonomous 

villages to the state . .. . Yet .. . while we can iden tify w ar as 

the mec/tQllism of scate formation , we need also to specify the 

[onditiorlS under which it gave rise to the state .... Since 

au tonomous villages are likely to fi ssure as they grow, as long 

as land is available for the settlement of splinter communities, 

these villages undoubtedly split from time to time. Thus, 

villages tended to increase in number much faster than they 

grew in size . .. until all the readily arable land . .. was being 

farmed .... Even before the land shortage became .. . acute 

. .. villages were undoubtedly fighting one another over land 

.. .. A village defeated in war ... faced only grim prospects . 

If it was allowed to remain on its own land, instead of being 

exterminated or expelled, this concession came only at a price. 

And the price was political subordination to the victor. T his 

subordination generally entailed at least the payment of a 

tribute or tax in kind, which the defeated village could only 
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provide by producing more food than it had produced before. 
B ut subordination sometimes involved a further loss of auto
nomyon the part of the defeated village - namely, incorpor
ation into the poIitica.l unit dominated by the victor. Through 
the recurrence of warfare of this type, we see arising ... 
integrated territorial Wlits transcending the village in size and in 
degree of organization. Poli tical evolution w as attaining the 
level of the chiefdom. b 9 . 

This theory would certainly seem to make sense as far as the 
establishment of chiefdoms on the Caribbean islands is concerned. 
T he three islands tha t had chiefdoms at the end of [he fifteenth 
century - C uba., H ispaniola and P uerto Rico - were those that 
offered the richest agricultural possibilities, particularly in contrast 
to the smaller volcanic islands to the south, so there is likely to 
have been great competition for the land there - and competition 
would lead to chiefdoms. This change from 'village autonomy' 
to 'supra village integration' was, Carneiro argues, ' the really 
fundamental step', a change in kind; anything that might follow, 
up to the establishment of em pires, would be a change in 
degree. 7o Chiefdoms, then, become a political organiza tion of 
supreme importance even though they are not themselves sta tes, 
at least states as classically defined. That step involves a fu rther 
movement whereby one chiefdom gains control over its neigh
bours, thus reaching the third level of organization: village. 
region, state.71 

In teresting trom a Marxist p oint of view is that class distinc
tions were initiated in the move to chiefdom and therefore, 
within this terminology, preceded the origin of the state.72 

Carneiro suggests that there was a move directly from a classless 
society to a society of th ree classes, since the subordination of 
neighbouring villages would involve the taking of prisoners to act 
as servan ts /slaves by those who had distinguished themselves in 
the fighting, and to (hese two classes would be added the 
intervening third of the original village's non-combatants and less 
successful fighters. N either servan t nor slave is a very good word 
for the prisoners since they w ere probably incorpora ted relatively 
quickly into the victorious society, so that there would have been 
a permeable boundary between the lowest and the 'm iddle' 
class. 73 T here would clearJy be a long period of fluidity in these 
political and social arrangements but with a constant tendency for 
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the class barriers to become more rigid and for the chief and 
nobility in particular to become hereditary ranks. 

Such a perspective gives a much simpler and in many ways 
more convincing map of the native Caribbean. Ifone leaves aside 
the non-agricultural groups referred to earlier, one can speak in 
anthropological terms of a single material culture spreading from 
about twenty centuries ago over the whole of the Carjbbean 
although it is probably bener to consider this in its larger con text 
as geographically circum-Caribbean. That culture would vary 
significantly only according to the determination of environ
mental factors. The islands may have formed part of an interlock
ing trade area with Kan'na, a Carib an language, used as a lingua 
franca on the trade routes. Conflict was endemic in the whole of 
this area, although it was probably a largely ritua lized affair 
involved with the exchange of women , since the villages are 
likely to have been endogamous. Conflict presumably intensified 
under competition for land. 74 So one can reasonably speak of a 
relatively homogeneous and stable system over a large part of 
northern South America: there were language differences within 
the area as a whole (though no t signifi cant ones within the 
Caribbean), but the material culture and the patterns of rrade, 
hostility and marriage showed only graduated changes, with no 
significan t cultural boundaries. 

The development of chiefdoms altered this position in certain 
fundamental respects. The economic base was probably no t 
significantly changed, but a socio-political system emerged (with 
its concomitant ideologies) that divided the Caribbean villages 
into two: those thac were part of a chiefdom and those that were 
not. The development of chiefdoms disrupted the relatively stable 
system tha t had previously exjsted. For example, w hat may have 
been a relatively ordered system of reciprocal exchange of 
women - even if involving ritual conflict - would have been 
transformed inro the acquisition of women by chiefs , both because 
that was - at one and the same time - a demonstration and 
perquisite of their prestige, and because a rapid .increase in 
population was the surest way of being able to defend the 
contested agricultural land. A climate of in tense hostility could 
therefore have been expected, presum abl y as a transitional phase 
eventually to be stabilized either by the incorporation of the 
autonomous villages into existing chiefdoms or, more likely, by 
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rhe establishment of new chiefdoms and the creation of a balance 
of power. In time a single native Caribbean state might have been 
formed . 

From this perspective, then, the designation 'Taino' has a 
certain applicabili ty - though not necessarily ethnic significance 
since the emerging upper classes of the chiefdoms had a vested 
interest in the maintenance of the status quo; but there was dearly 
considerable jostling still In progress at the time of European 
contact between the chiefdoms on the larger islands; even if it 
would tend to be of a different nature from the open hostility 
between chiefdoms and autonomous villages in the larger islands, 
and between the chiefdoms of the larger islands and the autono
mous villages of the smaller islands. These latter may well have 
been designated 'Carib' by some or all of the chiefdoms, certainly 
without there being any self-perceived ethnicity on the part of 
those designated; and possibly without there being at least initially 
any perception of common interest at all. The fluidi ty of the 
situation in !492 tan probably not be overstressed, but there may 
have been a pattern to the conflict between chiefdoms and 
autonomous villages. The chiefdoms would have had larger and 
more settled villages, made possible by the terrain and fixed by 
the incipient political structure. They would be more interested 1n 
subduing neighbouring autonomous villages or raiding adjacent 
chiefdoms than organizing long-distance war-parties that might 
put at risk their internal political order.7 5 The au tonomous 
villages on the other hand, while no doubt in some traditional 
conflict with one another, would recognize that they would have 
more to gain in raiding the larger and less mobile chiefdoms 
who were less likely to retaliate. However, the size of these 
chiefdoms would mean that joint raiding parties would be 
necessary. There is a double irony here. W hat was undoubtedly 
seen by the chiefdoms as the aggression of the autonomous villages 
resu lted only from the breakdown of the previous social system 
and it was their development into chiefdoms that initiated that 
breakdown.16 Meanwhile, the response of the autonomous vil
lages, while no doubt a reactioll against a new situation they fo und 
in tolerable, tended, inasmuch as it encouraged joint milita ry 
operations, to imitate the very process that had brought about the 
fo rmation of chiefdoms in the first place. 

This delicate process was cut short by the arrival of the 
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Spaniards . By chance thei r appearance caught the autonomous 
villages at that m oment when they had the maximum amount of 
mili tary development and flexibility without having yet formed 
the more rigid socia-political structure that w ould have made 
them as vulnerable as it did the chiefdoms of the la rger islands 
nd concomitantly more so the even more stra tified societies of 

Mexico an d Peru . The European invasion therefore shattered the 
socia-political evolution of Caribbean societies, destroying for 
ever (or, better, tak ing over and thereby destroying) the 
eS'tablished chiefdoms, but moulding the autonomous villages 
/lolens volens into a milit ary alliance of tremendous tactical 
competence and incredible durability - w hich the European 
nations had then to fIght for nearly 300 years. 

10 

T he last section was a hypothetical sketch to give an idea of what 
an alternative reading of some of the historical and ethnographic 
material might look like. B ut however m uch credence it might be 
given, som l" persisten t questions are likely to be considered still 
unanswered. At the equivalent poin t in his study of Z ande 
'cannibalism', Evans-Pritchard , after disposing in magisterial 
fashion of all the 'evidence' put fo rw ard in its support, sur
renders meekly w ith the telling comment 'There 's no smoke 
without fire'. 77 This m ight hardly be the watchword of the 
empirical scienti.st, but the paramounr persistent question no 
doubt remains: w ere the C aribs - or, as we now have to say , those 
w ho fo r whatever reason came to be called 'Caribs' - really 
cannibals? 

Since the question is una voidable, it needs a careful response. In 
that form . of course, it must be refused: given the discursive 
morpho logy of the w ords 'Carib' and ' cannibal' the question is 
superogatory, the dictionary being proof that the 'C aribs' are 
'cannibals' - by definition . But the word 'cannibal' must not just 
be refused : its original deployment itself needs questioning . N o 
other w ord, except perhaps 'sex', is so fraught w ith our fea rs and 
desires. And yet, w hile biologists and sociologists have a w hole 
panoply of alternative terms for sex in order to limit the 
connotations surrounding their references, ethnographers (and 
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dieticians) have only 'anthropophagy', a more neutral word but 
one little employed. The Handbook oj South American Itldiam, for 
example, refers exclusively (in its index) to 'cannibalism'. 
Moreover each chapter of the Handbook is divided into sections, 
and the section on 'Culture' is subdivided into 'Subsistence 
activities; Dwellings; Dress and Adornment; Transportation and 
Trade; Manufactures; Social and Political Organization; Life 
Cycle; W arfa re; Cannibalism; Esthetic and Recreational Activi
ties; Religion and Shamanism'. Someti.mes tlle discussion of 
'cannibalism' is merged into the section on w arfare. So even in an 
anth ropological text 'cannibalism' is allowed to retain by implica
tion at least some of w hat migh t be considered from a scientific 
point of view to be its 'popular' connotations of ferocity and 
violence through its supposed connections w ith 'w arfare'. 

But say this argument is accepted; say, in addition, that it is 
agreed that we are talking not about eating to survive in extretnis, 
nor about an occasional mouthful in revenge (both of w hich can 
be accepted as rare but not unknown occurrences in ma~ 
societies), but about a regular practice of eating human flesh , 
devoid of moralistic or any o ther overtones. Surely the question 
would then have to be confronted, if reformula ted to read: 'But 
did the C aribs really, as a matter of custom and practice, eat 
human fl esh?' Then and only then the answer could be given: 'We 
do not know '; an answer w hich w ould further require two 
different glosses. 

There is of course a considerable literature on anthropophagy 
ranging from the sensationalist to the scientific.78 B ut there have 
only been four sorts of answers given to the question of why 
anthropophagy exists or once existed. T he first answer, the one 
adopted spontaneously by Columbus and rarely questioned 
during the colonial period, is the explanation through iuna t 
characteristics : this has a secular form - 'cannibalism' (never in this 
answer anthropophagy) as an expression of innate aggression; and 
a religious form - 'cannibalism ' as an expression of innate vice. 79 

The second answer, popularized by Hans Staden's narrative of his I L. 
capture (1557), is the explanation through revenge . This obvi ~ 
ously has connections w ith the aggression thesis but it concen
trates on the ritual nature of the torture and consumption of the 
enemy body in an endless exchange of avenged insults.80 T he 
third answer again focuses on ritual, but this time the ritual of 
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agricultural societies. which usually has the absorption of familiar 
bodies (in other words endoanthropophagy), perhaps in the form 
of mortuary ashes, as pan ofa procedure to guarantee the growth 
of crops: anthropophagy as 'une fa~on de penser autant qu'une 
fayon de manger.'Sl This explanation through symbolism is then 
undercUt by the fourth answer, the seemingly materialist assertion 
that what is involved is nothing more nor less than a necessary 
consum ption of protein . S2 

T hese argumen ts have their own fascination and, no doubt, 
their own symbolic importance within the discipline of anthro
pology and within western culture generally. What is not clear is 
that they have any reference to actual social practices at all. In 
other words, in answering the question 'why?' they have gener
ally neglected to ask the question 'whether?'83 This, at any rate, is 
the general thesis advanced in W. Arens's The Marl-Eating Myth 
(1979), which argues tbat there is no reliable evidence for the 
custom of anthropophagy ever having existed at all. Arens is toO 
careful to claim that au thropophagy has never existed - it is 
impossible to disprove the existence of any practice by direct 
evidence; but he does cast serious doubt on what is usually taken 
as proof of anthropophagous practices. The strongest section of 
the book is devoted to a discussion of kuru, the mysterious N ew 
Guinea disease, whose investigation of which - including the 
hypothesis that it was transmitted by anthropophagy - recen tly 
gained two US anthropologists a Nobel Prize. Through careful 
ana lysis of the extensive litera ture on kHYU Arens is able to suggest 
tha t anthropophagy w as put forward as an explanatory hypo
thesis for the transmission of the virus for no better reason than 
that it had always been assumed to be a cultural characteristic of 
the N ew Guinea highlanders and was therefore available for 
m atching against, and potentially explaining, their equally char
acteristic susceptibility to an otherwise mysterious disease. O nce 
put forward, on no solid grounds, the hypothesis could , like any 
other, fmd all sorts of circumstantial support until it was on the 
point of becoming simply taken a.s fa ct. 

Arens's survey of the general anthropophalogical literature is 
acute in other respects. He demonstrates how many 'repon s' of 
anthropophagy are in fa ct repetitions of earlier ' repons' so tba t 
the actual sources are relatively scarce. He iden tifies those 
symptomatic topoi w here cannibals are never qui te to be found in 
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persoll or, the one mOst relevant m this book, where anthro
pophagy IS witnessed in its resJdue - the remains of the cannibal 
banquet. And he has pertinent remarks about what could be the 
heart of the matter - the general European predisposition for 
finding 'cannibalism' in all non-European parts of the world. 

Indeed, simply to answer 'non-proven', even to the refor
mulated question, is still to acquiesce to the implicit violence of 
colonialist discourse. The question, to quote one of Pierre 
Macherey's important, if dense, formulations, is itself the answer 
to a questIon that cannot be openly confronted within that 
discourse.84 To pul it in those terms is to tum the discussion back 
toward~ the central theme of this book, the part that notions such 
as 'cannibalism' have played within the discourse of European 
colonialism. But before that central theme is resumed some more 
general speculations will make up a second gloss 011 the answer. 

'Cannibalism' is a topic of endless fascmation for our culture. 
This is easily demonstrated but not so easily explained: there afe 
certainly no sociological investigations of that fascination. One 
possibility is that the fascination is univer~al - which would lend 
credence. one might think, to a psychoanalytical explanation. 
Freud used the term 'cannibalistic' only in passing, to refer to the 
oral stage of pregenital ~exual organization, though Karl Abra
ham later distinguished between a pre-ambivalent. primary oral 
stage, and an ambivalent oral-sadistic stage which is cannibalistic 
in its desire to incorporate the object.85 Unfortunately Freud's 
later speculations in Totem and Taboo and The FUTUre oj an m,uion, 
growlded this psychic oncology in an anthropological phylogeny, 

iving credence to a supposed 'cannibalistic' stage ofhuman social 
development, and directing later psychoanalytical investigations 
towards 'explanations' of tbe practice of anthropophagy. S6 

Our fascination with 'ca.nnibalism' is certainly ambivalent in a 
way that ought to be of interest to psychoanalysis. Like incest it 
marks a forbidden form of behaviour and therefore, predictably, 
examples ofit are deeply intriguing to us. The Andes air crash and 
its resultant li terature supply perhaps the best recent example; 
there cannot be many people in Europe and America over, say, 25 
years of age (ill 1986) who would not immediately know what 
you were referring to if you said ' the Andes air crash' .s7 And yet, 
despi te the objecti vely horrifi c circumstances of this and other 
examples, 'cannibalism' can hardly, it seems, be discussed - or 
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indeed practised - without laughter. This cer tainly sets it apart 
from incest and from other taboos on the m utila tion and 
torturing of the human body. It need hardly be said that the 
presence oflaughter is by no m eans an indication of triviality. In 
the Andean case, laughter was clearly, for the survivors, a 
necessary part of the innuring procedure that had to precede the 
eating of the fl esh of dead compan ions. Our laughter is less easy to 
explain. Two fo rms of tha t laughter can be distinguished. There 
is, on the one hand, a certain bantering tone almost always 
adopted in the discussion of 'cannibalism ', which in the academic 
li terature will almost always manifest itself in academics' 
fa vourite form of humour - the pun. Even M ary D ouglas, in a 
discussion of Pope Paul's 1965 edict about the Eucharist, M ys
terium Fidei - one of the least humorous documents in living 
memory - has some modern Catholics finding its arguments 
'hard . .. to stomach' .88 On the other hand there is the more 
form al category of ' the cannibal joke' , beloved of anthropolo
gists. 89 It is not difficult to see the origin of the cannibal j oke in 
the imperial experience of European countries in the nineteenth 
century, and perhaps not difficult to understand it by analogy 
with , say, the Irish joke in contemporary British society as a 
highly economical way of expressing deep cultural scorn (and 
therefore justifying the exercise of political oppression) while 
denying even to yourself that the scorn is serious - 'But it's only a 
joke' . Freud's work on the psychic mechanisms of this process is 
still unequalled, but we are badly in need of a w ay of understand
ing even the social mechanisms of origin and transmission of 
jokes, let alone the more complex psychocultural processes 
in volved .90 

But even if we could understand these processes we would not 
necessarily be any closer to understanding the currency of cannibal 
jokes. Surely they should have reached their apogee at the end of 
the nineteenth century during the period when the European 
empires were most in need of self-justification? There are a 
number of possible answers. Perhaps the most obvious would be 
that at the end of the nineteenth century the European empires 
felt in no need of self-justiflcation; the cannibal joke therefore 
on~y came into its own during the imperial twilight and after. But 
such an explanation would tend to repress unconscious process. 
The difficulty here is again a theoretical problem of wide 
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relevance: the absence of a vocabulary in which to talk about 
collective subjects. The possibili ty of writing 'European empires 
felt ' is indicative of how our language has no resistance to 
endowing collective subjects with inappropriate individual sub
jectivities. 'Guilt' is a tricky enough concept as it is for psychoana
lysis (especially 'unconscious guilt') , without trying to endow a 
feeling of it to such things as empires, declining or not. A less 
obvious - and certainly more speculative - answer would attempt 
to explain our fascination with 'cannibalism' (both horror and 
laughter) as a late manifestation of the contact between the 
' civilized' and the 'primitive' . These are ideological, not histor
ical, categories and as such have a long history, but the veryshock 
of the contact between Europe and America gave the couplet a 
new lease of life. These days there are few human societies 
unaffected by the expansion of Europe and its aftermath, yet 
ideologically the couplet's demise seems capable of almost infmite 
postponement. There is always at least the rumour of a last 
'primitive' society, inevitably cannibalistic, unvisited by camera 
or notebook and which, w hen visited, turns out to have renOun
ced cannibalism only recently. Fortunately, just beyond the next 
hill there is another society, unvisited as yet by anthropologists, 
and they are still cannibals. Exactly the story C olumbus heard 
nearly 500 years ago. Arens, demonstrating the persistence of this 
myth, concludes that 'anthropology and anthropophagy . . . 
have had a comfortable and supportive rela tionship' and that it is 
possible that 'in tlleir present form one could not exist without the 
other'.91 Anthropology is seen, in other words, as merely the 
institutional manifestation of a more widespread desire for the 
existence of some touchstone of the absolutely 'other', frequently 
represented by 'cannibalism'. 

Only now, within this particular context, is it possible to 
undertake the specific task of defining the signified of ' cannibal
ism' , thereby relocating the argument on to the plane of 
discourse, and reasserting the historical matrix of semantic ques
tions. The point can be made by saying that Arens should, in the 
quotation in the previous paragraph, have spoken of 'anthro
pology and cannibalism' since what is at issue is not just an idea (of 
eating human flesh) but rather a particular manner of eating 
human flesh - ferociously - that is denoted in the European 
languages by the specific term 'cannibalism'. There are weaker 
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forms of this argument such as: ferocious is an important 
cotmotatiml of 'Gmnibalism', or the meaning of a word consists of 
all its signifieds taken together - and 'bloodthirsty savagery' is 
listed as a figurative meaning in the OED. But the stronger form 
will be insisted on here: that the meaning of the term 'cannibal
ism' is 'ferocious consumption of human flesh'. The thrust behind 
this argument is partly historical: this is the meaning the word has 
always had, even if recent exceptions can be cited. But it results 
mainly from an insistence that the process of signification never 
takes place outside specific discursive networks. It is not a question 
of a discourse employing a particular word whose meaning is 
already gIven: the discourse cotlstitutes sigtlification . 'Cannibalism' is 

term that has no application outside the discourse of European 
colonialism: it is never available as a 'neutral ' word. Confirmation 
for this argument could be found in the usual absence in 
discussions of 'cannibalism' of the Christian com munion. Even to 
have 'cannibalism' and 'Christian communion' in the same 
sentence seems indecorous. Yet of course the Christian com
munion consists in eating the flesh of man and there should be no 
difficulty, at least for believers, in calling it an act of cannibalism
if, that is, 'cannibalism' were to be defined simply as the eating of 
human flesh. The shock of the juxtaposition is salutary , and ought 
to dispose of any such 'simple' definition; but there are perhaps 
wider historical implica tions. 

Between the eleventh and the fift eenth centuries there devel
oped what Fran cis jennings has called a 'Crusader ideology', a 
mi litant Christianity associated with a lItedieval colonialism that 
consisted of largely internal expansion, although it also included 
w hat in retrospect might be seen as the consolidation of an 
ideological identity through the testing of Eastern frontiers prior 
to the adventure of Atlantic exploration.9 2 The beginning of the 
Crusades is conventionally dated from Urban U's address to the 
council of Clermont-Ferrand (27 November 1095) . A symbolic 
end to that process could be considered Pius II's 1458 identifi
cation of Europe with Christendom, an ideal match of the 
geographic, the political and the religious. 9 3 Essential to this 
process - the ideological counterpart of its internal colonialism 
was the purging of heretics and pagans from w ithin the body of 
Christendom: Europe's inner demons, in Norman Cohn's title, 
hinting at the degree of projection involved in the exercise. An 
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early marker of trus purge would be the first accusa tion of a 
Jewish ritual murder of a Christian (in 1144 at Norwicb);94 the 
final acts, of course, the defeat of Granada and the expulsion of the 
Jews from Spain in 1492. 

Such an accoum, although abbreviated, is probably not conten
tious. More speculative would be the suggestion that an import
ant part was played in this process by Innocent Ill's resolution at 
the fourth Lateran Council in J2 r5 of the long debated nature of 
the Eucharistic sacrifice in favour of the most li teral interpretation 
- the host becoming, upon the priest's w ords, the actual flesh of 
Christ. The partaking of the host was transformed from just one 
rite amongst several into the pre-eminent act of communion 
whereby Christians could be distinguished from pagans.95 From 
the middle of the thirteenth century to the end of the flfteenth, 
Jewish communities were massacred all over Europe and the 
massacres frequen tly followed charges of anthropophagy.96 The 
pattern is important: boundaries of community are often created 
by accusing those outside the bOtlDdary of the very practice on 
which the integrity of that community is founded. T his is at one 
and the same time both a psychic process - involving repression 
and proj ection - and an ideological process - whereby the success 
of the projection confirms the need for the commun ity to defend 
itself against the projected threat, thereby closing the circle and 
perpetuating it . This is - as the next two chapters will suggest 
the cen tral regulating mechanism of colonial discourse. 

More particularly, though, that pattem further specifies the 
possible function of 'cannibalism ' given the possibility that, as 
early as the thirteenth century, 'anthropophagy' was operating as 
the 'other' of the still developing concept of 'Europe'. If that idea 
can be given any weight, then it would have been extraordinary if 
Columbus had not retumed with tales of man-eating: he may not 
have been too sure where he was, but he knew it was not Europe. 
So Arens is absolutely right to draw the analogy he does between 
witchcraft and 'cannibalism' and to speak of ' the collective mind' 
of that era being 'beset by Christian her'etics, alien Jews and 
American Indians who committed unspeakable crimes involving 
the use of human fl esh and blood '; but there is no need for him to 
speak of 'reasons w hich can no longer be fu lly com prehended'. 
What was involved was a comprehensive ritual purging of the 
body of European Christendom just prior to, and in the fi rs t steps 
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of, the domination of the rest of the world: the forging of a 
European identity.97 

So in this perspective, too, 'cannibalism' has nothing to do 
wi th social practices at all. The logical step, therefore, is to leave 
'anthropophagy' for those who want to talk - for whatever 
reason - about the eating of human flesh , and reserve 'cannibal
ism', henceforward cannibalism, as a term meaning, say, 'the 
image of ferocious consumption of human flesh frequently used 
to mark the boundary between one community and its o thers', a 
term that has gained its entire meaning from within the discourse 
of European colonialism. 

In the native Caribbean context the only interesting question 
about cannibalism is: could the Taino have used the word 
'canibal' with this kind of significance? The importance of this 
question probably has to lie in its asking, in its implicit recog
nition that it is a question about ideology, not about dietary 
practices, since any answ er w ould have to be a gloss on another 
'we do not know '. Our ignorance has tw o areas: w hether the 
signified of 'canibal' w as 'eater of human flesh' or not; and 
whether its reference was human or mythological. Only 'human 
eater of human flesh' would allow an affirmative answer. 98 

There is an old argument which sees an analogy between the 
Caribs and Spaniards as colonists: the Caribs were beginning to 
colonize the islands but were defeated by the more powerful 
European colonists against whom they turned their outward 
thrust, resentful of the Europeans' superior strength. There was 
never much to be said for this argument at the best of times, so itr 
should not be too surprising if it makes better sense on its head. If 
there is an analogy to be drawn then it would be between the 
Spaniards, recent consolidators of the political power and ide
ological purity of their state, and the Tainos, at the very 
beginning of the process that might have led them from chiefdom 
to state. We have bttle evidence about Taino ideology but it 
would at least be credible to posit their need for a strong emphasis 
on ethnic community through clear designation of those who do 
not belong - the very role anthropophagy was playing for the 
Europeans at this time. Cannibalism arguably gains a substantial 
part of its ideological power through its negation of the sacredness 
of the body as symbol. W e tend to think of our repulsion as 
'natural', an index no doubt of the hold certain symbolizations 
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have fo r us; but there is nothing unnatural per se in eating human 
flesh. It would in fact be more logical co argue against ea ting flesh 
altogether, but that argument can only work by reversing the 
terms and saying that flesh-ea ting is repulsive because natural . The 
power of the body as symbol may w ell be universal bu t there 
seems little doubt that it really comes into its own w hen it can 
inform the analogy with the body politic. 

It would n or be surprising, given that the Taino chiefdoms 
were still in the early stages of consolidation, if cannibalism 
formed part of an ethnic ideology concerned w ith the format ion 
of a T aino identity. And if there is any ground at all to those 
speculations then the earlier definition of cannibalism can be 
glossed to the effect that the threat it offers, although figured as the 
devouring of human flesh, is in fact add ressed to the body politic 
itself. 99 That is the ideological role of cannibalism. If the analogy 
with Europe can be followed further and the same mechanism of 
repression and projection posited , we would be left w ith a series 
of evolving Taino chiefdoms repressing the conflict at the root of 
their socio-political structure by projecting on to those outside the 
structure, those about perhaps to be devoured by it (' in
corporated' into it) the v iolence on which that body poliric is 
inevitably based, the exploitation inseparable from divided 
societies. 100 
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Prospero and Caliban 

o thou mine heir 
Of Naples and of Milan. what strange fish 
Hath made his meal on thee? 

(The T empest. nj .107-9) 

1 

If Spain's, and therefore Europe's, fi rst contact with America and 
with the native Caribbean can be dated wi th satisfyingly dramatic 
precision, England's own beginning in the New World consjsted 
of a series of stutterings. some of the consequences of which will 
occupy this chapter and the next. Although the gaining of 
territory by the European powers in America was in practice 
purely a matter of opportunism and, where necessary, forc~ , 

argumenrs about legality of possession, often turning on the issue 
of primacy, were still of great importance . Richard Hak.luyt, in 
his unrivalled collection of documents compiled at the end of the 
sixteenth century, begins his English voyages to America with 
'The most allciem Discovery of the W est Indies by Madoc the 
sonne of Owen Gwyneth Prince of North-wales, in the yeere 
1170' . lea ving Colum bus - represented of course by his 1488 offer 
to Henry VII - a distant second. 1 Two thousand two hundred and 
sixty-one pages of English voyages follow, which, even allowing 
for Hakluyt's generous definition of 'English', might sugges t tha t 
England's footing in the New World was firmly established by 
1600. This was hardly the case, ~ince the date usually given as 
marking the fi rst permanent English settlement in America is 
J60 7, the founding of Jamestown. English sailors had. to usc 
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Hakluyt 's ti tle, undertaken plenty of 'navigations, voyages, 
traffiques and d iscoveries': permanent colonies in America were 
not visualized until the lase quarter of the sixteenth cemury, with 
Humphrey Gilbert and Walter Ralegh as the prime movers and 
John Dee as ideologist, the fIrSt man to use the phrase 'The British 
Empire'. By the end of the 1630S England could be said to have 
established its American beginning: Virginia was growing to
bacco for expor t on lan ds expropriated from [h e Algonquian, and 
had been j oined on the nortll American main land by the colonies 
in M ary land and N ew England; and against all odds the small 
islands of the Lesser Antilles, like St Christopher's and Barbados, 
were beginning to produce significant amounts of sugar 
although the real take-off in production was to follow the 
introduction of black slaves in the early 16405. But the yea rs on 
either side of 1600 had been fraught. Several attempts to establish 
colonies in Newfo undland had been unsuccessful; the fmt two 
Virginia colonies had failed, the second, at R oanoke in 1587, 
sim ply disappearing off the face of the earth; and R alegh 's 
UtOpian am bitions for Guiana, for many years the main focus of 
English interest in the N ew W orld, had foundered in the fiasco of 
EI Dorado. These failures and successes were obsessively logged in 
a quite self-conscious effort to crea te a continuous epic m yth of 
origin for the em erging imperial nation. Samuel Purchas con
tinued Hakluyt 's work, collecting tOgether many of the diaries, 
log-books, letters, anecdotes, maps and histories that could 
constitute that epic. It is a period of wonderful stories: of R alegh's 
discovery of the ' large rich and beautiful' empire of Guiana in 
1595; of the loss of the Olive Branch in the Caribbee Islands in r605 
and the reappearance of several of its crew in England many years 
later; of the shipw reck of the Sea- Venture in the B ermudas in 1609 
and the miraculous survival of its crew and passengers; of the 
terrible massacre by the Indians of over a third of the English 
settlers in Virginia in 1622, from which the colony somehow 
recovered. From this time of disaster and heroism two stories in 
particular have survived and prospered to such an extent that they 
have become emblematic of the founding years of English 
colonialism: Shakespeare's play The Tempest, first performed in 
161I, where C olumbus's 'canibal' makes his anagrammatic ap
pearance, and the story of Pocahontas and John Smith, first told 
by Smith in 1624, although Pocahontas herself had died on a visit 
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to England eight years earlier. Pocahontas is the subject of the 
next chapter, Caliban of this, eventuall y.2 

2 

Tile Tempest's relationship to the N ew W od d is nowadays lit tle 
disputed, though it m ust be recognized that the relationship is 
peripheral, indeed interesting because peripheral . Stoll's dismissal 
of the claim - 'There is not a word in T he Tempest about 
America'3 - is in one sense perfectly j ust; it certainly obliges us to 
clarify the nature of T he T empest's links with this decisive phase of 
English colonial activity. 

Stoll' s remark could be made at all because the secondary 
rguments - in the absence of overt reference - have usually been 

couched within the terms of a positivist scholarship w hich has put 
forward two connected claims: that Shakespeare was acquain ted 
with members of the Virginia C ompany; and that there are close 
verbal parallels between parts of The T em pest and what have 
become know n as the Bermuda Pamphlets, a series of docum ents 
pertain ing to the shipw reck of the Sea- Venture and the salvation 
of its crew. O f these pamphlets W illiam Strachey's letter, dated 15 
July 1610 and now known as T he True R eportory oj the W racke is 
generally reckoned the most likely source for at least the opening 
scene of T he Tempest. 4 

The difficulty with these arguments is not so much the quality 
of the evidence put forward - variable as that might be - but its 
kind. Shakespeare's biography has its own fascination, but greater 
knowledge of his life and acquaintance would not inevitably 
supply us with greater comprehension of the significance of his 
plays: he could have sailed on the Sea- Venture without that 
m aking The Tempest a play about the New World, so possible 
acquaintance even with Strachey is, strictly speaking, irrelevant. 
T he 'source' argument has similar weaknesses since there can be 
no incontro vertible evidence for a 'source' . For one thing, close 
verbal parallels - even identity of wording - could be explained 
by a common source; perhaps lost, and there is no way of 
distinguishing between what stands 'in need of' explanation, and 
w hat is simply common coin, part of the language. These 
difficulties are recognized in the best of the source studies by 
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speaking only of 'probable' and 'possible' sources, a distinction 
which is to a large degree subjective. So the 'evidence' of source 
scholarship proves illusory.5 

Frank Kcrmode's rather uneasy discussion of these matters in 
the introduction to the N ew Arden edition is revealing of the 
difficulties. When it comes to the story of Tile Tempest Kermode 
is dismissive of the claims made in favour of Ayrer's Die ScilOtle 
Sidea or the fourth chapter of Eslava 's Noches de lt1llierno or 
Thomas's History oj Italy as Shakespeare's sources. Even if 
Shakespeare could conceivably have known these texts, and there 
is no evidence that he did, the suggested parallels are, Kermode 
fLOds , either too far-fetched, toO commonplace, or too irrelevant 
to be of interest. He is happy enough, though, to accept Ayrer 
and EsJava as possible analogues of The T empest on the grounds 
that ' ultimately rhe source of The Tempest is an ancient motif, of 
almost universal occurrence' and therefore there are bound to 
exist innumerable analogues. 6 The Bermuda Pamphlets are re
cognized as a different kettle of fish, largel y, it would seem, on the 
circumstantial grounds tha t Shakespeare was more likely to have 
read them, and on the positivist grow1ds that only verbal parallels 
can count as hard evldence. So ponl0n$ of Strachey's letter are 
reprinted in an appendix 'and the reader may j udge of the verbal 
parallels for himself' . The assumption behind the recognition of 
these parallels is that 'Shakespeare has these documents in mind' at 
the time of writing The Tempest. Nevertheless this must clearly 
remain 'inference' rather than 'fact' and so, while 

the relations of the play to the literature of voyaging remain of 
the greatest interest and usefulness ... it is as well to be clear 
that there is nothing in Tile Tempest fundamental to its 
structure of ideas which cou ld not have existed had America 
remained undiscovered. 7 

Kermode's hesitations here tend to show that source cri ticism, for 
all its seeming openness to a wider textual realm, operates with 
such a narrow conception of 'legitimate' comparisons tha t the 
importance of the wider intcrtextual relationships within which 
The Tempest conld be viewed is always in the end underplayed. 

As a first step out of this morass it must be recognized that 
source criticism is profoundly misconceived if its ultimate aim is 
to suggest what was ' in Shakespeare's mind' at the time of 
wri ting. All claims based on this premiss are at best circular and at 
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worst totally speculatIVe, given our necessary ignorance of such 
an inaccessible entity. This, of course, is the 'intentional fallacy' 
argument, correcc as far as it goes, but not to be followed to its 
anti-historicist cul-de-sac, as in the New Criticism where the 
internal organization of a literary text becomes the exclusive 
focus. 

The other pincer of the New Critical argument is thal even 
close verbal or narrative parallels are likely to have little relevance 
to the text as a whole. Kermode takes cognizance of this position 
In his comments that Die Schone Sidea is too 'naif and buffoonish ' 
to be taken seriously as a source, and that Shakespeare may have 
known the History oj Italy, 'but it matters little either way'. 8 It 
would be difficult to quarrel with these judgements, but it is also 
important to draw from them the theoretical point that for all its 
positivist trappings the discussion of sources and analogues is 
never divorced a priori from an interpretation of the play's 
significance. Only within a particular reading of the text can 
other lexts be judged as relevant or not. 9 

To coumer these antinomies, the moment ofproduction of The 
Tempest needs conceiving within an historical context which is 
not weighed down by random accumulations of supposed 
'sources' or hamstrung by specious speculations concerning 
'Shakespeare's mind'. Only then could the colonial implica tions 
of the play be properly considered. The critical vocabulary of 
'source' and ' analogue' can in fact be replaced [rom within the 
body of Shakespearean criticism by the term 'congener' used in 
James Smith 's subtle bur li ttle-quoted eSsay on The Tempest. t o He 
introduces the term ro justify discussion ofEslava's and Strachey's 
texts as more than mere sources from which, as he puts it, 
Shakespeare may have taken 'scraps of information '. Congeners 
can cast light by virtue of their deeper similarities, independently 
of any putative influence. More recently Charles Frey, in a careful 
reconsideration of the New W orld material, rejects the idea of an 
autotelic text and suggests tbat the relevant question should 
concern not what the play's 'sources' were, so much as what 
' linguistic and narrative force-field we should bring to the play to 

disclose its meanings' .l1 The play's discursive milieux can be 
read, he suggests, without concern for what ShakespeaIe might or 
might not have read. T he object of stud y is the common coinage, 
nOt a numbered account. 

It would be presumptuous to imagine that such a project solved 
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t a stroke any of the abidmg problems of textual analysis. 'To 
disclose its meanings' is a phrase that conceals behind jts uneasy 
plural the suspicion that there might be as many 'meanings' to 
the text as one chose to bring 'force-fi elds'. If the meaning is nor 
known in advance, how can the appropriate force-field be 
chosen? Are these choices not inevitably made by critical readers, 
and therefore the meanings disclosed theirs rather than the text's? 
Inasmuch as such pointed questions indicate that a text can never 
act as guarantor to its own presumed meaning, they cannot be 
gainsaid: indeed in that sense, as was made clear in the Preface, our 
histories are inevitably, in Croce's phrase, histories of the present. 
But it does no t follow that critical readings merely produce 
meanings for texts, not least because texts offer constrain ts and 
resistances to the readings made of them. Texts will inevitably 
remain sites of struggle where different and incompatible readings 
clash. 

The method adopted here will be to look at three congeneric 
texts that tell, in different ways, of ' colonial encounters', the better 
to specify the links between The Tempest and the colonial 
ventures of the period, thereby contesting some of the deeply 
ahistorical readings that have been made of this play. 

3 

As it happens, England's sphere of American interests in 1611 
could be defined geographically by the presence of that novel and 
much-feared natural phenomenon, the hurricane. Like the Eng
lish, its centre of activity was the Caribbean basin but it could be 
found as far south as Guiana and as far north as Virginia. Storms 
were familiar from the Mediterranean and the eastern Atlantic, 
but hurricanes were different in kind . N ot simply more ferocious, 
their cyclonic form defeated an y possible nautical strategy. Sailing 
ships were absolutely helpless in the grip of a hurricane. 12 

Arguably no phenomenon - not even the natives themselves 
characterized so well the novelty of the New World for Euro
peans; and as a result no natural phenomenon was more open to 
the interpretative skills of the age. Often, of course, the sheer 
power of the hurricane would evoke man's helplessness in the face 
of God's will. But there was also the famous hurricane of July 
1502 which destroyed the fleet of Columbus's enemy Bobadilla as 
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it sailed away from the harbour of Santo Domingo. Since 
Columbus had warned Bobadilla of its approach. and since one of 
only three ships not sunk was carrying Columbus' personal 
fortune, be was accused of being a magician and of having 
summoned the hurricane to strike down his enemies.13 

Novelty in experience is generally perceived in the first place as 
dangerous - particularly if it tends to sink ships and kill people. 
Linguistically there are two general strategies available: the 
novelty can be subsumed under a current signifier in an attempt 
to domesticate it, or it can be marked as novel - and therefore 
alien - by being given a new signifier, often one adapted fro m an 
alien discourse. T he period from 1575 to I61I was in this sense, in 
the English language, a period of transition. The Arawakan 
Il/Irakan had readily been adop ted into Spanish and had already 
been llsed in English by R ichard Eden in the forms 'Furacanes ' 
and 'Haurachanas' as earl y as f55 5. 14 The Oxford English Diction
ary notes five o ther occurrences prior to 16 I I: 'Furicanos' in 1587, 
'Vracan' in 158R, 'Furicanoes' in 1596, 'Hyrricano' in 1605, and 
'Hurricano' in 1606. As with 'cannibal' , ruscllssed in the previous 
chapter, it is impossible to pinpoint the moment when 'hurricane' 
was adopted into English, but man y of these early examples feel 
the need to gloss the novel word: Hakluyt's 1587 entry, for 
example, has 'Their stormes ... the w hich they call Furicanos'. 
By 1617 R alegh could write 'That night '" a hurlecano fell 
vppon us' without fu rther explanation, so the word had presum
ably by then become established, at least in the circles for which 
R alegh was w riting. 

In this transitional period the alien 'hurricane' had to replace its 
most obvious translation, ' tempest'. In several of the OED entries 
the words are yoked together: for example 'These tempestes of 
the ayer ' " they call FuracQ/US' (Eden, 1555), and 'Oviedo 
reporteth ofa H uricano or Tempest' (Purchas, 1613). Shakespeare 
had twice used the word 'hurricane' ('hyrricano' in King Lear 
lll .ii.2, and ' hurricano ' in Troilus and Cressida V .ii. 172) so his title 

"he Tempest is significan tly, rather than just contingently, not 
The Hurricane; and in one of The Tempest's congeners, Strachey's 
The True Reportory oj the W racke, ' tempest' appears consistently 
despite the quite evident novelty of the meteorological pheno
menon that struck the Sea- Venture, a possible oddity that will bear 
further investigation. 

In May 1609 fi ve hundred colonists in nine ships set out from 
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Plymouth for Virgirua. On 25 July one of the ships, tbe Sea
Venture, carrying Sir George Somers, tbe leader of the expedition, 
and Sir Tbomas Gates, who was to be the tbe new temporary 
governor of the colony, was separated from the others in a 
hurricane and dri yen on [Q tbe reefs off tbe coast of the Bermudas, 
a smaU group of uninhabited islands feared for many years by 
ships that had had to work northward to their latitude, close
hauled to the trade wind, ill search of the prevailing westerlies 
that would take them back across the Atlantic. Consequently the 
Bennudas were WIdely referred to as the Islands of the Devil. Tbe 
other ships reached Virginia and reported the loss, but in fact the 
crew and passengers of the Sea- Venture managed to survive in 
relative comfort on the Bennudas and built twO other slups, the 
Patience and the Deliverance, which evemually reached Jamestown 
in May 1610. In England, news of the loss had been seized upon 
by critics of the colonial enterprise as a condemnation by 
Providence, so it was inevitable, when news reached London of 
the group's survival, tbat the Virginia Company's officials and 
supporters would hasten to demonstrate how Providence was ill 
fact on their side. Strachey's account of Lhe storm begins by 
emphasizing its novelty through the contrast with his Mediter
ranean experiences: 

W indes and Seas were as mad, as fury and rage could make 
them; for mine owne part, I had bin in some stormes before, as 
well upon the coast ofBarbary and Algeere, in the Levant, and 
once more distressfull in the Adriatique gulfe, in a bottome of 
Candy, so as I may well say. Ego quid sit ater Adriae novi sinus, 
& quid albus Peccet Ia pex. Yet all that I have ever suffered 
ga thered together, might not hold comparison with thiS.1S 

T he terrors of the storm - 'fury added to fury'; the non-stop 
pumping to keep afloat - 'with tyred bodies, and wasted spirits, 
three days and foure nights destitute of outward comfort'; the 
onset of despair - 'it wanted little, but that there had bin a generall 
determination, to have shut up hatches': all are graphically 
described the better to heighten the salvation that awaits them. 16 

In other words the language of the Bible proved retrospectively 
capable of comprehending what was only apparetttly a truly novel 
phenomenon. St Paul's perilous voyage in the Mediterranea.n had 
been threa.tened by what the King James Bible called a 'tempest' 
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(Acts 27: 18), but one controlled, as Pau] knew, by a bcnetlcent 
deity. Redemprion - and the word itself is used by Strachey - was 
made all the more appropriate an allegorical conclusion to the 
misadventure by the narure of the islands of the Bermudas. As 
Strachey puts it: 

such tempests, thunders, and other fearefull objects are seene 
and heard about them, that they be called commonly, The 
Devils Ilands, and are feared and avoyded of all sea travellers 
alive, above any other place in the world. Yet it pleased our 
mercifull God, to make even this hideom and hated place, borh 
the place of our safetie and meanes of our deliverance. 17 

And, nor only did the island turn OUt not to be fearful, it was, 
according to another passenger who wrote his own account, 'in 
truth the richest, bealthfullest, and pleasing land . .. and merely 
natural, as ever man set foot upon' .18 The conclusion to be drawn 
from this reading w~s therefore that God had kept those islands 
secret from everyone else and protected them by their reputation 
for tempest and thunder so that they could be bestowed upon the 
people of England. England was beginning to discover its 
manifest destiny. 

Discursively, it could be said then that rhe narrative of the Sea
Vetlfllre's voyage could be cast within the terms of existmg genres: 
a figural reading of events using mainly biblical ternlino logy 
proved ideologically satisfactory. To put it in geographical terms, 
the discourses of the Medi terranean were still adequate for the 
experience of the Atlantic. 

It can well be imagined, but perhaps not proved, tha t during 
this transitional phase 'tempest' would tend to be used when the 
outcome of the narrative could be favourably interpreted, and 
'hurricane' when otherwise. If that were the case the transitional 
phase could be expected to end upon greater acquaintance with 
the Caribbean islands and their frequent and unpredictable 
hurricanes. By 1638, the close of the period under consideration in 
these two chapters, the English had spent fou rteen years estab
lishing colonies on some of the smaller C aribbean islands: 
Sr C h.ristopher 's, Barbados, N evis, Montserrat and Antigua. 

owards the end of that year a pam phlet by John T aylor was 
published in London entitled 'New and strange N ews from 
St Christophel'S, of a tempestuous Spirit, which is called by the 
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Indians a Hmri Calla, which hapneth in many of those Islands of 
merica, or the Wl'st-Il1dies, as it did in August last the 5. H)38'}9 

John Taylor's news was presumabl y - although there is 110 fum 
C'vidence - based on rhe oral account of a sailor recently returned 
from the Caribbee Islands. It is in many ways a naive text, an ear ly 
form of popular journalism, enabling us to see more clearly the 
discursive transform ations taking place. The title itself gives 
vario lls clues. The place occup ied in Mediterranean discourse by 
the word ' tempest' here needs a considerable circumlocution: 'ofa 
tempesmous Spirit, which is called by the Illdians a Hl4rr i Cano' . 
The biblical discourse is fractured by the irntption of a new and 
alien term which is marked as belonging to someone else's 
discourse ('called by [he Indians') and signalled as novel and 
strange ('N ew and strange N ews'). Why should this have been 
necessary? Whar exactly w as no longer adequate about the word 
' tempest' ? 

T he obvious answer - and a necessary but not sufficient 
explanation - is that by 1038 the English colonists had had 
considerably m ore experience of the devastating nature of hurri
canes, which alm ost every year destroyed houses and crops on at 
least one of the islands. But although this extra-discursive 
experience was a necessary condition, biblical vocabulary w as 
only finally displaced because of the discursive difficulty in 
alJegorizing, except with very unfavourable conclusions, the 
destruction of colonists' property. T aylor's pamphlet struggles 
w ith this difficulty. 

It opens with the conventional Christian observation, cast in 
biblical terms, tbat God sometimes chooses to punish or restrain 
obstin ate sinners by terrible events, 'by w hich meanes H e makes 
h. is wayes fo be knoume upon Earth and his saving health among all 
N at iol1s' . T he hurricane is God's message, but w hat does it mean ? 
The difficulty begins w ith the last ph rase: it is not clear under 
what in terpreta tion the devastation wrought by a hurricane could 
be said to bring 'saving health ' to an yone. Tht' pamphlet 
continues: 

An d it is to be noted, that where God is leas t know n and 
honoured, there the DevilJ hath most power and domination. 
But hee that drew light out of darknesse, hath often (an d can 
w hen he w il) draw good out of evill: for through slavery and 
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bondage many people and NatIons tbat were heathens, and 
barbarous, have been happily brought to Civility and Christian 
Liberty .20 

The argum ent is considerably less logical than the conjunctions 
suggest. It becomes clear at some point in tbe course of those tw 
sentences that the hurricane has been caused by the savagery and 
barbarity of the native inhabitants, dominated as thcy are, in the 
absence of knowledge of God, by the devil . But what is still by no 
means clear is to w hom the 'message' of the hurricane is 
addressed. Is it to the natives themselves in retribution for their 
savagery? Tn w hich case wh y is it that the bearers of God's word 
suffer more severely than the savage natives? Or is it a broad hint 
to the settlers that the civilizing process should be speedt!d up? 
T he moment of slippage that enables the text to continue in the 
face of these difficulties is that movemen t of ' light out of 
darkl1essc'. T he gesture is again rowarJ s the language of tempest 
and redemption, the light of sa lvation that fo llows the darkness of 
the storm. But as well as the experience of the colonists suffering 
from the hurricane (or more properly here ' tempest') and from 
which 'good ' can in the end be expected to corne, darkness - the 
key switchword in all this - is at the same time descriptive of the 
state of savagery in w hich the natives live and from which they 
can be delivered only via a slavery and bondage that will lead 
them to true liberty. This com mon seventeenth-century topos of 
slavery as the necessary stage between savagery and civility is the 
firm ground that the text's fl oundering synta.x gratefully seizes. 2t 
After expounding the top os at some leng th the text eventually 
circles back to its subject to assert more explicitly the link betwecn 
barbari ty and hurricanes: 

Yet in the latest D ayes of the W orId all are not civilliz'd; there 
arc yet many H eathens, Indians, and barbarous Nations un
converted: as for knowne Examples in A merica, and in divers 
Islands adjacent, where this Hurri CmJO is frequent; 22 

So the hurricane now appears to be less a message from God for 
his chosen people than an attribute of savagery itself. As such it is 
essentially an alien phenomenon and m ust be clearly identified by 
use of the native w ord. T he main interpretative difficulty has 
thereby been settled: the hurricane is an attribute of native 
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savagery, a fact confirmed by its tendency of attacking precisely 
what have, in the earlier paragraph, been given as the marks of 
civility: the building of towns and the practices of tillage and 
husbandry . 

What the explanatory powers of the pamphlet fail to cope with 
is the information that the Caribs are able to predict when a 
hurricane is approaching: 'the Indians are so skilfuIl, that they 
doe know two or three or foure dayes before hand of the 
comming of it' . 2.1 This is clear! y j ust too far from the original 
premiss of God's messages corning through terrible events, and 
the text retreats in confusion to the by now much repeated story 
of the Sea-Vet/lUre's deliverance from Bermuda, thereby providing 
a route back to the comfort of biblical parallels and to the 'strange 
and feareful1 Signes and warnings' that 'are Recorded in our Owne 
H istories, to have happened in our owne Countrey' and of which 
Taylor has an account at hand in verse of a 'prodigious Tempest 
and Lamentable Accident at Withycombe, neare Dartmoores in 
Derlollshiere' .24 However on St Christopher's ItseU' the logical next 
step was soon taken and the success of the Caribs' weather forecasts 
seen as evidence of their counsel with the devil, and therefore 
grounds for their banishment [rom the island.25 

Almost inevitably, Taylor'S report of a hurricane in the 
Caribbce Islands mentions anthropophagy as one of the signs of 
barbarity, referring in this case to the peoples conquered by 
Alexander: 'in their Freedomes they did use to kill their aged 
Parents inhumanely, to cate them with savadge, ravenous, most 
greedy Gonnandizing '.26 'Hurricanes' and 'cannibals' in fact have 
an interesting relationship. Born words came into the European 
languages via Spanish and were adopted relatively rapidly. Both 
ultimately displaced words from an established Mediterranean 
discourse that were clearly thought inadequate [0 designate 
phenomena that were alien and hostile to European interests. And 
as alien and hostile phenomena they [ended to be linked through 
having the same adjectives descnbe them, a part of that general 
process whereby the discursive and the economic mirrored one 
another in the establishment of a central civility (eventually the 
plantation house) surrounded by a variety of savage phenomena 
whose individual characteristics were less important than their 
definition as 'other' than the central civility. 

But what is particularly striking about the history of the two 
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words 'hurricane' and 'cannibal' in the European languages is 
thar, having been adopted as new words seemingly to strengthen 
an ideological discourse, they were both subsequently subject, in 
almost identical ways, to attempts at what can only be called 
etymological recuperation. 'Hurricane' still existed in English in 
a bewildering number of forms until the late seventeenth century. 
Dr Johnson eventually justified the final form by actually giving 
it the same etymology as 'hurry ', the Gothic hurra meaning to 
move rapidly or vioLently.27 But the most interesting of the early 
English forms, based on an early Spanish variant, is ' furacan' or 
'furicano' - a form found as late as I632 in English. The 
connotation here is obviously the appropriate one of 
'fury/furious' . But by 1726 the Spanish Diccionario de autoridades 
could call the contemporary Spanish 'hurad n ' - which is 
phonetically close to the native American form - a corruption of 
the so-called 'earlier' ' furacin', to which it now gave a Latin root, 
ven(lIs furens: a good example of authority not only erasing its 
traces but constructing a false trail as well. Similarly, from the 
15 20S 'callibal/cannibal' was derived from the Latin can is (dog). 
T his derivation, found again in D r johnson's dictionary, was 
current in English until the late nineteenth century. According to 
Humboldt, Bishop Geraldini of Santo Domingo, who first 
proposed this etymology, 'recognized in the Cannibals the 
manners of dogs', al though the comparison itself is already 
implicit in Peter Martyr'S first Decade where he compares the 
'manhuntyng Caniba/es' with lions and tigers. 2 8 So by the early 
sixteenth century scientific etymology had supported the 
evidence of 'empirical observation' that the native cannibals of the 
West Indies hu nted like dogs and treated their victims in the 
ferocious manner of all predators, tearing them limb fwm limb in 
order to consume tbem. It was clearly only poetic justice that such 
preda tors should themselves be the victims of Europe's most 
fe rocious hunting dogs. 

4 

If the texts of Strachey and Taylor are allowed as benchmarks 
then Tire Tempest would seem, on a.lmost all possible criteria, 
closer to the language of A True Reporto ry. The storm in the play 
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is very clearly 'tempest' ramer than 'hurricane' in the sense tha t it 
is interpretable through the master code of P rovidence. The 
relevant trope within the rhetoric of Christian historiography is 
the felix C/llpa: wha t seems in the immediate present to be an 
unmitigated disaster is revealed in the long term to have had its 
appropriate and necessary place in God's full narrative. T he storm 
that opens the play is only momentarily a natural catastrophe of 
the kind that Taylor has eventually to designate via an alien 
discourse : the storm is part of a design and therefore no t the 
disaster it initially appears. Prospero 's assurance to Miranda on 
tbat score - 'not so much perdition as an hair I Betid to any 
creature.in the vessel" (l.n. 30- I) - echoes that providential biblical 
paradigm of St Paul's sh ipwreck on Malta.29 Subsequentl y the 
whole play appears to conform to this pattern. To Miranda's 
question - 'W ha t fo ul play had we, that we came from thence? I 
O r blessed was' t we did ?' (I. ii .6o-l) - Prospero can answer: 
'Both. bo th, my girl' (I.ii.6 r). the initially fo ul no longer being so 
in the 10llg rlln of Providence, although it will take Alonso £lve 
acts to discover this good news. Prospero, it might be said, after 
beginning the play in distant exile from his rightful dukedom, is 
finall y allowed to live up to his name, rather as The Fortunate 
Island~ of European myth, having been along the way either alien 
(I~ l ands of the Berm udas) or satanic (T he Devils Islands), w ere 
fina lly vindicated in a happy hom onym, named for Sir George 
Somers.3 0 

Bur while a superficial reading of the early parts of Strachey's 
Tme Reportory m ight bear witness to the explanatory pow er of 
the prov iden tial narrative, the letter as a w hole reveals some of the 
strains which that code is under at this period.31 Providence has 
already intervened tw ice. as we saw earlier, saving the ship from 
sinking and revealing the Berm udas [0 be happil y free of the 
dev ilish presence impu ted to them. La ter in the letter it has even 
marc work to do afte r Jamestown has actually been abandoned 
by lhe desperate colon ists. Purchas's marginal note catches the 
mood : 'The highest pitch & lowest depth of the C olonies 
miseries scarsly escaping the j awes of devouring desperation '. 32 
B ut beiore the departing ships could leave the estuary, 'we 
discovered a long Boate making towards us ... by which, to our 
110 little j oyes, we had intelligence of the honorable my Lord La 
Wan his arrival'. 33 God did indeed seem to be on their side. 
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As in Tlte Tempest, though, not all the human actors arc happy 
with the plot. In Bermuda there are three separate conspiracies, 
one of which, led by a Stephen Hopkins, argues on quite 
sophisticated grounds: 

tha t it was no breach of honesty, conscience, nor Rehgion, to 

, decl ine from the obedience of the Governour , or refuse to goe 


further. led by his authority (except it so pleased themselves) 

since the authority ceased when the wracke was committed. 

and with it, they were all then freed from the government of 


34any man . 

Many of the colonists wam ed, sensibly enough in the circum
stances, to stay w here they were rather than go to certain hardship 
and possible death in Jamestown. There are hints here, perhaps , of 
Gonzalo's new dispensa tion ('no name of magistrate;1 .. . lAnd 
use of service, none' (II.i. [45/7)), and of the conspiracy by the 
lower orders in T he Tempest; but there is o f course a distinct 
difference in genre. In The True Reportory the conspiracies are real 
threa ts to the survival of the company - one man was shot for his 
recalcitrance; while in The Tempest the conspiracy is contained 
within the comic mode of the sub- plot, aJ thougb Prospera. 
strangely, takes it somewhat seriously in a moment to w hich this 
chapter will eventua lly give considerable weight. 

T he slo th and dissoluteness of the colonists are an ything but 
amusing to Strachcy. Arriving in Jamestown: 

we found the Pallisadoes tome downe. the Ports open, the 
Gates from off the hinges, and emptie houses (whi ch Owners 
death had taken from them) rent up and burnt, rather then the 
dwellers would step into the W oods a stones cast off from 
them, to fetch other fire-wood ... with m any more parti
cularities of their sufferances (brought upon them by their 
owne disorders the last yeere) then I have heart to expresse. 3 5 

A True Declaration of Virginia, the official account published in 
1610, is even more forthright about their inadequacies: 

every man sharked for his present bootie, but was altogether 
carelesse of succeeding penurie . .. our mutinous Loyterers 
would not sow w ith providence, and therefore they rea ped the 
frui ts of too deere bought Repentance ... . Unto idlcnesse, 
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YOll may jayne Treasons, wrought by those unhallowed 
creatures that forsookc the Colonie, and exposed their desolate 
Brethren to extreame miserie. 36 

The list of charges goes on for page after page. 
In each text rhe language of au thority plays a key role. The 

True Declaration bemoans how the violent stonn 'separated the 
head from the bodie',37 exiling the Governor on the Bermudas 
while the monstrous body wandered headless in Virginia. T he 
T rue Reportory wonders 'into what a mischiefe and m isery had 
wee bin given up, had we not had a Governour with his 
authority, to have suppressed the samc?'38 Yet unlike The 
Tempest's conspira tors, who are easily routed and sent off to cool 
thei r ambitions in a cesspit. two of the Sea- Venture's crew avoided 
recapture and stayed behin d on the Bermudas to become, in later 
years, the source of a different accoun t of wh at had really 
h appened 0 11 the islands, a tal e of fundamental di~agreements 
between the Governor and the Admiral w hich led ro intense 
rivalry and bitterness between two qui te separ ate factions, only 
hin ts of which can be fonnd in the story told by Strachey - who 
was of course Gates's secrerary.39 

So the Bermuda story, when looked at closely, already tells a 
full colonial tale of political intrigue amongst the gentry , of 
serious disaffection amongst the lower orders, and of J conspiracy 
too deeply rooted to be eradicated: the providential narrative 
survives , but we see it here at full stretch even in a wri ter as skilful 
as Strachey . Little wonder that it snapped in the hands of John 
T aylor. 

5 

In man y ways Strachey's sto ry - not least because of the strained 
attempt to use Providence as a hermeneutic - is reminiscent of a 
novel by Defoe, perhaps T he Farther Adventures ojRobinson Crusoe 
to w hich it bears some striking resem blances. Its 'realism' - if the 
word be allowed in a loose sense - stands as a useful marker 
against which to measure w hat in conventional terms would be 
phrased the 'romance' of The Tempest, using that word to indicate 
a story whose development and resolution is not seen to depend 
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upon any attempt to capture a sense of the conringency inherent 
in a world ungoverned by the rules of art. 

For a long time convention al readings of the play worked 
exclusively wjthin this frame of reference. Generically the play 
was seen as a pastoral tragicomedy with the themes of nature and 
art at i ts centre, full y and confidently Mediterranean, as its title 
would suggest, a play moving m~jestica lly to its reconciliatory 
climax with hardly a ripple to distu rb its surface. Admittedly a 
numer of different emphases could be encompassed, from the 
autobiographical envoi through the pastoral ta le to the full-scaJe 
court masque, although Kermode, wri ting in 1954, righ tly 
deplored the depressing homogeneity of Tempest criticism.40 N or 
were these readings necessarily deaf to argum ents about the 
relevance of New W orld material to The Tempest, argumen ts that 
had been current sin ce the beginning of the nineteen th century. 
T hat material could well fin d its place within the larger Mediter
ranean frame as a twelve- year in terlude between Prospero 's two 
tenures of the D ukedom (as he sees it) or as part of the fi eld of 
references to a 'nature' which is subdued by the play's higher 'a rt ' , 
or , in formal terms, as belonging essentially to the sub-plot which 
echoes in an appropriately minor key the play's major Old World 
themes. Despite the topography these themes are no t, of course, 
necessarily Italian - in fact in the allegorical read ings they are 
m uch more likely to be Bri tish; but in their concern for 
legitimacy, civility and humani ty, they are quintessentially Euro
pean . T he coping-stone to tins critical edifice would then be the 
play's adherence to the classical unities , underlining its fmal 
com mitment to the higher o rder of art. 

W hat un derwrote this in terpretation was, in the last analysis, . 
always the unquestioned assum ption that Prospera was to be 
identifi ed with the authorial consciollsness behind the work, a 
presence that seemed to guarantee, in a profound and perhaps 
ul timately religiolls sense, the deep sim plicity of the play. There 
was impacted here, in thi5 identifi ca tion , a deep ly satisfying 
condensation of the three terms God, Shakespeare and Prospero, 
made possible no doubt by the fa ct that the very idea of 
P rovidence is a textual trope rooted in the essentially narrative 
paradigm of C hristianity.41 In this view Shakespeare 's perfect 
artistry, necessarily demonstrated at its purest in his fin al work 
but w hich had appropx:iately been given pride of place in the 
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Folio, is only comparable to the Christian God's immanent 
presence in the perfect universe He has created, of which 
Prospero 's invisible and ultim ately benefi cent control over his 
world of the island is the dramatic manifestation . 

It was a long time before the manifold cracks in this critical 
ediftce were noticed, but over the last quarter century the fab ric 
has shown a distinct tendency to dissolve. Prospera's ow n 'heroic' 
quali ties have tarnished especially rapidly: his irascibility and 
manipulativeness have become less tolerable, his treatment of 
Ariel and Caliban less defensib le in an era of decolonization, his 
psychic anxieties more apparent to w ell-informed Freudian 
readings. His newly acquired clay feet have necessarily played 
havoc w ith the providential code w hich had previously fran ked 
the generic designation of the playas 'pastoral romance' . T he 
simplicity of the unified Mediterranean reading fractured with 
the demise ofPraspero as its unquestioned transcendental guaran
tor. W hat has largely taken its place - especially since George 
Lamming 's pioneering essay of 1960 - is the reading that m oves 
colonialism , and therefore the N ew World, Atlantic m aterial , to 
the very centre of the play. The rest of this chapter will explore 
the links between Prospero's diminished but still imposing 
'authority', and the tropes of colonial discourse that are the 
continuing focus of this volume.42 U nder the pressure of some 
fine recent criticism and scholarship T he Tempest has become a 
much more complex play than it used to be. What will be 
suggested here is that the key to this complexity lies in gauging 
the relationship between the Medi terranean and the Atlantic 
frames of referelilce within the play, a task made more difficult by 
the way in which that Atlantic discourse is itself often articulated 
through a re-inscription of Mediterranean terms. 

The topography of the play can stand as an emblem of these 
complexities, particularly since it has been the subject of such 
long-standing debate . Predictably, there is a positivist tradition 
that tries to identify the island setting as Sicily or Malta or 
Lampedusa or Bermuda. And equally predictably there is an 
aestheticist tradition which says that the play takes place only in 
the rarefted latitudes of art and that any attempt to make sense of 
its geographical references is futile. Both traditions have a kernel 
of value. The Tempest is not a log-book, it need make no 
particular geographical sense; and to seek to identify the island is 
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to misrecognize the project of the text, to mistake it for a differen t 
kind of text altogether. On the other han d, Shakespeare's plays 
have a wealth of geographical detail, some of it no doubt 
conventionally symbolic, but some of it not - as in the case, say, 
of Othe llo where the play 's dramatic conflicts are very carefully 
mapped by the Mediterranean references. The Tempest's com
plexity in this respect can be said to stem from its dua l to
pography: the Mediterranean, certainly - N aples, T unis and 
Algiers; but also the 'still-vexed Bermoothes'. T he latter h as been 
dismissed as simply an exotic touch - distance being presum ably 
immaterial to the im material Ariel - but it belongs to a larger 
pattern of New World terms, including Gonzalo 's use of the 
colonial w ord 'plantation' - its only occurrence in Shakespeare; 
the Patagonian god called 'Setebos'; the Algonquian dance 
seemingly recalled in Ariel's first song; and of course Cali ban, 
m etathesis of'canibal', that first ethnic name noted by Europeans 
in the New World, and w hich serves to root those N ew W orld 
references in the Caribbean, that crucible of the early colonial 
ventures and ground of the historically archetypical meeting of 
cultures. 43 

Caliban is, according to one recent critic, 'perhaps the most 
disputed character in the Shakespearean canon':44 much admired, 
from Dryden onwards, for the originality of his creation, and yet 
almost impossible to put convincingly on stage. M orton Luce 
summed up the exasperation of many critics at 'this supreme 
puzzle' when he said that: 

if all the suggestions as to Caliban's form and feature and 
endowments that are throw n out in the play are collected, it 
will be found that the one half renders the other half 
impossible.45 

Cahban is, to give a sample of these descriptions, 'a strange fish!' 
(II.ii.27); 'Legg'd like a man! and his fins like arms!' (Il.ii.34); 'no 
fIsh' (Il.ii.36); 'some monster of the isle with four legs' (II.ii .66); 'a 
plain fIsh' (V.i .266); and a 'mis-shapen knave' (V.i.268). He i~s also, 
at different times, a man and not a man according to Miranda's 
calculations.46 

Luce's exasperati.on over Caliban's resistance to visualization 
reminds him 'of the equally futile attempts to discover his 
enchanted island', 47 and the parallel is acute, though perhaps less 
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of a dead-end than Luce imagines. TIle island is the meeting place 
of the play's topographical dualism, Medi terranean and Atlantic, 
ground of the mutually incompatible reference systems w hose co
presen ce serves to frustrate any attempt to locate the island on a 
map. Cali ban is sim ilarly the ground of these two discourses. As 
'wild man' or 'wodehouse', w ith an Afr:ican mother whose 
pedigree leads back to the Odyssey, be is distinctly Mediter
rancan 48 And yet, at the same time, he is, as h is name suggests, a 
'cannibal' as tha t figure had taken shape in colonial discourse: 
ugly, devilish, ignoran t, gullible and treacherous - according to 

the Europea.ns' descriptions of him. Cannibalism itself features 
only i.ndirectl y : Alonso, pondering the fate of his son, asks 'what 
strange fi sh I Hath made his meal on thee?' (II.i. I08- 9) , 'a strange 
fi sh !' being Trinculo 's first description of Caliban (1l.ii.27)· There 
is, however, a diiference between the twO processes. T he topo
graphical references are m utually contradictory, but Caliban's 
characreristics merely overburden him since Atlantic colonial 
discourse i~ itself based upon tha t Herodotean language discussed 
in the chapter on Columbus's Iog-book .49 The play's ti tle page 
catches this distinction. nicely: the m utually contradictory to
pographies cancel each other out leaving the island ' uninhabited'; 
C aliban, on the other hand, bears his doub le inscrip tion : Caliban, 
savage, deformed, slave - a multiple burden of Atlan tic and 
Mediterranean descriptions. 50 Discursively, it could be said, 
Caliban is the monster all the characters make him out to be. 5 1 In 
a way C aliban. like Frankenstein 's m..Qnster. carries the s~ret of 
hi;; own guilty genesis; n ot however, like a bourgeois monster, in 
the pocket ofllls co-ar,barfffFi'er,l1ke a savage, inscribed upon his 
body as his physical shape, whose overdetermina tion baffles the 
other characters as much as the play's direc tors. The diffi culty in 
visualizing C aliban canno t be put down to a fai lure of clarity in 
the text . C aIiban, as a compromise for mation, can exist only 
w ithin discourse: he is fundamentally and essentially beyond the 
bounds of representarion. 

Two em.blems - one textual, the other geographical - can stand 
for the relationship between the two frames ofr eference, Mediter
ranean and Atlantic. T he fmt is a palimpsest on which there are 
two texts, an original Medi terranean text with, superim posed 
upon i t, an Atlantic text written entirely in the spaces between the 
Mediterranean words, the exception being Caliban , who is 
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thereby doubly inscribed, 3 discursive monster, a compromise 
formation bearing Lbe imprint of the conflict that has produced 
hun. The second emblem is Leslie Fiedler's when he adapts D.H. 
Lawrence's terms to talk about the discovery of America as a new 
magnetic pole compelling a reorientation of traditional axes: the 
conventional opposition between Europe and Africa, articulated 
within Mediterranean discourse, is disrupted by the third term of 
America, an 'other' so radically different that you can no longer 
bring yourself to respond to its threat by offering it your 
daughter, however much you imagine it wants you to.52 So even 
before considering the fully A tlantic themes of the play - which 
must centre on the rela tionship between Prospero and Cali ban 
there is evidence of a scrambling of traditional reference points 
within the supposedly familiar terms of the Mediterranean world. 

An intrinsic characteristic of The Tempest seen as a fully 
European play was its con.fident use of classical allusions and 
analogues, combining, in a manner splendidly congruent with 
such works as Arcadia and The Faerie Queme, elements of the 
pastoral and epic. Behind The Tempest stood, in other words, the 
great M editerranean epic of Virgil's Aelleid, in one reading the 
ultimate source of the play's causal plot. 53 T he difficulties 
attendant upon such a claim have never revolved around the 
question of the presel1ce ofsuch \Tirgilian echoes in th e play: on the 
contrary such echoes are, if anything, rather too present. In other 
w ords. rather than appearing as shadowy outlines beneath the 
words of the text, satisfactory reminders of generic and ideolo
gical continuity, the very question of classical parallels to the 
dramatic narrative breaks through the surface of the pla y to 
become a subject for discussion by the characters, but in a manner 
so seemingly tri vial that many commen ta tors. most no tably 
Pope, have dismissed the passage - near the open ing of Act II - as 
at least impertinent and irrelevant. if not actually an interpolation 
by irreverent actors: 

G onza/o Methinks our garments are now as fresh as when we 
put them on first in Afric, at th e marriage of the King's 
fair daughter C laribel to the King of Tunis. 

Sebastian 'Twas a sweet marriage, and we prosper well in our 
return . 

Adrian T unis was never grac'd before w ith such a paragon to 
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their Queen. 
Gonzalo N ot since widow Dido's time. 
AutO/lio W idow! a pox 0' that! How came that widow in? 

widow Dido! 
Sebastian W hat if he had said 'widower Aeneas' too? Good 

Lord, how you take it! 
Adrian 'Widow Dido' said you? you m ake me study of that: 

she was of C arthage, not of T unis. 
Gonzalo This T unis, sir, was Carthage. 
Adrian Carthage? 
Gonzalo I assure you, Carthage . 
A,1tonio His word is more than the m iraculous harp. 
Sebastian He hath rais'd the wall, and houses too . 
Antonio What impossible matter will he make easy next? .... 

Gonzalo Sir, we were talking that our garments seem now as 
fresh as w hen we were at Tunis at the marriage of your 
daughter, wh o is now Q ueen . 

Antonio And the rarest that e' er came there. 

Sebastian Bate, I beseech you, widow Dido. 

Antonio 0 , widow Dido! ay, widow Dido. 

Gonza lo Is no t, sir, my doublet as fr esh as the frrst day I wore 


it? I mean, in a sort. 

Ant0l1io T hat sort was well fish' d for. 

GOl1zalo W hen I wore it at your daughter's marriage? 


AIOIlSo You cram these words in to mine ears against 

The stomach of my sense. Would I had never 

Married my daughter there! for, coming thence, 

My son is lost, and in my rate, she too, 

W ho is so far from Italy removed 

I ne 'er again shall see her .... 


Sebastian Sir, you may thank yourself for this great loss, 
That would not bless our Europe with your daughter, 
But rather loose her to an African; 

(II.i .66- RS, 92-107, IIS-22) 

Gonzalo pIa ys a key role in this discussion as the character most 
eager to tease out the significance of the experiences undergone 
by the court party: he is, as it were, both actor and critic, a 
combination which allows the play to discuss its own meaning in 
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an almost Brechtian fashion . He is the scholar who sees a pattern 
of classical repetition: Claribel, Queen of Tunis, is the new Dido, 
just as T unis itself is the new Carthage. T he others - especially 
here the shadowy Adrian, though Antonio and Sebastian soon 
take up the banter - are the modernists whose world is the new 
realm of Machiavellian contingency, and to w hom such parallels 
are therefore self-evidently ludicrous. Most critics presume 
Gonzalo's mistake and pass on , but the matter is more com plex 
than that. 'Tunis was C arthage' is not a self-evidently ridiculous 
remark since Tunis grew up close to the ruins of Carthage - close 
enough for those ruins to lie well withjn the perimeter of the 
modern city. Arguably the othe r courtiers' arrogant scepticism 
apparently based on little but the presumption of absolute 
difference between cities with different names, and lacking the 
historical perspective that might make sense o f the relationship 
between them - betrays far more ignorance than does Gonzalo's 
assertion of identity. The handful of miles betw een Carthage and 
T unis balances our reading on a knife edge. 

Very similarly, the general merriment over Gonzalo's ·w idow 
D ido' is not easy to interpret. Do we see Gonzalo trying to 
demonstrate his knowledge of Virgil by a casual reference to 
Dido as paragon Queen , whrie retaining decorum th ro ugh 
invoking her as 'widow' rather than as the lover deserted by 
Aeneas, a reference better left unspoken so soon after the T unisian 
wedding breakfast? Y et if so, the excessive hilarity at the remark 
would seem to rebound again, since it implies that the others, 
knowing Dido only in the context of her affair w ith Aeneas, are 
ignorant that she was indeed the widow of Sychaeus. The point 
becomes even stronger if it is remembered that Virgil could 
imagine the affair at all only by collapsing the 340 years between 
the fall of Troy and the founding of Carthage, and that Elissa, to 
give her her Phoenician name, w as called Dido in the first place, 
meaning in Latin virago, precisely because of her decision to kill 
herself rather than marry larbas. 

Yet if Gonzalo is to some extent vindicated for his remarks in 
this exchange, his attempts at parallelism backfire disastrously as 
soon as they are inspected more closely. To recall Carthage is to 
bring to mind several centuries of punishing wars with Italy, n o t 
the happiest of memories when presumably - though this is only 
implied - Claribel has been a gift to fend off a dangerous new 
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power in the central Mediterranean. After all Dido. the Car
thaginian Ilirngo. died sooner than marry an African king, the fate 
that has been imposed upon Claribel to the evident distress of the 
whole party , including the father who forced her in to the 
marriage. Antonio has his own reasons for over-emphasizing the 
distance between Naples and Tunis (Ten leagues beyond man's 
life' (lI. i.242)). but Alonso also talks of his daughter as 'so far from 
ItaJy rem oved / I ne'er again shall see her' (11.1.106-7). Since Tunis 
is dose r to Naples than Milan is, the distance must be predomi
nantl y the cultural one implied in Sebastian's bitter remark tbat 
Ferdinand's presumed demise is the punishment due to Alonso, 
'That would not bless our Europe wi th your daughter, I B ur 
rather loose her to an African' (11.1. j 19- 2 I), despite her ' loarhness' 
for the match . 

It is perhaps no longer possible - if it ever was - to fu lly 
untangle the skeins of this Mediterranean labyrinth .54 The 
essential point would seem to be chat the very boundaries o f what 
has here been called Mediterranean discourse are no longer 
holding finn . T he Maghrib, for so long defined w ithin that 
d iscourse in terms of 'm oor' and 'barbarian ', has gained the pow er 
to shake off the chains that define. Claribel, who haunts the 
margins o f the play. never present but never forgot ten, is a 
sacrifice offered to that new power - complementing Othello, the 
renegade who proves Europe's weakness by being the only 
general strong enough to defend it from its enemies. 5 5 

T he problem is that, once in troduced, the parallels and 
analogues begiu to multiply, breaking down any h ierarchy of 
com parisons. Aeneas left Carthage [o r Cumae. w hich stands in 
relatitm to Naples as Carthage docs to Tunis. Cart.hage (Q art 
Hadash t) is Phoen ician for 'new city', as is Naples (Neapolis). 
There might be suggestions here of the westward course of 
emp ire. the trnlls/alio imperii, except that all that novelty has 
presumably worn thin g iven the ironic application of the epithet
' 0 brave new w orld' - to the tawdry representatives of the old. So 
the Atlan tic references by no means stand in o bvious counterpoint 
o r opposi tion to the Mediterranean register. Tbe 'new' world is 
merely one of a series; Gonzalo brings to his ideal plantation some 
of the most venerable topoi of classical li terature; and, most 
disconcerting of all, the new land has an inhabitant w ho claims 
ti tle via the prima cy of his mother, an exile from Algiers. 
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Figure 10 Spanish mastiffs savaging American indians; from T heodore 
de Bry 's Grllllds Voyages. One of the chief ingredients of the Black 
Legend through which the English distinguished their brand of colonial
ism from the Span ish. C aliban is hun ted by dogs at th e end of Act IV of 
The T einpest. 

Prospero . having suffe red at the hands of a dou bling bro ther 
w ho overturned his primacy. finds himself doubled again, this 
ti me b y a M editerranean woman w ho had got there fi rst. 56 

Sycorax, the second of the text's three absent wom en, proves such 
a posthumous threat to P rospero tha t she must cons tantly be 
vilified . In one of his historica l excursuses during the second scen 
of the play, P rospero presses Sycorax's story on to Ariel: her 
impregnation b y an incubus, her banishm ent from Algiers, h c>r 
casting awa y on the island, the birth of C aliban, her im prison
m ent of ArieL her dea th; a story that Prospero presumably only 
knows through Ariel in the firs t place, slnce he w ould hard ly have 
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heard it in that form from Caliban. NeedJess to say, Ariel, having 
spent a dozen years confined in a cloven pine, can hardly be 
considered an impartial wimess in the matter. Once again much is 
seen to turn on the sta tus of Prospero's words. If he is seen as the 
very em bodimen t of au thorial consciousness, then to cast doubt 
on what he says w ould be out of the question. But in a play where 
so much of what is crucial has taken place before the curtain rises 
we are obliged to ask who is telling us what and how they know. 
Prospero, after all, has good reason to resent the Sycorax he never 
knew since their respective one- parent families (father-daughter, 
m other-son) hint at a complementarity that would ruin 
Prospera's plans for his daugher. T he o therwi~e inevitable con
cession of Miranda to Caliban is therefo re contested discursively: 
Caliban is 'got by the df'viJ himself' (I. ii. ]2 1), '3 born devil , on 
whose nature I N urture can never stick ' (IV.i.1 88-9), strenuously 
distanced from the social world into the satanic and the bestial , 
despite the grudging admittance of Caliban's humanity in that 
eminently misrcadable double negative: 

T hen was this island 
Save fo r the son tha t she did litter here. 
A freckled whelp hag-born - no t honour'd w ith 
A human shape. (Lii .28r- 4) 

A statement whose last six words are still quoted on their own as 
'evidence' of Caliban's lack of human shape. 

Sycorax, like Prospera an exiled magician, is also too close for 
comfort. She is, of course, a w itch wi th her mischiefs and 
sorceries, we are told, again by Prospero, while he is a magician 
with his Art, a distinction m uch buttressed by critics with their 
investiga tions o f Nco-Platonic self-discipl ine, but somewhat 
un dermined by P rospero himself when his role model - as 
inappropriate as Dido for C laribel - turns out to be Medea, the 
same Medea can vassed as a proto type fo r Sycorax: 

I have bedim m'd 
T he noontide sun, call'd forth the m utinous winds, 
And 'twixt the green sea and the azur 'd vault 
Set roaring war: to the dread rattling thunder 
Have I given flre, and rifted Jove's stout oak 
W ith his own bolt; the strong-bas'd promontory 
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Have I made shake, and by the spurs pluck'd up 
The pine and cedar: graves at my command 
Have wak'd their sleepers, op'd, an d let 'em forth 
By my so potent Art. (V.i.4I -50 ) 57 

Kermode gamely makes out a case for only those elements of 
Medea's in cantation consistent with 'white' magic being taken 
over for Prospero, but even he has trouble w ith 'graves at m y 
ommand' , the clearest indication th at Prospero has taken his role 

as 'god 0' th ' isle' a little too literally fo r the comfort of religious 
orthodoxy. 58 

7 

T he traditional identification of Prospero with Shakespeare, 
though totally spurious, half grasps the crucial point tha t Pro
spero, like Shakespeare, is a d ramatist and creator of thea trical 
effects. T he analogies between the play he stages and The T empest 
itself are close and important and for long stretches of the middle 
three acts the two are almost identical, at least as far as the 
audience is concerned, since the outer frame, the play without the 
play, becomes attenuated . Prospera 's play is, at root, a projec t 
w hose outcome depends upon his skill at presentation, his 
ultimate purpose being to manoeuvre Alam o physically and 
psychologically in such a way that the revelation of his son's 
seemingly miracu lous return fro m the dead w ill be so bound up 
wi th Ferdinand 's love for M iranda that Alonso will be in no 
position to oppose the union that guarantees the security of 
Prospero's M ilanese dukedom, at least during the remainder of 
Prospero 's lifetime. 

T he preparation for · that climax involves suspense: the revela
tion must be delayed until the last possible minute in order to 
in tensify Alonso's surprise, but also in order to accumulate as 
much humiliation as Alonso is thought capable of bearing. 
Prospero 's plan involves taking at least a substantial bite out of the 
cake of revenge as wdl as keeping it intact so as to bestow a 
wholesome forgiveness on the part ies who have offended him.5 9 

W here Prospero 's play differs most from Th'e Tempest is that its 
au dience On stage does not, until the last moment, realize that it is 
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a play at all. The final scene contains no such surprise for The 
Tempest's audience: during that scene we simply witness, rather 
than share, the anagnorisis of the court party. 

Just how far can Prospero's identification as a playwright be 
pushed? The minimal argument would presumably be that he 
simply engineers the initial dispersal of the courtiers and the series 
of machines and devices, while the characters themselves act 
absolutely accorcling to their own will and volition, actors who, 
within certain physical limitations, improvise their own lines and 
behaviour. This would limit Prospero's role to that of stage
manager. If Prospera were properly playwright, on the other 
hand, he would have total control over the words an d deeds of the 
other characters. This stronger version of the argument can 
hardly be supported. It would, to begin with, rob the play of any 
suspense; but there are internal points to be made against it too, 
such as Antonio's recalcitrance which tends to sour Prospero's last 
scene and which therefore, if 'playwright' , he would presumably 
have removed. 

But seeing Prospero as simply stage-manager underestimates, if 
not his actual control, then at least the sense we are given of how 
he wants his play to proceed. In the thwarted attempt on Alonso 's 
life, for example, the court party is put to sleep by Ariel's music, 
but with Sebastian and Antonio left delibera tely awake. T hat this 
is no accident is made clear by their comments: 'Seb.: W hat a 
strange drowsiness possesses them! .,. Ant.: They fell together 
all, as by consent' (Il. i. I94 and 198). Prospero, one might say, 
gives Antonio and Sebastian the time and the opportunity for 
conspiracy; they oblige by act ing according to type, and are 
suitably thwarted. Likewise Caliban is, as it were, introduced to 
Stephano and Trinculo and left to follow the course that Prospero 
at least foresees, elaborating the conspiracy that Prospero remem
bers in the strange momen t o f passion that brings the celebratory 
masque to such a sudden and confused end. Prospero remembers: so 
the conspiracy is no surprise to him and, even if he has been 
moni toring its progress off-stage (suggested by IV.i. 17 r ), the fact 
that he has not bothered to immobilize the conspirators indicates 
that he desires the conspiracy to run its course. Clearly it is an 
essential element in his play - and ' the minute of their plot I Is 
almost come' (N.i.I41- 2) draws neatly from the registers of 
both conspiracy and the theatre - yet it is an element that, 
paradoxically, he almost manages to forget. 
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Giving full weight to the notion of Prospero's play within the 
play would also allow the recuperation of at least some earlier 
Tempest criticism, which makes perfect sense if read as referring to 
Prospero's play alone, rather thall to Tile Tempest as a whole. The 
dramatic structure of Tile Tempest has always looked too straight
forward to merit much detailed analysis, yet the five-act division, 
ifaccepted as original, appears a somewhat arbitrary arrangement 
of the play's ma terials, so m uch so that Kermode, for one, discerns 
a 'neo-Terentian' (i.e. four-part) division underpinning the 
action. 6o In fact when, towards the climax of tbe epitasis - the 
central complicating movement of the play - Prospero shows 
what Kermode calls 'apparently unnecessary perturbation . . . at 
the thought of Caliban ', Kermode suggests that this must be 
explained through 'an oddly pedantic concern for classical 
structure' causing it ' to force its way through the surface of the 
play '.61 Odd indeed, given Shakespeare's supposed life- long 
disregard of such neo-classical prescriptions. 

A better starting point would be the observation that the 
structure of the play m ust be dual: The Tempest has a structure, 
perhaps even a four-part one, but so does Prospero 's play within 
the play, which is considerably more formal and highly-wrought 
than The Tempest itself. Generically, in fact, Prospero's play is 
closest to a court masque of the elaborate Jaco bean kind, a fitting 
form for Prospero to celebrate his reaccession to his rightful 
dukedom, wi th its contrast, proper to such ornamental state 
occasions, between order and disorder, between a stable society 
subject to a God-like monarch and an anarchic world of brutality 
and folly . The emphasis of the masque is on device and display, 
culminating in a spectacular sequence of events: the anti-masque 
of the disappearing banquet, the magnificent betrothal celebra
tions, the 'theophany' ofPro spero 's delayed appearance before his 
enemies, and the fi nal moment of revelation which cliscovers 
Ferdinand and Miranda playing chess. 62 Such a form, in the 
words of Enid W elsford, 'expresses, not uncertainty, ended by 
final success or fai lure, but expectancy crowned by sudden 
revelation'.63 O f course only Prospero, the masque presenter and 
inductor, and Ariel, the assistant producer, are in a position to 
appreciate the full significance of this spectacle of state since the 
various 'ac tors' and 'spectators' on stage are unaware of their 
participation within Prospero's play . All in all the masque is 
distinctly Pirandellian. The dramatic analogy could be pressed 
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further to suggest that the point of Prospera's elaborate decei t is 
to confuse A lonso as to the genre of his experiences on the island . 
He must - if Prospero's plans are to succeed - believe himself to 

be living a ' tragedy' which in the climactic OIwgllorisis turns into a 
' comedy', its true status as masque being prudently reserved by 
Prospero for later revelation (V .i.303 - 5). T he Tempest co lltains 
Prospero's masque but it is in no sense identical to or coterminous 
w ith it, as the dramatic structure reveals. T he discovery of 
Ferdinand and Miranda is a fin e and com plex moment: we 
witness the amazement of the court parry as they recognize 
Ferdinand , and we see Prospera's satisfacti on at the triumphant 
climax of his masque as he also witnesses their amazement . But 
the revela tion of Ferdinand and Miranda is no peripeteia fo r us 
sin ce we have been privy to all the preparations. 

The sim plest way of statin g the difference between P rospero's 
play and The Tempe5t would then be to say that T he Tempest 
stages Prospero 's staging ofhis play: onl y durin g the first scent are 
we unaware that everything happening on stage is in some sense 
under Prospero's control. So as well as watching the enactment of 
the masque, w e also hear his reasons for staging it, sec his 
preparation of the theatrica l machines that w ill produce it, witness 
him watching that production from the wings, and observe the 
constantly changing audience on stage. This audience is probably 
the key to the distinction, yet it is a distinction that nearly 
disappears from view if we ch oose - as many criti cs have done 
to view simply the performance on stage, rather than that 
performance a5 attended by its audiel1 ce . Support for th is surmise 
comes when , at the height of the betro thal celebrations (the most 
spectacular moment of both pla ys and when we are thercfore 
most likely to be oblivious to the distinction between them ) the 
machinery of thc masque grinds to a ha lt. The N ymphs and 
Reapers, a moment ago in the middle of a graceful dance, beavily 
vanish to a strange, hollow and confused noise, and we are 
forcefully reminded of the spectators on stage (a t this juncture 
Ferdinand and M iranda) by hearing them comment on the 
breakdown in transmission:. a moment of 'recognition' - that 
there is a play wi thin the play - likely to constitute a true 
peripeteia for The Tempest' s audience. It is Ferdinand w ho speaks 
for the audience: 'This is strange: your father's in some passion / 
That works him strongly' (IV .i.I43- 4), to which Prospera 's 
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immediate re~ponse is a clever t il qlloqlle: 'You do look, my son, in 
a mov'd sort, / As if you were dismay'd ' (IV.i.I46-7), thereby 
allowing him the 'revels' speech to regain his composure and to 
asswne the guise of military officer ordering his troops (,Pros.: We 
must prepare to meet with Calib<in / Ari.: Ay, my commander' 
(IV.i. 166- 7)) · The text strikes a delicate balance here: our surprise 
at Prospera 's disturban ce is recent enough for our perspective still 
to be sufficiently askew from Prospero 's to note the ludicrousness 
of elaborate preparations to deal with a woefull y inadequate force 
who could be im mobil ized on the spot. On the other hand, our 
disturbance has been soothed, no t to say anaesthetized, aloug wi th 
Ferdinand's, by the most beautiful poetry in the play, as Prospero 
tries to explain away his disturbance by insisting that the revels are 
properly concluded, just as everythin g comes to an en d, even life 
jtself - in the context of Prospero 's play a brilliant piece of 
improvisation to cover a necessary change of scene and hustle 
Ferdinand and M iranda out of the w ay. 

The improvisation is only necessary because of Prospera's 
sudden remem bering of Caliban's conspiracy, the one moment in 
the play when his plans run less than smoothly. H is perturbation 
has proved understandably perplexing . After all, poli tically , the 
conspiracy has no role to play whatsoever: strictly speaking, 
Alonso and Ferdinand are the objects towards whom Prospero's 
skill is directed - his ends can still be reached irrespective of 
Antonio 's response, which is of course JUSt as well . T he conspira
tors are supplementary, a sub- plot in Prospero 's play, and 
therefore ' understandably' forgettable in the celebration of his 
own power which is to precede the fina l denouement - 'some 
vanity of mine Art' (IV,i.4 I) may be self-deprecatory, but it is 
none the less true: the celebratory masque is in one sense a va in 
demonst ration of power, purely the ' corollary' that Prospero 
himsel f calls it. He is guilty of celebra ting before the story is over, 
and suffers for his presumption. But w hy is the 'supplementary' 
conspiracy there in the first place? And why, above all, is ' the 
strangeness of the disturbance . . . strangely insisted on ' , 6 4 

Prospero being in such a passion that Miranda can say: 'Never till 
this day / Saw I him touch'd with anger, so distemper' d' 
(IV.i. rH- S)? 

Prospero's play is in fac t a subtle instrument of revenge and 
Caliban occupies a crucial role in it, though this is a fact kept 
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hidden from Caliban for as long as possible: he. like the other 
'actors', is not aware tha t be is in a play at all, let alone aware of 
the nature of his part. What might seem initially odd, though, is 
that whilst Caliban is the pivot around which the discursive ax~ 
of the play turn, and whilst his conspiracy clearly troubles 
Prospero, dramatically its importance appears undermotivated: 
Caliban is after all a mere slave ofProspero·s. powerless against his 
magic, and incapable of mounting a serious coup. So, if the 
seemingly trifling sub- plot of Prospero's play causes such distress 
when its moment comes, it has to be because it is not trifting at all 
but, on the contrary, the very nub of the matter, representable at 
all by Prospero only in the 'differently-centred' production 

staged by his desire. 

8 

In its own terms Prospero's play is undoubtedJy a success: it 
achieves what he wants it to achieve. Yet in always showing us 
more than this elaborate masquerade T ile Tempest leaves room fo r 
other questions to emerge. The most crucial of these questions 
concerns the relationship between Prospero's sub-plot and the 
main plot of his masque. T he func tion of the masque is clear and 
its procedure. though complicated by the court party's dual role 
as actors and spectators, easily comprehensible given Prospero's 
ini tial premisses. From the perspective of Prospero's main plot the 
conspiracy is of minor importance. It merely echoes in a lower 
and more comic key the confusions of the noble Italians, but the 
two plo ts are not in any way dramatically interwoven: the 
courtiers have nO glimpse of Caliban until less than a hundred 
lines before the end of the play, w hen Prospero ostentatiously 
completes his play by revealing how he has foiled the plot against 
his hfe. Of the principals only Prospero, then, is in the position of 
the ideal spectator able to view the progress of the respective 
plots. The m asque as a wilDie is for his eyes only. 

H is dr amatic construction makes it clear that the conspiracy is 
to take the subsidiar y part in the production: in accordance with 
neo-classical criteria its action begins later and ends earlier tllan 
the main plot. This undoubtedJy suits Prospero's purposes and 
corresponds to his perception of the con ventions of the masque, 
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where disorder is well and truly routed. But this is not necessarily 
our view of the conspiracy. 

We are in a position, for example, to see how Prospero's drama 
is in essence a series of repetitions. The courtiers must repeat 
Prospera's primary suffering: the distress at sea, the absence of 
food, and the powerlessness in a hostile environment. Prospero 
takes pleasure in their suffering and then, when the moment is 
right, brings the suifering to an end in order to obtain his fina l 
purpose. The last move in Prospero's psychological manoeuvring 
of Alonso is especially acute or, to put it another way, little short 
of psychopathic, showing Prospera's obsessive observance of the 
patterns of repetition. Alonso's gen uine distress at the supposed 
loss of his son - the key element in P rospero 's plan - has to be 
matched by Prospero's cruell y facti tious grief for ' the like loss . .. 
for I have lost my daughter ... in this last tempest' (V.i. 143 , 
I 47-8, 153 ), a shrewd blow which associa tes the tw o children in 
Alonso's mind and has him wishing them King and Queen of 
Naples, just as Prospero desires - thereby, of course, plumbing 
un wittingly Prospero 's cleverly figurative m eaning of 'losin g' his 
daughter. 

But the repetition does not stop there: it must be completed in 
the sub-plot by a controlled repetition of the primar y trauma. 
Prospero stages a fan tasized version of the original conspiracy 
with the difference that, this time, he will defeat it. 65 C ali ban 
must re-enact Antonio's usurpation, enabling Prospera to take a 
pan in his own play. Bur, whereas tbe o ther 'actors' have to 
remain ign orant of the play's ficti veness, Prospero can indeed act
in both senses - in stark contrast to his earlier state of passive 
un preparedness. Twelve years ago, 'rapt in secret studies' , Pros
pero had been helpless before An tonio 's determination to close 
the gap between - the words are Prospera's - ' this part he play'd', 
as acting Duke, and the reality behind the role, 'A bsolute Milan' 
(I.ii .107-9). This time it is Prospero who can 'play the part' of 
ruler under threat from disloyal subject, this time discover the 
plot before it comes to fruition, and this time triumph over it. 
T he repetition cancels out the original. the twelve years are as 
nothing, and Prospero has created for himself a second chance. 
T he pleasures of total revenge can be so easily forsworn because 
reven ge presupposes an o riginal insult and it is Prospera's in tent 
to wipe the very record of tha t insult from his consciousness : 'Let 

....... 
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us not burthen our remembrance with / A heaviness that's gone' 
(V .i. 199-200). 

The sub-plot, far from being the mere echo of his main plot 
that Prospero's dramatic ordering would have us believe, is 
therefore the enactment of a repression which takes from 
Prospera's consciousness the memory of his usurpation by 
Antonio, so that Prospero can resume his position - at least his 
fan tasized position - as much-loved D uke of Milan , untroubled 
by a record of negligence. Alongside the public performance of 
the masque runs this private psychodrama, this 'other scene' 
whose importance Prospero keeps to himself. The terms of the 
settlement make it clear, however, tha t the victory thereby 
achieved is indeed primarily psychic rather than in any meaning
ful sense political: the price Prospero pays for his restoration is 
presumably the eventual envelopment of the Duchy of Milan into 
Ferdinand'~ N eapolitan empire. Prospero mortgages his in
heritance for a chance to repress a history of failure. Thus ends the 
Mediterranean story . 

O n this reading Caliban , unbcknown to him, plays the part of 
Antonio who, this time, will fail. But, at the same time, Cali ban 
is, as it were, playin g himself, except that 'himself ' means the self 
that Prospero has cast for him - the treacherous slave. T his is a 
complication that needs some unpacking. For Prospero, Caliban 
is playing the part of Antonio in the remake of his psychodrama , 
the new vers ion with the happy ending . For Prospera, Caliban is 
an appropriate actor for this part because he is a ' natural' 
usurper, this nature only held in check by Prospero's power. T his 
po wer is relaxed during the course of the play so that Caliban can 
impersonate Antonio - proving to Prospero's sa tisfaction that his 
assessment ofC aliban's character is correct. If Tile Tempest's critics 
have conceded that much turns on how you define Caliban, 
Prospero has no doubts: he offers Caliban the part of the 
treacherous slave w ith the silent entailment tha t acceptance - of 
~\Vh at Caliban of course takes as a ' real' opportunity - w ill be 
taken as definition of being. For Prospero this is merely confirma
tion of what he kn ows already: C aliban, like Antonio and 
Sebastian, only has to act according to character. W hat is more, 
Prospero can in the end only see Caliban as acting according to 
character because Caliban does indeed seize upon the part offered 
to him and plays it with a gusto only diminished by the fatuity of 
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his fellow-conspirators. It would be difftcult, incidentally, to deny 
that Tile Tempest here has its finger on w hat is most essential in me 
dialectic between colonizer and colonized, offering a parable of 
that relationship probably never equalled for its compelling logic. 
So Caliban is, in o ther words, doubly inscribed in Prospero's play 
as both himself and a surrogate for Antonio, thereby putting into 
motion his double burden from the play's t itle page, Atlantic and 
Medi terranean . 

Yet Caliban 's part in T he Tempest is not coextensive w ith his 
part in Prospero's play, since he has appeared in that delayed 
prologue at the beginning of the second scene which includes, to 
continue the theatrical language, some preparatory shaping up of 
Prospero 's team, ensuring - via threat and bribe - that Ariel will 
obey orders, and - via invective and abuse - that Caliban w ill be 
in a suitably resentfu l frame of mind. P rospero 's moves are 
effective, but at the price of allowing us to hear what Ariel and, 
more to me point, Cahban have to say for themselves. T his scene 
repays close attention. 

The confidence of the opening coup de theatre has been 
immediately undermined by the evidently urgent need to hark 
back to other earlier beginnings. For Prospero, the real beginning 
of the story is his usurpation twelve years previously by Antonio, 
the opening scene of a drama which P rospero intends to play out 
during The Tempest as a comedy of restoration . Prospero 's 
exposition might seem to take its place unproblematically as the 
indispensable prologue to an understanding of the present mo
ment of Act I, no more than a device for conveying essential 
information. But to see it simply as a neutral account of the play's 
prehistory would be to ignore the contestation, which follows 
insistently throughout the rest of that scene, of Prospero's version 
of true beginnings. In this narration the crucial early days of the 
rela tionship between the Europeans and the island's inhabitants 
are covered by Prospero's laconic 'Here in this island we arriv'd' 
(l.ii.I7I). And this is all we would have, were it not for Ariel 
and Caliban. First Prospero is goaded by Ariel's demands for 
freedom into recounting at some length how his servitude 
began, when, at thcir first contact, Prospero freed him from the 
clo ven pine in which he had earlier been confined by Sycorax. 
Caliban then offers his compelling and defiant counter to 
Prospero's single sentence when, in a powerful speech, he recalls 
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the initial mutual trust between them 'When thou cam'st first', 
w ith benefits bestowed by each on the other, Prospero making 
much of Caliban, Caliban showing Prospero 'all the qualities 0' 

th ' isle' (I. ii· 334-40); a trust broken by Prospero's assumption of 
the poli tical control made possible by the power of his magic. 
Caliban, 'Which first was mine own King', now protests that 
' here you sty me / In this hard rock, whiles you do keep from me / 
The rest 0' th ' island' (1.ii.344- 6). 

It is remarkable that these contestations of 'true beginnings' 
have been so commonly occluded by that uncritical willingness to 
identify Prospero's voice as direct and reliable authorial state
ment, and therefo re to ign ore the lengths to which the play goes 
to dramatize its problems w ith the proper beginning of its own 
story. Such identification hears, as it were, only Prospero's play, 
follows only his stage directions. Bu t although different begin
nings are offered by different voices in the play, Prospero has the 
effective power to impose his construction of events on the others. 
While Ariel gets a threatening but nevertheless expansive an
swer, Caliban provokes an en tirely different reaction . Prospero 's 
words refuse engagement with Cali ban's claim to original 
sovereignty (,This island's mine, by Sycorax my mother, / 
Which thou tak' st from me' (1.ii.333- 4)) ; yet Pro spero is clearly 
disconcerted. H is sole - somewhat hysterical- response consists of 
an indirect denial ('Thou most lying slave' (1.ii.3 46)) and a 
counter accusation of attem pted rape (' thou didst seek to violate / 
The honour of m y child' (l. ii .349-50)), which together foreclose 
the exchange and are all that Prospera ever has to say about his 
early days on the island. 

N evertheless, this second scene opens up an im portant space 
which the pla y proceeds to explore. P rospero tells M iranda (and 
the audience) a story in which the island is merely an interlude, a 
neutral ground between exti rpation and resumption of power. 
Ariel and Caliban immediately act as reminders that Prospero 's is 
not the only perspective, that the island is not neutral ground for 
them . So right fro m the beginning Prospero's narrative is 
distinguished from the play's: we are made aware that Caliban has 
his ow n story and that it does not begin w here Prospero's begins. 
A space is opened, as it were, behind Prospero's narrative, a gap 
that allows us to see that Prospero's narrative is not simply 
history, not simply the w ay things were, but a particular version. 
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In tha t gap Caliban is at least allowed to begin his story. This 
account of the opening of The Tempest makes the play a 
paradigmatic text for the writing of this book. Not only - as has 
often been pointed out - can Prospero and Caliban be seen as 
archetypes of the colonizer and the colonized, but Prospero is also 
colonial historian, and such a convincing and ample historian 
that other histories have to fight their way into the crevices of his 
official monument. 

Of course Prospero's arrival on the island occupied by Caliban 
and Ariel remains an event as inaccessible to us as the arrival of the 
first Europeans on the Caribbean islands. In one case we have only 
Columb us's opaque text. In the other we have three stories: 
Prospero 's two accounts - the brief 'Here in this island we 
arriv'd ' (l. ii .17 1), and the fuller version he gives to remind Ariel 
of his place; and Caliban's alternative version, which Prospero 
denies only with the vague 'Thou most lying slave' (l. ii .346). 
Speculation about what 'really ' happened would be even more 
futile here ill tills fictional story than in the earlier chapter, but it is 
surely significant that Cali ban's account of the beginning of the 
relationship is allowed to stand unchallenged while Prospero 
responds by charging him with the attempted violation of 
Miranda. Shakespearean criticism has, as noted earlier, recently 
grown more sceptical towards Prospero 's behaviour and achieve
ments, especially with respect to Caliban.66 There are various 
ways of looking at this. Even as master to slave, P rospero speaks 
and behaves with an excessive vehemence, threatening punish
ments out of all keeping with the supposed crimes . This has 
tended to become more of an issue as it has become less easy to see 
Caliban as some sort of semi-human figure , the 'missing link ' of 
Daniel Wilson 's evolutionary fantasies.67 

It is perhaps less of a strain than it was a hundred years ago to 
see as genuinely human a figure described in animal terms by 
Europeans. Much also turns on the attempt at violation. Once 
upon a time that would have been enough to justify any 
punishment inflicted on Caliban. Today it is possible for at least 
one critic - and a religious one at that - to defend Caliban on the 
grounds that he w as simply refusing to accept the European code 
of ethics. 68 Perhaps more to the point is that Prospero 's way of 
phrasing the insult (he 'Iodg'd thee / In mine ow n cell, till thou 
didst seek to violate / T he honour of my child' (l.ii.3 48-50)) 
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m akes it clear that Caliban's crime is ingratitude towards him, 
Prospero: violation of M iranda would be a trespass on his 
property . Prospero's extrao rdinary possessiveness - a t flrst m en
tion M iranda, Ariel and Caliban are respectively, 'my dear one' 
(l. ii .17), 'my Ariel ' (I .ii . ISS) , and ' my slave' (1.ii. 31O) - is open to 

both political and psychoanalytical readin gs, the two by no means 
incompatible . M iranda's vi rgini ty is an importan t politica l card 
for Prospero, in some w ays his only one, an d he t akes g reat care 
as all com mentators note - to m ake su re that i t is not accidentally 
trumped by Ferdinand 's premature ardour . Like man y Shakes
pearean fathers, P rospero needs such po litical incen tives to loosen 
his grip on his daughter and, even so, he goes through a ludicrous 
charade in order to gain w hat D avid Sundelson calls 'a sym bolic 
victory over [Ferdinand's] confident sexuality' .69 That is prob
ably as far as the warrant of the play's w ords themselves permits. 
Recent psychoanal ytical criticism has gone further. CoppeJia 
K ahn reads Prospero 's actions as an in tr icate yet unsuccessful 

past.7 0 attempt to work through his Oedipal Mark Taylor 
quest ions w hether 'violation ' m ay no t be Prospero 's interp reta
tion of 'a perfectl y honourable action ', on the grounds that 
'Caliban's pursuance of the normal forms of courtship, w ith or 
without Miranda 's responding positively to them, would be seen 
by him, Prospera , as an effort to violate her'. So , ' rather than 
indict the daughter for disloyalty in choosing a man other than 
himself, the father castigates the suitor 's dishonourable methods 
a classic disp lacement, w hich allows the father to retain belief in 
his daughter's loyalty' .71 These can only be speculations 
'reasonable inferences' Taylor optimistically calls thern72 

- but 
they find their justification in the seemingly consistent way in 
which the play undercuts P rospero 's attempted explanations of 
the past, the best example being the self-induced tangle he gets 
into over his w ife: 

Pros. Thy father was the Duke of M ilan , and 
A prince of power. 

Mir. Sir, are not you my father? 
Pros. T hy mother was a piece of virtu e, and 

She said thou wast my daughter; and thy father 
Was D uke of M ilan . (l.ii .5 3-S)13 

In a word, as Freudian readings force us to pay atten tion to 
suggestions that there is more to Prospero's accounts of past 
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events than immediately meets the eye, we are likely in 
consequence to look carefully at what alternative versions of 
events we do have. It is not th at Caliban somehow speaks the 
truth that undermines Prospera's fa lse or misleading history : there 
is no way in which the stat us of their resp ective words could be 
thus accented. But Caliban is allowed to articulate a history , it is a 
histor y markedl y distinct from Prospera's, an d we see Prospera 
attacking C aliban fo r daring to speak it, without him self ever 
offering an alternative version o f those early days on tbe island . 
Interestin g ly enough, his inadequate denial of Caliban 's charge 
'T ho u m ost lying slave' (1. ii .346) - is repea ted three times by Ar iel 
in the scene where he taun ts Caliban (In.ii.40- 150) as if to 

emphasize that there is no narrative councer to Caliban 's argu
m ents: Ariel himself is also accused by P rospera in iden tical terms 
during their disagreement over h istorical m atters: 'Thou liest, 
m alignant thirtg l ' (l. i1.257). 

Fo r Caliban the issue is simple: ' I am subject to a ty rant, a 
sorcerer, that by his cwming hath cheated me of the island ' 
(III. ii.40- Z) : Prospero's power, his m agic, bas usurped Caiiban of 
his righ ts . B ut the text inflec ts this usurpation in a pa rticular 
d irection : Prospero has taken control o f C aliban, m ade him his 
slave, and yet 'We cannot miss h im' (l.ii .3 f 3) - C aliban is 
indispensable to Prospero, the usurper depends u pon the usurped . 
W h y should th is be if Prospero is so pow erful a magician? W h y 
should he have to depend up on a lowly slave like C aliban? We 
need to compn :hen d more clearly the precise nature of P ro spero 's 
magIc. 

T his does not imply further investiga tion of P rospera as 
Renaissance magus on the w ay to enlightenment, o r subtle 
distinctions between black and w hite m agic. A simpler question 
needs answering: just how extensive is Prospero's power? In som e 
w ays this overlaps w ith the d iscu ssion of P ro spero as playwright: 
he has the sort of power that can erect an invisible barrier, that can 
infl ict physical punishment, and that can take human and animal 
form; but he does not have direct pow er over human thoug hts, 
words and action s. B ut one can go beyond this, still on the ba..~ i s of 
the play's own evidence: h is magic is only effective w ithin certain 
distances since he has depended on 'accident most strange' 
(I.ii. 178) to brm g the cour t parry w ithin his sphere of influence; it 
was not effective in M ilan o r else be could have defended him self 
against Antonio ; o r on the open seas since he and M iranda needed 
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'Providence divine' (l. ii. I 59) to come ashore; but was effective 
either immediately upon , or soon after, reaching the island since 
he freed Ariel from the cloven pine. If Prospera's extraordinary 
speech of abjuration is to be believed (V.i.33-S7) his powers 
extend to plucking trees our of the ground, and even, as discussed 
earlier, to wakening the dead. B ut on the other hand he cannot, or 
will not, chop wood, make dams to catch fish or do the washing 
up, all tasks for which Caliban's services are required. 7 4 

If such a listing seems open to the charge of excessive literalism, 
that is precisely the paine. T he text is not concerned with the 
exact configuration of Prospero's magical powers, but rather w ith 
two broad distinctions: P rospero 's magic is at his disposal on the 
island but not off it; it can do anything at all except what is most 
necessary to survive. In other words there is a precise match with 
the situation of Europeans in America during the seventeenth 
century, whose technology (especially of firearms) suddenly 
became magical when introduced into a less technologically 
developed society, but who were incapable (for a variety of 
reasons) of feeding themselves. T his is a topos that appears with 
remarkable frequency in the early English colonial narratives, as it 
had in the Spanish: a group of Europeans who were dependent, in 
some cases for many years, on food supplied by their native hosts, 
often willingly, sometimes under duress. 

l)ossible verbal parallels with 'sources' such as Strachey 's letter 
tell us nothing about The Tempest as a 'Caribbean' play. But tbe 
topos of food is such a staple of Atlantic discourse that congeneric 
examples can significantly illuminate the materials that the play is 
here deploying. One final Caribbean story. therefore, will be set 
alongside The Tempest. 

9 

In April 1605. the Olive Branch with some seventy passengers 
sailed from England to join Leigh's recently established colon y in 
Guiana. According to the account of John Nicholl, one of the 
adventurers on board, tbe master seems to have missed his course 
and , after seventeen weeks at sea, with shortages of food and 
drink making 'our men 's minds very much distracted, which bred 
amongst us many fearful and dangerous mutinies',75 they fetched 
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up on the shore of St Lucia, an island still without European 
settlements: 

And so having been seventeen weeks at sea, instead ot our 
hopeful expectatiom of attaining co a pleasant, rich and golden 
Country, and the comfortable company of our friends and 
Country-men, there as we supposed then resident, we were 
brought to an Island in the West india somewhat distant from 
the main, called Santa Lucia, having about twelve degrees of 
North lati tude, inhabited only with a company of most cruel 
Canl1lbals, and man-eaters, where we had no sooner anchored, 
but the Carebyes came in their Periagocs or Boats aboard us 
with great store of Tobacco, Plantains, Potatoes, Pines, Suga r 
Can es, and divers other fruits, with Hens, Chickens, T ur tles, & 
Iguanas: for all which we contented and pleased them well. 
These Carrebyes at their first coming in our sight, did seem 
most strange and ugly, by reason they are aU naked, with long 
black hair hanging down their shoulders, their bodies all 
painted with red, and from their ears to their eyes, they do 
make three strokes with red, w hich makes them look like devils 
or Anticke faces, wherein they take a great pride.76 

T he disjunction between the discursive and the experientia l could 
hardly be clearer. 'Cannibal' , it should be noted, is no longer the 
ethnic name, for which 'Carebye' has become established; but the 
association between the two is so immediate that the text has no 
problem in speaking. before the moment of actual contact, of 
'most cruel Cannibals, and man-eaters'. Even if this description 
were retrospective, bestowed in the light of Nicholl 's perception 
of their subsequent behaviour, it would still sit uneasily with the 
welcome supply oHood with which tlle Caribs chose to begin the 
intercourse w ith their visitors.77 The story that follows is in many 
ways predictable. The English were given a w hole village in 
which to st.ay, in return for a single hatchet. The master wanted to 
leave the sick to fend for themselves but the cap tain disagreed, so 
the compan y split, ha lf staying on St Lucia and halfleaving on the 
Olive Branch. T hose remaining were left a cannon from the ship 
but the two parties quarrelled and the gun was actually fi red at the 
ship, with both sailors and settlers giving different stories to the 
C aribs, who must have been thoroughly bemused by these 
strange happenings. 
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After the departure of the Olive Brauch relations were good 
between the Caribs and their guests: large amounts of vegetables, 
fruit and game were supplied by the Amerindians, and the 
Europeans made some effort to catch tur tles, although they seem 
to have spent most of their time cutting down trees and building a 
stockade to defend themselves 'lest the Carrebyes should at any 
time assault US'.78 Three events seem to have triggered the 
deterioration in the relationship. It was discovered that, contrary 
to instructions, one of the company had sold a sword to a Carib 
chief: the English captain reclaimed it without compensation. 
Then, inevitably , the English started asking about gold and got 
different answers from diffe rent C aribs: 'these contrary tales 
made us suspect some villany' .79 And fmally the Caribs stopped 
bringing food, so tbe English ~ tarted ~tealing it from their 
gardens. Eventually the ambush came: the nineteen who survived 
it barricadeo themselves in their stockade and prepared to die of 
hunger - but the Caribs brought them food: 

T hus for the space of 6 or 7 days, every day fighting for the 
space of three or four hours, and then our vicrual began to fail 
aga in, which caused us to hold out a Flag of truce: w hich the 
In dians perceiving, came in peaceable manner unto us .8 0 

This way of fIghting clearly had little to do with European ideas 
of warfare. ill the end the English offered to leave behind all their 
ha tchets, k.nives and beads in return for a canoe and some food. 
T he offer was accepted an d the su rvivors, not without further 
hardship, reached Venezuela and (some of them) thence Spa in and 
England. 

Behind Nicholl 's narrative of heroism in the face of cruel 
cannibals it is possible [Q reconstruct a story of initial hospitahty, 
increasing suspicion in the face of boorish behaviour, and eventual 
loss of patience with a hostile drain on the economy that showed 
little inclination to shift for itself. It seem~ probable that fea r of 
gun s dictated the ead y diplomacy but it cannot explJin the 
continuing supply of food when there were less than twemy 
survivors. If the Caribs' main objective had been to kill the 
English rather than to get them to leave, they would only have 
had to deny them food. T he magic of technology has its limits. 

At issue is not the influence of N icholl's accoun t on The 
Tempest but rather the congruence between, on the one han d, his 
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and numerous other New World narratives, and on the other, the 
words and actions of the play. Even the most cursory of structural 
analyses would reveal common features in almost all the early 
reports: initial native hospitality - especially supply of food; 
growing misunderstandings; and then violent conflict, perceived 
by the Europeam as ' treachery'. There seems little doubt that as 
far as the Amerindians were concerned the turning point was 
always the realization that their 'guests' had come to stay. T he 
Europeans were blinded to this by their failu re to comprehend 
that w ha t confronted them w as an agriculturally based society 
with claims over the land. U nable to understand the effects of 
their own behaviour the only narrative that they could construct 
to make sense of both the hospitality and the violence was a 
narrative of treachery in which the initial kindness w as a ruse to 
establish trust before the natives' 'natural' violence emerged 
from behind the mask. The next chapter looks more closely at this 
syndrome. 81 

For the moment it can serve as the larger context within w hich 
to view the limits ofProspero's power and the essential offices that 
Caliban performs. For such a supposedly 'spiritual' play The 
Tempest has much to say about food. One would perhaps expect 
such ma terial concerns in the sub-plot where Caliban quickly 
appreciates - presumably having learned from his earlier visi tors 
that the way to Stephano 's heart is through his stomach: 'I'll 
show thee the best springs; I'll pluck thee berries; / I'll fish for 
thee, and get thee wood enough' (II.ii . 160- 1) . But they appear 
no less insistently elsewhere, particularly in the two masques 
w here, first, Ariel shows his devouring grace that Prospero fmds 
so amusing and, later, the betrothal is somewhat inappropriately 
presided over by Ceres rather than the banished Venus, as if 
visions of golden harvests were more suited to the present 
straitened circumstances than idylls of married bliss. Caliban 
makes it plain ('I must eat my dinner' (I.ii.3J2)) that Prospero's 
most powerful weapon over him is the withholding of food - the 
food that Caliban is himself responsible for collecting and 
preparing. 82 Here the master/slave relationship begins to take on, 
;f not exactly a Hegelian reciprocity, then at least a more delicate 
balance than might at first be apparent. Prospero is dependent 
upon Caliban's labour for his food supply and general material 
requirements; Ca liban is forced by Prospero's magic to labour in 
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order to be able to eat even a small portion of the food he 
prepares. We are now, finally, in a position to see that Caliban's 
second inscription within Prospero's play is exactly parallel to the 
firs t in its project of effacement, thereby continuing the dizzy 
sequence of parallelisms. Just as the fi rst inscription, as an Antonio 
figure; effaces Prospero's original usurpation by his brother, so 
this inscription, as revolting slave, effaces both the origina l 
relationship between Caliban and Prospero. a relationship of host 
to guest. of Prospero 's dependence - which has continued - on 
Caliban 's labour; and the moment of violence, the moment w hen 
Prospero used his power to change host/guest into slave/master. 
Prospera 's usnrpation of C aliban is effaced by the engineered 
drama of C aliban 's conspiracy against Prospera . The gap in 
Prospero 's narrative is thereby filled: Caliban's 'treacherous' 
nature is ' proved ' beyond dispute, and hi~ continued subjection 
'justified' . 

Each of Caliban's two inscriptions is, just to complicate 
matters, disguised as the other. T he repetition is not simply a 
fan tasy - because C ab ban really is conspiring to murder Pros
pera ; but the conspiracy as enacted cannot genuinely be Caliban 's 
attempt to regain what is rightfully his - because it is so clearly yet 
another plot against the rightful D uke. For Caliban his double 
inscription is a double bind . Either he is a slave who can only 
allege his usurpation, or a conspirator w hose failure confirms his 
treachery; leaving Caliban little option but to 'seek fo r grace' in 
an attempt to minimize his suffering, whatever the justice of his 
claims may have been. 

This brings the Atlantic story to a very satisfactory end as far as 
Prospero is concerned. Bewildering Alonso by means of that 
ultimate anagnorisis in to agreeing to Ferdinand and Miranda's 
marriage was no t a significant strain on P rospero's ingenuity: to 
give his daughter to his enem y's son is apparently a small price to 
pay fo r Alonso 's recognition of M ilan 's temporary independence. 
T he recognition afforded bim by Cali ban is altogether sweeter, 
since it fra nks that repression of the colony's early history which 
we have watched the play enact. C aliban repudiates his claims of 
his own volition. T he violence ofslavery is abolished at a stroke and 
Cali ban becomes just another feudal retainer whom Prospero can 
'ackno wledge mine' (V.i. 276) . This is the wish-fulfilment of 
the European colonist : his natural superiority voluntarily 
recognized. 8 3 
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We should now, finally, be in a position to understand the 
interrupted masgue. Formally, the moment of Caliban's conspi
racy is merely the working through of the sub-plot to its 
appointed conclusion. But that moment also triggers the screen 
behind which P rospero's usurpation of Caliban can be concealed, 
his proven treachery providing a watertight alibi against any 
claims of prior sovereignty that might be lodged. To remember 
C aliban is essential if that alibi is to be constructed, but to 
remember him is to remember why the alibi is needed in the first 
place. Prospero's sub-plot is a finely w rought piece. but the 
displeasure of that memory outweighs, for a m oment, the need 
to put it into action. Hence the sudden perturbation . 

This hiccough in the running order of the masque, this 
seemingly trivial moment over w hich commentators have 
fretted, is quite sim ply the major turning point in the larger play 
because, as Prospero 's anger briefl y but dramatically holds the 
tWO plays apart. we are able to glimpse the deeper import of that 
conspiratorial sub-plot, able to realize that , though it is kept to a 
minor place withjn Prospera 's play, that very staging is the major 
plot of The Tempest itself. T he Atlantic material, seemingly at th e 
periphery, proves to be at the centre. 

T he conclusion to Act IV is the culmination of the dramatic 
action, a powerful and deeply ambivalent scene in w hich the 
conspirators are hunted by dogs and hounds, one of them called 
Tyrant, another Fury . It is cast, as Prospero 's entire sub-plot has 
been, in the comic mode, further eviden ce of his commitment to 
the dramatic adequacy of the M editerranean tradition, and it has 
of course proved possible to read the scene in its entirety through 
that mode. 84 The one question that remains is whether The 
Tempest - allowing us to see Prospera's brilliant deployment of 
the paraphernalia of comedy - permits any ambiguities to 
attenuate that scene of farce. There are perhaps two. 

The final chastisement of the conspirators is out of all propor
tion to their powerlessness: they may have plotted murder but 
their chance of success has been nil from the start. Admittedly the 
connotations of being hunted by hounds are open to discussion: 
some, like G. Wilson Knight, will see them as 'impregnated w ith 
a sense of healthy, non-brutal, and .,. man-serving virility' ;85 
others will feel uneasy, if not nauseous, at the sight of dogs 
hunting men - Las Casas's denunciation of the hunting of 
Amerindians with dogs had already been translated into English 
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as part of the construction of the 'Black Legend ' of Spanish 
cruelty.86 They are not of course 'real' hounds; it is, after all , 
only a joke. But what is considered to be a joke is often as 
revealing as an action in earnest . 

And, finall y, Caliban is allowed to make desperate efforts to 
avoid the comic mode: almost all his words in this scene are 
w arnings to his companions not to be diver ted from their 
purpose, and he alone refuses the tempting finery on the lime
tree, thereby possibly foiling the very last piece in Prospero's 
jigsaw since he will not dress as Antonio - in Milanese clothes - for 
the cu lminating moment of th e repeated coup. Admittedly the 
scene is classicall y ironic since the audience sees, as Cali ban cannot, 
the all-powerful hand of his enemy behind even this opportunity 
for revenge, but the poignancy of his position should surely sour 
any possible laughter. Caliban, though defeated, is allowed to 
retain his dignity in spite of P rospero's best efforts to degrade 
him.87 
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(iiurf 11 T he 1622 'massacre' of the Virginia settlers; fro m Theodore 
de Bry's Gral1ds Voyages. The key event for the English narrative of early 
Virgin ian history. 

4 


John Smith and 

Pocahontas 

John Smith stood close beside her as he spoke, with his back 
to the others in the room. For the first time they really 
looked at each other. Pocahontas blinked back her tears and 
she said softly: 

'I remember well how my father called you son. I 
remember that my brothers called you brother. I remem ber 
that you called me dear child . Now you say only " Lady 
Rebecca" .' 

The tea cup in John Smith's hand trembled ever so 
sli ghtly. J 

1 

The early history of the English colony of Vi rginia contains one 
story - perhaps its most famous - that has tantalizing parallels 
with The Tempest. At the beginning of this century M orton Luce 
suggested that Shakespeare's account of the relationship between 
Miranda and Ferdinand might have been affected by the story of 
how Pocahontas, a young Amerindian 'princess', saved the 
English colonist John Smith from the wrath of her father by 
throwing her body over his as he was about to be executed .2 T he 
dates are certainly interesting. Pocahontas's ' rescue' ofJohn Smith 
happened in December 1607. John Smith's A Trve Relation ofsuch 
occurren.ces and accidents of noate as hath hapned in Virginia since the 
first planting of the Collony w as published in London in August 
1608. It tells of mounting hostility between the English and the 
Virginia Algonquian, and of how the Algonquian chief Po
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wharan sent as emissary his daughter Pocahontas, 'a child of tenl1e 
yeares old . .. the only Nonpariei of his Country. T his hee sent by 
his most truStlt: messenger, called Rawhum, as much exceeding in 
deformitie of person; but of a su b!il] w it , and crafty vnderstand
ing .'·) Miranda is also a 'nonpareil ' (Ill.ii .98) and Rawhunt 
suggests Caliban in his deformity and craft . But Smith 's A T rrle 
R elation contains no mention of llis ' rescue' by Pocahontas, a story 
not told in print until 1624, long :-tfter Pocahontas's death. 4 The 
stOry ma y have been orally current in London in I608- 9, and 
Shakespeare may have heard it. It is more likely that Luce was 
influenced by the way in which the sto ry of John Smith and 
Pocahontas had been later turned in to the fi rst great A merican 
rom ance, and saw parallels w here none exist. John Smi th has li ttle 
if anythin g in common with Ferdinand, an d there is no evidence 
at all of a romance between Smith and Pocahontas - indeed she 
later married another English colonist, John R olfe. O n the other 
hand, Miranda and Pocahontas art: similar enough for another 
Shakespearean scholar, Geoffrey Bullough, to call their identity 'a 
tempting fan cy which m ust be sternly repressed' .5 

O nce again source criticism of this kind proves a misleading 
guide to the connections between texts: those connections exist, 
but are not found through imagining a clef in early colonial 
history. As in the las t chapter, the signifi cant similarities between 
contemporary colonial tex ts concern common tropological and 
diegetic featu res of the textual structure, the most important of 
which , in this particular case, is that , like The Tempest, the story of 
Pocahontas and John Smith tells of an 'original' encounter of 
which no even passably ' immediate' account exists, a blank space 
which has not been allowed to remain em pty . 

2 

Historians of the U nited States have had much to say about the 
'American Genes is ' . This is the account given by Perry Miller, 
one of the most respected US historians, of how his intellectual 
voca tion was revealed to him in the 1920S: 

It was given to Edward Gibbon to sit disconsolate amid the 
ruins of the Capitol at R ome, and to have thrust upon him the 
' laborious' work of Th e Decline and Fall while listening to 
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barefooted frian chancing responses in the former temples of 
Jupiter. It was given to me, equally disconsolate on the c:dge of 
a jungle of cenrral Africa, to have thrust upon me the mission 
of expounding what I took to be the innermost propulsion of 
the United States, while supervising, in that barbaric tropic, the 
wl loading of drums of case oil Aowing out of the inexhaustible 
w ilderness of America ... . The vision demanded of me that I 
begin at the beginning, not at the beginning of a fall . .. but at 
the beginning of J beginning .... It seemed obvious that I ha d 
(Q commence w ith the Puritan migration. (1 recognize, and 
herein pay my tribute to, the priority of Virginia, but what I 
wanted was a cohercnce with which I could coherently 
begin) .6 

The historica l ironies can speak for themselves. W hat will be 
taken here from trus rich piece of writing are its obsession with 
beginnings and coherence, and the bracketing of Virginia's 
guiltily acknowledged chronological ' priority '. 

New England bas a com plex history but it has always been 
possible in retrospect to see it as having a coherence denied to 
Virginia. That coherence was largly provided by the ideology of 
Puritanism, and onc of its main planks was the establishment of a. 
very clear division between civilization and savagery, between 
the city on the hill and the alien and unregenerate forces that lay 
beyond the palco Much of the history of the U nited States, down 
to its current defence policies. can be traced back to tha t image of 
righ teousness under threat (rom savagery. 7 

Virg inia is doubly incoherent. Its proper 'beginning' is unsatis
fac torily hesitan t. The fusc 'settlers ', from Grenville's 1585 
expedition, returned home w ith D rake in 1586, except for fifteel1 
volunteers who were never seen again. John W hite's more 
substantial 1587 colony had disappeared w ithout trace by J 590. 
Even the 1607 settlement was nearly evacuated in June 1610, and 
only J USt survived the 'massacre' of 16 2 2 (see Figure 1 r). T here is 
little in Virginia 's early history to give a sa tisfying sense of an 
'innermost propulsion' at work. Even worse, perhaps, Virginia 
had difficu lty maintaining the coherence and integrity that its 
name had hopefully suggested, the proper boundary between 
'self' and 'o ther' necessary to any establishment of national 
identity . And it is here, in the discussion of integrity and 
boundaries, tha t the story of Pocahontas fi nds its purchase. 8 
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3 

T he founding but most problematic moment of that story is the 
'rescue'. During a reconnaissance mission towards the end of 1607 
John Smith was captured by Pamunkey Indians after his two 
companions had been killed. He was taken by the Pamunkey 
chief Opechancanough to his brother Powhatan - leader of the 
confederacy of tidewater Algonquian - at the capital of the 
region, Werowocomoco. 

At his [John Smith's] entrance before the King [powhatan], all 
the people gaue a great shout. The Queene of Appamatuck was 
appointed to bring him w ater to wash his hands, and another 
brought him a bunch of feathers, instead of a T owell to dry 
them : having feasted him after their best barbarous manner 
they could, a long consultation was held, but the conclusion 
was, two grea t stones were brought before Powhatatl: then as 
many as could layd hands on him, dragged him to them, and 
thereon laid his head, and being read y with their clubs to beate 
out his brains, Pocahorltas the Kings dearest daughter, when no 
entreaty could prevaile, got his head in her arms, and laid her 
owne upon his to saue him from death. 9 

This is Smith's own account, written in the Caesarian third person 
and published for the firs t time in 1624, seventeen years after the 
incident descr ibed. Apart from Pocahon tas 's intervention the 
account is much the same as that given in Smith's T rve R elation of 
1608, which has led to considerable scepticism about the later 
revelation. It is difficult to see that the question of authenticity 
could now be settled one way or the other. T hese days Smith's 
stock as a historian is probably as high as it ever has been, thanks 
largely to the work of Bradford Smith and Philip Barbour, but 
no totally convincing explanation has ever been offered for the 
rescue's absence from the 1608 account. 10 

The later elements of the story are less controversial in 
themselves although they ha ve been much elaborated . In 1609 
Smith was injured in an accident and returned to England. In 
April 1613 Pocahontas, now some 18 years old , was kidnapped by 
an English captain, Sam uel Argall, possibly with the idea of using 
her as a hostage. 1nstead she was instructed in Christianity, 
baptized, and married to the colonist John Rolfe. In 16r6 R olfe 
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and Pocahontas (now Lady Rebecca) w ith their young son 
Thomas travelled to London where the 'Indian princess' was an 
object of much interest, being presen ted to the Royal Family and 
attending the famous Twelfth N ight masque in January 1617. 
Pocahontas was eventually visited by John Smith, who w rote a 
fascinatingly ellip tical account of their final conversation. Then, 
preparing to return to Virginia, she fell seriously ill on board ship 
and died shortly afterwards. As Samuel Purchas put it: 'she came 
at Gravesend to her end and grave' . 11 

Around trus skeletal narrative has grown a vast body of 
material - novels, poetry, history books, cornics, plays, paintings 
- that constitute what can only be called the m yth of Pocahon
tas.1 2 The major feature of this m yth is the ideal of cultu ral 
harmony through romance. What is lacking in Smith's telling of 
the story, and what the m ythic versions always feel the need to 
supply , is any elaborated motive for Pocahontas's behaviour. 
Smith just speaks of her 'compassionate pitiful heart' . 13 T he 
m ythic version resorts to the established litera ry model and posits 
Pocahontas's instant love for Smith, very much in line w ith 
Miranda 's 'I m ight call him / A thing divine; for nothing natural / 
I ever saw so noble' (l.ii.420- 2) . T he rest of the story then fa lls 
into place. D istressed at Smith's sudden return to London 
Pocahontas marries R olfe on the rebound, only to have her heart 
broken when she meets Smith again in London, almost immedi
ately dying of the shock. Smith never married . Inseparable from 
Pocahontas's love for Smith is her recognition of the superiority 
of English culture. It is this that leads her to act as mediator 
between the tw o communities, to inform the English of an 
impending Algonquian attack and, finally, to accept English 
religion and culture as her own. As a recent biographer of 
Pocahontas puts it, with deep and unconscious condescension: 

Encountering a new culture, she responded with curiosity and 
concern, and she accepted the potential for change and devel
opment within herself. She rose, surely and dramatically, 
above the ignorance and savagery of her people. 14 

This myth of Pocahontas has its own interest, although strictly 
speaking it is a product of the early nineteenth-century search for 
a United States national heritage, while the task here is to 
understand the story as a colonial beginning in its seventeenth
century context. 
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4 

The first point to make about Pocahontas's crossing of the 
ulrural rut - however that crossing is interpreted - is thac it was 

quite exceptional. The Algonquians were on dIe whole remark
ably slow to perceive the superiority of English culture. And 
the predecessors Pocahontas did have had tended to set bad 
examples. Around 1560 a Sparush ship bad picked up an 
Algonquian who was probably Pocahontas's uncle. He was 
baptized Don Luis de Velasco, educated in Cuba and Spain, and 
taken back with a group ofJesuits to the York river to establish a 
mission . His family ca lled him Opechancanough, 'he whose soul 
is white' . In 1572 he detied his name by organizing and leading 
the massacre of the Jesuits and rhe destruction of their m ission. 15 

Simi larly in r584 Ralegh's expedition to Roanoke brought back 
to England twO Algonquians with the idea that they should Jearn 
English and serve as interpreters: one of them immediately 
defected when taken back to America. 

C rossing cultures was a fraught business right the way through 
the colonlal period . Particularly during the early years interpre
ters were crucial to the survival of colonies like Virginia which 
depended on barter and sympathy. Many of the colonists 
obviously had a smattering of Algonquian - Smith, Hario t and 
Strachey all left word-lists - and there were presunUlbly Algon
quian equivalents, but there was no substitute for genuinely 
bilingual interpreters. The problem was thar to know enough 
Algonquian to ensure accurate and reliable interpretation they 
bad to be so steeped in Algonquian culture tha t their very identity 
as Englishmen. and therefore their political reliability, became 
suspect. T hey became, as it were, cul tural half- breeds inhabi ting 
that dangerous no-man's-land between identifiable cultural po
sitions. and therefore seen as inherently suspicious and potentially 
dangerous translators who might quite li terally be traducers. 
crossing cul tural boundaries only to double-cross their king and 
country . There was a series of tius son of interpreter in colonial 
Virginia, usually either released captives or voluntary exchanges. 
and they were all at one time or another suspected of treachery. 
O ne of them - who enters this story at a later stage - was called, 
ironically, Thomas Savage. 

So Pocahontas's successful 'crossing' was exceptional in tbat it 
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did not lead to her being perceived as occupying a dangerous 
position - possibly because she was seen as young enough for the 
formative influences still to be English. But the crossing was even 
more exceptional in the sense that it was also against the run of 
play. It bad always been clear - though not of course palatable 
tha t captives might end up having considerable sympathy for 
their captors, to the extent of not wanting to leave them . But 
there is also evidence of a persistent flow of Englishmen volun
tarily leaving the harsh conditions of Jamestown for the Algon
quian towns in the surroundin g area where, at least before 1622, 

they were rap idly and unproblematically assimila ted. L6 Even the 
other contestant for the founding myth of the United States. the 
lost colony of Roanoke, is shadowed by tbe suspicion that it 
might simply have gone na tive, which would be much too 
incoherent to count as a national beginning. The only surviving 
mark made by. the lost colony of 1587 was the word 
'CROATOAN' (the name of the neighbouring Indians) scrat
ched on a tree , wi thout tbe agreed distress signal of a cross. 
Historically this seem$ in part to have had to remain a mystery 
because the obvious explanation, that the settlers simply became 
C roacoans, is too uncomfortable to be seriously contemplated . So 
the Pocahontas Story has gained at least some of its potency from 
being the one single exception to the rule of cultural crossing in 
early Virginia, the one possible match between ideological 
expectations and historical - or at least attested - occurrence. In 
other words Pocahontas was indeed, as John Smith called her, a 
'non-parei!', though not in quite the way he meant. 

That one of the motives for that widespread crossing of 
boundaries was the anticipation ofsexual relationships is indicated 
by Rolfe's strenuous denial of the role of his own carnal desires in 
his wish to marry Pocah ontas, elaborated in the long letter he 
wrote to Sir T homas D ale in the early mon ths of 1614.17 T he 
path to the marriage was discursively convoluted, although there 
are no recorded objections beyond that of King James who was 
said to be worried about the propriety of an English commoner 
marrying an Indian princess. That is a particularly fascinating 
intersection - between the boundaries of race and class; and 
Pocahontas - like man y similar figures - can in the end assume au 
ideologically potent mythic status despite her race only because 
she is an intelligent, pure and, above all, noble Indian . Purchas says 
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that she 'still carried her selfe as the Daughter of a King, and was 
accordingly respected' 1 8 and there was obviously a pe~iod before 
about 17 00 when a high densi ty of blue blood could lighten the 
skin . In the nineteenth cen tury the eastern seaboard of the United 
States, seeking a heritage and secure from the violence of the 
frontier, w ould look back to its Amerindians for a genuinely 
native ancestry, as long as it came with something like 
Pocahontas's acceptable nobility and was well diluted with white 
genes.19 

All the same, R olfe's letter is a classic Puritan docum ent 
because of the doubts that he himself had to overcome, and those 
doubts clearly centre on miscegenation. T he convolution can 
only be gauged from a long quota tion: 

Lett therefore this m y well advised protestacion, which here I 
make betweene God and m y owne Conscience be a sufficient 
wyttnes, at the dreadfull day of ludgement (when the secretts 
of all mens hartes shall be opened) to condemne me herein yf 
my chiefe intent & purpose be not to stryve with all my power 
of boddy and m ynde in the vndertakinge of soe waighty a 
matter (noe waye lea de soe far [oorth as mans w eaknes may 
permytt, w ith the vnbridled desire of Cam all affection) for the 
good of the Plantacion, the honour of our C ountrye, for the 
glorye of God, fo r. m yne owne salvacion, and for the Convert
inge to the true know ledge of God and Iesus Christ an 
vnbeleivinge Creature, namely Pohahuntas: To whome my 
hart and best thoughtes are and have byn a longe tyme soe 
intangled & inthralled in soe intricate a Laborinth, that r w as 
even awearied to vn wynde my selfe therout. But Almighty 
God whoe never fai leth his that truely invocate his holy name, 
hathe opened the Gate and ledd me by the hande that I might 
playnely see and discerne the safest pa thes w herein to treade .20 

The classical reference here needs a Puritan rewriting . R olfe is 
Theseus; but P ocahontas as Ariadne, rather than helping, has 
R olfe so intangled in her erotic threads that he has to unw ind 
himself out of the labyrinth in order to esca pe the unmentioned 
Minotaur, that monstruous result o f unholy unions w hich appears 
paraphrased a few lines later in the words of the Book of Ezra as 
' the inconvenyences which maye ... arrise , from the 'mar
rienge of straunge wyves'. 21 Pocahontas 's barbarism is freely , 
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even excessively, admitted: 'whose education hath byu rude, her 
manners barbarous, her generation Cursed, and soe discrepant in 
all nutri ture from my selfe';22 but one of the strengths of the 
Bible and its comment.aries as a source of aLlthority is that most 
actions can be justified if you know where to look. Rolfe's 
marriage to Pocabonta.~ would be politically expedient for the 
Virginia Com pany: God therefore shows the safest path. Rolfe 
refers to Ca lvin 's In stitutions fo r the idea that the children of 
C hristians are to be accounted holy 'although they be the yssue 
but of one parent fai thIull' ;23 and there is a further and powerful 
argument implicit in the subtle intertextual strategy whereby 
Pocahontas is baptized as Rebecca. The relevant passage is, in the 
Geneva Bible, from chapter 26 of Genesis. Rebecca was barren; 
Isaac - her husband - entrea ted the Lord, and his wife conceived 
tw ins: 

But the children strove together within her: therefore she said, 
seeing it is so, why am I thus? wherefore she went to aske the 
Lord. 

And the Lord said to her, Two nations are in thy wombe, 
and two maner of people shall be devided out of thy bowels; 
and the one people shall be mightier then the other, and the 
elder shall serve the younger. 

Therefore when her time of deliverance was fuJfilled, behold 
twinnes were in her worn be. 

So he that came ou t the first w as red, and hee was al over as 
rough as a garment, and they called his name Esau. 

And afterward came his brother out, and ... his name was 
called Iaakob. 

N ow laakob sod pottage, and Esau came from the field and 
was weane. 

Then Esau sayd to Iaakob, let me eate, I pray thee, of that 
pottage so red, for I am wearie . . . 

And Iaakob said, Sell me even nowe thy birthrigh t. 
And Esau said, 10, I am almost dead, w hat is then this 

birthright to mee? 
Iaakob then said, sweare to me even now. And he sware to 

him, and solde his birthrigh t to Iaakob. 

So m uch for the mythic version of a single culture. Rebecca w ill 
give birth to two nations, a red and a white, and the red will 
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despise his birthright and sell it for a mess of pottage. An odd 
exchange. perhaps. but a legally binding contract about which 
Jacob need not Teproach himself. No text could have sa t more 
comforta bly with English desires. T he colonists were of course 
impermeable to the irony that their settlement had only survived 
its ear ly years th rough constant infnsions of Algonquian pottage. 

So. fortified by biblical precedent, the governor allowed the 
marriage and quickly packed off Rolfe and his new w ife to 
London to demonstrate how successfully the Virginia Company 
had been purveying Christianity and impressing the high-born 
natives. who were not - as popularly believed - cruel savages, but 
in fact genrle and potentially cultured natives who could be relied 
upon to sec the error of their former ways. 

London's atmosphere proved so baleful that Rolfe had to take 
Pocahontas away to the healthier climes of Brentford to rest, and 
it was the re that Smith fi nally went to see her: 

hea ring shee was at Branford with diuers of my friends , I went 
to see her: Mter a modest salutation, w ithout any word, she 
turned about , obscured her face , as not seeming well contented; 
and in that humour her husband, with diuers others, we all left 
her two or three houres, repenting my sclfe to haue writ she 
could speake ElIglish. B ut not long after, she began to talke, and 
remembred mee well what courtesies shee had done: saying, 
You did promise Powhatan w hat was yours should bee his, and 
he the like to you; you called him father being in his land a 
stranger, and by the same reason so must I doe you: which 
though I would haue excused, I durst not allow of that title, 
because she was a Kings daughter; with a well set countenance 
she said, Were you not afraid to con'" into my father Countric, 
and caused feare in him and all his people (but mee) and feare 
you here I should call you fath er; 1 tell you then I will, and you 
shall call mcc childe, and so I will bee fore euer and euer your 
Countrieman. T hey did tell vs alw aies you were dead, and I 
knew no other till I came to Plimoth; yet Powhatan did 
command Vttamatomakkirl to seeke you, and know the truth, 
because your Countriemen w ill lie much. 24 

None of Pocahontas's words have come down to us directly, so 
we have no immediate access at all to what she might have 
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thought of the strange pattern of events in which she was caught 
up . Smith is not universally regarded as a reliable witness, and we 
certainly have no reason to presume that he could recall his 
conversation verbJrim. And yet these words are worth taking a 
chance on, if only because they so clearly make no sense at all to 
Smith and yet had so impressed him as a statement of 
Pocahontas's opinion that he quotes them without further com
men t. So a case w ill be argued for the importance of this 
quotation, but tha t can be done only by broadening [he argument 
con.iderably, and drawing together strands from this and earlier 
chaptcrs . 

5 

W hat was the fundamental difference between Algonquian and 
English cultures) Inasmuch as a large and single answer to this 
question can be risked, it cou ld be claimed tha t the native 
American cultures under discussion here acted according to 
norms of reciprocity; and that the European cultures did not. No 
more accurate general distinction could be m ade; but it is obvious 
at the same rime that such a statement raises more questions than it 
gives answers. 

Some of the larger and more difficult questions must be given 
less attention than they deserve. T he classic stud y of reciproci ty is 
Marcel Mauss's Essai sur Ie d Oll ( 1925), where it denotes the 
complex system of exchanges between individuals and villages by 
means of whi ::h undivided (i.e. pre-state) societies function: 'The 
gift is the primi tive w ay of achieving the peace that in civil society 
is secured by the State' . 25 Divided societies are, by definition, no 
longer reciprocal, although the ideology of reciprocity has a long 
and continuing history . In at least certain subsequent modes of 
production so mething tha t might tentatively be called 'unequal 
reciprocity ' could be seen to operate, for example the co mplex 
and unequal, but reciprocal, system of duties and responsib ilities 
between lord and vassal under feudalism. O nly under the 
fe tishized social relations of capitalism does reciprocity disappear 
altogether, however loudly its presence is trumpeted - 'a fair 
day 's work for a fair day's pay'.26 
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Reciprocity itself refers to a series of practices distinctly una
menable to breakdown into the econom ic, social, political and 
ideologicaL This is the gist of M auss's argument: 

In tribal feasts, in ceremonies of rival clans, allied families or 
those that assist at each other' s initiation, groups visi t each 
other ; and w ith the development of the law of hospitality in 
more advanced societies, the rules of fr ien dship and contract are 
present - along w ith the gods - to ensure the peace of markets 
and villa ges; at these times men m eet in a curious frame of 
m ind with exaggera ted fear an d an equally exaggerated 
generosity which appear stupid in no one's eyes but our own. 
In these primitive and archaic societies there is no middle path. 
There is either complete trust or mistrust. O ne Jays down one's 
arms, renounces magic and gives every thing away, from casual 
hospitality to one's daughter or one's property . It is in such 
conditions that men , despite themselves, learn t to renounce 
w hat was theirs and made contracts to give and repay. 

B ut then they had no choice in the m atter. W hen two 
groups of m en meet they may m o ve away or in case o f mistrust 
or defiance they ma y resort to arms; or else they can com e to 
terms. Business has alw ays been done with foreigners. although 
these might have been allies .... It is b y opposing reason to 

em otion and setting up the will fo r peace against rash foll ies 
. . . that peoples succeed in substi tuting alliance, gift and 
commerce fo r war, isolation and stagnation. 27 

This is probably as accurate a brief account as could be given of 
how the native A merican societies of the extended C aribbean 
functioned in the centuries before the arrival of the Europeans. It 
is particularly useful for the emphasis placed o n the vital 
importance, yet constant ten tativeness , o f that nexus of relation
ships between selves and others. W ithout the authority o f a state 
all intercourse w ould teeter betw een alliance and hostility. To 
treat w ith others was the indispensable requirem ent for life, yet it 
entailed a constanr risk of death. 28 M auss's accoun t highlights too 
the importance of ritual as a way of attempting to control these 
risky enco llnrers. Boundaries, w hether physical or social, are 
places of danger. Strangers are to be fea red. Fear is coped with by 
ritual. Hospitality dissolves the category of stranger, resolving it 
into either alliance or hostility.29 
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In stateless societies these categories are a matter of constant 
lived experience: they m ake up the very fabric of economic, 
social, political and cultural life. fu it happens, the native societies 
of Virginia and the Caribbean were at least on the brink of 
forming states : wha t is usually called the Powhatan confederacy 
of tidewater Virginia (the 'Tsenacamm acah ') was probably a 
chiefdom of the sort d iscussed at the end of C ha pter 2. T hough far 
from a sovereign in Hobbes's sense, Powhatan h imself was a 
powerful enough figure to act as guarantor fo r in ternal in ter
course. B ut the confederacy was a recen t enough alliance for 
dealing with strangers still to be a constant source of anxiety. 

T he native position, w hether in the Caribbean or Virginia, 
was, as far as it can be ju.dged , entirely consistent . Strangers were 
dealt with hospitabl y, fed and honoured, until their inten tions 
could be assessed. Transien ts and traders would be w elcomed and, 
if appropria te, alliances enre[(~d into. Settlers, rivals for limited 
resources, would be sent on their w ay or killed. European 
transients and traders benefited greatly from tills attitude. T he 
ships carrying the 1607 Virginia colony called in at Dominica, 
headquarters of the dreaded C aribs, and traded peacefully: and 
such examples could be multiplied. 3D B ut settlement w as al ways a 
different ma tter. Here again the Virginia enterprise can stand as 
typical of the deep misunderstanding that existed from the start . 
Smith w rites 'where now is Jamestown , then a thick grove of 
trees' - civiliza tion out of w ilderness; but the g row th of trees w as 
in fact secondary, the site an ex-settlem ent of the Paspahegh that 
had been left to grow into a hunting g roun d. 31 Misunderstanding 
of this kind was rife: the English clearly had as little notion of 
Amerindian ideas of communal property rights as the Algon
quians had of English ideas of private pro perty. 

What emerges fro m Smith's narrative is precisely what the 
English w ere blind to - that P owhatan acted in accordance w ith a 
set of established social and political practices. It is diffi cult to 
judge just how novel the arrival of the three English ships would 
have been to Powhatan, but the establishm ent of the fort clearly 
called for a response. In accordan ce w ith the concepts ou tlined 
earlier, Smith , the stranger, already perceived by the Algonquian 
as a figure of some im portance w ithin the English ranks (he 
cleverl y passed himself off as a werowance or shaman), was put into 
the limbo of hospitality and fed non-stop for several days, 00 
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doubt partly as a soften ing up process and partly to im press him 
w ith the bountifulness of the local produ ce. W ith a modicum of 
exaggeration Smith later remembered this lengthy meal as a six
week fattening up process in readiness for a cannibal feas t32 At 
the end of the three days Powhatan and Smi th exchanged 
descriptions of their respective kingdom s: 

I requi ted his discourse (seeing what pride hee had in his grea t 
and spacious D ominions, seeing tha t all hee knewe were vnder 
his T erritories) in describing to him the territories of Europe, 
which was subject to our great King w hose subject I was, the 
innumerable m ultitude of Ius ships, I gaue him to un derstand 
the noyse of T rumpets, and terrible manner of fi ghting under 
Captain N ewport m y father .. .. At his greatnesse, he admired: 
and not a little feared. 33 

'A long consultation ' w as then held by the chiefs of the 
confederacy. Powhatan's decision must have been that the English 
were too dangerous to be alienated: an alliance should be made, 
perhaps with a view to absorbing them into the confederacy . 
The appropria te ceremony w as prepared. T he pawco rollce was 
brought in, Smith laid upon it, and clubs raised above him. At a 
prearranged signal Pocahontas threw herself upon him and 
pleaded fo r his life. Powhatan granted her request. Sm ith 
though he was obviously unaware of it - had passed through an 
elaborate ritual of mock-execution w hereby he allied himself 
with P owhatan.3 4 But what exactly was the nature of the 
alliance? 

The ceremony seems to bear out Mauss's general analysis . 
'There is no middle path ': at the end of the liminal period of 
hospitality Smith 's identity as stranger w ould be dissolved. 
Depending on w hether there was 'trust or mistrust' he w ould be 
a friend or dead . The Algonquian w ord for the relationship 
established has not survived, but the evidence clearly points to 
w hat was earlier encountered under tbe T aino term guatiao , the 
closest relationship that two individuals of different kin could 
achieve; it could in fact be described as a 'kinning' of strangers. 
There were probably two major forms: the familiar one of 
connection through marriage, and - the relevant one here - a 
form of sponsorship in w hich a relationship between tw o 
individuals was cemented by one of them becoming sponsor to 
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the other's child. It is possible that the Spaniards in the Caribbean 
were able to make such good use of this relationship because it 
had a close equivalent in the Mediterranean compadrazgo w hereby 
sponsorsh ip at bap tism sealed an aUiance between sponsor and 
na tural paren t (ca rnpadres) that would often prove stronger than 
blood-ties.35 In England - certainly in seventeenrh-century Pro
testant England - the relationship had no equivalent. Religious 
sponsorship existed , godparen t to godchild, but the relationship 
between godparent and natural parent could not even be named, 
the ancient term 'godsib' surviving on ly in the derogatory form 
of 'gossip' . Although Smith was unable to per ceive this for
ma l establishment of compadrazgo, the English clearly sensed 
Pocahontas's special status w ith respect to their com munity. 
Smith was careful, as we ha ve already seen, to present N ew port as 
his 'father', righ tly presuming that the kin term would carry 
greater weight than the merely military title. Soon afterwards an 
exchange of children took place to facilitate later communication. 
O ne of Powhatan 's young servan ts, N amontack, w as exchan ged 
with an English boy called T hom as Savage. But the English told 
Powha tan that the boy's name was T homas N ewport, thereby 
appearing to reciprocate Powhatan's 'gift' of his daughter, an 
action which m ay have affected Powhatan's subsequent behaviour 
since he seems never to have detected the deceit.36 

This forma l, almost political, relationslUp between P ocahontas 
and Smith has universally been read as romantic, at leas t from the 
beginning of the nineteenth century, Pocahontas's o therw ise 
' inexplicable' action 'explained' as the spontaneous gesture of 
an instant love. The reunion at Brentford is therefore a tragic 
climax, Pocahontas confronting her true love, the man she should 
ha ve married if only she had known he was still alive, a final 
meeting that would break her heart. To such a reading 
P ocahontas 's words must remain impenetrable, a piece of d otted 
rhetoric to be rephrased into the more comfortable cliches of 
romantic fi ction, as in the epigraph to this chapter. O n any 
reading Pocahontas's w ords constitute an extraordinary passage 
of writing, an d nothing is stranger than that Smith should have 
reported in direct quotation w hat so obviously meant nothing to 
him at all, almost as if he recognized, even if only fl eetingly, the 
extent of his ignorance of this woman and her culture and, as a 
fmal gesture, perhaps a sort of homage, recorded her alien words 
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in his text, for all the world like a nugget of the strange 
Algonquian language set amongst the familiar cadences of 
Jacobean pTose. 

The sentences are pellucid, their balance the balance of reci
procity : 'You did promise Powhatan what was yours should bee 
his. and he the like to you; you called hime father being in his land 
a stranger, and by the same reason so must I doe you'. All that 
Smith can oppose to that is a demurral based on his inferior rank, 
w hich only serves to bring down the full weight of Pocahontas's 
scorn. Can Smith, who did not fear to be a stranger in her land, be 
afraid of her calling him father in his own land? She insists on the 
rela tionship: she is the 'child' to his ' father' , a kinship established 
at Werowocomoco. The insistence is on a reciprocity of which 
Smith has no conception at all. 

6 

T his is perhaps as close as we can get to the native world of 
reciprocity. a ten tative and no doubt idealized picture of a society 
that no longer exists. But the subject here is the European 
response to tha t world. So far this chapter has isolated two 
moments of evident crisis for that response, two moments when 
the discourse of colonialism proved to be less than a seamless web. 
T hose places in the fabric of that discourse where the stitching is 
loose snag against the critical reading, enabling the task of 
unravelling to begin. Stranger . though, are the places where the 
pattern seems deliberately irregular, where the inevitable discrep
ancies between w ords and deeds seem highlighted rather than 
concealed. This is odd, since ideologies are almost by definition 
the constitution of w hat can be counted as 'truth ' : they might, 
according to certain sorts ofMarxist analysis, be revealed as 'false'. 
or at least as 'constructions', bu t they are not generally supposed 
to fla unt their falseness. For example, during the course of Smith's 
conversation with Powhatan at Werowocomoco: 

Hee asked mee the cause of our camm ing. 
I toide him being in fight with tbe Spaniards our enemie, 

beeing overpow[e]red, neare put to retreat, and by extreame 
weather put to this shore ... our Pinn[ a ]sse being leak[i]e, we 
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were inforced to stay and mend her, till Captain Newport my 
fa ther came to conduct vs away.3 

There is obviously no attempt here on Smith's part to pass his 
words off as anything other than a tac tical lie: they certainly bear 
no relationship at all CO the earlier part of his narrative. The 
question, it should be stressed, is no t about the making of such 
statements, but about their presence in the ' retations' of early 
colonial history: it is a matter not of what happened, but of what 
is recalled and articulated wi thin the connected narrative. In a case 
of this kind ' truth' is clearly not perceived as having any relevance 
at all : the discourse is concerned instead to create a particular kind 
of colonial hero with the ability to escape from difficult situations 
- something at which Smith, j udging at least from his own 
accounts, was indeed an expert. 

It is impossible, then, to discompose such moments by setting 
an alterna tive accoun t against them: the tactic must rather be to 
unsettle the image of the ever-resourceful hero . Smith presen ts 
himself as a consummate inl proviser , master of discourse, turning 
the thrust of Powhatan's question. But the improvisation proves 
on closer inspection to be a repetition of words al ready spoken, by 
Odysseus, when asked Powhatan's question by Polyphemus: 

Bm after he had briskly done all his chores and finished, at last 
he lit the fire, and saw us, and asked us a question: 'Strangers, 
who are you? From where do you come sailing over the 
watery ways?' ... and I said to him: 'We are Achaians coming 
from T roy, beaten off our true course .... Poseidon, Shaker 
of the Earth , has shattered my vessel. He drove it against the 
rocks on the outer coast of your country, cracked on a cliff, it is 
gone, the wind on the sea took it; but I, with these you see, got 
away from sudden destruction.' 38 

The situations are certainly not dissimilar. O dysseus covets the 
land of the Cyclops in fam iliar terms, versions of the topoi of the 
'golden age' still in use in the Virginia Company 's propaganda: 

For it is not a bad place at all, it could bear all crops in season, 
and there are meadow lands near the shores of the gray sea, well 
watered and soft; there could be grapes grown there endlessly, 
and there is smooth land for plowing, men could reap a full 
harvest always in season, since there is very rich subsoil. Also 
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there is an easy harbor, wjth no need for a hawser nor anchor 
stones to be thrown ashore nor cables to make fast; one could 
just run ashore and wait for the time when the sailors' desire 
stirred them to go and the r igh t w inds were blowing .3 

he Cyclops' only crime seems [Q be that they keep themselves 
to themsel ves: O dyssem implicitly criticizes their la ck of civic 
institutions an d their lack of commerce w ith other islands. But 
their misanth ropy is epitomjzed by their supposed lack of 
hospitality . O dysseus goes on sho re specificaUy to test w hether 
they are 'hospitable to strangers', 4 0 and is not backward at 
demanding his rights as 'guest' fro m Polyphemus. And 
Od ysseus 's fina l taunt. flung from the safe ty of his ship (w hich 
had of course not suffered from Poseidon 's attentions), is that 
Polyphemus has been punished fo r daring 'to ea t your own guests 
in your own house' . 4 1 Cannibalism , here as elsewhere, seem.s to 
have much less to do with dietary practices than with acting as a 
potent em blem fo r strangers' failure, for w ha tever reason, to 
supply food to their visitors. 

As it happens the Virginia enterprise - or at least its intel lectuals 
- was w ell aware of the precedent. Between 1621 and 1625 

George Sandys, t reasurer and director of industry at Jam estow n, 
completed his translation of an commentary on Ovid's Meta
morphoses. T he com mentary includes this passage: 

N ow the Cyclops (as formerly sa id) were a salvage people given 
to spoyle and robbery; unsociable amongst themselves, and 
inhumane to strangers: And no mar vell; when lawlessc , and 
subject to no government, the bond of society; w hich gives to 
evcry man his owne, suppressing vice, an d advancing vertue, 
thc tw o maine columnes of a Common-wealth, w ithout w hich 
it can have no supportance. Besides m an is a political and 
sociable creature: they therefore arc to be numbred among 
beasts who rcnounce society, whcreby they are desti tute of 
lawes, the orilination of civility . H ence it ensues, that man, in 
creation the best, w hen averse to justice, is the w orst of all 
creatures. For injustice, armed with power, is most outragious 
and bloody. Such Polyphemus, w ho feasts himselfe wi th the 
fl esh of his guests; m ore salvage thcn are the West-India1'ls at this 
da y, w ho one1y eat their encmies, w hom they ha ve taken in the 
warres; whose slighting of dea th and patient sufferance is 
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remarkable; receiving the deadly blow, w ithout distemper, or 
appearance of sorrow; their fell owes looking on, and heartily 
feeding on the m eate w hich is given them; yet know how they 
are to sup ply the shambles perhaps the day following .. .. 
Injustice and cruel ty, are ever accompailled with Atheismt> and 
a contempt of the Deity .42 

This is probably as good a short sta tem ent of seventeenth-century 
political commonplaces as any, illustrating in the process tht! way 
in w hich the fami liar Mediterranean topoi of classical li terature 
are used to gauge the novelty of Caribbean savagery. Emanating 
from Virginia the commentary offers a slight but significant 
displacement. A comparison w ith Virginia itself w ould probably 
be too fraught: if the English were not 'guests', as they clearly 
were not, then what were they?; so the Caribs make a safer point 
of colonial reference for the establishment of native injustice and . 
cruelty - and therefore implicit identification of the Greek an d 
European civil izing ventures. T hey can even be allowed a certain 
militaristic vir tue in their scorn ing of death since that vi rtue is 
directed at the Spaniards. It would ironically be only a matter of 
months after Sandys wro te this passage that Tegreman, the 
Carib chief of the C aribbean island called by the English 
St C hristopher'S, asked Thomas W arner about the suspicious
looking loopholes in the wooden fort he had just constructed. 
Warner told him they were for keeping an eye on the chickens. 43 

The classical parallel, then, is in many ways close, yet, as in The 
T empest, it tends to haunt Smith's text with its uncarminess rather 
than bolster it as a welcome precedent. Smith, to draw on an 
earlier contrast, belongs to the world of Antonio rather than that 
of Gonzaln; he is, in other words , fully at home within that 
ideology of individualism so essential to a developing capitalism, 
which insists that aU actions are singular and unrepeatable . 
Humanist historiography - deeply collusive with that ideology 
can say only that Smith at this point in his story was telling a 
tactical lie, any tone of moral disapproval in that statement 
m erely acting as a screen for the blindness to the larger colonial 
pattern. Both O dysseus and Smith are involved in a very 
particular discursive manoeuvre. They present to th eir inter
rogators miniature na rratives that function to close off the larger 
narrative frames that Polyphemus and Powhatan are seeking to 
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establish. In each case their arrival is presented as the result of a set 
of accidenta l circumstances unsusceptible to larger diegetic ex
plal1ation. Odysseus and Smith refuse to be characters in the 
narratives that Polyphemus and Powhatan try to conStruct for 
them . T ney are both playing for time. 

Pocahontas's last recorded words are, 'because your Countrie
men will be much'. Words that have been read as a sexual 
reproach speak the language of reciprocal obligation. What baffles 
Pocahontas more than anything is that the words spoken at 
Werow ocomoco should nOt be j ust as valid at Brentford: words 
are, after all, spoken only to be rem embered . Bur fo r Smith there 
are two worlds: the world of civility - of Sion Park w here the 
conversation may have taken place, of legal and governmental 
institutions, of contracts and guarantees, where words arc embed
ded in solid and stable discursive p racti ces; and an alien and hostile 
world where words , like actions, are improvised in a sa vage void, 
having no resonance beyond their im mediate effect. Colonialist 
discourse has no memory - which is only another way of saying it 
has no narrative - until it provokes the occurrence that it w ill 
never forget . So Smith, at B rentford, in 16 r6 , can make no sense 
of Pocahontas's pellucid w ords. 'Civili ty' - European civility 
can only guarantee the stability of its own foundations by denying 
the substantiality of other worlds, other words, other narratives. 

7 

Whilst Smi th's colonial narratives present a picture of our hero on 
the leading edge of the frontier, that large distinction between 
civilization and savagery "vas articula ted fo r the most part by the 
European ideologists who remained at home, processing the first
hand mate rial from the colonies in the light of classical precedent 
and canon law. In a sense Francisco de Vitoria reading Cicero in 
Salamanca improvised no less tJ1an John Smith facing Powhatan 
in Werowocomoco, though Vitoria called w hat he was doing 
'commentary'. 

The strategies of colonial discourse were directed in the fmt 
place at demonstrating a separation between the desired land and 
its native inhabitants. Baffied at the complex but effective native 
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system of food production, the English seem to have latched on to 
the one (minor) facet of behaviour that they thought they 
recognized - mobility, and argued on tha t basis an absence of 
proper connection between the land and its fi rst inhabitants.44 

D ur ing the planting season the Algonquian would live in their 
villages. T heir agriculture was intensive and productive. After 
storing lhe season 's produce the entire population would migrate 
for the climax of the year's hunting, returning home to live 01I 
the stored supplies. In times of shortage the villages might break 
up into smaller group$ and live off the land, gathering shellfish 
and nuts. According to classical slash and burn technique, fields 
were used intensivel y for a short period and then allowed a long 
period of fa llow. If necessary villages would be moved to new 
sites, but even this movement would usua lly be cyclical. Produc
tion was no doubt as precariolls as it always is in agricultural 
societies, but food appears to have been usually plentifu l j udging 
from the Algonquian ability to supply the English with a good 
deal, if not on demand, then at least after their harvests. The 
widely attested stature and physique of the Amerindians would 
suggest a good and plentiful diet. Communities lived in clearly 
marked out territories with an agreed system of property rights, 
mainly communal although fam ily and individual property rights 
seem to have existed as well. 45 On one level the English colonists 
were aware of something of all this. They could, most basically, 
see seeds planted and food grown on a regular basis. T hey visited 
villages, described them in their texts and drew them in their 
pictures. Yet this settled pattern ofliving became in the discourse 
of colonialism an aimless, nomadic w andering that , by extens ion, 
left the land empty and virgin. 

Francis Jenning, has traced the path of the key phrase in this 
argumen t. In 16 12 the Jesuit missionary Pierre Biard, describing 
Canadian Amerindians, w ro te: 

Thus four thousand Indians at most roam through, ra ther than 
occupy. these vast stretches of inland te rritory and sea-shore. 
For they are a nomadic people, living in the forests and 
sca ttered over wide spaces as is natural for those w ho live by 
hunting and fishing only; 

'roam rather than occupy' being a translation of Biard 's 'non 
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tencntur, sed percurruntur' .46 In 1625 Sam uel Purcbas w rote o f 
the Virgmia Algonquian : 

so bad people, having li ttle ofHumanloe bur shape, ignoran t of 
Civili tie, ofAr ts, ofR cligion; m ore bru tish then the beasts they 
hun t, mo re w ild and un m anly then that unm anned w ild 
C ountrey wh ich they range rather then inhabite. 4 7 

And in 1629 in N ew England Joh n W intl1rop assim ilated 
Purchas's point to the legal argum ent of vaclmm domiciliI/ in by 
w hich the Indians had 'na tural' but not 'civil ' rights over the land 
because they had not 'subdued ' it. 48 To Jennings's evidence co uld 
be added rwo earlier pieces, R obert Johnson's near condensation 
of the bestial and nomadic in the patronizing pas toral description 
of the natives as ' lost and scattered sheep';49 and R obert G ray's 
mon: sophisticated argument: 

Some affirme, and it is likely to be true, that these Sauages have 
no particular proprietie in any part or parcell o f mat Countrey , 
but only a generall residencie there, as w ild beasts haue in the 
forrest, for they range and w ander up and downe the Coun
trey, w ithout an y law or government, being led only by their 
owne lusts an d sensllalitie, there is no meum & tuum amongest 
them: so that if the w hole lands should bee taken from them, 
there is not a man that can complaine of an y particular w rong 
done lInto him.50 

Both these pieces were 'written in 1609 as part of a renew ed 
propaganda effort on the part of the Virginia Company at the 
time of the G ates/Somers expedition . Gray's sentence is parti
cularly dense . T he 'generall residencie' looks forward to 
W inthrop'S 'natura l' bur not ' ci vil' righ ts; the nomadic bestiality 
is neatly linked to the lusts that are their sole guide; and the final 
point is a brilliant tour de Jorce of Lockeian proportions by which 
native communality becomes the alibi fo r extirpation on the 
grounds that no illdividual has been harmed. 5 1 

Absence of true 'settlement' left the land virgin: probably no 
single word has had to bear so heavy a weight in the construction 
of American mythology from the moment when , in Samuel Eliot 
Morison's immortal words, 'the New World gracefully yielded 
her virginity to the conquering Castilians.'52 T he novelty of 
America was always perceived in overtly sexual terms. To speak 
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of the 'maidenhead ' of Guiana or Virginia was to condense in to 
one potent image the absence of significant native agriculture an d 
the j oyful masculine thrust of Elizabethan expansion. But it was 
one thing for Ralcgh to assert th at 'Guiana is a countrey tha t hath 
ye t her ma ydenhead', and quite another for the ideologists to 
articulate tha t im age discursively, especia lly w hen the representa
tive ofEng lish masculine thrust was a Virgin Queen. 53 C hapman, 
in his celebratory 'De Guian a carmen Epicum ' (1596), has G uiana 
'whose rich feete are mines of golde, / W hose forehead knockes 
against the roofe of Starres', standing on ti ptoe looking at fair 
England, 'And every signe of all subm ission making' towards 'our 
m ost sacred Maide' . Faced at this point w ith the risk of having to 
specify the relationship between the rwo, Chapman opts for 
co m prehensive cover: G uiana w ants 'To be her sister, and 
daughter bo th ', Elizabeth w ill 'in this affa ire / Become her father, 
mother, and her heire' .54 

rn the event Guiana proved a little too A mazonic. T he 
articulation of Virg in ia showed an increase in rhetorical subtlety. 
Personification w as dispensed w ith as too unreliable, as was the 
acceptan ce of na tive names. 'V irginia' was not in any sense a pre
existing en ti ty, as R alegh had imagined Guiana to be, along the 
lines of P eru, its putative model. 'Virgmia' denoted that 
enormous stretch of coastlin e from N ewfo undland to Florida, 
and connoted w ha t was assum ed to be its p ure state: 'V irginia', a 
virgin land aw aiting its En glish suitors. But even if you have the 
Virgin Q ueen bringing fruitfulness to a barbarous yet virgin 
chaos through the surrogates of her male courtiers, the cosiness of 
this colonial romance is inevitabl y disturbed by the unfortunate 
presence of the other par ties w ho were there beforehand and w ho 
could only be seen as, at best, recalcitrant fathers or brothers 
holding back the love-match, at wors t already the husband ry to 
the 'virgin' land . This then w as the classic colonial triangle, 
m em orably rearticulated b y Sam uel Purcllas in his r625 essay 
'Virginia's Verger' . 

Winthrop 's distinction between 'civil' and 'natural' rights can 
usefully be rcad ba ck into 'V irginia's Verger ' . M an y o f Purchas's 
arguments are pitched at the civil level, concerned with England's 
rights under the Law of N ations to trade freely and to settle on 
unpeopled lands. Yet however sophisticated these arguments 
were, it was quite clear under the Law of N ations that it was not 
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lawful for Christians simply ' ro usurpe the goods and lands of 
Heathens'.55 Such usurpation could only be j ustified by infrac
tions of Natural Law. Writing in 1625 Purchas is able to speak 
confidently of such infractions having taken place: 

But when Virginia was vio lently ravished by her owne ruder 
N atives, yea her Virgin cheekes dyed w ith the bloud of three 
Colonies ... the stupid Earth seemes distempered with such 
bloudy potions and cries that shee is ready to spue out her 
Inhabitants. 56 

T he initial separation of land from inhabitants in the bestowal of 
the name Virginia pays handsome dividends here. Not only can 
the 'vi rgin ' land be savagely raped by its own natives (Purchas is 
referring to the 'massacre' of 1622) , but the blood thereby spilt on 
to its (posterior?) cheeks is that of the English colonies themselves, 
which are, in the process, identified w ith the Virginia that has 
been ravished . The Amerindians become satisfactorily 'unnatural 
Naturalls',57 forfeiting any fights they may have had under 
Natural Law. In other words the ' massacre' has performed a 
miraculous reversal by w hich the settlers have become the natura l 
inhabitants - identified with the land - and the original inhabi
tants have been discursively 'spewed ou t' by their own terri tories. 

he master narrative of C hristianity then enables P urchas to 
complete the romance plot with Virginia, restored to her pristine 
condition, marrying England - easier to manage now that 
England has a king - and the Algonquian reduced to sullen and 
rejected suitors, whose very contact with the soil under their feet 
is at least trespass, if not a continuous indecent assault. The 
question of Christian usurpation is once again completely 
bypassed. 

Purchas's symbolic reading of th e 1622 'massacre ' is instruc
tive in several respects, not least in its attempt to deploy the 
lan guage of sexuality in a discussion of natu ral rights over land, 
Prospero's tactic in his response to Caliban's claim to sovereignty . 
W hile, though, in that case, P rospero was the father protecting his 
daughter's virginity from the native male, here, more strangely, 
the colonizing power is identified with the 'female' land, the 
passive victim of native violence, j ust as Smith, the very mascu
line hero of A Trve Relation is, in his later work, presented as the 
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passive victim of Powhatan, dependent for his survival on the 
intervention of a young girl. 

At the heart of European recourse to the Law of N ations was 
the grandiose concept of COtlSOrf;um homitlum, an intellectual 
version of tbe reciprocity discussed ea rlier inasmuch a:; it posited 
an ideal of exchange of various kinds as the centre of properly 
human activity. COl/sortilim was the seed of many arguments that 
w ould be developed at length between the twelfth and eighteen th 
centuries; and at its core was what Albertus Magnus called 
communicatio, thereby stressing that it was through language that 
men came to understand that their common purposes could be 
achieved only through bonding together in civil society. 58 
COtlsortillm operates in civil la w on two levels: between indiv
iduals - w here it can be called friendship; and between social units 
- where it takes [he initial fo rm of mutual hospitali ty, which may 
develop into stronger links through trading partnersh ip or 
mili tary alliance. Barbarians, by definition, are incapable of such 
com,mm;ca;io. Their complete lack of language, exemplified in 
Caliban 's supposed gabbling, is a dramatization of their inabili ty 
to form a com mun ity: they are condemned to a life of ceaseless 
hostility, Hobbes's ' Warre of all against all ' . T hey can therefore 
be recognized, as in the case of Polyphemus, by their lack of 
hospitality. N ow if i t could be argued, Francisco de Vi toria 
suggested, somewhat circumspectly, that the Amerin ruans were 
refusing to ' receive' the Spaniards, thereby closin g the channels 
ofhuman intercourse that the jus getltil-ltl/ demanded should be left 
open, then they would by their actions be defining themselves as 
barbarians and givin g the Spaniards just ti tle for conquest. 59 

Interestingly, Vitoria '$ textual support here comes from the 
opening book of the Aeneid, where an unnatural storm, caused by 
magical powers, shipwrecks a group of travellers on their w ay to 
Italy and casts them up on an unknown shore where they are 
described as 'driven from Europe and A.sia '.60 A familiar story. 
They are refu sed even the hospitality of the sands to mend their 
ships, an d ask 'what manner of men are these? Wh at land is th is 
that allows them / Such barbarous ways?'6! T he tex t is well 
chosen because of its irrelevance to the case at hand . The Trojans, 
un like the Spaniards, had no choice but to land on the African 
shore; unlike the Spaniards, the Trojans were treated 'barbar
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ously' through no fa ule of their own; unlike the Spaniards, they 
had no intention of staying - in fact it was Dido who tried to 
persuade them to settle in Carthage, a colonial consummation 
devoutly to be wished. Odysseus visiting the Cyclops would have 
been a more appropriate, but dangerously am biguous text. 

The English ideologists argued along much the same lines . 
Purchas tramlatcs classical collsortiulII into a more mundane, but 
powerful argument about trade: 

Non om nia possumus omnes, Nec vero terrae ferre omnes 
omnia possunt; God in manifold wisedome hath diversified 
every Countries commodities, so tha t all are rich, and all poore; 
not that one should be hungry and another drunken, but that 
the whole world might be as one body of mankind, each 
member communicating with other for publike good.6 2 

O r, as George Peckham had put it: 

An d first for trafi cke, I say that the C hristians may lawfully 
travaile in to those Countries and abide there whom the Savages 
may not justly impugne and forbidde, in respect of the mutuall 
society and fe llowship bctweene man an d man prescribed by 
the Lawe o f Nations. 

For from the first beginning of the creation of the world and 
from the renuin g of the same after Noes floode, all men have 
agreed, that no violence shoulde be offered to AmbassadouIs. 
That the Sea with his Havens should bee common. T hat such as 
should fortune [ 0 be taken in warre, should be servauntes or 
sla ves. And that Straungers sholde no t be dryven away from 
the place or Countrey whereun to they doo come.63 

Already in 1610 the Virginia Compan y's A Trlle Declaration w as 
puttin g forward as one of its panoply of justifi cations for the 
lawful presence. of the En glish in Virgin ia the violation by the 
natives of ' the lawe of nations'; because 

they . .. used our Ambassadors as Ammon did the servants of 
David: If in him it were a just cause to warre against the 
Ammoni tes, it is lawfull , in us, to secure our selves, against the 
infidels;64 

an analogy also used by P urchas fifteen years later. 65 
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The difficulty with this sort of argument was the number of 
witnesses attesting to the hospitable and fi'iendly behaviour of the 
natives, at least in the initial exchanges. W hat therefore came into 
focus was their supposed inconstancy, their fa ilure to be either 
friendl y (submissive) or hostile, but rather both, depending on the 
circumstances, a pattern of behaviour the English interpreted as 
tn:achery.66 T he complex interplay between expecta tion and 
experience is nicely caught in Gabriel Archer's comment: 'T hey 
are natura lly gi ven to trechery, howbeit we could no t finde it in 
our travell up tbe ri ver, but rather a most kind and loving 
people.'67 T he attribution was soon a commonplace. Already by 
1612 tbey were 'a daily daring treacherous people';68 in 161 8 the 
Jam es town Assembly pronounced them 'a most treacherous 
people '.69 An essence was being named that would function to 

explain the change in native behaviour: if they were initia lly 
friendly and later hostile then, so the logic goes, their friendship 
must have been faked,70 and therefore their nature, the one 
underlying constant , must be treacherous. Just why they should 
have gone to so much trouble to keep the English colonists alive, 
only later to attack them so murderously, w as mysterious but less 
problematic than the contradictory, unthinkable coupling of 
genuine frien dliness and gen uine hostility ; and, of course, in
finitely preferable to in vestigating the possible effects of the 
English colonists themselves upon native behaviour. Alexander 
Brown's puzzlement catches the tenor perfectly: 

All accounts agree that for some reason the Indians did daily 
relieve them for some weeks with corn and flesh. The supplies 
brou~ht from England had been nearl y exhausted; the colonists 
had been too sick to attend to their gardens properly, and this 
act of the Indians was regarded as a divine providence at tha t 
time . .. . What was the real motive for the kindly acts of the 
Indians ma y not be certainly known; but it probably boded the 
little colony a future harm. 71 

Such partial interpretation does not take long to become accepted 
description. Kermode's note to Caliban's 'I'll show thee every 
fertile inch 0' th' island' (1I.ii.I48) remarks in a matter-of-fact 
way: 'The colonists were frequently received with this kindness, 
though treachery might follow' , as if this were simply a 'fact' 
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w hose relevan ce:: to The Temp est we mlght want to consider, 
without seeing that to speak of 'treachery ' is already to interpret, 
fro m the posi tion of colonizing power , through a purported 
•description'. 

From the native poin t of view, of course, their o wn behaviour 
was perfectl y comprehensible and absolutely consistent . Recep
tion of visitors was friendly, hospitality was ample, trade w as 
welcom ed; b ut a line was drawn when it became apparent tbat 
the visi tors were here to stay. A m erindian attitudes were there
fore dependent On English behaviour. There is no reason to 
imagine that the A lgonquians foun d this behaviour easy to 
fathom , particularly given some of the inciden ts already referred 
[0, although counting the number of ships that arrived at 
Jamestown would pro vide an obvious rule of thum b. Three 
stages might be im agined . A n initia l one of curiosi ty, bewilder
ment, fea r and sy mpath y that ended, probably to their relief, wi th 
the apparent abandonment of tbe col on y in J une r61O; only for 
the imm ediate arr ival of De La Warr to m ark the beginning of a 
second stage of grow ing suspicion as the English, lm der a new set 
of instructions from London, began to act more aggressively . 72 

The third an d decisive stage began in 1619 with the new system of 
land grants w hich, coupled w ith the growing su ccess of the 
tobacco crop, led to an influ x of settlers and an unprecedented 
demand for land. 73 At that point the colonists became invaders to 
be repelled at ail costs. This pa ttern of perception w ould ·have 
been subject to a number of complicating factors, amongst them 
the internal politics o f the P owhatan confederacy, usually, and 
perhaps accurately, interpreted as a conflict between the w eak and 
vacillating Po whatan and his more decisive bro ther, the milital'lt 
Opechancanough. B ut there is little doubt that the main com
plicating factor, from the Am erindian point of view , was the 
strange beha viour of their visitors. Even if we pass charitably over 
the ingratitude, the threats, and the wan ton violence , putting 
them down to the pressure on individual colonists in a new and 
dangerous land, and look instead at colonial policy as it w as 
articulated in London, it is easy enough to imagine the confusion 
that must have been felt by the Algonquian . 

It is difficult to give brief indications of this policy which 
obviously altered in the light of colonial experience. But take this 
early paragraph from a set of 'Inducements to the lykinge of the 
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voyadge intended to that part e of America which lyctbe betwene 
34. and 36. degree', written by the elder R ichard Hakluyt in 
15 84, well before permanent settlement was achieved by tbe 
English on the American mainland: 

Yf we fyn de any kinges read ye to defende their Tirratoryes by 
w arre and the Countryc populous desieringe to expell us that 
seeke butjuste and law full T raffique, then by reason tbe Ryvers 
be lardgc and deepe and we lordes of navigacion , and they 
w ithout shippinge, w e arm ed and they naked , and at continuall 
w anes one w ith another, w e maye by the ayde of those Ryvars 
joyne w ith this kinge here or w ith that kinge there at our 
pleasure and soe with a fewe m en be revenged of any w ronge 
offered by them and consequentlie maye yf we will conquere 
fortefye and plante in soyles moste sweete , m ost pleasaunte, 
moste fertill and strounge . And in the ende to bringe them all 
in subjection or scyvillitie for yt is w ell know en they have 
b Yl1ne conten ted to submytte them sel ves and all that which 
they possesse to suche as hathe defended them againste there 
Enem yes speciallie againste the canibales. 7 4 

In some w ays this quotation epitomizes the in itial di ffi culty that 
colonial ideology faced : ho"v to ge t from the beginning o f the 
first sentence (defence of territory by occupants) to its end 
(plantation in sw eet soils). The rhetoric of these p ieces should by 
now be becoming famili ar. T he gram matical stru cture is one of 
compelling logic: 'Y f . .. then ... we m aye ... and soe ... and 
consequentlie . .. ' ; the argument itself tortuous and self
contradictory, and thereby revelatory of the underlying issues . 
The route from conditional expulsion to future plantation in
volves some subtle m oves. The object of the initial desired 
expulsion is defined as 'us that seeke but juste and lawful 
Traffique', people carrying out legitimate commercial activi ties. 
But a sentence that seemed to begin in the realm of internation al 
law passes quickly into a discussion of mih tary strategy. T he 
assertion of technological superiority is conventional (though 
'armed' and 'naked' an interesting opposition), the statement of 
the realpolitik enabled by such technological superiority startling 
in its clarity: 'we maye . .. joyne w ith this kinge here or w ith 
that k inge there at our p leasure'. The consequence o f this 
'pleasure' is the immedia te gratification of conquest, fortifica
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tion, and plantation in sweet and fertile soils. C learly the benefi ts 
to be gained from the revenge of any 'wrong' are so desirable 
tha t offence must be courted. What tbe sentence inscribes (and in 
this it is typical o f colonial ideology as a w hole) is the impossi
bility of any transgression on the part o f the colonial power: there 
can be no paragraph considering the possibility o f kings ready to 
trade yet prepared to defend their territory from invasion. 
Ideology exi les the unthinkable. 

T he stra in that Hakluyt's sentence has to go through to reach 
its desired end is salved by w hat follows. Violence, however 
justified, should not after all be necessary since it is 'well 
knowen' that they submit themselves and their property to those 
who ha ve defended them against their enemies. 'Well knowen' 
seem s to amount to a report given by D avid Ing ram, one of the 
sailors m arooned by Jo hn H awkins on the Am erican mainland 
after the disaster of San J uan de Ulloa, who claimed to have 
walked from the G ulf of Mexico to Cape B reton, and w ho tells of 
how the savages of the mainland are pursued and devoured by 
cannibals. 7 5 O ur friends the cannibals have been offstage for a 
\"{hile now but reappear, as always, at a critical moment, here, the 
final wo rd in Haklu yt's paragraph, as a guaran tee that aggression 
is elselvhere, that those who do v iolence against the sa vages are 
not , definitely nor, the English themselve.s, w ho are on the 
contrary friends and protectors. 76 At their pleasure of course. 

H akluyt w as tactician as well as strategist. The early expedi
tions were ad vised to disguise their intentions carefully: food 
must b e obtained from the natives, he sa ys, before they realize 
that permanent settlement is intended. 77 C ourtesy and 'friendly 
signes' arc therefore the first order of the day.78 Once a foothold 
has been established a different tack is necessary: the immediate 
neighbours, now suspicious of their 'visitors' and therefore 
dangerous, must be weakened through alliances betvveen the 
col onists and distant Indians. The instru ctions given to Sir Thomls 
Gates (r609) arc in this respect explicit: 

If you make friendship w ith any of these nations, as you must 
doe, choose to doe it w ith those that are farthest from you and 
enemies unto those amonge w hom you dwelL79 

T he pattern that emerges from these various threads is remark
ably consistent. The colonists made four central claims about the 
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na tive Americans in justification for their dispossession: that the 
natives were not properly 'settled'; that the land was not 
cultiva ted; that the n atives behaved in a duplicitous and treacher
ous fash ion; and that they cruelly broke the universal rules of 
hospitali ty . These claims were Dot only false , they were a 
system atic reversaJ of the actual state of a1fairs, since the Ilative 
Americans were fully settled , farmed the land intensively. acted 
hospitabl y until provoked beyon d endurance, and behaved in 
what, even at this distance and w ithout sympathetic evidence, 
appears a ~ a relatively consistent and comprehensible m anner. But 
even more to the point is that the clai ms were a systematic 
projection of Europeall behaviour on to n ative Americans80 In 
those early years it tended to be the Euro peans w ho were no t 
'settled', living from plunder and ba rter; it was the Europea ns 
w ho proved incapable o f feeding themselves from the fertile soil; 
it was the Europeans w hose duplicity and cunnin g kept thei r 
colonies alive by m anipula ting th e trust of their hosts; and 
eventually by betraying it. 

'~he Tem pest is so crucial for rhis period because it is the only 
rex t which deals - in however oblique a manner - w ith the key 
relationship between superior technology and the inability t 

produce food. W ha t in recent years a more attentive (or perhaps 
differently attentive) reading of the seven teenth-century sources 
has shown is that the colonists' irrational response to tha t 
discrepancy e<11l onl y be explained .in psycho logical terms: after all 
to bu m cornfields when yo u are starving, rather than stealing the 
corn , is to court the charge of psychosis. It is one o f the strengths 
of Edmund Morgan's great boo k on colonial Virgini a that he is 
prepared to tackle this problem : 

If you were a colonist. you knew tha t your technology was 
superior to the Indians'. You knew tha t y ou were civilized , and 
they were savages. It w as evident in your firearms, your 
cloth ing, your housing, your government, your religion . The 
Indians were supposed to be o vercom e w ith admi ration and to 
join you in extracting ri ches from the country. But your 
superior technolog y bad proved insuffici en t to extract any
thin g. T he Indians , keeping to them selves , laughed at your 
su perio r methods an d lived from the land m ore abundantly and 
with less labor than you did. T hey even furn ished you with the 
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food that you somehow did not get around to growing enough 
of yourselves. To be thus condescended to by heathen savages 
was in tolerable. And when your own people started deserting 
in order to live w ith them , it was too much. If it came to that, 
the whole enterprise of Virginia would be over. So you killed 
[he Indians, corrured them, b urned their villages, burned their 
cornflt:,lds. It proved yom superiority in spite of your failures . 
And you ga ve similar treatment to an y of your OWll people 
w ho !>uccumbcd to the savage way of life. But you still d id no t 
g row much corn . T hat was not wha t you had co me to V irgin ia 
for. 81 

T his terse sum mary w as speakable only as its repetition in the 
ricefields ofYietnam brought the original to ligh t. What it reveals 
so clearly is th e m assive , almost sel f-destntctive effort needed to 
create the self-im age of the technologically superior .82 The 
discursive webs woven in and arow1d these events in V irginia in 
the early seventeenth century to produce its 'history' constitute 
at the same time a massive effort o f rep ression w hereby the violent 
dispossession of the native Americans is rewrit ten as a crusade 
against the unregenerate savage, the guilt of conquest being 
transferred fro m usurper to usurped : as from Prospero to 

8 3 Caliban. 

8 

Al though the full y- fledged Pocahontas m yth belongs to the 
nilleteen th century, some of the story's implications were 
glimpsed by its contemporaries. It is d ifficu lt to judge exactly 
w hat effect the marriage between R olfe and Pocahontas had on the 
relationshIp between the English and the A lgonquian in Virginia, 
bur it certainly symbo lized a period of uneasy truce. If Gates's 
instructions marked the b eginning of English consolidation on the 
Virginian m ain land it was only the r3pid increase in demand for 
land to grow tobacco after 161 9 tha t m ade it clear beyond shadow 
of doub t that the English intended not just to stay, w hich m ight 
have been tolerable, bu t actually to expand their toehold on the 
continent. 

So in the winter of 1616- 17 tha t saw R olfe and P ocahontas in 
London the decisive m oves had yet to be made. The colony's 
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futu re was still not secure: the Company's internal politics were 
convoluted. its propaganda not always successful, its assets almost 
exhausted , its recruiting record poor. 8 4 John Rolfe's A True 
Relation of the Slate of Virgirl;a. written during h is stay in London, 
was an attempt, probabl y prompted by a disaffected section of the 
Company, to suggest that the colony'S problems stemmed from 
past mismanagem ent and that Virginia itself offered wonderful 
opportunities stilL especially in the light of the peace that existed 
w ith the Amerindians .8 5 

P ocahontas, now Rebecca, is a fitt ing image for the prospect of 
such future co-operat ion given her appreciation of her proper 
place in the order o f things. Her baptism, her new nam e, her 
grasp of English , all m ark her ritual passage into the fold of 
civility. An engraving was made of her wearing English clothes 
and, in the oil painting copied from the engraving , she even 
begins to lose her Am erindian features. The comprehensiveness of 
this process, co upled with the ev ident delight at her royal carriage 
and 'great demonstration o f her Christian sinceritie', 86 conveys a 
certain anxiel y, as if the friends of the Virginia enterp rise w ere 
determined to leave nothing to chance. Appropriately then, 
P ocahontas 's virtual canonization is seen to have its discursive 
consequences because lod ged in Purchas's text is the only other 
m ember of the large Algonquian party to in terest the English, 
Uttamatamakin (a lso called Tomocom o), husband of P oca
hontas's sister: 

With this Savage I have often conversed at m y good friends 
Master D octor Goldstone. where he w as a frequent guest; and 
where I have both seen him sing and dance his diabolicall 
measures, and hea rd him discourse of his C o untrey and 
Religion, Sir T ho . D ales man being the Interpretour ... a 
blasphemer o f what he knew not, and preferring his G od to 
ours, because he taught them ... to weare their Devill-lock at 
the left eare; bee acquainted mee w ith the manner of that his 
appearance, and beleeved that his Okee o r Devil had taught 
them their husbandry, & ... Tomocomo was as wise in 
computation ofhis sailing, reckoning each night ... as another 
day. H ee is said also to have set up with notches on a stick the 
numbers of m en, being sent to see and signifie the truth of the 
multitudes reparted to h}s Master. But his arithmetike soone 
fa iled , and wonder did no lesse amaze him at the sight of so 
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much Corne and T rees in his comming from Plimmoth to 
London, the Virginians imagining that defect thereof had 
brought us thither,87 

So ye t again we fw d the twO figures, 'guatiao' and ' canibal' , 
but now walking the streets of London and even visiting its 
drawing rOoms. And, if the 'guatiao' has become almost 
ind istinguishable from an English lady, the 'canibal' , in dialect
ical consequence, remains threateningly unregenerate in manners, 
beliefs , dress and, perhaps most importan t of all, hair style,88 
Purchas is threatened enough by this determined 'o therness' to 
need to comfort himself w ith some heavy sarcasm at the 
Algonquian 's expense, although we can but sympathize with 
T omocomo's amazement at the sigh t of 'so m uch corne': what a 
stupid native indeed to believe that English demands for food in 
Virginia were something to do w ith them not having enough of 
their own back home, 

In the Rotunda of the Capi to l in Washin gton there is a series of 
pain tings illustrating the pre-his tory of the U nited States, Vir
ginia is represented by Pocahontas, but the picture, by John 
Chapman, shows neither the famous ' rescue' nor her marriage 
with John Rolfe. fnstead it depicts Pocahontas 's baptism, shrewd
ly choosing tbe moment when European ritual symbolized her 
r ~jection of her own culture and her incorporation into the ranks 
of the saved (see Figure 12) , Lurking in the shadows at the side of 
the picture is a sullen figure with shaved head and single lock 
clearly visible. T he official publication brought out to celebrate 
the painting 's placemen t identifies him : 

while her uncle , the sullen, cunning, yet daring Opechan
kanough, shrunk back, and probably even then brooded over 
the deep laid plan of massacre which he so fea rfully executed 
years after. 89 

This is tbe final resolution of the colonial triangle, a spli tting of 
th e problematic thir d term , a severance of niece and uncle, 
available female and hostile male, 'good' Indian and 'bad' 
Indian, which leaves Pocahontas to be m ythologized and 
Opechancanough to lead a last desperate effort to extirpate the 
English from Virginia an d, in 1646, at nearly one hundred years 
of age, ro be shot in the back by an English soldier. 
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Once again the 'massacre' displays its retrospective im
portance to any event that preceded it: ~nly the 'massacre' could 
allow Virginian history to begin at all. That is not to say tha t such 
a history has I622 as its star ting point, b ut rather that the period 
between 1607 and r622 could not satisfactorily be narrativized 
until the 1622 'massacre' provided the authoritative organizing 
principle that would red uce the earlier chaos to the order of 
syntagmatic coherence. From this perspective the absence of 
Smith 's 'rescue' from his earlier account can be better under
stood. In I608 such an event would have been, in the strict 
psychoanalytical sense of the word, a trauma for Smith, an even t 
impossible at the time to incorpora te fully into a significant 
contex t or narrative. So T he TrtJe R efatiorl represses all mention of 
the incident, not risking opening in the prospective Virginian 
narrative a traumatic breach that no trope could close. After 1622 

the 'rescue' becomes comprehensible: it can be articulated into a 
narrati ve in w hich Pocahon tas has an increasingly central role to 
play as evidence that Algonqujan recognition of the values of 
European culture could have provided the basis for a harmonious 
relationship, had not the inherent viciousness of her uncle 
destroyed all hope of peaceful co-operation. Within such an 
overarching narrative Smith' s own position as the great white 
hero having to be rescued by an adolescent girl becomes 
acceptable for the first time since he is thereby retroactively 
identified with the colony itself, the innocent 'virgin' victim 
of the native aggression only postponed in 1607 through 
Pocahontas's gesture, to return a hundredfold fifteen years later. 

The 'massacre' provided w hat had proved to be most 
necessary for the colony co survive: a huge infringem ent of 
Natural Law w hich left its victim~ free to pursue any course they 
wanted, unregenerate savagery having forfeited all its rights, civil 
and natural. The zealousness w ith w hich the English ideologists 
drew the consequences of the 'massacre' indicates something of 
the relief that was mixed w ith the horror at the news. Edward 
Waterhouse, who wrote the most detailed account, finds an 
appropriate image: 

our hands which before w ere tied w ith gentlenesse and fair 
vsage are now set at liberty by the treacherous violence of the 
Sauages: not vntying the Knot, but cutting it.90 

J OHN SMITH AND POCAHONTAS 

The Gordian difficulties of coexistence could now be set aside by 
the 'j ustified' establishment of an aggressive pale, an armed 
frontier finally built in 1634 between the headwaters of the James 
and York rivers and behind w h.ich the English would develop 
their pastoral economy and grow large amounts of tobacco. 
Bolstered by the memory of the treacherous massacre, that 
frontier would expand as and when it could, the rights of those 
thereby displaced no longer ao issue. This chapter can end with 
W aterhouse's ferocious version of Virginia 's fu ture, not w itha m 
its parallels to the ending of Act TV of The Tempest: 

the way of conquering them is much more easie then of 
ciuilizing them by faire meanes, for they are a rude, barbarous, 
and naked people, scattered in small companies, w hich are 
helps to Victorie, but hinderances to C iuilitie: Besides that, a 
conquest may be of many, and at once; but civilitie is in 
particular, and slow, the effect oflong time, and great industry. 
Moreouer, vlctorie of them m ay bee gained many waies; by 
force, by surprize, by famine in burning their Come, by 
destroying and burning their B oats , C anoes, and Houses, by 
breaking their fishing Weares by assailing them in their 
huntings, w hereby they get the greatest part of their sustenance 
in W inter, by pursuing and chasing them with our horses, and 
blood H ounds to draw after them, and M astiues to teare them, 
which take this naked , tanned, deformed Sauages, for no other 
then w ild beasts. and are so flIece and fell vpon them, chat they 
feare them w orse then their old Deuil w hich they w orship, 
supposjng them to be a new and w orse kinde of Deuils then 
their owne. 9 1 
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Robinson Crusoe 

and Friday 

. [LJike C hristofer he bears 
in speech mnemonic as a missiona ry's 

the W ord to sa vages, 
its shape an ea rthen, wa ter-bearing vessel's 

whose sp rinkling alters us 
into good Fridays w ho recite His praise, 

parroting our master's 
style and voice, we make his language ours, 

con verted canllibals 
we learn w ith him to ea t the fl esh of Christ. J 

1 

When I was com e down the hill to the shore, as r said above, 
being the S.W. poin t of the islan d, I was perfectly confounded 
and amazed; nor is it possible fo r me to express the horror of 
m y mind, at seeing the shore spread with skulls, hands, feet , 
and other bones of humane bodies; and panicularly I observed 
a place w here there had been a fire made, and a circle dug in the 
earth, like a cockpit, where it is su pposed the savage w retches 
had sat down to their inhuman e feastings upon the bodies of 
their fellow-crea tures. 2 

N othing conveys the flavour of cannibalism better than the 
graphic depiction of its_ aftermath, the scattered limbs and 
scorched bones that horrify Robinson Crusoe exactly as they 
had Dr Chanca some 200 years previously on a slightly mOre 
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northerly Caribbee island. 3 This cannibal residue is C rusoe's first 
~~.-. 	 'evidence' of a savage presence on his island, one moment in that 

long and suspenseful section of the no vel leading up to the 
paradigmatic colonial encounter, that key scene of colonial 
literature where the recently rescued Caribbean Amerindian, 
soon to be named Friday, places his head beneath the foot of a 
bewildeIcd E\1ropean. 

Crusoc's island is sitnated by the text in the estuary of the 
Orinoco, within sight of T rinidad; and the Amerindians that 
feature in the book, including Friday, are all referred to as 
Caribs.4 Yet, oddly, despite this degree of geographicaJ specifIC
ity, Robinson C rusoe is not usually seen as in any significant sense 
'a Caribbean book '. It is 'a Puritan..fa ble', the first true work of 
' realism', the novel of 'economic individualism' or, most 
popularly, the story quite simply of a m an on an island - the 
location of that island being of, at best, subsidiary importance. 
This chapter will try to return R obinson Crusoe to the Caribbean . 

~ 

'Xot-~ 
~".r""""" ~	 2 

Most recent criticism of Robinson Crusoe has taken as its reference 
point Ian Watt's influential 1957 book Th e R ise oj the N ove/, 
subtitled 'Studies in Defoe, R ichardson and Fielding'. 5 In this 
book Watt argued for Robinson Crusoe's crucial place in the 
history of the novel on three grounds: as the pre-eminent novel of 
the 'individualism' that characterizes modern realistic fiction; as 
fulfilling more generally the criteria of what he called 'formal 
realism'; and as demonstrating, in Crusoe 's wanderings, 'the 
dynamic tendency of capitalism itself, whose aim isn.ever merciy 
to maintain the status quo, but to transform it in ce~ntly ' .6 The 
main line of dissent to Watt's arguments has come from what has 
been called ' ~e rediscovery of a pervasive spirituaLma.ti[' in the 
novel which, against Watt 's marxisant understanding of Defoe 's 
'purely 	 formal adherence' to religious values, emphasizes the 
importance of the cycles of sin and regeneration that underlie the 
surface realism of Robinson Crusoe, seeing it therefore as a deeply 
religious book, a Puritan fable of spiritual life. 7 

But the true import of the ' religious' reading lies in its 
attempted solution to critical difficu lties about the coherence of 

...... .. 
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Defoe's text. Within Ian Watt's trio of rising novelists both Defoe 
and Fielding occupy somewhat anomalous positions, leaving 
Richardson as the only representative of the 'mature' novel of 
realism .s Watt's objection to Fielding's novels is that his au thorial 
interventions and classical plots ' tend to compromise the 
narrative's general air of literal au then ticity by suggesting the 
manipulated sequences of literature rather than the ordinary 
processes of life'.9 Defoe's novels on the contrary 'embody aU the 
elements of formal realism', 1 0 but to an almost embarrassing 
degree. They suggest so successfully the 'texture of daily expe
rience' l l tha t they threaten to cease being literature at all. Plot is 
at the centre of boch anomalies. Nothing is more characteristic of 
literary narrati ve than plot - it is the manifestation of the crafted 
work ; yet nothing is more destructive chan plot, as a sign of 
artifice, of that semblance, in trinsic to formal realism , that the 
novel is 'an authentic acconnt of the actual experiences of 
individuals ' .12 The logic of formal realism would take certain 
'novels' outside Watt' s notion of li tera ture altogether: Journ al oj 
the Plague Yea r has caused notorious difficulties fo r precisely 
this reason . Watt refuses that logic by balancing Defoe against 
Fielding with Richardson as the pivot w ho squares the circle, 
'dealing w ith ... the problem .. . of plot . .. w hich Defoe had 
left unsolved' . l3 T he criterion by which Richardson is judged to 
have 'resolved the main fo rmal problems which still confronted 
thc novel' is that he had created 'a literary structure in which 
narrative mode, plot, characters, an d moral theme were orga
nized into a ~m ified whole' .14 Coherence proves to be the ultimate 
standard. This is not an uninteresting way of approaching 
C larissa, although it has to be noted that R ichardson's manner of 
'dealing with' the problem of plo t was to em bed it in such a 
de tailed evocation of the processes of everyday life tha t it never 
had a chance to become a flagrant example of literary artifice 
not a model that many novelists have chosen to follow . 

The modern realist novel, as understood by W att, can usefully 
be defined by its absolute incompatibility with any notion of 
Providence. N othing defines Providence more clearly than its 
reliance on plot: .Providenceis history with a .Jllg t, authored by 
God. On the surface, W att's position would seem confirmed by 
the analog y: the novel is, in Lukacs's famous phrase, ' the epic of a 
world that has been abandoned by GOd' ,15 a thoroughly secular 

'-
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form, its secularity secured by the aversion of formal realism to 
the ' literary' machinery of plot. But Watt is reluctant to go that 
fa r: the appearances of ' li terature' have to be saved by the 
reintroduction of plot, which is, in effect, nothing less than the 
rein troduction of a providential au thority into the world of the 
fi ction . 

Even Clarissa, Watt's prime exhib it, fall s victim to this an ti
nom y. W hile the epistolary form seems to offer a perfect 
semblance of an 'authentic' writing, one produced entirely by the 
fictional charac ters themselves, Richardson was horrified to find 
that it enabled readers [Q draw their own conclusions - by. fo r 
example, sympathizing w ith Lovelace and fmding C larissa prig
gish, an outcome Richardson attempted to block in later editions 
of C larissa by adding explanatory and didactic foo tnotes, in other 
words by reintroducing into the seamless and seemingly un
authored text the providential voice of the Author. 1 6 

For W att. then, Defoe's novels, however crucial to the thesis of 
formal realism , remain 'immarure' examples, flawed by their lack 
of anything more than the most episodic of plots. Robinson 
C rusoe, important enough to stand at the head of W att 's studies of 
individual novels, is, in the last analysis, shunted off into a 
category of 'works singular and original', representative of 
nothing other than itself, 17 a realistic but episodic novel , lacking 
' ll1trins ic coherence' - that touchstone of bourgeo is aesthetics. 
The perception of the spiritual pattern, revealing R obirlsOll Crusoe 
as a form ally sophisticated and coherent narrative, has therefore 
been welcomed by the literary academ y as sidestepping W att's 
implied criticism of R obillson Crusoe and affirming the true 
' literary' value of such a seminal work. 

T he tex tual analogy used by the 'spiritual' reading is that ' 
of (he Puritan j ournal , an immediate and transparen t recording 
of everyday experience - a 'wri ting to the moment' in 
R ichardson 's phrase - w hich would on retrospective reading 
reveal to the keeper of the journal providential patterns not 
obvious in the crow ded sensations of the lived m oment.1 8 So, the 
argument goes, R obinsol'l Cn/soe m imes the tex ture of daily 
expe6 ence so accurately that only the most careful of rereadings 
w ill perceive the underlying spiri tual pattern that gives the 
narrati ve its true significance. 

W ithout doubt R obinsol1 Crusoe is studded with religious 
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references and symbols which arguably fonn part of a larger 
pattern. W hat, nevertheless, remains at issue is the meaning of this 
pattern of religious references g iven that no authorial voice, 
whether as overt commentator or 'implied au thor', is present to 
endorse them. R obinson Crusoe may well have the structure of a 
redemption narrative but, wi thin the fic tion, the structure of 
Robinson Crusoe is given by Crusoe himself; it is an aspect of his 
aurobiographical strategy, the way he chooses to com pose his life 
story and , as such, has no authoritative status beyond the reach of 
the usual interpretative procedures. Indeed on several occasions 
C rusoe himself discusses the possible providential significance of 
particular episodes. When such delicate questions of interp reta
tion are themselves turned into the very matter of fic tion 
Providen ce can in no w ay be said to provide a privileged m aster
plo t to the narrative. 
. The 'spiritual' reading of R obinson Crusoe attempts - unsuccess

fu lly - to remedy the scandal of the secular text w hose inter
preta tion is not guided by any authorial voice, but which 
has been published as the ch aracter's own story , 'Written by 
Himself', an assertion, as W att rightly saw, of the primacy of 
individual experience as defiant in its own - fictional - way as 
Descarles' cogito ergo sum .1 9 

3 

A different, and perhaps more productive way of framing the 
critical disagreement between the 'econo mic' and 'spir itual' 
readings of R obinson C rusoe is to see them as constructing 
tw o different .Qefoes. Against Watt's 'm odern' Defoe 
D efoe/Richardson/Fielding - is set a seventeenth-century Defoe 
M ilton/Bwlyan/Defoe. Against W att's assertion that D efoe w as 
the 'complacent apologist of nascent industrial capitalism' is set 
the conserva tive economic theorist bitte rly opposed to the 
unregulated fmancial dealings of the new exchange. 2o D espite the 
notorious problems of authorship and changing political all
egiance _. let alone questions of intentional fallacy when it com es 
to reading the novels - there are important issues here that need 
careful following since they relate, in the last analysis, to colonial 
matters . 
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Ian Watt's argumen t about ' the dynamic tendency of capital
ism' being manifest in Crusoe's career has been usefully modified 
by Stephen Hymer, who sees that career as illustrating Marx's 
analysis of the origins of the capitalist economy in the period of 
primitive accumulation.21 Hymer can therefore contrast the story 
of Crusoe's accumulation of capital in the Africa trade and later 
on his Brazilian plantation - the looting of the non-European 
world - with what Marx, in ironic reference to the conventional 
view , called 'the rosy dawn of the era of capitalist production'.22 
Hymer's model, it is true, is thoroughly mimetic: what R obinson 
Crusoe gives us is a picture of 'the actual facts of what happens in 
the international economy'.23 But his analysis has the great meri t 
of not ignoring the island episode. In response to Watt's reading 
of the novel one critic pointed out that 'No one in his senses 
would choose the story of a man cast alone on an uninhabited 
island to illustrate a theory which only applies to the exchange of 
goods and services'. 24 Bu t according to Hymer: 

ill many ways [Crusoe's] solitary sojourn represents the aliena
tion suffered by all under capitalism .... T here is no real 
paradox in this. To capitalism belong both the production of 
the most highly developed social relations in history and the 
production of the solitary individua1. 25 

This is a good dialectical point. Unfortunately Hymer's w ay of 
putting it strains the mimetic model to its logical terminus where 
the novel becomes a secular allegory ('it seems to me that Defoe 
... is presenting an allegory about the life of all men in capitalist 
socicty') ,26 a conscioqs and coherent analysis therefore dependent 
upon a particularl y knowledgeable subject ('Defoe (1659-] 73 I) 
was particularly well placed to observe and understand the essence 
of the rising bourgeoisie and the secrets of its o rigins').27 T here 
are two things wrong with this. T he demand for such coherence 
endows texts with a spurious or at least a premature unity. And , 
w hile it offers the usual assessment of Defoe's 'position ' with 
respect to economic matters, such a vicw is seriously oversimpli
fied, especially when it comes to reading R obinson Crusoe . 

At least three strands in Defoe's economic writing need 
distinguishing: Defoe as the complete ideologist of trade - the 
constant baseline to his economic thought; Defoe as the propa
gandist for the age of projecting; and Defoe as the scourge of the 
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stock-jobbers. T he crux of the critical disagreements has tended to 
rest 00· the relationship between these last two strands. On the one 
hand there is the contrast made between Defoe's projecting spirit 
as the embodiment of thc 'New Age' of capitalism over and 
against the conservati ve politics ofnostalgia represented by Swift, 
Pope and Bolingbroke. On the other hand , D efoe's commitmenr 
to established mercantile practices is contrasted to his condemna

28tion of conremporary stock-jobbing. 
In part the confusion has stemmed from the ambiguity of the 

important term '~~cmr'. Defoe's famous Essay on Projects 
(1 697) is largely a paean to the proj ecting spirit, but it is often 
onsidered that by the early 1720S proj ecting had been irreparably 

tainted by the South Sea Bubble fusco or even - more relevantly 
since it pre-dates RobillSon Cmsoe - by the failu re of the Darien 
project in 1699, that ill-fated attempt at a Scottish colony on the 
isthmus where Central and South America join. But, although 
the Darien scheme had been launched by h is close friend W illiam 
Paterson, there is no evidence that Defoe's commitment to his 
own pet project of a Sou th Sea trading area based on a new 
English colony in South America with an encrepot on the Pacific 
coast - clearly akin to the Darien idea - was in d1e lease reduced: 
his plans remain remarkably consistent from the r690s through to 
1727, well after the bursting of the Bubblc.29 

O f the variants to Defoe's scheme the two 17 f9 versions are 
most relevant to Robinson Crusoe, by date, but also because they 
couple the idea of a southern trade w ith a reactivation of Ralegh's 
plans to exploit the gold of Guiana, the territory that lies just 
beyond C rusoe' s island.30 T he importance of Ralegh's project to 
the study of Defoe is that it enables us, following Defoe's own 
Jead, to separa te the notion of projecting from the stock-jobbing 
which had become its inevitable implica tion following the 
debacle of 1720. The su ggestion, then, is tha t an important thread 
in Defoe's patchwork economic ideology harked back to the 
golden age of Elizabethan privateering. The Caribbean, of course, 
had been a projectors' sea from the time of Columbus onwards. In 
England Drake's stupendously successful 1585 voyage to the 
C aribbean initiated a whole series of similar projects, of w hich 
R alegh's Guiana expedition was probably the most ambitious and 
the most ill-fa ted adventure (though that title m ight also go to 
C romwell's 'Western Design') .31 None of these, though, had 

..... 
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quite the lasting hold on the imagination at seventeenth- and 
eighteenth-century English w riters as the shipwreck of the Sea
Venftne on the Bermudas, which had snatChed spectacular success 
from the jaws of tragedy in the tradi tion of the best adventurers, 
and provided one of the most consistent reference points for the 
remaining years of the English presence in the Caribbean. 

The grear Caribbean 'adventure' of Defoe's lifetime was 
W illiam Phips's 1687 'voyage to the wreck', lacking perhaps the 
aura of Drake and Ralegh, but still an extraordinary scheme - to 
locate the wreck of the Spanish treasure ship Nuestra Senora de Ja 
Concepci6n sunk off the coast of Hispaniola - w hich produced a 
return of forty-seven-fold on investment. T he to tal revenue of 
nearly a quarter of a million pounds sterling of bullion is 
sometimes seen as having provided the foundation for that period 
of fmancial experim entation which produced the Bank of 
England and the modern system of public credit. 3 2 

'Treasure~ and 'adven.ture' are cjoseL~assQc;iated .... though.. the 
relationshill is.inevi tably complex. for any warld-view infiuenced 
by Puritan ideas . Around Ralegh 's 'Guiana ' cer tainly hovered the 
spell of El Dorado, but from the evidence of, say, il New Voyage 
Round the Vi/o rId, Defoe was im mune to, or at least cautious 
towards, the prospect of easy riches of that kind.33 Probably more 
relevant was the relative proximity of R alegh's Guiana to the 
new sources of Brazilian gold recently discovered by Paulista 
adventurers in Minas Gerais, w hich were important enough to 
England, at a time when the East India Company w as draining 
the country of bullion, for D efoe to defend the Methuen Treaty 
of 1703 through which England was given complete freedom to 
trade with Brazil and therefore access to a regular supply of 
gold.34 In other words. Guiana's ' treasure' might need to be 
worked for in a sa tisfactorit~tan_m aDDer.--the meanings of 'adventurer' need careful As with 'projector' 
unpacking since the word conceals a contrast that, at least since 
Defoe's time, has carried considerable ideological weight. In one 
form or another the term has had a continuous existence from the 
twelfth century to the present day to refer to certain kinds of 
in vestor, originally ~n~t_a.?venturer ' - anyone investing in 
overseas trade - more recently 'adventure capitalist', the asset 
stripper who occupies in contemporary populist demonology the 
place of the early eighteenth-century stock-jobber. Yet the 
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interest of the_word obviously lies in irs overlap of the fmancial 
and the colonial, the worlds of Lloyd's List and John Buchan, the 
common clement being risk. It might be said that the 'pure' 
adventure story, which has to take place outside metropolitan 
Europe and preferably in as remote an area as possible, reached its 
apogee as the tentacles of European colonialism were at their 
grea test reach in the late nineteenth century. 35 The lar.&cr the 
degree of jillancia I involvement in the non-European world, the 
more determinedly 11011-financial European adventure stories 
became. Captain Mayne Reid's novels are perhaps the 'purest' 
examples, telling tal~s of discovery, of buried treasure, of batrles 
against natu re or vicious savages. There is certainly no such purity 
about Robinson Crusoe's 'strange surprizing adventures', but 
neither is he merely an adventure capitalist. The Elizabethans here 
offer an important precedent. D rake and R alegh could be said to 
have held in heroic suspension tIle (for us) twin meanings of 
'adventure' . T,he'y ~ked their c;ap.ital a'ld their hodies jn search of 
Clujck an(:Lhigh re,twns: their investment was .~sonal as well as 
fInancial , as opposed to the joiDl:::StQck holder whose 'risks' were 
pure!y vicarious. In the Essay on Projects the despised 'meer 
proj ector' leaves the poor 'Adventurer ' to carry the can; the 
'Honest Projector' combines the roles of projector and ad ven
turer, putting his own project into execu tion .36 

C onnotation is difficult to gauge and not even constant at any 
one period. W hat evidence we do have, however , suggests that 
'adventures' were both officially and popularly regarded in a 
favourable light during the Elizabethan period, as both benefiting 
the national econom y and singeing the king of Spain's beard. 
Popular suspicion of [he fmancial experiments that followed the 
1688 settlement would have tarred 'adventurer' with the same 
brush as 'projector' when it came to the stock-market, and in 
fo rei gn trade 'adventurers' would be subject to the disapproval of 
the large monopolies - and therefore perhaps fascinating to 
everyone else - because of their disregard of the new trade 
regulations. Brau del, for example, quo tes an official report of 
1699 which refers to 'inter lopers and adventurers', bur in a 
seemingly favourable way - perhaps an early hint of the paradox 
involved in a capitalist empire claiming to adhere to an ideology

37of personal freedom.
In a wa y, then, Defoe holds the history of the word 'adventure' 
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together for us. By looking back beyond the great merchan t 
companies to tbe age of Ralegh, Defoe could endow Robinson 
C rusoe with something of the heroism of the adventurer who 
risked life and limb as well as capital , therefore, adventitiously, 
providing a link between the Elizabethan era and the true age of 
adventure in the second half of the nineteenth century - an age 
which, through Ballan tyne, Marrya t and many others , sought the 
purity of adventure precisely through rewriting the story of 

, RobitlSoll C rusoe. For C rusoe, it needs stressing in conclusion, 
'adventu re' is replete w ith what, fo r us, has come [ 0 be its two 
separate meanings. W hen he speaks of 'my first adventure' (p. 39) 
he means, inseparably, his dangerous voyage to Guinea and his 
£ 40 investment in ' toy's and trifles' to sell to the natives for gold 
dust. T his £40 comes from his father , or possibl y his mother, but 
they never receive a rerum on their investment. 38 

4 

C rusoe's concern with accounting is legendary , so the details of 
his financial career can be easily mapped. Under the direction of 
the 'honest and plain-dealing' captain (p. 39) he spends his £ 40 on 
trinke ts and toys w hich be exchanges for £ 300 of gold dust. 
£200 is left with the captaiTl's widow and the rest, converted 
again into trading goods, lost w hen the ship is captured by 
T urkish pirates. Due to th~ ' generous treatment ' of the Por
tuguese captain who eventually reScues bim (p. 55) , C rusoe ends 
up in Bahia - at the southernmost point of the extended 
Caribbean (and not far from the gold-bearing area of Minas 
Gerais) - with 220 pieces of eight, pa yment for his 'possessions', 
all of them - boat, guns, slave - stolen from his master in Sallee. 
He learns sugar planting, bu ys land and sends fo r half of his 
English capital, which arrives in useful goods which he sells to 
great advantage in order to buy a negro slave and a European 
servant (p. 58). After thirty years of careful management by 
others in R obinson Crusoe's absence, Crusoe finds himself, as 
well as owner of a Caribbean island, 'master ... of above 5,000 I. 
sterling in money, and ... an estate ... in the Brasils, of above a 
thousand pounds a year' (p. 280) , plus, if he has not already 
included it, the money he brings off the island fro m the wrecks: 
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£36 from his ship (p. 75), 1100 pieces of eight, six doubloons of 
gold, and some small bars of gold fro m the Spanish ship (p. 197). 

But there 1S a danger here of not seeing the historical wood for 
the economic trees. Too great an emphasis on the fi nancial detail 
of C rusoe's career can obscure the important way in which, 
however sketchily, the early chapters oCthe book recapitulate the 
European 'history of discovery': the first tenta tive voyages 
down the West African coast, tbe entanglement with Islam, the 
crossing of the Atlantic, (;!ven the movement of Brazilian expertise 
to the Caribbean which was essenrial to the early economies of the 
English and French islands. T his certainly does not mean 
that Crusoe is in an y unproblematic sense an 'embodiment ' 0 

European colonialism - that would only make the book another 
k ind of mimetic allegory,. It poin ts, if anything, in the opposite 
direction. Crusoe's colonial career can in fact be divided between 
the rather bathetically secondar y, dependen t on the goodwill of a 
series of benevolent Portuguese, and the heroically, but rather 
rid iculously, primary. Five days sOllth of Sallee he is speak ing of 
the wild ani mals never having heard a gun before (p. 47); and 
twelve days further south, near the point C rusoe is heading for 
precisely because it is the crossroads of the colonial trade routes ('J 
know tha t all the ships from Europe, which sailed either to the 
coast or Guiney, or to Brasil, or to the East- Indies, made this cap~ 
or those islands' (p. 50)) , he shoots a leopard to the 'astonish
ment' and 'admiration ' of the ' poor ' negroes, who are 
properl y grateful for this manifestation of European technology 
(pp. 51- 2) , a rehearsal for Crusoe's more important demonstra
tion of fire-power in front of an equall y 'amazed' Friday 
(p . 2 I3). But Crusoe is most strikingly primary in his island 
interlude, reliving one of the or iginal Caribbean adventures -
Somers and Gates on the Bermudas perhaps, or even Columbus 
himself on Hispaniola, but in any case a European in a part of the 
world that has supposedly never seen a white man. Appropriately 
enough its introduction is to hear what C rusoe believes ' the flrst 
gun that had been fl red there since the creation of the world ' 
(p. 72 ) . 3 9 

T hose who take Defoe's ' realism ' for granted do not often get 
as far as the Caribbean, so the relevan t historical poin ts need 
making firmly. The only uninhabited islands in the (extended) 
Cari bbean w ere the unapproachable Bermudas - and they 
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bccam e a favourite reference point for that very reason . John 
Parry has writtcn that the only uninh abited land in Amcricll 
tended to be un inhabitable?"o the Amerindians would certainly 
not have ignored Crusoe~s remarkably fertile island unless they 
had been driven off by the Eur opean com petition for Caribbean 
land which was in full swing by 1659. Bu t in RobhlSOH Crusoe th e 
Ca ribs use the island only for periodic picnics. and other 
Europeans make onl y a belated appearance, leaving C rusoe to live 
out alone his repetition of colonial beginnings. 

T his is said no t to indict R obinson Crusoe fo r not being realistic 
enough. or for not ful filling its realist promise, but rather to 
suggest that the realistic detail of the lex t obscures elements of the 
narrative. that, if the above descrip tion is accu rate, would have to 
be called m ythic, in the sense that they have demonstrably less to 
do with the historic w orld of the mid-seventeentb-cen tnrJ 
Caribbean than they do with the pri mary stuff of colonialist 
ideology - the European hero's lonely first steps into the void of 
savagery. 'those uninhabited lands', in the unforgettable words of 
Lattimore's doubtless apocryphal parson, 'where only the 
hea thens dwell' .41 

The island episode of R obinson CnlSoe is m ythic in the same 
way as T h.e Tempest: it provides a simplifying cr ucible in which 
complexities can be reduced to their essential components. Such a 
formulation would probably gain assent, but the sim plifICation of 
the episode needs careful, if seemingly paradoxical, glossing. It has 
of course been seen as simplifying in the sense of being the 
reduction to a logical starting-point through the resolutive 
method pioneered by Ga1ileo and applied to political societies by 
Hobbes and, in a rather different way, by Locke and R ousseau; a 
method which enables the analyst to recompose the initial 
complexity t)f lived experien ce through a process of imaginative 
recombination of the relevant simples.42 T his view has R obinson 
C rusoe on the island, according to two of its variants, as the initial 
unit of a market economy interact ing, when need arises, wi th 
similar producers: and as natural m an , existing in a pre-socia l 
world befo re combining w ith others to fo rm a 'society' . Neither 
of these analyses of the simplification of the island episode has 
proved convincing. T he reasons have been spelled out by Marx 
and W att amongst others,43 but amount basically to two points: 
the lack of interest shown by the text in the compositive leg of the 
analysis which, for political and economic analysts, takes metho-
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dological precedence; and the 'impurity' of Robinson Crusoe 9S 

a simple, so graphically illustrated by the various trips to the 
wreck, but equally im portantly represented by what Christopher 
Hil l calls C rusoe's 'mental furniture',44 the ideological and 
cultural presuppositions he inevitably carries with him to the 
island. 

A further reason fo r rejecting such facile versions of tbe 
relationship between the fic tional and the politico-economic 
discourses of the eigh teen th century is the latter 's indifference, as 
scientific fab les, to the topogr aph ical and historical contexts 
whose very importance to RobitlSon Crusoe this chapter is trying 
to demonstrate. But two caveats need immediately adding to this 
statement. Despite the purely hypothetical status of the fab les of 
origin in Hobbes, Locke an d R ousseau, it should be remembered 
that they all in fact seek empirical support for their hypotheses in 
the contemporary state of America and, in Rousseau's case, refer 
specifIcally to the Caribs. 45 Conversely, despite the importance of 
R obinson Crusoe's topography, there is a sense in which the island 
episode is, so to speak, a retrea t from chronology and from 
geography into a moment that can in certain respects be called 
'Utopian ', though again some precision needs adding .to this 
term. 

The episode certainl y has the m ythic qualities of an original 
enCOlID rer between cjvilization and savagery, and is Utopian 
therefo re in the sense that the specific characteristics of the 
historical Caribbean in the middle of the seventeenth century are 
stripped away to highlight the puri ty of the experience. And the 
island setting, as in many Utopias, facilitates the isolation neces
sary for such paradigmatic fables to develop. Then again, 
Crusoe 's island shares some of the paradisaical elements of certain 
U topias , especially that tradition of what might be called 
'colonial U topias', those which stand outside the mainstream of 
the Utopian tradition both by being primarily a sought ideal and 
only secondarily discursive, and by being constantly anti
authoritarian in impetus. The model for this tradition comes from 
the Odyssey : the Lotus-Eaters of Book IX whose food makes 
Odysseus's sailors lose the desire to return home. T he first 
Caribbean exa mple is probably the community established by 
R oldan in the south of Hispaniola in flagrant challenge to 
C olumbus's authority; the most relevant that outlined by Stephen 
Hopkins in challenge to Somers after the shipwreck of the Sea
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VeIIlllre, and imperfectly practised by those w ho remained behind 
on the Bermuda:.; the two most resonant, the famous pirate 
com monwealth ofMadagascar and , right at the end of the period 
covered by this book, that established, or at least held up as a 
potent ideal, by Fletcher Christian , in revolt from Captain Bligh's 
attem pt to solve the problem of what to feed the Caribbean 
slavesY' R obillson Crusoe's re lationship with this tradition is by no 
means straightforward. Morc's pun on cutopia is especially 
problematic g iven Crusoe's anxiety and despair, but it should not 
be forgotten tha t Crusoe's island bas the kind of tropical fertil ity 
tha t rewards.1abour, even if it does not m ake it unnecessary. In 
addition, the social dimension of the colonial U topias ihsrraqgely 
<;.nough,prcsent: both ill. C rusoe's benevolent despotism - which, 
amongst o ther th.ings, is an i115istence that the social relations 
proper to Europe will not appl y on his island~ aud in the language 
he usc!> to talk about his property . 

But the pri mary dimension of the narrati ve's parabolic simplic
iry is found in C rusoe's solitude on the island, and it is here, 
surely, in its anaJ ys-is of the novel's 'radical individuaJism' that 
W att's accoun t stands uncontradic ted. The particular significance 
of the use of the autobiographical mem oir as an assertion of th 
primacy of individual experience by both Descartes and Defoe 
offers a comparison wonh pursuing. The Discourse 011 M ethod tells 
a story similar in many respects [0 R obinson Cr£/ soe: a story of 
travel and adventure cast in autobiographical form which culmi
nates in a period of abso lute solitude in w hich the p rotagonist is 
completely isolated ' from the world in w hich he lives. T his is 
Descartes' account: 

it is exactly eight years since this w ish made me decide to leave 
all those places where I had acquaintances, and to w ithdra w 
here to a countr y w here the long dura tion of the war has 
established such discipline that the armies maintained there 
seem to serve only to ensure that the fruits of peace are enjoyed 
with the maximum of security; and where, in the midst o f a 
great crowd of busy people, m ore concerned with their ow n 
business than curious about that of others, w ithout lacking any 
of tht' conveniences offered by the most populous cities, I have 
been able to live 35 solitary and withdraw n as 1 w ould in the 
Ill ost remote of deserts. 4 7 
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Descartes' soli tude is very m uch an act of will, Crusoe's seemingly 
an involuntary exile from the world - although the island episode 
could also be seen as the logical culm.ination to a process of 
volun tary isolation that began with Crusoe's rejection oC his 
father at the very beginning of the book, a denia l of the past evcq 
bit as symbolic as Descartes' abandonment of the study of 
letters. 4 8 Their spberes are clearly different, consciously at least, 
but Crusoe an d Descartes both set out to become very precisely 
self-made men: involved in a long quest for the composition of 
the self. 

T he differences may still seem striking. After all, Descartes 
rrives through a rigorous process of courageous self-examina tion 

at the certainty of a subjectivity that can ground knowledge; 
C rusoe tries, for the most part unsuccessfu lly, to com pose himself 
in the face of dreadful anxieties. A t best, surely, Descartes is the 
pure theorist of the self, opera tin g in a world untrarnri:lelicd by 
practical considerations; Crusoe an embodiment of the practical 
man of the world who operates en tirely in a realm of trial and 
error. The difFerences should not be minimalized, but it lias at 
least to be clear that behind the blan d 3ssurance ofDescartes' prose 
lies a maelstrom of narrative and syntactical complexities that 
severely compromise the purity of that '1'; and that, despite the 
'pure' philosophical tradition stemming from his work, De
scartes' own concern was to establish: 

a practical philosophy ... by which, knowing the power and 
the effec ts of fi re, water , air, the stars, the heavens and ali t.he 
other bodies which surround us ... we might put them in the 
same way to all the uses for w hich they are appropriate, and 
rhereby make ourselves, as it were, masters and possessors of 
nature;49 

- an en te rp rise entirely congruent w ith Crusoe's career and 
outlook . 

5 

An earlier focus was the dramatic contesta tion of 'proper 
beginnings' th at occupies m uch of the second scene of Til 
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Tempest. Despite the date of its composition, Robinson Cmsoe is 
equally concerned with that m ythic 'beginning' moment of the 
colonia l encounter although, read against Ti,e Tempest as a model. 
it can be seen to have a du al colonial beginning, Crusoe's first days 
~one. on the island being separated from ills fi rst meeting with 
Friday, whereas Prospera had met C aliban on his arrival on the 
island. Despite the supposed plainness, even negligence, of 
Defoe's style, the first beginning moment is presented w ith quite 
labyrin thine com plexity. 

An opening, and seemingly uncomplicated, description is 
given in its expen ed narrative place in the course of Crusoe's 
autobiography: 

After I had solaced my mind w ith the comfo rtable part of my 
condition, I began to look round me to see w hat kind of place I 
was in , and w hat was next to be done, and I soon found my 
comforts abate, and that in a word I had a dreadful deliverance; 
for I was wet, had no clothes to shift me, nor any thing either to 
eat or drink or comfort me, nei ther did I see any prospect 
befo re me, but that of perishing w ith hunger, or being 
devoured by wild beasts; and that which was particularly 
afHic ting to me was that I had no weapon either to hW1t and ki ll 
an y creature for my sustenance, or to defend m y self against 
any other creature that migh t desire to kill me fo r theirs. In a 
word, I had nothing about me but a knife, a tobacco-pipe, and 
a little tobacco in a box; this was all m y provision , and this 
threw me into terrible agonies of mind, that for a while I run 
about like a mad-man . N ight coming upon me, I began with a 
hea vy heart to consider what would be my lot if there were an y 
ra venous beasts in that country, seeing at night they always 
come abroad for their prey. 

All the remedy that offered to my thoughts at that tim e was 
to get up into a thick bush y tree like a fi rr, but thorny, which 
grew near me, and where I resolved to sit all night, and 
consider the next day w ha t death I should dye, for as yet I saw 
no prospect of life; I walked about a fu rlong from the shore, to 
see if I could find any fresh water to drink, which I did , to my 
great joy; and having drank and put a little tobacco in my 
mouth to prevent hunger, I went to the tree, and getting up 
into it, endeavoured to place my self so, as that ifI should sleep 
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I might nor fall ; and having cut me a short stick, like a 
truncheon, for my defence, I took up my lodging, and having 
been excessively fatigued, I fell fast asleep and slept as comfort
ably as, I believe, few could have done in my condition, and 
found my self the most refreshed with it tha t I th ink I ever was 
011 such an occasion. (pp . 66- 7) 

Not surprisin gly that fIrst eXperience of the island stays with 
C rusoe, and he is reminded of it m an y years later w hen he 
sympathetically observes the despair of the prisoners being cast 
away by the English m utineers: 

This put me in mind of the first time when I came on shore, 
and began to look about me; how J gave m y self over fo r lost; 
how wildl y I looked round me; what dreadful ap prehensions I 
had; and how I lodged in the tree all night for fea r of being 
devoured by w ild beasts. (p. 25 0 ) 

What complicates matters is tha t by this later stage of the sto ry we 
have already had two additional accounts of the moment of 
traum a. C rusoe, it will be remembered, spends some two weeks 
making twelve trips to the wreck and then at least another three 
weeks building his initial fortifica tion and sorting out his domes
tic arrangements. Only tben docs he have the time to turn to such 
secondary matters as writing: 

And now it was when I began to keep a journal of ev!!ry days 
employment, for indeed at first I was in too much hurry, and 
no t only hurry as to labour, but in too much discomposure of 
mind , and my journal w ould ha' been full of many dull things. 
For example, I must have said thus: 'Sept. the 30th. After I go t 
to shore and had escaped drowning, instead of being thankful 
to God for my deliverance, having first vomited with the great 
quantity of salt w ater which was gotten into my stomach, and 
recovering my self a little, I ran about the shore, w ringing my 
hand and beating my head and face, exclaiming at my misery, 
::md crying out, I was undone, un done, till tyred and faint I was 
forced to lye down on the ground to repose, but dursr not sleep 
fo r fear of being devoured.' (p. 86) 

It is not clear w hether this is an eX!!'12E 1e of the dull ~hings that 
C rusoe would have w rItten haC! he started his journal immedi
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ately, or whether this is what he would have written had he not 
been in 'too much discomposure of mind' to write at all. More 
worryingly:is one to presume tbatit would only have been the 
discomposure [hat would have made him mention the vomiting, 
edited from the other accounts, and would ha ve caused him to 
end the entry sleepless on the ground rather than snug in the tree? 
Something odd certainly seems to be happening. Either, tbe 
suggestion would appear to be, a_composed mind would know 

\ what to edi t from its account; or there are inexplicable discrep
ancies between Crusoes different" accounts: not Just, in fact, 
between the narrative present account (pp. 66-7) and the narra
tive present reconstruction of what he would have said (p. 86), 
but also between both of these and w hat immediately follows. 
which is the journal eutry itself: 

SE~TEMBE.R 30, ]659. I, poor miserable Robinson Crusoe, being 
shjpwrecked, during a dreadful storm. in the offing, came on 
shore on this dismal unfortunate island, which I called the 
Island of Despair, all the rest of the ship 'S company being 
drowned, and m y self almost dead. 

All the rest o f that day I spent in afflicting my self at tbe 
dismal circumstances J. was brought to, viz. I had neither food, 
house, clothes, weapon, or place to fly to , and in despair of any 
relief, saw nothing but death before me, either that I should be 
devoured by wild beasts, murthered by savages, or starved to 
death fOf want of food. At the approach of night, I slept in a 
tree for fear of wild crea tures, but slept soundly tho ' it rained all 
night. (p. 87) 

Since Crusoe has just given us the journal entry he would have 
written for September 30th had he then been writing a journal, 
the only possible status for this passage is as a retrospective entry 
wfitten when the journal was really started some four or five 
weeks later. Despite the presumed composure of early November 
this ~ntry is not noticeably different in manner or dullness from 
the hypothetical account, except tha t it is bereft of some of the 
detail about how he affiicted himself. It confmns the tree-sleeping, 
but adds the new detail that ' it rained all night', something it is 
difficult to imagine Crusoe knowing since he 'slept soundly' 
(p. 	87) and woke to find 'the weather clear' (p. 67)· 

It would be too easy to put these discrepancies down to Defoe's 
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carelessness. RobinsoH Crusoe does Dot have to be turned into 
Tristram Shatldy to see the text ·grappling here with some of the 
complexities involved in 'writing to the moment'. so Two points 
need emphasis. T he first is that this radical textual distu rbance 
occurs in the description of Crusoe's beginning on the island, a 
moment no doubt of acute personal trauma for Crusoe, but at the 
same time a moment re~ouan t with legal and ideological implic
ations for colonialist discourse: it is always this beginning moment 
that the discourse hesitates over. Secondly, although Crusoe 
presents his 'discomposure' as of short duration, an assessment 
that the view of Crusoe as rational man would second, the textual 
evidence gives no support to this view, offering in place of [he 
discomposed hypothetical version an account purporting to have 
been w ri tten at the time but which we know from what we have 
just been told could not h ave been written un til at the very least 
four weeks later. It is no t a question of catching Crusoe Out in his 
discrepancies, but rather of highlighting the desperate dj ffi culties 
the text has in composing C rusoe's self. an activity, as the word 
indica te~, every bit as much scriptive as it is psychological. 

Danger to self threatens Crusoe from. as it were, both 
directions. His protection against the devouring cannibals is to 
build a byzantine fortress of monumental solidity in w hich he can 
hide as in the womb -=;- [he outer layer is a shrubbery entered 
through a narrow winding passage. But the completion of the 
fortress is followed by an earthquake which brings the fea r o f 
being 'swallowed up alive' (p. 98). Homer Brown in probably 
right in seeing these two fears as essentially one - 'basically featS 
of engulfment'S 1 - yet there is one small but important distinc
tion made, interestingly enough, by Crusoe himself: 

The fear of being swallowed up aHve made me tha t I never 
slept in qu iet, and yet the apprehensions of lying abroad 
without any fence was almost equal to it. (p. 98) . 

But his words are misleading: the fear of sleeping in the open, far 
from being 'almost equal ' to the fear of being swallowed alive, 
w as clearly greater, since C rusoe never sleeps 'abroad with out any 
fen ce' and never abandolls his castle despite the danger from 
earthquakes. Even before the appearance of the footp rint, the 
un grounded fear of cannibals always outweights his actu al ex
periences, however frightening these experiences might be at the 
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moment they OCCLtr. This is even more apparent w ith the various 
escapes from drowning, none of the: effects of which lasts more 
than a few days. It is not easy to know what to make of this 
dist inction . B eing eaten no doubt has li ttle in general to re
commend it, but seas Jlld earthquah's certainly devour as 
efFectively as canni bals, and the 'three of their hats. one cap, and 
two shoes that were not fellows' (p. 66) prefigure the equally 
heterogeneous co llection of hmbs he la ter fin ds on the same shore 
(p. 172). Yet the clothing perhaps also hints at a signifi can t 
difference in that it is but a metonym for Crusoe 's dead 
companions w hose bodies, though 'devoured'. are w hole. III 
o ther words what is to be fea red from cannibal devouring is 
dispersal of corporeal integri ty. A lthough C rusoe never mentions 
it as an issue, such dispersal would be a particular threa t to a 
C hristian at a time w hen llle resurrection o f the body at the Last 
IJudgement was taken li terally. But even powerful considerations 
'such as this cannOt explam the exten t and persistence of Crusoe's 
fear, which proves to be psychotic inasm uch as it constantly 
~av()ws all contradictory evidence. 

This is a point of some im portance for the overall argument of 
this book, wh ich affi rms the existence of such a psychosis at the 
heart of European perceptions o f Amerindian culture in the 
Caribbean . C rusoe's immunity to the evidence presen ted - the 
last failing one would expect o f a character so often seen as 
representative of common-sense English em piricism - is therefore 
a min iature of the larger pic ture the present book paints. T he issue 
is not C ruSoe's initial fear of th~' cann ibals, understandable enough 
given the views prevailillg in rhe seventeen th century; it is rather 
his unsw erving adherence to th is fear despite the evidence that 
confronts him . Two key episodes are j uxtaposed in Defoe's text. 
At an advanced stage in C rusoe's relationship with Friday 
Friday now speaks fluent , if broken, English and is trusted enough 
to have been injtiated into the m ysteries of gunpowder and bullet 
- C rusoe shows Friday the ruins of his ship 's boat and is told in 
response that Friday has seen such a boat before: 

Friday described [he boat to m e well eno llgh; but brought me 
bet ter to under stand him, when he added with some warmth, 
'We save the white m ans from drow n'. Then 1 presently asked 
him if there w as any white mans, as he called them , in the 
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boat. 'Yes', he said ; 'the boat full white mans' . I asked h im 
how many; he told upon his fingers seventeen . I asked him then 
wha t becom e o f them ; he told m e, 'They live, they dwell at 
m y na tion ' . .. 

U pon this , I enquired of him more critically wha t was 
become of them. H e assllfed m e they lived still there; tha t 
they had been there about fO Llr years; that the savages let them 
alone, and gave them victuals to live. I ask ed him how it came 
to pass they did not kill theru.-and e<luhem. He said 'No, they 
m ake bro ther w ith them'; that is, as I understood him, a truce: 
and then he added , 'T hey n o eat mans I?ut when wakes t~r 
.flg~_t'; that is to say, they never eat any men but such as com e 
to Ight with them, and are taken in battle . (p.224) 

It hardly needs saying that Friday's words, prod uced in an English 
fiction, are not comparable w ith even such co m plexly m edia ted 
statements as Pocahontas's Brentford discourse. And yet, in a 
m anner not dissimilar to Caliban 's contestation of P rospero's 
assump tions, ~e here h3$. Friday o ffer an alternative version of 
Carib social pI4ctices which stands in stark contrast to C rusoe 's 
lurid vision of unalloyed ferocit }! . T he C aribs, acco rd ing to 
Friday, do eat human fl esh but only the fl esh of those that o ffer 
aggression: it seems that something like the !:.:W of N ations 
operates in the native Caribbean. M oreover the Spaniards, 
unharm ed, were fed and 'made b ro ther w ith ' , an example of the 
operation of the laws o f hospitality ~ w ith its echo of the gllatiao 
system - that makes Crusoe's plans to m assacre [hose who had 
o ffered him no violence look decidedly unethical. It is difficult to 
read this episode as other than a rather subtle critique of the h ollow 
pretensions to 'civilized' behaviour of the European colonists in 
the C aribbean. 

Even more striking, then, that this episode should be immedi
ately followed by another in w hich, the weather being serene, 
Friday discovers that he can see his homeland: 

I observed an extraordinary sense of pleasure appeared in his 
face , and his eyes sparkled, and his countenance discovered a 
strange eagerness, as if he had a m.ind to be in his own country 
again; and this observation of mine put a great many though ts 
into me, which made me at first not so easy about my new man 
Friday as I was before; and I made no doubt but that if Friday 
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could get back to his own nation again, he would not only 
forge t all his religion, but all his obligation to me; and would 
be forward enough to give his countrymen an account of me, 
and come back ~rhaps with a hundred or two of them , and 
make a feast upon me, at which he might be as merry as he used 
to be w ith those of his enemies, when they were taken ill war. 
(p. 225) 

This is a very dense passage, but the main point is clear: C rusoe's 
fear of being devoured by can{libals is immune tQ the quite 
specific evidence as to Carib practice j ust provided by Friday. In 
any case one needs a substantially inflated notion of the self to 
imagine that 'a hundred or two' ca.nnibals could 'make a feast' of 
one bod y. It is at such moments that C rusoe seems to have los t 
touch with reality altogether. 

The conclusions to be drawn from this analysis mi ght initially 
seem at odds with the general drift of my argument because 
Crusoe's disavowal suggests that the island episode should be read 
as less 3 'realistic' account of Englisb colonialism in the Caribbean 
than a parable of the anxiety surrounding the kind of 'com
position of the self' performed so emblematically b y Descartes. 5 2 

The threa t from the cannibals would then be read not as the pro
mulgation of a pseudo-ethnographic or even overtly ideological 
vision of the native inhabitants of the Caribbean, but rather as 
a graphic image of the_E iPI1Iposition of the self rhat is the price of 
failure. Crusoe's fear would be the reverse of Descartes' 'first 
good' w hich relics, it should be remembered, 'on the disposition 
of the organs' : the ' tremulous priva te body' of the new bourgeois 
regime haunted by the image of the violent dispersal of its 
violen tly composed body politic. 53 However there are two 
rcasons w hy such a reading is not in fa ct at odds with my general 
drift. First , to set such a parable in the Caribbean is itself, even 
though (or of course because) not a direct comment, still the 
contribution of a significant strand to the ideological construction 
of that geographical area w ithin European discourse. And second
ly, as will be shown shortly, Crusoe's composed self, tempered in 
a crucible every bi t as in tense as Descartes ' stove, is ready for 
action. The parable of the self, remote from social and political 
concerns as it ma y seem , has very decisive social and political 
effects. . 
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These effects can be spelled out by looking more closely at the 
process of Crusoe's self-composition. Schematically it could be 
said that the initial composi tion of that self lasts the twelve 
months tha t he has a good suppl y of ink: a year's journal provides 
him with enough material to check for providential repetitions, 
31ld by this time he has established his home (extended self) and 
his routine (chronological self) . Within this year the key event is 
clearly tlle ague and the 'terrible dream' that occasions C rusoe's 
con verSlOn . 

There are four moments in the book w hen this composed self is 
severely shak en. T he first comes after Crusoe's abortive attempt 
to sail round the island, w hich has again opened up the prospect of 
dea th , this time from starvation. Exhausted, Crusoe reaches his 
'coun try house' and falls asleep, only to be woken by somebody 
calling his name. T he voice belongs to his parrot, but 'it was a 
good while before I could compose myself' (p. 152). T he feared 
'other' turns out this time to be merely a repetition of his own 
voice, as the parrot, that token of the New World, speaks its 
unique lines, being the only creature, hu man or animal . to utter 
R obinson C rusoe's name in the whole book - except that, of 
course, since self-made men can have no fathers, the parrot calls 
him Robin rather than R obinson. 

The second disconcerting moment is that central incident of the 
book, the discovery of the footprint . D riven 'out of my self' 
(p. 162) , C rusoe's immediate reaction is to hide in his castle for 
thret: days and nights. He is eventually comforted by thC' thought 
that what he had seen might be a print of his own foo t, so that the 
fea red 'other' could again turn out to be another version of the 
self. Unfortunately the print is larger and in a place where Crusoe 
is sure he had never trodden. His reaction now is: 

to throw down my enclosures and turn all my tame cattle wild 
into the woods, that the enemy might Dot find them, and then 
frequ~t the island in prospect of the same, or the like boory; 
then to the simple thing of digging up my two corn fields , that 
they might l10r find such a grain there, and still be prompted to 
frequent the island; then to dem olish my bower and tent, that 
they might not see any vestages of habitation,and be prompted 
to look farther, in order to find out the persons inhabiting. 
(p. r67)54 
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Just three pages earlier he had been racking his brains how to 

avoid the terrible possibility that the savages would 'find my 
enclosure, destroy all my corn, carry away all my flock of tame 
goats' (p. 164). To conceal the self and to destroy the self tum out 
to be identical m anoeuvres. In such circums tances j ust how can 
self and o ther be distinguished at all? 

Hardly has C rusoe recovered from the shock of the footprint 
w hen he srum bles across the horrific remains of the cannibal feast. 
This time his discomposure has two stages. First : 

my stomach g rew sick , and Twas just at the poin t of fainting, 
when nature discharged the disorder from m y stomach, and 
h av ing vomited with an uncom mon violence, I w as a little 
rclieved . (p. T72) 

He w alks aw ay: 

and then recovering m y self, I looked up with the utmost 
affection of m y soul, and with a fl ood of tears in m y eyes, gave 
God thanks that had cast m y firs t lot in a part of the world 
w here 1 was distinguished from such dreadfu l creatures as these. 
(p. 17 2 ) 

So that paradigmatic manifestation of cannibalism finally allows 
C rusoe to clearly distinguish himself from others. H e finally 
kn ows who he is; although only after the vomiting symbolically 
voids him, producing that impossib le 'pure' body, alimentarily 
haste. Horrific as it m ay be, tangibility is in inverse proportion to 

anxiety : after the initial shock C rusoe is content that 'if I did not 
discover m y self to them' (p. T7 3) he would be safe and sound. As 
the tex t conjures up the 'reali ty ' of cannibalism, so the tentative 
ego is strengthened in its kno wledge of itself. [t may not be too 
sure what it is , but it knows it is no t a cannibal. It is at this 
moment that Crusoe becomes the fully-fledged colonial adven
turer, self-composed, ready for action . 

B ut action in volves entry into a social world, interrelati.onships 
w ith othcr human beings, and this move is always, for Crusoe, 
fraught w ith difficulties . Within the fictional w orld this is hardly 
surprising, although Crusoe's actions are sometimes, even given 
the circumstances, quite remarkable. But the larger political 
questions concerning the C aribbean arc raised in direct fashion by 
C rusoe himself, enabling us again to read these individual 
difficulti es as sociaLly and politically resonant. 
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n his imagination Crusoe alternates, wildly, between tbe two 
extreme points on the scale of international relations: he dreams of 
various elaborate contrivances for killing as many of the cannibals 
as possible, and then decides it would be both morally right and 
more pruden t to leave them entirely alone unless they attacked 
him fi rst. In the course of these latter medit<ltions Crusoe 
constructs a classic Montaignesque argument comparing Carib 
and C hristian p racti ces in war: 

When I had considered this a li ttle, it fo llowed necessarily that I 
was certain ly in the wrong in it , that these people were not 
murtherers in the sense that I had before condemned them in 
my thoughts; an y more than those C hristians were murtherers 
who often put to dea th th e prisoners taken in battle; or more 
frequentl y, upon many occasions, put w hole troops o f m en to 
the sword, wi thout giving quarter , though they threw down 
their arms and submitted. (pp. 177- 8)55 

T he point is almost 100 well m ade. On th is criterion C arib practice 
is indeed li llie di fferent from C hr istian; which helps C rusoe 
decide on his policy of non-intervention , but also th.rows the 
w hole ideological basis of European colonialism into doubt. 
C rusoe, w ith all the n onchalance of a m an crossing to the o ther 
side of a minefield without even noticin g the w arning signs, now 
makes exa ctly the right move. Some Christians can indeed be 
called savage m urderers: the Spaniards. The ready-m ade rheto ric 
of the Black Legend enables Crusoe to reach the safe plateau of 
righteous indignation, w ell clear of the slippery slopes o f anthro
pological speculation: 

To fall upon them . .. w ould justify the conduct of the 
Spa.niards in all their barbarities practised in America, where 
they destroyed millions o f these people, who. however they 
were idola ters and barbarians. and had several bloody and 
barbarous ri tes in their customs, such as sacrifi cing human 
bodies to their idols. were yet, as to the Spaniards, very 
innocent people; and that the roo ting them ou t of the country 
is spoken of w ith the utm ost abhorrence and detestation by 
even the Spaniards them selves at this time, and by all other 
C hristian nations of Europe, as a meer butchery, a blood y and 
unna tural piece of cruelty, unjustifiable either to G od or m an; 
and such, as fo r which the very name of a Spaniard is reckoned 
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to be frightful and terrible to all people of humanity, or of 
Christian compassion. (p. 178) 

As James Maddox acutely points out, the Spaniards are here 
discursively produced as a buffer zone between Crusoe (that is to 
say the English) and the cannibals, ra ther as C rusoe constructed an 
in term ediate zone between the two walls of h is fortification : some 
breaches can take place without all being lost. So both the hard
to-defend barriers that separate Crusoe from ochers and European 
fro m Carib can be m anaged: the Spaniards are allowed to be like 
C rusoe - only Dot as efficient; and they are chosen to bear the 
brunt of the undeniable sim ilarities between European and Carib. 
Crusoe has fed himself - the Spaniards are fed by the Caribs; 
Crusoe teaches Friday English - the Spaniards learn the Carib 
langua ge. Cannibalism - admittedly at a moment w hen being 
devoured is not such an imminent threat - isJav ourably contrasted 
by C rusoe w ith falling into the hands of the In quisition (p. 243 ). 
Earlier, after w itnessing the aftermath of a shipwreck on the coast 
of the island , Crusoe has imagined that the survivors: 

were all gone off to sea in their boa t, and being hurry'd away 
by the current that I had formerly been in, were carry'd out 
into the great ocean , where there was nothing but misery and 
perishit'lg; and that perhaps they might by this time think of 
starving, and of being in a condition to eat one another. 
(p. 192 ) 

T he frontier between civiliza tion and savagery is threatened by 
sucb speculations; bur the later discovery that the sailors were 
only Spaniards saves the appearances. 56 

6 

T he long-aw aited arrival of the cannibals some two-thirds of the 
way through Robinson Crusoe heralds the climactic moments of 
the book; indeed the description o f the battle between, on the one 
sldc, Crusoe and Friday , and on the other , twenty-one cannibals, 
is in many ways the climax of the particular discourse of 
colonialism being investigated here. 

The moment is important for a number of reasons. It marks the 
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second stage of 'beginning', the true colonial encounter when 
the complex matter of the European/native relationship must be 
negotiated. It is the moment when the parable of the self comes 
somewhere near resolution. And, more m un danely but 110 less 
important, it is the moment when Robinsoll Crusoe com es in to its 
own as an adventure story in the now conventiona l sense of the 
word. Most crucially, these three things are simultaneous, const
ituting a moment of in tense narrative excitement which, without 
the need for excursus, inscribes matters both colonial and 
metaphysical. 

At the level of adventu re a quite straightfoward account of the 
episode could point to the increase in tension w hich begins with 
C rusoe's d iscover y of the footprint and builds up through his 
various schemes for dealing with the cannibals, along w ith his 
doubts about the morality of killing them , to the moment of 
greatest excitem ent when Crusoe rescues Friday; the culmina tion 
coming w ith the final massacre undertaken to rescue the Euro
pean prisoner and a native who turns out to be Friday\ father. 

This ad vencure story is in terwoven w ith the metaphysical level 
in some obviolls w ays. T he period between the discovery of the 
fo otprint and the arrival of the cannibals is the period of greatest 
anxiety fo r C rusoe, the period in which, one might say, his notion 
of self is most under threat; the period which turns to almost 
unbearab le intensity the screw of the paradox that what m akes 
solitude so frightening is tha t you might not be alone, until, in the 
fir ing of the gun, you reach that other paradox that the fear of 
being eaten is dependent on the absence of the cannibal s. T heir 
presence dispels C rusoe 's an xiety and ends the pa rable of the self: 
he has composed his self, as the best adventurers always do, under 
pressur e. The parabolic nature of the whole episode, it could in 
any case be argued, is signalled right from the beginning in the 
determinedly unrealistic presence of the single, isolated foo tprint 
in the midd le of the beach, more like a pure trace of the idea of 
otherness than the actual track of another human being. 

10 some respects the colonial aspect of this part of the story is 
identical w ith the adventure aspect. On this reading Crusoe's 
acquisltion of Friday is, quite literall y, 'peradventure' - rhe 
chance result of his confrontation w ith the dreaded cannibals, and 
Friday's gratitude towards C rusoe for saving his life is altogether 
proper. Generically this is the realist reading, inadequate but 
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ideologically useful because it obscures the crux of the colonial 
guestion. 

The appearance of Friday is obviously importan t for readings 
of RobillSOtl Crusoe such as Stephen Hymer's, which can see in the 
Crusoe/Friday relationship an adumbration of capital and labour 
and, more particularly , a parallel to the 'actual procedures of 
colonization used in the last two hundred years.'57 There is a lot 
to be said in favour of this reading. which traces the stages from 
C rusoe's naming of Friday, thro Ll gh his teaching Friday Engl-ish, 
placing him - in a sm all-scale version of plantation architecture 
in the intermed iate position between outer and inner stockade, 
teaching him C hristianity, and fi nally initiating him into the usc 
of fIrearm s. 5 8 But the problem remains the same as before: 
mimetic readings such as this simply reduce the text to ano ther 
kind of allegory. A more productive contexmalization would 
come fro m pursuing the comparison with T he Tempest. As a 
cannibal, Friday's initial connections would seem to be with his 
anagrammacic cOllSin Caliban , but the cir cumstances of his 
enro lment in to C rusoe's ser vice are remarkably similar to those 
surrounding Prospero's recruitment of Ariel: crucially, both are 
dependent on the spontaneous gratitude w hich results from the 
liberation of the captive party. The differences between A riel and 
Friday are also in structive, Friday, though phenomenally guick 
about the house and woods, does not have Ariel 's supernatural 
powers; but tha t may on balance be an advantage for Crusoe. 
After all, Ariel, freed fro m imprisonment, is clearly rel~ctant, 
after a suitable period of showing his gratitude, to exchange one 
captivit y for another, and Prospero has to depen d aD a rather 
volatile mixture of threats and promises to keep him up to the 
mark . It is not entirely clear w hether Prospero's magic would 
have been sufficient to bring Ariel back from , for example, the 
'still-vex'd Bermoothes', had he decided to stay put. A 
thoroughly socialized Friday has the advantage of being a good 
dea l more dependable. 

A closer reading of the episode itself is also revealing. To begin 
w ith, Crusoe's actions were not as peradventure as they might 
have seemed. He presen ts himself, it is true, in the classic pose of 
the improvisato ry adventurer - 'so I resolved to put my self upon 
the wa tch , to see them. when they came on shore, and leave the 
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rest to the event, taking such measures as the opportunity should 
present, let be w hat would be' (p, 203 ) - but the appropriate plan 
has already been revealed to Crusoe by, of all th ings, a dream tha t 
he had had some eighteen months previously: 

I dreamed that as I was going out in the morning as L1sual from 
my castle, I saw upon the shore two canoes and eleven savages 
oming to land, and that they brought w ith them another 

savage, who they were going to kill , in o rder to ca t him; when 
on a sudden, the savag e that they were going to k.ill , j umpt 
away, and ran for his life; and I thought, in m y sleep, that he 
came run ning imo my little thick grove before my fortific
ation, to hide himself; and that I seeing him alone. and not 
perceiving that the other sough t him that w ay, showed m y self 
to him , and smiling upon him , encouraged him ; and that he 
kneeled down to me, seeming to pray me to assist him; upon 
which 1 shewed my ladder, made him go lip , and carry 'd him 
into my cave, and he becam e m y servant; and that a5 soon as I 
had gottell this man, I said to my self, 'Now r may certainly 
vemure to the main land; fo r this fellow will serve me as a pilot, 
and will tell me w hat to do, an d w hether to go for p rovisions; 
and whether no t to go for fear of being devou red , what places 
to venture into, and w hat to escape.' (p . 202) 

There arc several odd features to this dream, but nothing is so odd 
as its Occurrence in [he text in the firs t place. C rusoe's earlier 
dream (pp. 102- 3) had been slIjrably religious, dense w ith the 
symbolism of storm, cloud, fi re al1d spears. H e had read it as a 
providential threat; we could take it physiologically as a result of 
his ague, psychologically as an indica tion of his general depres
sion, and even psychoanal ytically as a manifestation of his 
repressed guilt over d isobeying his fa ther. In other w ords the first 
dream occupies a perfectly comprehensible place in the narrative. 
B ut whereas this earlier dream fo llows with some logic fro m 
C rusoe's antecedent state of m ind , the second dream , although 
the result of a similar agitation, is marked by C rusoe himself as 
disjuncti ve from its con text. The im mediate cause of C rusoe' s 
agitation is his reflection on how he had been 'so near the 
obtaining w ha t I so earnestly longed for, viz. some-body to speak 
to, and learn some knowledge from of the place where I w as' 
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(p. 202), a reflection brought about by the solitary corpse he finds 
washed onshore from the wreck of the Spanish ship. The dream is 
then introduced in this way: 

When dus bad agitated m y thoughts for two hours or more, 
with such violence, that it set m y very blood into a ferment, 
an d my pulse beat as high as if I had been in a feaver, meerly 
w ith the extraordinary fe rvour o f my mind about it; nature, as 
if I had beell fatigued and exhausted with the very thought of 
it, threw me in to a sound sleep; one would have thought I 
should have dreamed of it , but I did not, nor of anythin g 
rela tin g to it; bur I dreamed tha t ... (p. 202) 

C rusoe w akes to the dejection of finding that his escape was only 
a dream and, almost as an afte rthought, he rakes from the dream 
the lesson that capturing a sa vage w ould be the bes t way to 
escape. He makes no attempt to incorporate the dream in to the 
surroun ding fabric of his n arrative by, for example, reading it as a 
providential prophecy. 

There is no doubt that the presence of the dream, eighteen 
months but no more than a coupJe of pages before the arrival of 
the cannibal party, does strange things to the texrnre of the 
fictional 'realism ' . As Watt pointed out, classical plots are alien to 
formal realism because they are not new: 'the impression of 
fidelity to human experience'59 can only come from ' the novel' 
a novelty which Robinson Crusoe announces on its title page: 'The 
Life and Surp rizillg Adventures' . Readers can hardly be totally 
surprised by C rusoe's advellture w ith the cannibals when they 
have just read a rehearsal for it in Crusoe's dream. To complicate 
matters, the dream also brings to an end a long section in w hich 
Crusoe is recounting how, like a drowning man, he ' run over the 
whole history of my life in miniature, or by abridgement, as I 
may ca ll it ' (p. 200): in other words another of those complex 
moments of replication - like the episode of the start of the 
journal - w here the narrative seems to fold over on to itself in a 
w ay disturbingly unlike any realistic transcription of the empiri
cally real.60 In one sense, then, the dream acts, rather like the 
solitary footprint, as an outcrop against the grain of any straight
fo rwardly mimetic reading of the cannibal episode. But what 
other kind of reading could make sense of it? 

It was noted earlier , in discussing Hymer's analysis of the way 
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the Crusoe/Friday relationship parallels the 'actual procedures of 
colonization', that the last stage in those procedures is Crusoe's 
initiation of Friday into the use of firearms, a lesson that repays its 
investment when Crusoe and Friday stand shoulder to shoulder 
shooting and k.illing the cannibal hordes. T Ills initiation. though, 
is a fina l step that, historically, was never taken, the reason being 
lld this completes the unravelling of the mimetic reading of the 

episode - that slavery was never founded on the gratitude of the 
slave. Friday of course is never called a slave; but that absence is 
merely a symptom of the constant process of denial and renego
tiation by which the text attempts to redraw the colonial 
encounter. 

T he Caribbean Amerindians were enslaved - though nOt o ften 
by the English - but it is not difficult to see in C rusoe's 
relationship with Friday a veiled and disavowed reference to the 
more pressing issue of black slavery. Crusoe's description of 
Friday is an almost classic case of negation: 'His hair w as long and 
black, nor curled like wool .... T he colour of his skin was not 
quite black ... his nose small , not flat like the negroes' 
(pp. 208-9)· 

Friday is certainly a slave inasmuch as he has no will ofhis own; 
and Crusoe. unw illing as he may be ever to ca ll Friday 'slave', has 
no qualms about adopting the other half of the dialectic - '1 
likewise taught him to say Master, and then let him know, that 
w as to be m y name' (p. 209). Yet within the fiction the term 
'slave' can be avoided because Friday's servitude is voluntary, not 
forced : 

At last he lays his head flat upon the ground, close to m y foot, 
and sets my other foot upon his head, as he had done befo re; 
and after this, made all the signs to me of subjection , servitude, 
and submission imaginable, to let me know how he would 
serve me as long as he lived. (p. 209) 

T he problem with slavery is that slaves are dangerous because 
forced to labour against their will; the danger is removed if their 
'enslavement' is voluntary and therefore no t slavery at all . D efoe, 
it could be said, has gone one better than Locke's thesis that a 
person who forfeits his own life th rough an ac t that deserves death 
may justly have that death delayed and be required to give serv ice 
to whom he has forfeited his life , and be done no injury by it. 61 
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However, forfe iture, just or not, is no guarantee that the slavery 
will not need enforcing by violence and therefore tbe master 
protecting from tbe threat of reciprocal violence; while the same 
paragraph of the Second Treat ise denies the possibility of'volun
tary enslavement' on the classic liberal grounds tbat you cannot 
sign away your own fundamental righ ts. The circumstances of 
Friday's recruitment are a brilliant negotiation of these twin 
difficulties. His life is forfeited through Crusoe's intervention to 
save him , in keeping with Locke's justification of ensla vement. 
But then - in a novel move - Defoe has Friday offer lifelong 
subjection, or so at least Crusoe inlagines in his confident 
interpreta tion of the semiotics of Ca rib gesture. In Lockeian terms 
this move is theoretically invalid since Friday has no life to give, 
but its practica l effects are incalculably beneficial to Crusoe since 
Friday's 'subjec tion' - his self-interpellation as a subject with no 
w ill - rem oves any need for force. By w ay of consolidation 
Crusoe, in a subtle move, avoids what might otherwise have 
seemed the obvious first step at the beginning of any normal 
social encounter - asking the name of the escaped prisoner. 
Instead , by naming him Friday - and remember the importance 
of Pocahontas's baptism as Rebecca - Crusoe underlines to him 
that his previous life has been fo rfei ted, providin g a weekly 
mnemonic to remind him who was responsible fo r giving h.im 
that second life. 

C rusoe has dreamt a dream of wish-fulfilment. He thinks it is a 
dream of escape and is disappointed : 

I waked w ith this thought, and was under such inexpressible 
im pressions of joy at the prospect of m y escape in my dream, 
that the disappointments which 1 felt upon com ing to my self 
and fmding it was no more than a dream , were egually 
extravagant the other way , and threw m e into a very great 
dejection of spirit. (pp. 202- 3) . 

Bot the dream comes true and the escape that he himself, ra ther 
than the dream narrative, had built in ('I said to m yself, "Now I 
may certainly venture . .. " ') does not materialize as a direct 
result: Friday fulfil s none of the six roles imagined by Crusoe in 
his dream. T his is because - it might be said - the dream was no t 
the fu lfilment of C rusoe's w ish to escape, but rather the fulfi lment 
of Europc's wish to secure its Caribbean colonies against the 
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danger of rebellion . Friday's gratitude was the fulfilment of that 
dream. But it was only a dream. 

Friday's gratitude proves, however, to be the breakthrough in 
Crusoe's establishment of sociaJ relationships. The Spaniard saved 
from the barbecue 'let me know by all the signs he could possibly 
make, how much he was in my deb t for his deliverance' (p. 235); 
and Friday's father likewise 'looked up in my face with all the 
tokens of gra tirude and thankfulness that could appear in any 
countenance' (p . 23 9). This is j ust wha t C rusoe wants to see. He 
proves, though, to be no sentimentalist. Addressing the Spaniard : 

I told him with freedom , I feared mostly their treachery and ill 
usage of me, if r put my life in their hands; for that gratitude 
was no inherent virtue in the nature of man; nor did men 
always square their dealings by the obligations they had 
received, so m uch as they did by the advantages they expected 
(p . 243) 

- a resolutely Hobbesi3J1 view tha t contrasts sta rkly with the 
constant benevolence w ith which C rusoe is treated by others. T he 
Spaniard, like Frida y, has to convert the unguaranteed coin of his 
gratitude into the ringing currency of an unconditional Sworn 
feal ty - backed wi th a w ritten contrac t (p. 2« ). C rusoe is 
determined to be an absolute sovereign, which is to be in society 
but not of it. 62 

The final incident in the transitiona l period of Crusoe's 
socialization emphasizes his dependence on [he gratitude of 
others. W hen the English party arrive in [he longboat - three 
prisoners and eigh t armed men - Crusoe never gives a moment's 
thought as to who the respecti ve groups might be; whether, for 
example, the three prisoners might be murderers about to be cast 
away or executed on the captain 's orders. He says with absolute 
assurance: . 

I fitted my self up for a ba ttle, as before; though w ith more 
caution, knowing I had to do with another kind of enemy than 
I had at first. (pp . 25 I-2) 

Poised to attack those whom he unhesitatingly identifies as the 
'villains' C rusoe takes time to ascertain from the prisoner he 
aims to free that the sh ip 'should be wholly directed and 
commanded by me in every thing; and if the ship was no t 
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recovered. he would live and dye with me in wha t part o f the 
world soever J would send him' (p. 253 ), and to lay down his 
own numbered conditions. Only as absolute despot will Crusoe's 
omposed self enter the social world . 

7 

Generically Robinson Cnlsoe can be ca lled a colonial romance. T he 
indispensable theoretical point to be made in this con text is that 
generic criticism can be full y historical rather than rigidly 
essentialist. To caIl R obillson Cru soe a ro mance is not to suggest 
that it ' belongs' to such a genre, but rather tha t it shares some of 
the features characteristic of that genre. Two quotations from 
Fredric Ja meson 's important essay on the topic can help: 

In its emergent, strong form a genre is essentia ll y a socio
symbolic m essage, or in other terms, that for m is immanently 
and intrinsically an ideology in its own right. W hen such forms 
arc reappropriated and refashioned in quite different social and 
culrura l contexts, this message persists and must be functionally 
reckoned in to the new form. 63 

Jameson also m akes the point that: 

properly used, genre theory must always in one way o r another 
projec t a model of the coexistence or tension betw een several 
generic modes or strands: and w ith this m ethodological axiom 
the rypo logizing abuses of traditional genre criticism are 
definitely laid to rest.64 

'C oexistence or tension ' is not quite precise enough: there must 
be a generic structure. 'The puritan mode ' is a recognizable but 
subsidiary generic feature of R obinson Crusoe, and the analyses of 
the tw O previous sections have showed that the book's 'realism' 
and its 'novel-ty', tho ugh important, are not structurally do mi
nant features either. T o call R obinson C rusoe a romance is to 
argue that its romance features are its structurally controllin g 
elements .65 

T his is part of the opening to N orthrop Frye's section on 
romance in the dlird essay from the A natomy oj Criticism: 
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The romance is nearest of all literary forms to the wish
fu lfilment dream . .. . In every age the ruling social or 
intellectual class tends to proj ect its ideals in some form of 
romance, where the virtuous heroes and beautiful heroines 
represent the ideals and the villains the threats to their 
ascendancy . ... The perenially child-like quali ty o f romance 
is marked by its extraordinarily persistent n ostalgia, its search 
for some kind of imaginative golden age in time or space. 66 

R obinson Crusoe migh t not 'fi t' Frye's definition in any very 
obvious m anner; nevertheless, h is account is pertinen t and, 
suitably refashioned, each of these three descriptions pertains to 
Defoe 's novel i.n significant ways. 

'Where the virtuous heroes and beautiful heroines represen t 
the ideals and the villains the threats to their ascendancy.' T he 
second half of this sentence could read as an epitaph fo r the 
Caribs. T he sim plicity of that division into heroes and villains is, 
though , an achieved simplicity w hich m ust, as in the case of th e 
tidewater Algonquian, split the savage o ther to provide an alibi 
for unleashing the destructive pow er of colonial weaponry . 
Friday's gra titude is the first stage in th at con version, but the 
process is only completed through his educa tion. This begins with 
C rusoe and Friday's return to the place w here Friday 's would-be 
devourers have been buried, friday 'making signs to m e that we 
sho uld dig them up again and eat them ' (p . 209) ; and ends with 
Friday, now trusted w ith European weapons, being told, in an 
important symbolic moment, 'do exactly as you see me do' 
(p. 234) · In other words R obinson Crusoe is repeating the m ove 
basic to European colonial discourse - making the distinction 
between guatiao and canibal - but in a changed set of circum
stances. By I719 it w as clear that the friendliness of the guatiaos 
had not prevented their extinction - a regrettable crime w hich 
could be conveniently laid at the door of Spain (and C rusoe, as we 
saw earlier , adds his piece to the commonplace English denuncia
tion). So all the remaining Amerindians of the area are now 
cannibalistic. Something of the gentle T aino/ferocious Carib 
division remains in the hostility between Friday's nation and their 
enemies, but that division cannot be ethnographically named ('I 
asked him the name of the several nations of his sort of people; 
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but could get no other name than Caribs' (p . 217) so has to be 
tl ctionally produced. 

T he first step is co wean Friday offhuman flesh. Defoe's ideas of 
C arib diet belong to the bizarrer end of the spectrum sketched in 
Chapter 2. By 'cannibal' he seems to understand tha t Friday will 
eat nothing but human flesh: Crusoe' certainly .operates on the 
principle that ' in order to bring Friday o1Ifrom his horrid way of 
feeding, and from the relish of a cannibal's stomach, I ought to let 
him taste other fl esh' (p. 213). He does this by setting up a 
barbecue ('This Friday admired very much' (p. 215)) and 
roasting a kid , the taste of w hich instantly cures Friday of his 
hankering for human meat. This episode gives a clear enough 
indication of the state of deprivation in which the Caribs are seen 
as living: so depraved and stupid are they that it has never 
occurred to them to taste the fl esh of the animals living on these 
islands. 67 Friday is then taugh t to beat and sift corn, and 
eventually promises that, if he went back to his own country, he 
would ' tell them to eat com-bread, cattle flesh, milk, no eat man 
again' (p. 226) . It is not clear, given Friday's ignorance about 
other foods, just what kind of 'victuals' were given to the 
shipwrecked Spaniards. 

Another essential featu re in Friday's education is navigation. 
C rusoe determines to build a large canoe, consults Friday as to the 
fi ttest type of wood, but rejects the Carib method of burning out 
the trunk by fire in favour of hacking it out with meta l tools. He 
then builds a mast, sail an d rudder, the sight of which leaves 
Friday standing 'like one astonished and amazed' (p. 229). 
'With a little use' Frida y 'became an expert sailor' except tha t 
'as to the compass , 1 could make him understand very little' 
(pp. 229- 30) .68 

Defoe was a novelist and not an ethnographer, and there is little 
point in looking for an accurate depiction ofCarib life and culture 
in Robinso/l Crusoe. W hat is surprising, though, is that D efoe 
should have cen tred the two key episodes in Friday's education on 
precisely the two aspects of Carib technology , the barbecue and 
the canoe, that Europe learned from the Caribbean, both 'bar
becue' and 'canoe' being Carib (or strictly speaking Island 
Arawak) words. 6 9 The 'ignorance ' of the savage C aribs is 
produced by the text of R obinson Crusoe, which enacts a denial of 
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those very aspects of Carib culture from which Europe had 
learned . 

Friday becomes the most fa mous Carib in literatu re the better 
to enable all the others to become - at the end of the process 
described here - absolutely defined by their catUlibalism upon the 
body of Europeans: Crusoe's hesitations as to his violence against 
barbarians are ended by his recognition that one of the prisoners 
'was an European, and had cloaths on' (p. 223). The cannibals 
instantly degenerate, in that paradigmatic moment for all future 
colonial adventure stories, from a moral problem of some 
importance to merely a mass of 'dreadful wretches' (p. 234) , 
fodder for the devastating power ofEuropean weaponry; accoun
ted for by Crusoe's guns before being accounted for by his 
chillingly detailed reckoning: 

3 killed at our first shot from the tree. 
2 killed at the next shot. 
2 killed by Friday in the boat. 
2 killed by di tto, of those at first wounded. 
I killed by ditto, in the wood. 
3 killed by the Spaniard. 
4 killed, being found dropped here and there of their wounds, 

or killed by Friday in his chase of them. 
4 escaped in the boat, whereof one wounded if not dead. 

21 in all. (p. 237) 

The romance form is useful to the colonial enterprise precisely 
because it reduces (in another sense of that key word) a potentially 
embarrassing cultu ral complexity to the simplicity of the essential 
romance terminology: heroes and villains. 

Heroes but no heroines. Despite the centrality of the love
theme to the earlier fo rms of the romance genre - late classical, 
medieval, and bourgeois - the masculinist ethos of European 
colonial ism is probably explana tion enough of R obhlson C rusoe's 
lack of women , a lack common to many later colonial adventure 
stories, and certainly not filled - if anything deepened - by 
C rusoe's eventual marriage atld widowerhood in the course of a 
single sentence (p. 298). Bur there are still points to be made 
however tentati vely - about the route taken by the discharge of 
that sexual current so important in other fo rms of romance. 
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First, [here is the extent to winch the true romance in RobinsOll 
Cmsoe is between Crusoe and Friday. They live in domestic bliss: 

the conversation which employed the hours between Friday 
and I was such as made the three years which we lived there 
together perfectly and complcatly happy, if any such thing as 
complea t happiness can be formed ill a sublunary state. (p. 222) 

Crusoe's description of Friday is certainly tinged with erotic 
delight, though this is not easy to separate from a master's joy in a 
welJ-proportioned and healthy slave. But perhaps most striking is 
Crusoe's response to Friday's pleasure in seeing his home in the 
distance. Crusoe is distressed by Friday's sparkling eyes and 
extraordinary sense of pleasure (see the passage quoted on p. 195) 
and moves swiftly and illogically to the conclusion that he will be 
made a feast of by Friday's returning countrymen. C rusoe qui te 
openly calls his feeling jealousy: 

W11ile my j ealousy of him lasted, you may be sure I was every 
day pumping him to see if he would discover any of the new 
thoughts, which I suspected were in him; but r found every 
thing he said was so honest and so innocent, that I could find 
nothing to nourish my suspicion ... nor did be in the least 
percei ve that I was lmeasie, and therefore I could not suspect 
him of deceit. (p. 22S) 

T hese aIe the actions and language of an Othello or, more 
appropriately perhaps, of Prospera towards Miranda, j ealous of 
any suitor: Crusoe often calls Friday his child. At the very least the 
language of sexual or paternal jealousy can be said to carry and 
inflec t the sen timems of a slave-owner worrying about the loyalty 
of his slave. 

But of more consequence to the general argument being 
pursued here is the extraordinary sequence of benefactors that 
Crusoe relies on. This is a romance feature because, j ust as the plot 
of the love romance depends in the last instance upon the absolute 
spiritual fidelity of the separated loved ones as the tie that binds 
together w hat would otherwise threaten to become a heteroge
neous set of episodes, so the plot of Robi~lSOI1 Crusoe depends upon 
a generalized spirit of benevolence throughout the commercial 
world. T his benevolence is at one and the same time a narrative 
device which holds together the many disparate strands of 
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Cmsoe's commercial activity, and an aspect of that ideologeme of 
'wish-fulftlment' identified by Frye as central to the romance 
fonn. 

Various characters embody this single actant of ' the benefac
tor' : the 'honest and plain-dealing' captain who helps Crusoe with 
his first adventure (p. 39); this captain's widow, whose 'unspotted 
integrity' (p. 296) is often relied on by Crusoe; the 'charitable' 
Portuguese captain who rescues Crusoe off the African coast, and 
whose 'generous treatment ... I can never enough remember' 
p. 55) and who is even tually responsible for the transportation of 

Crusoe's capital from England to Brazil and ofhis profits in goods 
from Bahia to Lisbon; English merchan ts who transmit the earlier 
order; a London merchant 'who represented it effectually' (p. 57) 
to the widow and invests the /:, 100 in suitable goods; the 'good 
honest man' (p . 55) who teaches him the secrets of the ingenio; his 
estate's trustees, their beirs, and the prior of St Augustine, aU of 
w hom act with scrupulolls honesty during the twenty-n.ine years 
of silence after Crusoe leaves Brazil, and of whose actions Crusoe 
announces: 'Never anything was more honourable than the 
proceedings upon tillS procuration' (p. 278) .70 

T he simplification effected by the romance structure is another 

facet of R obillSOll Crusoe's 'U topianism'. To go further and, in line 

with Frye's third point, inflect this Utopianism as 'nostalgic' 

might seem perverse, since it would not merely take issue - as has 

already been done - with the nomination of Defoe as spokesman 

for the new economic order, but actually ally Defoe with those _ 

Pope, Swift, Boling broke - usually seen as occupying precisely 

the opposite ideological positions to Defoe. Yet in one respect at 

least to speak of such a concurrence would no t be ridiculous, for 

on the island Crusoe organizes his domestic economy in a manner 
largely congruent with the ideals put forward in Pope's Epistles. 7 1 

Once his basic needs have been catered for, Crusoe begins to 
' improve his estate' . He adds 'my Country-House' to 'm y Sea
Coast House'; extends his cultivated fields ; and embarks On an 
enclosurc to corral his goats. Particularly impressive is what 
might be called Crusoe 's moral economy. Although he is, as it 
were, nouveau riche, he avoids - not, admittedly, tha t he has much 
choice - the temptations of luxury and displa.y, and achicves an 
admirable degree of self-reliance which is all the more impressive 
for being dependent on his learning from scratch the bare 
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essentials of the simple life -like making bread. Crusoe's life is, in 
a word, unalienated, and he thereby achieves something like 
'peace of mind' - especially when the ideal feudal relationship has 
relieved him of the worst of his labour. Crusoe est beatus vir.72 

T his is an im portant dimension of Robinson Cwsoe, one 
moment in the dialectic between the two parts of the book - the 
fram e narrative and the island episode. It is, though, a moment 
hedged with poten tial ironies. There seems to be more than a 
suggestion of comedy in the proprietorial language Crusoe uses to 
describe his modest abodes: a hint, perhaps, of the delusions of 
grandeur entertained by a lonely man w ith many lonely years to 
fi ll. An d while it is true - as Pat Rogers no tes - that Crusoe 
'conceals the Bounds'73 of his main property by surrounding it 
with a thick grove that eventually becomes an impassable wood, 
this is no longer the action of a beatlAs vir but of an obsessive 
recluse qui te deliberately removing any trace of human presence 
from the landscape - not quite what Pope had in mind in the 
Epist le to Bllrlitlgtot1 . Eighteenth-century country houses, though 
no longer 'castles' (,fo r so I think I called it ever after this' 
(p. 162)), certainly had to be strong enough to repel attack from 
revolting peasants, but they were also there for display - and 
nothing could be more alien to Crusoe's requirements. 

The most potent of these ironies, though, is that the happy man 
only maintains his happiness through staying still, which implies a 
continuing meaningful contact with a single place and a philo
sophical stillness at the centre of political and social and sexual 
demands; while Crusoe's fearful enforced immobility on the 
island fu lfils the first only at the cos t of offering a parody of the 
second, and ends with his rejection of both possible stable points , 
the island and the plantation, at the behest of that 'something 
fa tal' (p. 27) which propels C rusoe ever onwards . 

8 

Robinson Crusoe is a relentlessly ' modern' man, breaking the 
feudal and patriarchal ties that would bind him to a law career in 
York in favour of the dangerous 'opening' on to the sea offered by 
Hull - jU:i t as he later throws away the chance of settlemen t in 
BraziL Nothing defines Crusoe better than this relentless mo-
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biEty, although he can only ever offer banalities by way 0 

explanation: 'ill fate' and 'evil influence' (pp. 37- 8), 'my inclina
tion to go abroad' (p. 1.98) . T he novel never cJo~es this impetus
as it could easily have done if it were a question of a psychologica l 
trait, through weariness or even death - suggesting that Crusoe's 
constant mobility is an ideological gi ven, an answer to the 
question that couJd never be form ulated by colonial discourse for 
itself, the question posed to John Smith by Powhatan, but which 
Robil1son Cmsoe ensures that Friday is in no position to ask . 

But the modem bourgeois subject GllllOt be expected to arrive 
full-grown like Pallas Athene from the head of Zeus. If Descartes 
in his Discollrse on Method offers one full y self-conscious new 
subjectivi ty, Crusoe represents a rather different notion of radical 
individualism , one which staggers backwards into the fu ture, 
lacking in self-understanding, full of guilt , self- contradictory, 
fearful, vio lent: the modernity of European consciousness ship
wrecked in the Caribbean, that very archipelago of its 
subversion .7 4 

In one respect at least the Discourse is the more deeply U topian 
of the two parables . In the fifth section Descartes speaks of how: 

in order to put all these new truths in a less crude light and to be 
able to say more freely what I think about them, without being 
obliged to accept or refute w hat are accepted opinions among 
the philosophers and theologians, 1 resolved to leave all these 
people to thei r disputes, and to speak only of what would 
happen in a new world, if God were now to create, somewhere 
in imaginary space, enough matter to compose it ... and 
afterwards did no more than to lend his usual preserving action 
to nature, and let her act according to his established laws.75 

His intention was undoubtedly to avoid open conflict with the 
ecclesiastical authorities, but Descartes' 'espaces imaginaires' also 
serve to empty the w orld of social relationships. Bodies exist in 
Descartes' w orld to be kept healthy; the OrLY cO\T'lnunity 
envisaged is a community of scientists.76 

One way of speaking of the complexity of R obinson Crusoe 
would be to say tha t it is such a fraught text because, despite its 
dwelling in the imaginary spaces of fiction, it does no t, like the 
Discourse, finaJJy refuse engagement with the level of the social: 
it confronts the inevitable anxiety commensurate with stripping 
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rhe new subjectivity of all eXlstmg relationships (the parrot's 
'Robin ' is here the symptomatic moment) and then posing the 
question of 'the other '. James Joyce, writing in 191 2 from, as it 
were, the other end of that new subjectivity and with the 
advantage aiforded by the perspective of a line taken on England 
from the axis D ublin /Trieste, had no hesitation in seeing RobinsDrI 
Crusoe as prophetic of empire: 

The true symb ol of the British conquest is in Robinson Crusoe 
. . . . The whole Anglo-Saxon spirit is in C rusoe; the manly 
independence and the unconscious cruelty; the persistence; the 
slow yet efficien t intelligen ce; the sexual apathy; the practical, 
well-balanced, religiousness; the calculating taciturnity. 7 7 

'Sym bol' and 'prophetic' are dan gerous words in a critical 
vocabulary but they can be defended here because both sym bol
ism and prophecy are used ret rospectively. The suggestion is no t 
that Defoe has spoken in sucb orotund tones, but that now, with 
the advantage of those 200 years, we can see Crusoe as the 
' prototype' (Joyce's word) of the British colonist. T hat is to say, 
the new subjectivity is simultaneously an individual and a national 
consciousness, both forged in the smithy of a Caribbean that is 
as of course the Caribbean still is to England - both p arabolic and 
historical at the same time. C oncomitan tly, the social relation
ships involved are simultaneously personal and international. 

There are three kinds of social relationship that C rusoe 
becomes involved in, all of them rather un usual. A t one en d of the 
scale of social exchange is Columbus's relationship with the 
cannibals in which their devouring attentions meet the response 
of his rifle - the just w ar . T he establishment of this socially simple, 
if morally and technologically complex, relationship tak es so long 
because of its im brica tion w ith the development of a non-violent 
subordinate relationship. T he just war can commence only when 
the ranks of the cannibals have been split to provide a candidate 
for salvation and subjection. 'Grati tude' proves such a successful 
solution to this pressing question that C rusoe adopts it as his 
model for aU social relationships, at least while he is on the island. 
He then cashes the proffered gratitude in the for m of the various 
services his subjects can perform for him . 

Crusoe becomes in a w ord more and more like P rospero, 
exercising a rigorous control over his miniature world, mastering 
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his trauma through repetition. He even, like Prospero, manages 
to be both stage-manager and actor, appearing in the guise of a 
governor's man in order to surround the figure of the 'governor' 
with the powerful aura of absence. The mutineers, like the court 
party in The Tempest, are condemned to repea t the governor's 
tribulations - although in this case they could by no means be said 
to have caused those tribulations. They tell one another that they 
have landed on an 'inchanted island', they fear they will all be 
devoured, they run about wringing their hands In despair, they sit 
down and then walk abou t again (p. 263). It seems only appropri
ate that one of them should be called Robinson (p. 264) .78 

C rusoe constructs himself as a sovereign, monarch, and patri
arch . H is relationships wi th his subjects are properly contractual, 
entered into on their part th rough an appropria tely Hobbesian 
fear, bu t guaranteed in the absence of ' the sword ' by their 
g ratitude for such almost magical deliverance from danger. By 
exchanging their natural rights for a guaranteed security they 
make themselves, in the traditional analogy, children to Crusoe's 
father, a relationship articulated m ost clearly w ith respect to 
Friday: the Euro peans, it m ight be said, remain 'brothers' when 
faced with the cannibals, who are not mem bers of the family. The 
single most important difference between C rusoe's dream of 
rescuing a cannibal p risoner and his actual rescue of Friday is that 
in the dream the serVant will ' tell me what to do' (p. 202) , he w ill 
be a fa ther into w hose arm s C rusoe can entrust himself, while, in 
the event, Crusoe, more active than in his dream, takes on the 
mantle of father from the sta rt; there can be no question of Frida y 
calling I;be tune: he simply follows Crusoe's lead: 'his very 
affections were ty'd to me, like those of a child to a father' 
(pp . 2 II- 2 ) . 

Maddox, although he does not discuss this example, sees a 
general pattern through the book of Crusoe's progress 'from 
helpless and sinful son to all-powerful fa ther . .. from subm ission 
[Q domination '. 79 The previous discussion would seem to support 
th at reading, bur only at the cost of ignoring one of the text 's 
most constant fea tures - the unswerving beneficence of the father 
figures w ho assist Crusoe so regularly. W ith in RobillSMl Crusoe's 
pattern of social relationships ' beneficence' can immediately be 
seen as occupying an aberrant posi tion. 'J ust w ar' and 'subord ina
tion' are social exchanges of a kind. They are w heels that need 
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plenty of oil to get them moving, but once the camubals have 
overstepped the mark by threatening to eat a European, and once 
Crusoe has gauged the intensity of the grati tude that results from 
being the agent of such salvation, both tum smoothl y to advanc 
the narrative. B ut the beneficence which so assists Crusoe is 
unmotivated from within the fiction: it has explanation in neither 
the attributed psychology of the characters involved nor ill the 
actions of the narra tive. N o exchange can be completed because 
C rusoe has nothing to offer his benefactors: after all, beneficence is 
utterly at odds w ith the completely Hobbesian realm of h is 
operations in which all exchanges are strictly governed by either 
force or calculated self-interest. 

T he benefactors consti tute a narrative function: they are in 
essence mere manifeSlations of that single actant. the benefactor. 
Such a descrip tion is not reductive, because it exhausts their 
resonance in the text. But it is less easy to say w hat fu nction that 
role pla ys. W ithin the overall structure of R obinson Crusoe, 
marked by its division between narrative frame and island 
episode, the benefacror clearly belongs to the frame narrative: on 
the island Crusoe reverses roles and becomes, in his own terms, a 
'benefactor' to others. Yet such a structural allocation of that 
textual fea ture would be misleading in the sense that, within the 
fictional time of the narrative, the benefactors cominue playing 
their parts even during the years of C rusoe's island exile. In fact 
their role during those years is especially crucial since it involves 
not isolated exam ples of honesty or beneficence, but a continuous 
and accum ulative concern for the well-being of C rusoe's Brazi
lian plantation. 

This beneficence is obviously romance wish-fulfilment operat
ing in the economic realm : the actions of the benefactors enable 
C rusoe to become a rich Illao . But, coterminousl y. beneficence 
functions as the agent of narrative coherence, as, in a word, the 
plot. It plays, that is to say, the function of chasti ty in the 
paradigmatic romance. Only the virtue of the lovers, or at least 
the heroine , can hold together the disparate series of adventures 
that the romance protJgonists endure; reunited at the end of the 
story their tribulations are gi ven significance and coherence by 
the part of themselves that has been kept pure until the fmal 
em brace . R obinson Cru soe can therefore be described as an 
economic romance with beneflcence playing the providential part 
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of chastity, enabling Crusoe, at the end of the book, to make 
retrospective sense ofa life that would otherwise have been purely 
episodic; enabling him, that is, to become a biographer rather 
than merely a diarist. 

By far the most im portant aspect of this enablement is the 
bringing together of the two seemingly independent parts of 
C rusoe's life. Several pages ago it was noted that there are four 
moments when C rusoe's composed self is shaken, and three of the 
incidents were examined - the parrot, the footp rint, and the 
remains of the cannibal feast. The fo urth occurs at the moment of 
suture of the two halves of the narra tive structure. C rusoe, now in 
Lisbon, receives from Bahia a large packet of papers containiIl g 
accounts of his affairs and, by the same fleet, large amounts of 
sugar, tobacco and gold: 

I might well say, now indeed, that the latter end of Job w as 
better than the beginning. It is im possible to express here the 
flutterings of m y very heart, when I looked over these letters, 
and especially when I fou nd all m y wealth about me; fo r as the 
Brasil ships come all in Beets, tl1e same ships which brought my 
letters brought m y goods; and the effects were sa fe in the river 
before the letters came to m y hand. In a word, I torned pale, 
and grew sick; and had not the old man run and fetched me a 
cordial, I believe the sudden surprize ofjoy had overset nature, 
and I had dy'd upon the spot. 

. N ay after that, I continued very ill, and was so some hours, 
'till a ph ysician being sent for, and something of the real cause 
of m y illness being known, he ordered me to be let blood; after 
which I had relief, and grew well; but I verily believe, if it had 
not been eased by a vent given in that manner to the spirits, I 
should have dy'd. 

I was now master, all on a sudden, of above 5 ,0001. sterling 
in money , and had an estate, as I might well call it, in the 
Brasils, of above a thousand pounds a years, as sure as an estate 
oflands in England: and in a word, I was in a condition which I 
scarce knew how to understand, or how to compose my self for 
the enjoyment of it. (pp . 279-80) 

There are various ways of looking at this moment. Not least, of 
course, it marks the discovery of the secret of capital itself, that it 
accumulates in magical independence from the labour of its 
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owner. But structurally this suture of the two parts of Crusoe's 
life, the twO parts of the narrative, is a moment of recognition, 
one which confirms that the mode of Robitlsoll CrIlsoe is that of 
omedy. Strangely, the suture does not hold. Crusoe does not 

settle down, whether in Brazil or England, to tie up the loose ends 
of his story as might have been expected, and the episodic reasserts 
itself at the expense of the plot, to such an extent in fact that the 
book ends with a strong suggestion offurther episodes, which did 
indeed materialize within a few months. It is no doubt possi ble to 
explain the last pages o f Robinsol1 Crusoe in terms of the essentially 
episodic nature of Defoe's writing, its 'immaturity' when j udged 
against the more fOTlllally accomplished novels of Richardson 
and Fielding; but there are other, more interesting, in terpreta
tions. Maddox, for example, who reads Crusoe's story - not 
altogether incompatibly with the reading offered here - as one of 
growing mastery over his surroundings, sees Crusoe as reaching 
the pinnacle of his power when be watches the English mutineers 
replaying his own story before his very eyes. So: 

Crusoe's na rrative problem is one that may be endemic to 

au tobiography as a form. He discovers a myth within his own 
expe-rience - a myth of mastery ofboth self and world - but his 
life goes on after the myth has been fu Uy expressed. As a result , 
the ending of the story is the least successful part of it: some 
things are simply left unfinished on the island. and back in 
Europe, his story degenerates in to episodic randomness. 8o 

This is well-argued but still ultimately dependent on the mimetic 
fallacy. 'What is left over' may be a problem intrinsic to the 
autobiographical form but it is hardly one that necessarily imposes 
itself on fictional autobiographers - Jane Eyre and many others 
could bear w itness to that. 

T he comparison with The Tempest may again be useful. It was 
mentioned earlier that Robinsol1 Crusoe separates out two mo
men ts that are cotenn inous in Tile Tempest: the E uropean arrival 
on the island and the recruitment to service of a native. Here, 
perhaps appropriately, this struc ture is reversed. What was 
discussed in Chapter 3 as the false and true a/1Qgnorises - the 
revelation of Miranda to Alonso, and the vexation of Prospera at 
the sudden remembrance of Cali ban's conspiracy - seem in 
Robinson Crusoe to be brought together. Crusoe is given the 
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demonstration - essential to romance - of that which was thought 
to have been lost. Yet his reaction, though springing framjoy, is a 
discomposition not unlike Prospera's perturbance, which - some
what ironically - brings him nearer death than the dreaded 
cannibals managed . Relief - and again the irony seems startling 
comes from the letting of blood, precisely what Crusoe had spent 
[he previous fifteen years or so since the discovery of the footprint 
trying to avoid. 

W hat the comparison with Prospera's perturbance suggests is 
that the suture - although it seemingly fu lfus all the generic 
requirem ents - does not in fact accomplish its purpose. T here are 
hints of other textual dynamics at play. In the packet of 
documen ts Crusoe receives from Brazil: 

There was a letter of my parmer's, congratulating me very 
affectionately upon my being alive, giving me an account how 
the estate was impraved, and what it produced a year, with a 
particular of the number of squares or acres that it contained; 
how planted, how many slaves there were upon it; and making 
two and twenty crosses for blessings, told me that he had said so 
many Ave Marias ro thank the blessed Virgin that I was alive; 
inviting me very passionately to come over an d take possession 
of my own. (p. 279) 

N othing in this analysis of Robinsol1 Cmsoe has given credence to 
the myth of Defoe as a careless writer and. in any case, he clearly 
paid scrupulous attention to financial details in his noveIs; so it is 
strange in deed that Crusoe should receive a letter from his 
'partner'. since his earlier account of his Brazilian affairs made it 
very clear tha t he had no partner. Even without making much of 
the conventional language of romance in the letter ('invi ting me 
very passionately to come over and take possession of my own') 
this ghostly 'partner' is, if not Crusoe's double, then at least the 
part of himself left behind befo re the fateful voyage of 1659. T he 
bloodletting is the necessary and much-delayed fmal act in 
C rusoe's self-composi tion because at this moment he regains his 
fu ll self after thirty years, a traumatic event fo r his body and 
spirits. This is indeed an apposite end to the romance of bourgeois 
individualism - and a further explana tion of C rusoe's aphanisis: 
the hero swoons when, after thirty years apart , he is finally 
reunited - with himself. 

http:randomness.8o
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But this dramatic suture cannot reso lve the novel any more than 
the conventional marriage of romance can setde the politica l 
questions that form the unconscious of i ts projected ideals . In the 
end the suture heals only a self-imposed rift which was, all along, 
a displacement of the major questions confronted by the text. T he 
discretion between the twO parts of the narra tive structure and 
between the divided selves of Robinson Crusoe is a technique for 
negotiating the unspeakable - and eventually uncIoseable - gap 
between the violence of slavery and the notion of a moral 
econom y. The imperial production of R obinson Crusoe as a boys' 
adventure in the nineteenth century inevitably foregrounds the 
colonia l alibi - the man alone, on a desert island, constructing a 
simple and moral economy which becomes the basis of a 
commonwealth presided over by a benevolent sovereign. The 
colonial reading must reassert that the book's tremendous effort to 
reconstruct that economy fills up the narrative space in which, in 
that o ther place, silently, C rusoe's other self, his ghostly 'part
ner', is developing those plantations built on the violently
extracted labour-power of slaves which will provide the capital to 

displace that moral economy with a less volatile mode of 
production. Crusoe, so sated with his sudden transfusion of the 
profits produced from the blood of thirty years' slavery that he 
needs letting, is on reflection an appropriately sanguinary emblem 
of such exploitation. 

O nly by such literal excess can the ultimate colonial question 
the question that ask s by w hat right land is taken away from those 
living on it, the question that asks, in o ther words, why there is a 
need for a rift to exist between moral economy and productive 
economy, justice and violence, labour and capital - remain 
unposed, if ultimately 'answered' by the con.figurations that make 
up Robinson C rusoe's 'strange and surprizing' adventures. 



F(~ure 14 'Un Anglais de la Barbade vend sa Maitresse'; an engraving 
by Jean-Marie M oreau Ie Jeune for G.-F.-T . R aynal's H istoire des deHx 
Indes (1 780). Yarico frozen in the moment of her betrayal by the 
calculating Englishman. 
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Inkle and Yarico 

Quod genus hoc hominum? quaeve hunc tam barbara 
morem 

Permitri t patria' 
(A elll'id 1. 539- 40)1 

1 

The last major challenge to European hegemony in the islands of 
the Caribbean came in the thirty years at the end of the eighteenth 
cen tury. T o some extent this challenge formed part of the 
revolutionary fermenr tbat saw the independence of H aiti, but 
na tive resistance also had, as was earlier seen, its own history and 
its own specific forms of struggle. 

By 1760 the intermittent war between the native inhabitants of 
the Caribbean and rhe European colonizin g powers was clearly 
entering its last phase.2 T he high cultu re of the T ainos on the 
north-westerly islands had been quickly destroyed in the sixteenth 
century; it seems likely that pockets of native culture remained, 
especially in the Cuban interior, bur there w as little further 
fi ghtin g. The Bahamian Lllcayans had been pressed into slavery 
and soon destroyed. O n the more mountainous islands to the 
south-east, mili tary resistance had been more feasible, and from 
1624 the native C aribs had foug ht a skilful defensive war against 
European encroachment, but force of numbers, superior wea
ponry and European diseases had slowly taken their [ 011 . Befo re 
the end of the seventeenth centu ry the C aribs had been obliged to 
sign a treaty w ith the British and French by which they 
renounced any cla im to the majori ty of their islands in return for 
possession in perpetuity of D ominica and St Vincent, at that 
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moment the least desirable islands from the European poin t of 
view.3 Th is treaty was clearly - again from the European point o f 
vicw - a dead letter by [he time ofche T reaty ofParis (1763) when 
Dominica and St Vincem, along w ith Tobago and Grenada, all 
fairly sparsely settled by the French, were turned over t 
England .4 T he possibilities for plan tation agriculrure were severe
ly limi ted by Dominica's mountainOU$ terrain , and the small 
Carib popula tion coexisted , if w1easily, w ith the moderate influx 
of English settlers in the 1760s and 17705. 

T he case of St Vincent was rather difierent. The land was in 
general more suitable for plantation agriculTUre, especially the 
windw ard side of the island; but the Carib population was m uch 
larger and m uch Jess fragmented than that of Dominica. An 
additional complicating fac tor was the existence of two separate 
Carib groups, [he so-called 'Yellow' or 'Red' C aribs, w h 
lived on the leeward side o f the island, and the Black Caribs, w ho 
lived mainly on the windward side. The Black Caribs were so 
called because of interm arriage with escaped or shipw recked 
black slaves over a number of decades. th e group remaining 
cultura ll y and lin guistically Carib. But it may also have been the 
case that the rdative ethnic 'purity' of the 'Yellow' C aribs was 
due in the firs t instance to the existence of a division within the 
Vinccm ian Caribs between those willing to accommodate them
selves to the European settlers and those de term ined to fight for 
com plete sovereignty over at least part of the island. An agrec
mellt between the French and the Black Caribs drawn up in 1700 
had guaranteed tbe windward half of St V incent to the B lack 
C aribs (sec Figure 15. p . 243) and in 1763 there were no European 
settlements north-east of tha t di viding linc.5 Since, however, all 
the desirable land lay to the cast, the English commissioners 
appointed to sell off the gains of [he Seven Years War to private 
planters inevitably faced a conflict with th ose who did not 
recognize th e commissioners' right to dispose of their lan ds, a 
onfiict that resul ted in the two Carib Wars of 1772-3 and 

1795- 6. 

2 

T he previolls chapter discussed R obinsol'! Crusoe as a mythic 
version of the contact between Englishmen and native Caribbeans 
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but, as if sharp dichotomization of the savage into docile Friday 
and fierce cannibal had exhausted all the options, no literary work 
that has achieved significance dealt with the subsequent. and final, 
period of EnglishjCarib relationships. Yet a story does exist, often 
retold in the latter part of the eighteen th century, w hich seems to 
stand in a fraught and highly mediated relationship witl1 the fina l 
ex tirpa tion of the island Caribs from the Caribbean. 

The story of Inkle an d Yarico was one of the most o ften 
repeated and most popular narratives of the eighteenth cen tury, 
called by D avid Brion D avis a 'great folk epic.'6 In his definitive 
study Lawrence Price lists forty-fi ve separate versions in three 
languages (English, French and German) , some of which - like 
Steele's version in The Spectator, Chamfort's La Jeu ne Indienne, 
and Gellert's Inkle und Yarico - also exist in numerous contempor
ary translations into most European languages.7 In 1766 Goethe 
announced his inten tion of w riting a p lay on the theme; and in 
1792 Mary W ollstonecraft wrote of how to 'make an Inkle' of a 
child with no further expJanation necessary.s Yet after about 1810 

the flood suddenly dried, and Inkle and Yarico w ere quickly and 
almost completely forgotten. 

The story itself can be reduced to the four moments common 
to almost all its versions. Ink le, an Englishman, is s.hipwrecked 
and separated from his companions; he is succoured by a native 
girl, Yarico, who falls in love with him and for w hom he 
professes love; they are rescued by an English shjp; and they arrive 
in Barbados where Inkle sells Yarico into slavery. T here are no 
full novelistic trea tments of the theme but there are prose 
sketches, 'historical' narratives , poems (some in the form of 
epistles from Yarico to Inkle, and even some replies from InkIe), 
plays, ballets , pantomimes and musicals .9 

Like the story of Pocahontas, w ith which it has much in 
common, the beginnings of the narrative are difficult to ascertain. 
One often accepted beginning is Richard Ligon 's 1657 A T rue and 
Exact His to ry oj the Island oj Barbados, probably the single most 
valuable source for the history of the English Caribbean islands in 
the seventeenth century. H owever, from the point of view of 
literary history the most influential of the early versions is usually 
said to be that of Richard Steele, recounted in No . II of T he 
Spectator on Tuesday, 13 March 171 I-

In 1734 'The Story of Inkle and Yarico. From the 1 Ith. 
Spectator ' appeared in verse in the London A1agazine, and by 1738 
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three more anonymous poems had appeared in London, all based 
on Steele, and two of them in the form o f epistles addressed by 
Yarico to lnkle. By 1754 there had appea red the first play, the [Lrst 
French poem, and the firs t German poem, later much reprinted 
and translated. After 1754 no more than a year or two passed 
withou t an additi on to the Ink le and Yarico corpus in English, 
French or German until 1802. Yet after 1802 (and excluding a 
handful of translations) there were no new versions in England at 
all; and on the Con tinent merely a French pantomime in 1807 and 
a German musical in 1808. 10 

One of the general difficulties with psychoanalytical ana.lysis 
when transferred away from the param eters of an indiv idual's 
consciousness and its associative hin terland, is in locating w ithin 
an 'autonomous' narrative signs of the process of unconscious 
production . '}nk le and Yarico', the product ofn o single au thorial 
consciousness but rather a story that English (and European) 
society chose persistently, over a period of seventy years, to tell 
itself, has the advantage of providing a narrative tha t changes over 
time so that it is possible, at least in theory, to produce a time
length equivalent to that revealed in analysis, laying bare som e
thing o( the stOry 's political ae tiology. 

3 

The con ventional location for the story of lnkle and Yarico is 
w ithin the ' literature of sentiment', often seen as one of the 
characteristic European literary forms of the century between the 
English Restoration and the French Revolution.ll The constitu
ent vocabulary of sentimentalism includes such key words as 
'sentimental' , 'sensib ili ty', 'humanity' and 'benevolence', all of 
w hich were used with increasing frequency and intensity in this 
period, and at least one of w hich, 'sen timental ' itself, does not 
exist in English until this time - probably around 1740. These 
linguistic changes reflect and codify the increased value given to 
'natural feelings', a valuation as ap paren t in the philosophy of 
Shaftesbury an d H utcheson as in the Lati tudin arian m ovemen t 
w ithin the Church, and perhaps best exemplified by Rousseau's 
paragraphs on 'th~ inner impulse o f compassion ' .12 

T he great theme of sentimental literature is sexual love and one 
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of it5 grcat topoi is the frustrat ion of that love. InkJe and Yarico 
are therefore contextually rela ted to the better known pairs of 
Antony and C leopatra (Dryden's), Olonooko and lmoinda, 
Abelard and Eloisa, C larissa and Lovelace, Julie and Saint-Preux, 
Paul and Virg inie and, right at tbe end of th e period but 
appearing for the first t ime in literary form, Pocahontas and John 
Smith. 1.1 

These contexts can be narrowed down in two ways. Frustrated 
lo ve often led to the isola ted figure, the deserted or bereaved 
lover, usually - as with Yarico - the woman: Popc's Eloisa, 
Marianne Alcoforado of the Lettres d'/me re ligieuse portl4gaise, 
Dryden's D ido. 14 And - again as with Yarico - the purity of rrue 
love would o ften be the product of a 'natural' society destroyed 
by some form of European corruption , calculation or double
dealing. Here Yarico is closest to Pocahontas but also, in a strange 
but significant way, to Dido, w ho was also betrayed by a 
'Euro pean' w ith his mind on other things. 

Native America supplied much of the material for this litera
ture of sentiment, from Dryden 's heroic dram as such as The 
Indian Queet/ (1 663 - 4) , through Marmonte!'s Les Incas (1777), to 
poems like Wordsworth's 'Complaint of a Forsaken Indian 
Woman' (1798) and Southey's 'Song of the Chikkasah W idow' 
(1799); w ith the an ti-Spanish theme often prominent, as in]oseph 
W arton 's T he Dying Indian' (1758) or Edw ard ] erningham's 
'The Fall o f Mexico ' (1 775) or Sheridan 's Pizarro (1799), one of 
the many translations of Ko tzebue's D ie Span ier in Pem (1 795) .15 

B ut in man y ways a more powerful t ributa ry to the torrent of 
sentimentalism w as the stream of largely French, documentary , 
historical an d philosophical trea tises. The latter part of the century 
saw the influence of B ougainville's and Cook 's accounts of the 
South Sea islanders along with D idero t 's famo us Supplement, as 
the primitivist ic ideal, once t!xclusive to America and the classical 
civilizations, was extended to the newly discovered South Pacific 
and even to Mrica itself, long subject to a quite different 
descriptive vocabulary .1 6 Sentimental sympathy began to flow 
out along the arteries of European commerce in search of its 
victims. In the ea rlier period, how ever, the key texts still foc llsed 
on America, and three o f them - du T ertre's history of the 
French-speak ing Antilles, R ousseau's discourse on inequali ty, and 
R aynal's Histoire des deux 1I1des - had significant things to say 
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about the Caribbean .17 Du Tertre who, after Raymond Breton, 
lived longest and closest to the Caribs of the islands, left a detailed 
and in many ways eulogistic account of their idyllic way of life: 

Now as J have shown that the air of the torrid zone is the 
purest, health iest and most tem perate of all atmospheres, and 
that the ear th there is a li ttle Paradise, always green and washed 
by the sweetest waters of the world: it is appropriate to show in 
this treatise that the Savages of these islands are the most 
content, the happiest, the least vicious, the most sociable, the 
least deformed, and the least affl icted by disease in the whole 
world . For they are just as nature produced them, that is to say 
living in great and natural simplicity: they are all equal, almost 
without knowledge of any sort ofsuperiority or servitude .... 
No one is richer or poorer than his companion, and they all 
limit their desires to what is useful and necessary to them, 
scorning all superfluities .... [T ]hey are of good build, well
proportioned, large and powerful. so energetic and healthy that 
it is common to see amongst them old men of a hundred or a 
hundred and twenty . .. w ho have hardly any white hair. their 
foreheads marked by hardly a w rinkle. Is 

The topics of the 'golden age' survive almost unaltered, embed
ded in and constitutive of a discourse which, if not ethnographic 
in the full sense, clearly passes as a description of observed 
behaviour. And to du T ertre might be appended Labat's com
ment, w hich makes vcry cogently the political point so pungently 
explicit in M ontaigne's famous essay on the cannibals: 

There is no t a nation on earth more jealous of their indepen
dency than the C haraibes. They are impatient under the least 
infringement of it ; and when, at any time, they are witnesses to 
the respect and deference which the natives of Europe observe 
towards their superiors, they despise us as abject slaves; 
wondering how any man can be so base as to crouch before his 
equal19 

Rousseau, drawing on du Tertre for his essay on the origins of 
inequality, then promulgated the notion that the Caribs were the 
closest surviving example of a people living in 'savagery' - in 
R ousseau's very precise sense of that word: 
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Of aU existing peoples. the Caribs have least departed from the 
state of na ture, and it is they who are most peaceful in their sex 
Ii yes and least subj e<.1: to jealousy, even though they live ill a hot 
climate. which always seems to make these passions more 
acnve. 

Therefore, on the central ana logy of species to individual life. the 
Carib were living in the true youth of the world.20 This 
sentimental image of the Carib, even though philosophical ratber 
than ethnographic, was to provide a powerful fund ofrhetoric to 
deploy agai.nst the planters' determination to seek a mili tary 
solution to the Carib occupancy of lands suitable for plantation 
agricultu re on St Vincent. The vocabulary of sentiment was 
therefore to make its way into the political debate of the period . 
One of the particular techniques of the Histoire des deux Indes in 
tbe course of its mordant assessment of European greed was to 
focus on representative stories such as tha t of the Amerindian 011 

Hispaniola who refused a dea thbed baptism on the grounds that if 
hea ven was full of Spaniards he would rather be in hell . lnkle and 
Yarico - retold from Steele - was such a story and Jean- Marie 
Moreau Ie ]eune's engraving (Figure 14) captures that moment of 
unbearable poignancy as Yarico is sold into slavery by her 
erstwhile lover21 The powerful critique of slavery and the s)ave
trade mounted by R aynal ensured that lnkle and Yarico would 
from then on be seen as an illustration of the evils o f slavery, 
however irrelevant that reading might be to the import of the 
story as told by Ligon or Stecle.22 

A fu rther tributary to the stream of eighteenth-century senti
ment was provided by the continuing visi ts to England of 
Americans, Africans and, later, Tahitians. Pocahontas and her 
entourage had been scru tinized to see whether savage nobility had 
civilized manners. A century later the emphasis tended to be on 
tbe satirical ligh t such visits could be made to cas t on European 
institutions, or on the tremor of compassion felt by the European 
spectator on w itnessing the travails of natural sensibilities in such 
an alien and hostile environment. T he fi rst official embassy of 
Amerindian political leaders to England was the visit of the fo ur 
Iroquois sachems in April and May 17 JO. 2 3 T he sachems became 
fami liar fig ures and both Addison and Steele used them in the 
manner of Montcsquieu .24 Steele's interest in lnkle and Yarico 
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may even have been sparked by this visit.25 In fact the beginning 
of the Inkle and Yarico cult in J734 coincided with rhe next 
important Amerindian visitor, the Creek Tomochichi; and there 
were other state visits by three Cherokees in 1762 and Joseph 
Brant, grandson to the King of the Maquas in 1776 - j ust as Omai, 
the Tahitian who had been the sensation of London for two years, 
was leaving. 26 

In many ways though, the most revealing of the foreign 
visitors was William Ansah Sesarakoo, called 'the Prince of 
Annamobee'. As the London magazines of dle time told the 
story, Sesarakoo was the son of a Moorish king on the African 
coast. T he king bad been so impressed with the polite behaviour 
of an English trader that he had entrusted his son to the trader to 
be brought to England and educated in the European manner. 
This the captain agreed to do, but then basely sold the prince and 
his companion into slavery on a Caribbean island, a lack of 
scru ple tbat exactly parallels tha t shown by the slave captain in 
Apbra Bebn's Orol1ooko, and by Thomas lnkle. After the death of 
this captain his officers related the affair to the English govern
ment w ho paid for the release of the prince and his friend and 
brough t dlem to England where they were put under the care of 
the Earl of Halifax, first commissioner of trade and plantations. 
They were introduced to the King and received into English 
society. The particular occasion of the articles in the press was 
their visit in February 1749 to Covent Garden to see a perfor
mance - of Oronooko. As The Gentlemall'S M agazille of February 
1749 reports: 

The seeing persons of their own colour on the stage, apparently 
in the same distress from which they had been so lately 
delivered, the tender in terview between Im oinda and Oronooko, 
who was betrayed by the treachery of a captain, his account of 
his sufferings, and the repeated abuse of his placability and 
confidence, strongly affected them w ith that generous grief 
which pure nature always feels, and art had not ye t taught them 
to suppress; the young prince was so far overcome, that he w as 
obliged to return at the end of the fourth act. His companion 
remained, but wept the whole time; a circumstance which 
affected the audience yet more than the play, and doubled the 
tears which were shed for Oronooko and Im oinda. 27 

Rarely can the tears of compassion have been more delicious. 
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What the magazines do not mention is that Sesarakoo was the 
son, no t of a king, but of John Corrente, one of dle most 
powerful black slave traders on the Gold Coast, who was 
following a well-established tradi tion in sending his son to 
England to be educated; so that the efforts of the government, far 
from being motivated by compassion, were a desperate attempt 
to regain the goodwill of a key figure in the slave trade, at a time 
when the French were trying to establish themselves in that part 

2 8 of Africa . 

4 

So the sentimental context of 'Inkle and Yarico' is already 
deeply coloured by native American and often speciftcally 
C aribbean references. W ithin the innumerable versions of the 
story itself the crucial inter textual relationship, at least in the fi rst 
instance, is that between Ligon and Steele. This is Ligon's 
account: 

We had an Indian woman, a slave in the house, who was of 
excellent shape and colour , for it w as a pure bright bay; small 
brests, with the nipls of a porphyne colour, this woman would 
not be woo'd by an y means to weare Cloaths. Shee chanc' t to 
be with Child, by a Christian servant, and lodging in the Indian 
house, amongst other women of her own Coum ry, where the 
Christian servants , both men and wom en came; and being very 
great, and that her time was come to be delivered, loath to fall 
in labour before tbe men, walk'd down to a Wood, in w hich 
w as a Pond of w ater, and there by the side of the Pond , 
brought her selfe a bed; and presently washing her C hild in 
some of the water of the Pond, lap ' t it up in such rags , as she 
had begg'd of the Christians; and in three hours time came 
home, with her C hilde in her armes, a lusty Boy, frolick and 
lively. 

h is Indian dwelling neer tbe Sea-coast, upon the Main, an 
English ship put in to a Bay, and sent some of her men a shoar, 
to try what victualls or w ater they could finde, for in some 
distressc they were: But the Indians perceiving them to go up 
so fa r into the C ountry, as they were sure they could not make 
a safe retreat, intercepted them in their return , and fell upon 
them, chasing them in to a Wood, and being dispersed there, 
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some were taken , and some ki ll ' d: but a young man amongst 
them srragling from the rest, was met by this Indian Maid, who 
upon the f irst sight fell in love with him, and hid him close 
from her Co untrymen (the Indians) in a C ave, and there fed 
him, till they could safely go down to the shoar, where the ship 
lay at anchor, expl!cting the retu rn of their friends . But at last, 
seeing th em u pon the shoar, sent the long-Boat for them, took 
them aboard, and brough t them away . But the you th, when he 
came ashoar in the Barbadoes, fo rgot the kindnesse of the poor 
maid, that had ventured her life for his safety, and sold he r for a 
slave, who w as as free bom as he: And so poor Yar ico for her 
love, lost her liberty 2 9 

Fifty-four yea rs later Richard Steele w rote in T he Spectator of a 
conversation 'upon the old Topick, of Constancy in Love.' 
A rietta, stung by the general aspersions cast upon womel1, 
responds in this way: 

w hen we consider this Question between the Sexes, w hich has 
been either a P oint of Dispute or Raillery ever since there were 
Men and Women , let us take Facts from plain People, and from 
such as h ave not either Ambition or C apacity to embellish their 
N arra tions w id1 an y Bea uties o f Imagination . I was the other 
D ay amusing m y self w ith Ligon's Account of Barhadocs; and , in 
Answer to your well-wrought T ale, I will give you (as it dwells 
upon my Memory) out of that honest T raveller, in his fifty 
fifth P age, the History of Inkle an d Yari co. 

M r. Thom as Illk le of London, aged 20 Years, embarked in the 
Downs on [h e good ship called the Achilles, bound for the West
b1dics, on the 16th ofJ ullc 1647, in order to im prove h is Fortune 
by T rade an d Merchandize. Our Adventurer was the third Son 

f an eminent C itizen, w ho had taken particular C are to instill 
into his Mind an early Love of Gain, by making him a perfect 
Master of Numbers, and consequently giving him a quick 
View of Loss and Advantage, and preventing the natural 
Impulses of his Passions, by P repossession towards his Interests. 
W ith a M ind thus turned, young fnkLe had a Person every way 
agreeab le , a ruddy Vigour in his Countenance, Strength in his 
Lim bs, with R inglets of fair H air loosely flo wing 011 his 
Shoulders. It happened, in the Course of the Voyage, that the 
Achilles, in some D istress, put into a Creek on the Main of 
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A merica, in Search of Provisions: The You th, who i~ the Hero 
[ my Story. among others, went ashore on this Occasion. 

From their first Landing they were observed by a Party of 
Indialls, who hid themselves in the Woods for th at Purpose. 
T he Ellg lisll unad visedly marched a great distance from the 
Shore into the Country, and w ere intercepted by the Natives 
wh o slew the greatest Number of them . Our Adventurer 
escaped among others, by fl ying into a Forest. Upon his 
coming in to a remote and pathless part of the Wood, he threw 
himself, tired and breathless, on a little Hjllock, when an Indian 
Maid rushed fro m a Thicket behind him: After the firs t 
Surprize, dley appeared mutuall y ag reeable to each other. If the 
Eu ropean was high ly Charmed with the Limbs, Features, and 
w ild Graces of the Naked America1l; the American was no less 
taken wi th the Dress, Complexion and Shape of an European, 
covered from Head to Foot. The Indian grew im mediately 
enamoured of him, and consequen tly sollici tous for his Pre
servation : She the refore conveyed rum to a Cave, where she 
gave him a Delicious Repast of Fruits, and led him to a Stream 
to slake his Thirst. In the m idst of these good Offices, she w ould 
sometimes pla y wi th his Hair, and deligh t in the Opposition of 
its C olour, to that of he r Fingers: T hen open his Bosome, then 
laugh at him for covering it. She was, it seems, a Person of 
Distinction, for she every day came to him in a differen t Dress, 
of the most beautiful Shells, Bugles and Bredcs. She likewise 
brought him a great many Spoils, which her other Lovers had 
presented to her; so that his Cave was richly adorned with all 
the spotted Skins of Beasts, and most Party-coloured Feath ers 
of Fowls, w hich that World afforded. T o make h is Confine
ment more tolerable, she would carry h im in the Dusk of the 
Evening, or by the favour of M oon-light, to unfrequented 
G roves and Sobtudcs, and show him where to lye dow n in 
Safety, and sleep ami dst the Falls of Waters, and Melody of 
N ightingales. Her Part was to watch and hold h im in her 
Arms, for fear o f her C ountry-men . and wake him on 
Occasions to consult his Safety . In this manner did tbe Lovers 
pass away their Time, til1 they had learn'd a Language of their 
own, in which the Voyager communicated to his Mistress, 
how happy he should be to have her in his Country, where she 
should be Cloathed in such Silks as his Wastecoat w as made of, 
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without such Fears and Alarms as they were there Tormented 
with . Tn this tender Correspondence these Lovers lived for 
severaJ Months. when Yarico. instructed by her Lover. dis
covered a Vessel on the Coast. to which she made SignaJs, and 
in tbe Night, with the utmost Joy and Satisfaction accom
panied him to a Ships-Crew of his Country-Men, bound for 
Barbadoes. When a Vessel from the Main arrives in that Island. it 
seems the Planters come down to the Shoar. where there is an 
immediate Market of the [lidia/Is and other Slaves, as with us of 
Horses and Oxen. 

To be short, M r Thomas Inkle. now coming into English 
Territories, began seriously to reflect upon his loss ofTime, and 
to weigh with himself how many Days Interest of his Mony he 
had lost during his Stay with Yarico. T his Thought made the 
Young Man very pensive, and carefu l what Account be should 
be able to give his Friends of his Voyage. U pon which 
Considerations, the prudent and frugal yOWlg Man sold Yarico 
to a Barbadian Merchant; notwithstanding that the poor Girl . to 
incline him to commiserate her Condition, tOld him that she 
was with Child by hi m: But he only made use of that 
Information, to rise in his Demands upon the P urchaser. 

I was so touch 'd with this Story, (which J think should be 
always a Counterpart to the Ephe5ia~1 Matron) that I left the 
Room with Tears in my Eyes; which a Woman of Arietta's 
good sense, did. I am sure, take for greater Applause, than any 
Compliments I could make her. 30 

T he vast majomy of the later examples draw explicitly on 
Steele: Steele's piece refers to, and gains its authority as an 
historical exa mple from Ligon. The rhetoric is by no means 
simple since Steele is no t necessarily making the same point as he 
is having Arietta make; but both of them are dependent on the 
historicity of the story which is vouchsafed by the reference to 
Ligon , the historian w ho actually visited Barbados and is there
fore seen as an appropriate guarantor of the story. 

Ligon's firs t paragraph can no doubt be said in some sense to 
describe the historical Yarico, inasmuch as Ligon is giving an 
eyewitness account of an Amerindian slave in the house in 
Barbados where he w as residing. W ithin Ligon 's text the 
paragraph is partly an account of the domest ic arrangements in 
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Barbados - he has just said there are not JUany Indians but that 
they tend to be better cooks than the blacks; partly a chance to 
add to his collection of native breasts, of which he was a {"ireless 
admirer; and parrly. it would seem, an occasion to wonder at the 
strange self-sufficiency of savage life. This last note, the dominant 
one, is by no means sentimental in the manner of the eighteenth
century versions: its ambivalence and prosaicness guarantee that. 
T here is an element of civilized distaste for these savage arrange
ments, more than counteracted by an undertow of admiration for 
the modesty (' loath to fall in labour before the men') self
sufficiency (,brought her selfe a bed'), and matter-of-factness 
('and in three hours came home, with her C hilde in her armes') 
of Yarico's behaviour, all of which produce, with the minimum 
of fuss, 'a lusty Boy , frolick and lively'. An impressive cameo of 
an Amerindian slave woman coping. 

T he somewhat tmeasy conjunction between the two para
graphs probably marks a change of narrative procedure in part 
concealed by the continuous use of the past tense. The events of 
the firs t paragraph have been witnessed by Ligon in the present of 
164T in 1657 he rcports them in the pas t tense. But the events of 
the second paragra ph have been reported to him in 1647, and not, 
one might be sure, by Yarico herself. This is important not 
principally because it casts doubt on the veracity of the story itself 
- which of course it does: who afte r aU could have known the 
details except Yarico and the Englishman involved, who would 
presumably not have exposed his own ingratitude? - but rather 
because it inflects that paragraph in Ligon as generically distinct 
from the surrounding text. The paragraph tells a story, in many 
ways a paradigmatic and mythic story, that is connected, th rough 
no clear narra tive sequence, with this particular Amerindian 
woman. It is an interesting and peculiar way to have become a 
,lave, and therefore worthy of a 2oo-word paragraph; but any 
tendency to pathos is defused in advance by the image of the lusty 
child Yarico produced with another man . She might be unfortu
na te, but she is clearly a survivor. 

As if in recognition of the generic autonomy of Ligon's second 
paragraph Steele's version draws from it exclusively, allowing 
him to freeze the forsaken woman in the sentimental tableau of 
her abandonment, fIrmly removed from the possibl y complicat
ing facts of her later 'history'. W hereas in Ligon there is at least a 
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sense of a dialectic between an oft-repeated story and a lived 
reali ty with w hich that stOry mayor may not be connected, in 
Steele the story is entirely at rhe service of 'the spectator' : Steele's 
tears prove that he is, despite his name, a man of sensibility. 

Steele expands Ligon's spare narrative. The Englishman is 
named for the first rim e as Inkle, with a character sketch to 
esta blish that his 'Interests' reign over his 'Passions'. The details 
of tht: voyage are fi lled in by confusing Inkle with Ligon, who 
himself sailed for the West Indies on 16 June 1647 in the ship 
A chilles. But the greatest expansion in Steele's version comes with 
tbe 250 or so words he uses to replace Ligon's laconic account of 
the time lnkle and Yarico spent together alone. Ligon has Yarico 
fall in love instantly with the Englishman but then simply 'hid 
him close from her Countrymen ... in a Cave, and there fed 
him, till they could go down to the shoar'. Steele lengthens these 
hours of hospitali ty into a pastora l idy ll lasting several months. 
This no doubt gives dramatic emphasis to the abruptness with 
which ln kle later disposes of Yarico; but it also allows Steele to 

introduce the details of a courtship that owes more to the rituals 
of Berkeley Square than it does to the north coast of South 
America, especially since lnkle is lulled to sleep by the melody of 
nightingales. However, two developments are crucial. Yarico is, 
in The Spectator, 'a Person of Distinction', the mark of such 
distinction being that she visits Inkle every day in a different dress, 
quite an achievement for somebody earlier described as a 'naked 
American '. As a person of distinction Yarico can, like the 
princely O ronooko an d the noble Pocahontas, evoke aristocra tic 
~ympathy . And then - in perhaps the most interesting move of aU 
- Steele transfers Yarico's chronologically later pregnancy from 
Ligon's fust paragraph to the m Oment of arrival on the quayside 
at Barbados. Varieo, in a desperate attem pt to have Inkle 
commiserate with her, reveals that she is carrying his child; only 
for Inkle to respond by raising her price, thereby effectively 
selling his own child into slavery. 

T hese twO developments were adopted in most of the versions 
that began to proliferate in the 17305, both of Steele's addi tions 
increasing the quotient of pathos in the sto ry. But the greater the 
pathos the more vague the geography and ethnograph y. In the 
later versions it is not always a thoroughly Caribbean story: 
it always ends ill Barbados, but the first part might sometimes 
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take place on the coast of Africa. Yarico is therefore as often black 
as Amerindian , or in one poem actually black and Amerindian 
simultaneously.3! This geographical vagueness seems connected 
to a developing ideological inflection to the character of Inkle. In 
Steele It is only after the rescue that lnkle begins ' to reflect upon 
his loss of T ime, and to weigh with himself how many Days 
Interes t of his Mony he had lost during his Stay with Yarico': his 
passion and gra titude are genuine enough, it is just that they are 
eventually outweighed by more important considerations. But in 
the 1734 poem Inkle is a deceiver from the start, a 'stranger to 
virtue' behind his 'face and shape divine', who, though im
pressed by Yarieo's 'JUSt symmetry of shapc' , uses his flaxen hair 
an d honeyed words to help himself out of a diffi cult spot. So the 
decision to seU her implies no change of heart and the poem ends 
with the other Barbadian merchants 'all the prudent youth 
admire I T hat could , so young, a trading soul acquire'. Concomi
tan tly, the poem has earlier spelled out the fate of Inkle's 
comparuons: 

By winds, or waves, or the decrees of heaven, 
H is bark upon a barbarous coast was driven; 
Possest by men who thirst for human blood, 
W ho live in caves, or thickets of the wood: 
Untaught to plant (yet corn and fruits abound, 
And fragrant flowers enamel all the grOl.U1d .) 
Distrest, he landed on this fa tal shore, 
W ith some companions, which were soon. no more; 
T he savage race their trembling flesh devour, 
O ff 'ring oblations to th'infernal power. 
Dreadfull y suppliant, human limbs they tore, 
(Accursed rites!) and quaft their streaming gore. 

It has taken just two textua l moves for Ligon's episode in a 
Ca ribbean guerrilla war to become the generalized and satanic 
cannibalism of savage natives. (However much the noble savage, 
Yarico, caught between the devil of cannibalism and the deep 
blue sea of the trading soul, is less of a ' savage' than a 
transposition of the difficult posi tion of the English aristocracy, 
caught between the savagery of the lower orders and the growing 
threa t from the merchant classcs}'l 2 The cha racteristic sentimental 
move is to universalize: obtrusive circumstantial detai l is mini
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mized or removed altogether. The emphasis therefore comes to 
fall on the climax to the story - the moment of the sale, an 
emphasis that made ' Inkle and Yarico' so amenable to the anti
slavery movement. 

The changes to 'JnkIe and Yarico' are analogous to, and 
illumina ted by, those that bappened to Aphra Behn's novel 
Oronoo ko. Published in 1688 OrOtlooko is in many ways a 
dassically sentimental story, telling of the melodramatic love 
affair between its eponymous hero and the beautiful Imoinda. The 
immediate parallels are with O chel/o, given the noble black 
Oronooko's military prowess and his w inning of the heart of a 
senior's daughter in the teeth of parental opposition - here 
Oronooko's grandfather, who summons Imoinda to his harem. In 
Mrs Behn's story Imoinda is also black and the two of them suffer 
with melodramatic frequency from the bad faith of English 
traders and slave-owners, ending up on a plantation in Surinam 
though never, it appears, actually forced to labour. Oronooko 
leads a failed slave rebellion, kills Imoinda with his own hand, but 
is saved from suicide by the planters who castra te, disembowel 
and quarter him . 

Like some of the versions of 'Inkle and Yarico' Oronooko would 
seem to use the difference of the protagonist as a mark of nobility 
to stand in contrast to the unscrupulous lack of honour of the 
English traders: the politics here would again seem basically 
domestic, particularly if O ronooko himself can, as has been 
suggested, be read as the betrayed Charles IT, his kingdom turned 
over to the D utch, as Surinam had been in 166 7. 3 3 T here is clearly 
no condemnation of the slave trade as such and O ronooko, far 
from being a representative African, is distinguished in every 
possible way from his fellow-countrymen , even in his physical 
appearance: 

He was pretty tall, but of a shape the most exact that can be 
fancy'd: The most famous sta tuary cou'd not form the figure of 
a man more admirably tum'd from head to foo t. His face was 
not of that rusty black which most of that nation are , but of 
perfect ebony,or polished jett. His nose was rising and R oman, 
instead of African and fiat. His mouth the finest shaped that 
could be seen; far from those great turn'd lips, which are so 
natural to the rest of the negroes. T he whole proportion and air 
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of his face was so nobly and exactly form'd, that bating his 
colour, there could be no thing in nature more beautiful. 
agreeable and handsome. There was DO one grace wanting, that 
bears the standard of true beauty. His hair came down to his 
shoulders, by the aids of art, which was by pulling it out with a 
quill, and keeping it comb'd; of which he took particular 
care. 34 

Aphra Behn 's Oronooko is close in some respects to Ligon's 
version of the YariCO story. Both arc based on earlier visits to the 
Caribbean (Behn in 1663- 4; Ligon in 1647-50), and derive at 
least part of their au thority from presenting themselves a5 first
hand accounts: Mrs Behn has talked to all the leading actors in her 
story , including Oronooko himself. Almost inevitably M rs 
Behn's historical claims have been challenged, but they seem to 
have stood up remarkably well, at least as far as tbe Surinam 
episode is concerned.35 Oronooko 's retrospective account of the 
Coromantee court is a different matter, reading very much like a 
story from the Thousand and One N ights or, indeed, from a 
R estoration drama: but then so did Ligon 's second paragraph 
about Yarico's provenance. 

In some ways the oddest detail, never explained in the novel, is 
Oronooko's name. It is no t clear what ki.nd of irony or parallel is 
im plied by the arri val j ust down the coast from the mouth of the 
O rinoco (spelt 'Oronooko' in English until the nineteenth cen
tury) of an African bear ing such an evocatively American name. 
The oddness is compounded by the opening pages of the novel 
which set out , with greater determination than narrative motiva
tion, to give an account of the native Amerindians, w hich turns 
ou t to be a particularly pure piece ofprimitivism ending on a note 
of realpolitik: 

we find it absolu tely necessary to caress 'em as fr iends, and not 
to trea t 'em as slaves, nor dare we do other, their nu mbers so far 
surpassing ours in that continent. 36 

Southerne's dramatic version ofOronooko (1695) and its fur ther 
adaptation to later sensibilities in 1759 by Hawkesworth were 
among the most popular plays in eighteenth-century England 
but, like Colman's lnkle and Yarico (1787), coarsened and simpli
fied their narrative original. By the 1770S Oronooko had been 
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mobilized so successfully by the an ti-slavery movement for it 
never - despi te its huge populari ty - to be performed in 
Liverpool. 

5 

The debate in England over the First Black Carib War of 1772-3 
w as influenced by the prevailing ethos of sentim entality .a7 The 
West Indian interest was quite clear. T he Treaty o f Paris had 
given England control of the last remaining land in the C aribbean 
suitable for sugar plantations. The best land of all was on St 
Vincent , but unfortunately on the w indward half of the island 
occupied by the large B lack Carib community in line w ith a 
treaty made w ith the French in 1700 (see Figure 15).38 T he 
English government w as clearly never disposed to take this treaty 
seriously. General Monckton's reward for his services during the 
Seven Years War was a grant of 4000 acres on the C arib side of 
the dividing line. T he co mmissioners, under W illiam Young, the 
fus r baronet, reponed that 'very small and detached spots only arc 
here and there cleared and settled by them , whilst large tracts 
through which they are scattered remained in w ood, useless and 
unoccupied', rem aining therefore in w hat the Council and 
Assembly later refer to, almost inevitably, as 'a state of nature' .39 

Young h imself elsewhere mentions, by w ay ofjustification, Carib 
neglect of 'the obligation to cultivate', linking the English 
campaign against the C aribs to that long tradition of misrecog
nition of the forms and practices of native Amerindian agricul
ture. 40 For support he refers to the legist Emerich de Vatte!, w ho 
had recently expressed the opinion that those people 'who having 
fertile countries, disdain to cultivate the earth ... deserve to be 
exterminated as savage and pernicious beasts'. The establishment 
of European colonies in N orth America w as therefore found to be 
'extremely law ful': 'The people of those vast countries rather 
over-ran than inhabited them' .41 

The commissioners decided to m ake an accurate survey of all 
'disputed ' areas - that is to say the areas that the settlers had their 
eyes on - and to build roads that would facilita te such a survey, 
not to mention any 'pacification' that might prove necessary. 
The C aribs reacted in traditional style, electing a w archief, Joseph 
Chatoyer, for the period of the conflict, and beginning a 
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Figure 15 St Vincent 1700-73; showing the two significant divisions of 
the island between Europeans and Black Caribs. 

campaign of harassment against the surveyors and road-builders . 
T he success of this campaign can probably be gauged accurately 
from the tone of Young"s description of the Black Caribs in his 
report dated April I76T 

They are ... an idle, ignorant, and savage people, subject to no 

1773 
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law or discipline, and ~carcely acknowledging subordination to 
an y chief: they speak a jargon of their own, which, added to an 
extreme jealousy of their liberty, a distrust of those they 
converse with, and a li ttle affected cunning, make it very 
difficul t to discourse or reason with them concerning their 
situation, anel the arrangements necessary to be taken with 
respec t to them . They go for the most part naked.42 

The commissioners were losing their pa tience. T he T reasury 
authorized continuation of the survey and financial compensation 
to the Caribs for land they agreed to sell, but the surveyors, even 
with military assistance, failed to make progress. In April 1769 a 
detachment of forty soldiers was ( ut off 16 miles within Carib 
territory and released only after the English had pro mised to 
'give up all immediate pretensions to interfere wi th their country 
and never again attempt to make roads of communication 
through it ' . 4 3 Later in the year four Carib canoes, probably on a 
trading run to St Lucia, were sunk by a British sloop, and eighty 
Caribs left to drown 44 In 177 1 a fur ther meeting between the 
commissioners and the Caribs resulted only in Chatoyer restating 
his determination to defend Carib sovereignty 45 The commis
sioners' report (J6 O ctober 1771) , giving an accoun t of the 
meeting, hints at a more radical solution to the problem: 

W e conceive it im possible that so small an island can long 
continue divided between a civilized people and savages, who 
are bound by no ties of law o r rel igion: and w ho, fro m their 
situation among woods, are even exempted from fear of 
punishment.46 

The settlers tried the legalistic approach, suggesting that the 
eastern half of the island constituted a dangerous imperium in 
imperio: 

that the suffering such a separate Empire as these Indians claim 
within your Majesty's Dominions is not only incompatible 
with the safety of your Subjects, but highly derogatory from 
the Honor and Dignity of the British C ro wn, that Lenity and 
every humane Expedient to bring them to a reasonable 
Su bjection has long been tried without success; that with 
Nature's incapable of Gratitude or Sentimen t, the mild hand of 
Benevolence eviden tly looses its effect.4 7 
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The sentimental matrix is recognized as providing the relevant 
vocabulary but judged inappropriate in this case. 

In a separate report Richard Maitland, the island agent, spoke 
openly of removing the Caribs from the island altogether, 
broaching a fo rced removal back to Africa.4R This suggestion was 
full of ironies. If anyone was native to St Vincent it was certainly 
nOl the English, so they were hardly in a moral position to 

remow an yone else. None of the Black Caribs had ever seen 
Africa: inasmuch as they were Carib they had been settled in the 
Caribbean for several centuries, in so far as they could be 
considered African they were hardly themselves responsible for 
being in the West Indies in the first place. 

It had, though, always suited the se ttlers to portray the Black 
Caribs as usurpers of a legitimate Carib heritage and therefore not 
legally entitled to their land. T his was a line strongly pushed by 
W illi am Young in a fur ther and tellin g instalment in the series of 
'beginnings', this time the story of the beginnings of the Black 
Caribs: 

The N egroes, or Black C baraibs (as they have been termed of 
late years), are descendants from the cargo of an African slave 
ship, bound from the Bite of Benin to Ba rbadoes, and wrecked, 
about the year 1675 , on the coast ofBequia, a small island about 
two leagues to the south of St Vincent's. 

T he Charaibs, accustomed to fish in the narrow channel, 
soon discovered these N egroes, and finding them in great 
distress for provisions, and particularly for w ater , wi th which 
Bequia was ill supplied , they had little difficulty in in veigling 
them in to their canoes, and transporting them across the 
narrow channel to St Vincent's, where they made slaves of 
them, and set them to w ork . These Negroes were of a warlike 
Moco tribe from Africa, and soon proved restive and indocile 
servants to the less robust natives of the western ocean. 

He tells of an attempted Carib massacre of the blacks , which 
occasioned a sudden insurrection and escape to the mountains of 
the north-east. Combin ing there w ith other runaw ays and 
refugees from justice the sbipwrecked Africans 

formed a nation, now known by the name o f Black C haraibs; a 
title themselves arrogated, w hen entering into contest with 
the ir ancient masters. 
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The savage, w ith the name an d title, thinks he inherits the 
qualities, the righ t, and the property, of those whom he m ay 
pretend to supersede: hence he assimilates himself by name and 
m anners, as it were to make out his identi ty, and confirm the 
succession. T hus these N egroes not only assumed the national 
appellation of Charaibs, but individually their Indian names; 
and they adopted many of their customs: they flattened the 
forehead of their infant children in the Indian m anner: they 
buried their dead in the attitude of sitting, and according to 
Indian rites: and killing the men they took in w ar, they carried 
off and cohabited w ith the women. 49 

Young's narrative performs the colonial disavowal in a manner 
very similar to R obinson Crusoe's, or for that matter Purchas's 
telling of the romance of Virginia. In each case an earlier moment 
of supposed usurpation is projected to act as a screen for the present 
usurpation w hich can thereby be presented as a rectification of 
others' crimes. This time it is the 'true' Caribs who have been 
dispossessed, the Black Caribs who are the usurpers. T o dispossess 
the dispossessers is merely natural justice. Like all colonialist 
versions of beginnings this is a mythic story and a familiar one: 
shipwreck, hospitality, ingratitude. Other evidence can counter 
its claim to historicity,50 but equally important is the way in 
which the narrative can manipulate the elements of that familiar 
paradigm - which is after all the story again ofInkle and Yarico 
to cast an unfavourable light on the enemy of the British settlers. 
Most striking is the absolute reversal that has taken place in the 
depiction of the Caribs. Only recently a byword for inhospitable 
savagery they are turned by Young's account into 'the less robust 
natives of the western ocean', innocent and pacific victims of 
black usurpation , an uncanny repetition, down to the linguistic 
borrowing, of the supposed relationship, three centuries earlier, of 
Carib to Arawak. Needless to say there was no concomitant 
intention on the British part to restore these 'usurped' lands to 

51their 'rightful' Carib owners. 
The planters' interest in London finally prevailed on the 

government to take military action, and on 18 April 1772 Lord 
Hillsborough, the Secretary of State, sent a secret dispatch 
mobilizing all the military and naval forces in the islands, as well 
as two regiments from North America. The idea was still to 
terrify the Black Caribs into accepting a treaty that would give 
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them reserved land in a part of the island not required for sugar 
growing. However, attempted resistance would lead to 'effectual 
Measures for the Reduction of them' and their forced removal to 
'some unfrequented Part of the Coast of M rica or some desert 
Island adjacent thereto ' .S2 The Carib reaction was that they 
would not yield any part of their lands, 'which lands were 
transmitted to them from their ancestors and in defence of which 
they w ould die' .53 Young , summarizing these events, has the 
'patient forbearance' of the British government worn down by 
the 'contumacy ' of the Caribs until the w ar of 1772 became 
necessary. 5 4 In fact, despite constan t provocation, the Caribs seem 
to ha ve defended their terri tory from frequent British incursions 
with the very minimum of force. 

When Hillsborough's secret instructions became public know
ledge they provoked a good deal of debate inside and outside 
Pa rliament. T w o letters are of particular interest. O n 10 October 
1772 Granville Sharp wrote to the Earl of Dartmouth, 
Hillsborough's successor. The opening sentence strik es a senti
mental note: 'A truly conscientious man is seldom to be met with 
in this corrupt age' . In the long and eloquent letter Sharp moves 
from the difficulty of the undertaking through reasons of climate 
and enemy stubbornness to its injustice. He reviews the French 
cession of the island to England, arguing that the lands of the 
Caribs could not have been included ' because the French could 
have no right to cede w hat did no t belong to them'; invokes 
' laws oj nations, and the unalterable principles of natural justice', 
hopes that 'the credit oj our nation may not openly be stained by 
the horrid crimes of unjust oppression , robbery and premeditated 
murder'; and ends with a pointed threat to Dartmouth as an aid 
to his conscience: 

good and evil can never change places, and ... we must not do 
evil that good may come. 

These are the first and most Jundamental principles oj Govern 
ment; so that statesmen and politicians, who thus venture to 
dispense with them, ought to be reminded, that such measures 
not only accumulate a national, but a personal guilt, which they 
must one day personally answer for, when they shall be 
compelled to attend, with common robbers and murderers, 
expecting an eternal doom; for the nature of their crimes is 
essentially the same, and God is no respecter of persons. 
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Sharp offered to elaborate his arguments in private and was 
invited to a long in terview with D artmouth the following day. 55 

The attack on the government was continued several weeks 
later by a pseudonymous letter to Dartmouth published in T he 
Scols Magaz ine, which attacked what it called 'an uncommon 
scene of cruelty carrying on in the island of St Vincent, against 
the innocent , natural inhabitants' in the name of civil liberty. 
'P robus' also outlined the history of the island, whose legal 
division now made it disgracefu l that Hi llsborough should have 
listened to the planters' petition 'to extirpate all the black native 
free inhabitants' . He continued: 

Resistance might well be expected, and now intelligence is 
received, tha t B ritish troops are employed to put these people 
to the sword, under the speciou~ pretext of destroying insurg
ents. This is the British Government reviving the Spanish 
cruelties at the conquest of M exico, to gratify avaricious 
merchants, landholders, and venal conunissioners. 

He concluded by calling for a parliamentary inquiry unless the 
expedition was suspended. 56 

A parliamentary debate followed on 9 December, with 
speakers condemning 'hostilities against a defenceless, innocent 
and inoffensive people ', suggesting that 'they are fighting fo r 
liberty , and every English heart must applaud them'. In conse
quence of a motion, the relevant documents - Papers relative to the 
expedition againsl Ihe Caribbs, atld rhe sale oj land it! St Vincent's 
were laid before the House on 23 December; and further criticism 
of the expedition was voiced in a debate on IO February 1773. 57 

By this time, however, hostilities were alm ost at an end. The 
government had received news dated O ctober 1772 that Carib 
resistance was 'serious and formidable' and that the military 
campaign was making little progress. The initial hostilities had 
turned the Black Caribs into 'most cruel and unforgiving 
enemies ' and Governor Leybourne reported that: '1 very much 
fcar their R eduction , will be a work of time, for they possess a 
Country very inaccessible, and seem to have a knowledge how to 
avail themselves of this Advantage'.5 8 U rgent dispatches were 
sent in December to the army commander instructing him to sue 
for a treaty , which was negotiated in March 1773. T he Black 
Caribs were left in full possession of theIr lands except for 2000 
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acres tha t were ceded to the settlers - but which were partly 
resettled by the Black Caribs two years la ter; and a strip 3 chains 
wide around the coast (see Figure 15 ). In return they pledged 
allegiance to the British Crown an d its laws, promised to return 
runaway slaves, and to allow the construction of roads. The 
settlers had gained no significant portion of desired land. 5 9 

6 

The anonymous 1736 'Yarico to Inkle, an Epistle' was reprinted 
nine times before the end of the century. The first edition carried 
a three line epigraph from D ryden w hich was replaced in the 1792 
Marblehead edition by Ilioneus's poignant questions from the fi rst 
book of the Aeneid: 

Quod genus hoc hominum? quaeve hunc tam barbara morem 
Perm ittit patria? (Aeneid 1.539-40 ) 

[What manner o f men are these? W hat land is this that allows 
them such barbarous ways?]60 

- an epigraph that points up the parallels between the stories of 
lnkle and Yarico and D ido and Aeneas. These can briefly be 
recalled . The Trojans and English are both shipw recked in a 
storm off a hostile coast; Aeneas and lnkle are both separated from 
the other sailors and passengers; in both cases an amorous 
relationship develops between the tra veller and an hospitable 
'princess' of the country; in both cases their sexual un ion is 
consummated in a cave, heralding a period of bliss which is 
brought to an end when the traveller moves on, deserting the 
woman he had loved - or perhaps deceived.61 

As with the examples from earlier chapters the significance of 
these classical parallels is by no means easy to construe and is 
complicated by the already somewhat problematic place of the 
Carthaginian episode within the Aeneid. The gist of the narrative 
is banal enough to obviate the need for explanation through 
allusion but, underpinning the more specific parallels, is a sub-text 
concerning the great colonial theme of hospitality, which pro
vides the socially symbolic meaning enacted by the story of Inkle 
and Yarico. As with that of the Cyclops episode in Chapter 3 the 
reading here needs to be double. The story of Dido will help with 
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the reading of Inkle and Yarico, but will itself need a reciprocal 
reading to restore its poli tical dimension. In borh cases what 
stands in need of clarification is the poli tical unconscious ofa love
story. 

It has been a continual source of difficulty to critics of the 
Ael1eid that its hero, founder of the R ome tha t Virgil is 
celebrating, should be responsible for the death of such a 
sympathetic character as Dido w hile, as the Oxford Companion to 
Classical Literaulre puts it, 'Aeneas goes shabbily away scot
free' .62 The contemporary sources concerning Dido were too 
confused for the explanation to be that Virgil had little choice in 
his presen ta tion of the episode, and so the conventional reading 
has tended to set destiny against passion: Aeneas, rem.inded of his 
duty. tea rs himself away from his true love; Dido, hear tbroken, 
dies by her own hand; and we, foll owing St A ugustine's lead, are 
left to weep for her. D ido is therefore - as she was re-presen ted by 
D ryden in 1697 - a sentimental heroine along the lines of 
Euripides' Medea and Catullus's Ariadne, deserted by their 
lovers. 

R ichard Monti has read the episode rather differendy, stressing 
as a key term the w ord 'dex tera' (right hand) which features 
prominen tly in Dido's recriminatory speech to Aeneas: 

Unfaithful man , did you think you could do such a dreadful 
thing 

And keep it dark? yes, skulk from my land w ithout one 
word? 

Our love, the vows you made me rdata dextera1- do these no t 
. ?glve you pause . . . . 

By these tears, by the hand you gave me ldextramque tuam 1
They are all I have left , today, in my misery - I implore you, 

And by our union of hearts, by our marriage hardly begun , 

If I have ever helped you at all, if anything 

About me pleased you, be sad for our our broken home, 


forgo 
Your purpose, I beg you, unless it' s too late for prayers of 

minc. 63 (IV. 30 4-3 1) 

According to the 'sentimental' reading 'dextera' should refer to 
the hand of betrothal that featured in Medea: Dido would then be 
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the betrayed woman berating her lover. Certain commentators, 
and Monti quotes R ichard Heinze in this respect, have taken this 
line and 'explained ' a textual difficulty through inadequate 
motivation of an adapted source: 

Since it is true that there is nothing in the text before this point 
w hich tells o f the clasping of righ t hands in a pledge of 
marriage, the conclusion to w hich Heinze's reader is drawn is 
that Virgil in an excess of zeal surpasses this borrowin g from 
Euripides without making the necessary adj ustments in the 

64narrative.

B ut, as w ith Kermode's similar reading of Prospero 's in terrupted 
masque, a supposedly ' textual' p roblem proves to be the location 
of an ideological crux of some importance.6 5 

Monti shows, in considerable detail, that both in Virgil and in 
the literature of the republic generally 'dex tera' is usually a 
political term . Given the intensely personal nature of R oman 
political alliances this by no means dispenses with the centrality of 
sexual passion to the relationship betw een Dido and Aeneas, but it 
does suggest a more complex story than that of enamoured 
heroine deserted by du ty-bound hero.66 The lead followed by 
Monti is that given in Arthur Pease 's 1935 commentary on Book 
IV w here he suggests that 'dextera ' implies 'a pledge of 
hospitality or friendship rather than one of troth' .67 

This suggestion is confirmed by an analysis of the key scene of 
the first meeting between Dido and the Trojans. Inevitably this 
meeting has many superficial similarities with the colonial en
counters studied in this book, and in particular with the Inkle and 
Yarico story, although its narrative development is very different. 
The sub-text of the early exchanges concerns barbarism. Ilioneus, 
spokesman for the Trojans in the temporary absence of Aeneas, is 
determined to avoid the charge of piracy. He is aware that Dido, 
'who, under God, have founded a new city', is the guardian of 
civic values; the Trojans, strange and unexpected arrivals from the 
sea, must appear alien to urban order and therefore need to assert, 
as it were, their own civilized pedigree: 

Weare not come as pirates to waste your Libyan homes 

With the sword, and carry down their plunder to the beaches. 


(1.5 2 7-8) 

They are city-dwellers themselves, forced to leave their home and 
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on their way to Italy: in other words legitimate travellers. In fact 
llioneus's indignation turns the tables. As victims of the storm 
they are deserving of a hospitality they have not yet received: 

What manner of men are these? W hat land is this that allows 
them 

Such barbarous ways? T hey bar us even from the sanctuary of 
the sands. (1.539- 41) 

It turns out, of course, that D ido's city is an oasis of civilization in 
the desert of barbarity which is the coast of Africa. Like Yarico 
and, to some extent, Pocahontas, she is able to offer a refuge from 
the prevailing dangers. There is in this the same sense of betrayal 
that underlies Yarico and Pocahontas's receptivity - as Iarbas later 
makes clear when he refers contemptuously to Dido as: 

That woman w ho, wandering within oUI frontiers, paid to 
establish 

Her insignificant township, permitted by us to plough up 
A piece of the coast and be queen of it. (IV.211-3) 

But D ido. and here the ironies multiply, is herself a refugee from 
what can only be described as the barbarism of the city in the 
fo rm of her murderous brother-in- law Pygmalion. And , in a 
startling reversal of the incipient colonial situation of Book IX of 
the Odyssey , Dido - while Ilioneus, like a good guest, stresses the 
shortness of the Trojans' intended stay - offers an equal share in 
her kingdom: 

vultis et his mecum pariter considere regnis: 
urbem quam sta tuo, vestra est 

(1 .572 -3) 

or as Dryden pointedly, if somewhat loosely , has it: 'My Wealth, 
my City, and my self are yours',68 an offer, as Aeneas's w arm 
response suggests, unequalled in the annals of civilized consor
tium. T he fina l toast, called for by the queen, clarifies the nature 
of the preceding exchanges: 

Jupiter - yours, they say, are the laws of hospitality 
Grant this be a happy day fo r the Carthaginians and those 
W ho come from T roy, a day tha t our children will remember! 

(1 .73 1- 3) 

I NKLE AND Y ARICO 

The hospitium offers not only a temporary refuge but a perma
nent home, a colonial dream come true; which is something of an 
embarrassment for someone too concerned with his destiny as 
supposed Jo~mder of a city to worry - yet - about colonial 
conquests. 

In this reading Dido's despairing appeal - 'nec te noster amor, 
nec te data dexrera quondam' (IV.307) - does not consist simply 
of a repeated plea to love and lovers' vows; but of a double
voiced plea: to love and to the political ties established by 
hospi tality. It is not easy to keep them apart - after all, the climax 
of Dido's hospitality is the offer of her body - but the political 
inflection needs highlighting, given the tendency to submerge it 
in the tears of a purely sentimental recrimination. Aeneas is fuUy 
aware of the political ties that bind him. Conventionally Dido is 
seen as tbe victim of self-deception - she wants Aeneas to stay so 
she convinces herself that he will - w hile Aeneas is merely tom 
between du ty and love. Psychological hypo theses would be 
particularly inappropriate in this case but it should be pointed out 
that D ido's convictions are not self-induced: Aeneas acts as ifhe is 
staying, adopting Carthaginian dress and superintending new 
building work in the city (IV.26o-3) . So, appropriately, his 
response [0 Dido addresses the political argument and has to 
accept its merit: 

ego te, quae plurirna fando 
enumerare vaks, numquam, Regina, negabo 
promeritam (IV. 333-5) 

[I' ll never pretend 
You ha ve not been good to me, deserving of everything 
You can claim] 

Love is not irrelevant, but the real conflict is between two 
pressing but incompatible political demands. 

This excursus into the A eneid suggests that the pathos of the 
deserted heroine motif may, even in the classical archetypes, 
obscure the fully political issue of hospitality which , as was argued 
at length in Chapter 4, is cen tral to colonialist practices and to 
their management in European discourses; and in the light of this 
reading of its classical intertext 'Inkle and Yarieo' can be properly 
seen as a concessionary narrative. Like the story of Pocahontas it 
goes some way towards recognizing a na tive point of view and 
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offering a cri tique of European behaviour, but it can only do this 
by not addressing the central issue. In this sense the narrative is 
classically Freudian, a compromise that is made possible by 
displacement. 

So far the argument of this chapter has been manifest in its 
structure. 'History' - the story of tbe British wars against 
the .Black Caribs in St Vincent, and 'Literature' - the various 
versions of the story of lnkle and Yarico - have had to occupy 
alternate sections, placed parallcl to one another but rarely 
meeting or showing an y sign of cross- reference. Such para llels as 
do exist - like that between the st ructu re of the ' lnkle and 
Yarico ' story and the story told by Young ofB lack Carib origins 
- have to be excavated from a long w ay below the textual surface. 
An argument could certainly be m ade that this separation of 
spheres can be 'explained by' - in the sense that it is part of - the 
historical conjuncture. The last half of the eighteenth century w as , 
according to an y rea ding, a period of crisis for B ritish colonialism, 
so it is hardly surprising tha t the final and in so me ways half
hearted effort to complete the European extirpation of the 
population of the native Caribbean should not have had a 
contemporary Robi,lSon Crusoe to embody its ideology . If an y
thing - and this would count as a further 'explanation' - 'Inkle 
and Yarico' would seem , in its sentimentality and its critique of 
English calculation , to belong to the emergent ideology for which 
Granville Sharp was such an eloquent spokesman. 1772, the year 
of Sharp's letter, also saw a hostile official inquiry into the affairs 
of the East India Company in the aftermath of its disastrous 
attempts to administer Bengal, and the judgement in the famous 
case ofJames Somerset, both important propaganda victories for 
the movement of radical libertarianism w hich w as soon to be 
rendered ineffective on account of the ideological polarization 
produced by the revolutionary events in France and Haiti in the 
early 1790s. 69 

This is all true enough. But, as is always the case with the 
Freudian model, the more successful the displacement the more 
difficult it becomes to trace the connections between the aetiology 
of the repression and the formation of a particular set of symp
toms. For cultural critics, however, as for Freud, the 'perfect' 
displacement is a theoretical impossibility : there must be a link, 
however tenuous, in the discursive nexus, that will cathect the 
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twO sets of texts, literary and historical. If not, their j uxtaposition 
would be arbitrary. 

Given the imaginative geograpby of T he Tempest and RobinsOt1 
en/soe it is almost predictable that the point of referential contact 
between 'Inklc and Yarico' and the Black Caribs turns out to be 
Norrh Afri ca. The inrerrextual connections between lnkle and 
Yarico and Aeneas and Dido, brought to the tex tual surface by 
rhe Marblehead epigraph , ha ve already been explored. D irectly 
alongside this and fmally bringing the parallel lines together 
should be set W illiam Young's memorandum to Lord Hills
borough , dated 28 July 1772, suggesting tbat the dominant w hite 
feeling in St Vincent at that moment w ith respect to the Caribs 
was 'Delenda est carrago' .70 This Latin tag w as supposedly 
spoken by Cato as the conclusion he had been forced to reach 
after a visit to a resurgent C arthage. In P lutarch 's version the 
threat is distinctly aimed at Rom e's masculini ty: 

it is said th at Cato contrived to drop a Libyan fig in the Senate, 
as he shook Out the fo lds of his toga , and then , as the senators 
admired its size and beauty, said that the coun try where it grew 
was only three days' ~ail from Rome.71 

T he fig is usually read as a potem sign of the proximity of a 
potential enemy, but it could equally - in the colonial sub-text-
be seen as an indication of a source of particularly good fi gs. So 
the historical resonances of the mem orandum are rich, w ith 
You ng proposing himsel f, consciously or no t, as a C ato w hose 
personal experience, d ram aticall y sym bolized by the fi g he shakes 
from his toga, is in danger of being ignored by metropolitan 
complacency and, in the C arib case, sentimentali ty . The brute 
rea lity of the planters ' desire to destroy the native inhabitants of 
the island is only utterable in the pure register of classical 
quo tation. 

7 

As with the similar story of Pocahontas the provenance of the 
'Lnkle an d Yarico' theme has been a subject of dispute. Law rence 
Price's Ink /e and Y arico Album, the m ost thorough study of the 
narra tive, begins with Ligon; but Gilbert Chinard - and, follow
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ing Chinard, Wylie Sypher - trace the origin of the story to Jean 
Mocquet. who sailed w ith Razilly to Brazil in 1604 and who was 
later to hold the office of 'Garde du Cabinet des Singularirez du 
Roy aux T uileries'. In his Voyages, fi rst published in French in 
1616, and translated into English by Nathaniel Pullen in 1696,72 
Mocquet' s ship meets an English vessel near Cumana: 

Our Trumpeter shewed me their Pilo t, and told me, that he 
some years before being in an English Vessel, as they were upon 
the Coasts of the W est-Indies, towards St John de Love (the 
first place of the Indies to go to Mexico , w here the Spaniards 
are, then their Swam Enemies) a great Storm overtook them, 
w hich cast them upon the Coast, where they were all lost, 
except this Pilot, who saved himself by Swimming to Land, 
carrying with him a litt le Sea-Compass, and w ent thus 
wandring about to return by Land to the N ewfound CowHries: 
U pon that, he had found an Indian-Woman, of whom he w as 
Enamoured, making her fme Promises by Signs, that he w ould 
Marry her; which she believed, and conducted him through 
these Desarts; where she shewed him the Fruit and R oots good 
to Eat, and served him for an Interpreter amongst the Indians, 
which he found, she telling them that it was her Husband. 
After having been thus 2 or 3 years continually wandering 
about, and that for above 8 00 Leagues, without any other 
Comfort but this Woman; At last they arrived at the N ew
foundland, guiding himself by his Compass: They had a Child 
together; and found there an English Ship a Fishing: He was 
very glad to see himself escaped from so many Dangers, and 
gave these English an account of all his Adventures: T hey took 
him on Board their Vessel to make him good cheer; but being 
ashamed to take along with him this Indian-W oman thus 
Naked, he left her on Land, without regarding her cry more: 
But she seeing herself thus forsaken by him, w hom she had so 
dearly Lo ved, and for whose sake she had abandoned her 
Country and Friends, and had so well guided and accompanied 
him through such places, where he would, wi thout her, have 
been dead a thousand times. After having made some Lament
ation, full of R age and Anger, she took her Child, and tearing 
it into two pieces, she cast the one half towards him into the 
Sea, as if she would say, that belonged to him, and was his part 
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of it; and the other she carried away with her, returning back to 
the Mercy of Fortune, and full of Mourning and Discontent. 

The Seamen who tOok this Pilot into their Boat, seeing this 
horrible and cruel Spectacle, asked him , why he had left this 
woman; but he pretended she was a Savage, and that he did not 
now heed her; which was an extreme Ingratitude and W icked
ness in him: Hearing this, I could not look upon h im, but 
al ways w ith Horrour and great Detestation.73 

Chinard and Sypher ta lk un problematically about Yarieo making 
her fi rst appearance in this passage, but some care is needed in 
establishing the relationship between Mocquet and Ligon. After 
Ligon all versions of the story are openly intertextual: they refer 
back ei ther to Ligon himself or to Steele - and therefore by 
implication to Ligon - as authorita tive sources. Ligon is the earth 
through which the narrative curren t is grounded in history. 
Ligon, reporting his meeting with Yarico and the tale associated 
with her, is a self-conscious originator of a story: intertextual 
reference to Mocquet 1S ruled out on principle. As was the case in 
the earlier discussion of T he Tempest and its 'sources', the least 
interesting question - in any case unanswerable - is w hether the 
earlier text was know n to the later writer. The undoubted 
relationship between Mocquet's story and Ligon's is dependent 
not upon Ligon's possible access to M ocquet's text but on internal 
similarities. 

These similarities are suggestive in a variety of ways. The 
repetition of the presentational mode - a story told by a third 
party to the author about a ftgure w ho is silent - suggests that we 
are dealing with a particular narrative genre, a specialized version 
of 'the anecdote' with a precise axial arrangement whereby the 
silen t figure is established by the third party's report as a subject of 
fascination, whether of horror or of pity. 

Like Ligon's, Mocquet's story has the rough edges and circum
stantiality of a true anecdote before it is polished into a literary 
essay, yet even these edges are identiftable as colonial topoi. The 
extraordinary Sao-league journey recalls Ingram's probably ftc
tionaJ walk up the eastern seaboard; and the compass reappears, 
again here almost as much a totem of European identit y as an 
instrument for direction-fmding. But most remarkable of all is 
the presence of the child, the living symbol- as Steele and others 
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bter realized - of a potential harmony between European ,U1d 
native American, so callously deserted by the English pilot and so 
savagely destroyed by the Amerindian woman in unconscious 
parod y of the j udgement of Solomon, and, for that matter, of 
Dido's lament that she had not even conceived a ' little Aeneas' to 
remind her of him (Ael1eid IV.P7- 30) . 

he severed child is too terrible and potent an image for the 
more refined sensibili ties of the eighteenth century. It certainly 
gives Mocquet's story an awesome power, but also a deep 
.u11bivalen cc since the pilot's ingratitude is overshadowed by his 
lover's action, which is so WJchinkabJe a violation of the purity of 
lhe mother/d1ild couplet , sacred within Christian Europe, tha t it 
is difficult to know how to read it at aD. It could signify the deep 
and recalcitrant savagery of the na tives; it could be a terrib le index 
of the pI lot'S ingratitude. But it would seem in the end so awful, 
111 somethi ng like the full seLlse of that word, tha t it transcends an y 
moral judgements that a reader m ight want to pass. 

WhaL is commOll, however, to this whole series ofstories is that 
the ho me territOry of the native woman 1S not the destination of 
the EUr<lpean ship . T-he topos tha t signifies th is i5 normally a 
shipwreck: lnklc (and his pilot forcrutm cr) are heTe in the good 
comp,my of Aeneas. Prospero and Robinson Crusoe in being cast 
against their will on to a na tive shore, the best possible excuse fo r 
being there, as O dysseus an d John Smith proved by pretending 
that they had suffered the same fate. So there are always tw o 
locations involved in the story . In M ocquet they are a C aribbean 
COast and 'terres neuf~' to the north; in Ligon, Steele and others 
the fusr is sometimes a Caribbean C03sr and sometimes all A frican , 
but the second is al ways Barbados. This is where the concession
ary nature of the story becomes apparent. Inkle, rescued and 
sllccoured and loved, clearly infringes the laws of hospi tality by 
selling Yarico into slavery; bur this is, after all. an individual case 
nd no threat is oITered to the home [erricory of the victim. In fact 

- and this is again a constan t from Ligon's version onwards - the 
Inklt: fig ure is the sole survivor of the violence offered to 
Eu ropeans by the inhospitable natives. T he three key m oves are 
all rhcrefo f(> repetitions of the Aeneid: tb e 'initial violence C0111

plained about b y lliollCllS; the T rojan ':; absence of interest in 
Carthage; and Aeneas's ingratitude towards Dido. The Aeneid is a 
welcome reference point becall se, blamewo rthy as Aeneas's 
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accions may be. they are interpretable as an unfortunate clash 
between passion and duty and therefore only an infringement of 
the la ws of hospitali ty, ra ther than the complete overturning of 
such la ws through the extirpation of the native population. T he 
introduction of Ilioneus's words as epigraph to the '[792 edition of 
the 173 6 'Yarico to Inkle' poem is, therefore, carefully 
ambivalent, referring equally to Inkle's 'barbaric' accion and to 
the English ship's in hospitable reception on the Caribbean coast, 
the two breaches tending, the implication would seem to be, to 
cancel each other out. T he insistence on Barbados is to be 
explained by the fact that, alone of the Englisb sugar islands, it had 
no native population at the time of the English settlement. 74 It is 
a relatively 'pure' space in which the scene of the betrayal can 
take place, another screen or alibi for the extirpation going on 
elsewhere, a trope entirely congruent w ith the rift in the structure 
of RobInson Crusoe. The sentimentalizing 'anti-slavery ' versions 
that m ove the firs t scene of 'Inkle and Yarico' to the African 
coast are only consolidating the tendency already inherent in the 
story to obviate all mention of English settlement of Carib lands. 

Strangely the pure space of 'Barbados ' nearly mimes in its 
phonemes the barbarianism w hich must still be located outside, 
on the savage islands. The 1738 'Story ofInkle and Yarico ' - the 
one that has Yarico as N egro virgin and Indian maid in different 
stanzas of the poem - has opposite the title page a list of eITata 
w hich corrects 'Yarrico' to 'Yarico' throughout, and the 
'Cannibals' who dwell on the 'barbarous coast' to 'Canibals'; 
but which fails to note the revenge of the unconscious in printing 
'the Ba,.badian coast' as 'the Barbarian coast'. 7 5 

8 

Despite the 1773 treaty the Vincentian planters were determined 
that Carthage was to be destroyed. Sugar plantations were 
established in piecemeal fashion by the settlers on Carib lands, and 
successfully defended. D uring the governorship of the 'unfor
tunate' Valentine Morris the Caribs assisted a French take-over of 
the island, but this brought the incursions into Carib territory to 
only a temporary halt. 76 

Over the next ten years relationships between the se ttlers and 
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the Black Caribs seem to have improved, at least if contemporary 
evidence is taken into account. In 1789 the Methodist missionary 
Thomas Cok.e wrote to John Wesley ofrus favourable impression 
of the Caribs: 

I feel myself much attached to these poor savages. The sweet 
sim plicity an d cheerfulness they rru.nifested on every side, soon 
wore off every unfavourable impression my mind had imbibed 
fro m the accounts I had received of their cruelties. Cruelties 
originating probably w ith ourselves rather than with them .77 

T his could be merely the language o f sentim ent, but the hard
headed W illiam Young was also favourably impressed b y the 
dem eanour of the Carib leaders when he visited his estates on St 
Vincent during the w inter of 1791-2 .78 

The retrospective accounts inevitably tell a different story . 
Coke's later History of the West Indies contains an anxious 
rewriting of his letter: 

The simplicity and cheerfulness which, in the m idst of cautious 
suspicions, were manifested by the C haraibees towards us, 
soone grew in to an attachment w hich totally banished our 
fcars. T he unfavourabJ(, impressions w hich we had received 
from a recital of their cruelties soon wore away; their artless 
add ress gained the ascendancy over previous report, and half 
taught us to believe that they had been wronged by misrepre
sentation and prejudice. Dut artless addresses sometimes pro
ceed from excess o f artifice an d fraud; and the civil history of 
this island stands as a convincing testimony, th at no people ever 
practised duplicity with greater impurity than this people. The 
savages of America, we learn from these circumstances , may be 
destitute of the finesse of modem Europe, without being either 
ignorant of deception, or always guided by virtue. 79 

And Charles Shephard, w hose history 'is respectfully inscribed 
... ro the survivors of the Carib War ', gives full rein to the 
planters' version of events: 

A variety of excesses had been co mmitted by the C aribs against 
the English during the time the Island was under the French 
govern ment, who prudently res trained the sanguinary disposi
tion of their allies, nevertheless their behavior on all occasions, 
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betrayed their deep rooted enmity and aversion, and 
occasioned at first a correspondent degree of caution and 
prudence on the part of the Colonjsts; but from the evacuation 
of the Wand by the French, to the commencement of the 
Revolution in France, the treacherous Caribs, havin g lost their 
avowed protectors, put on the smoothest poli tical exterior, and 
as early as they could with a 'good grace, professed themselves 
enrap tUred admirers of the mild and benevolent Constitution 
of Great Britain. And strange as it may appear, notwithstand
ing past events, they were as successfu l in imposing on the 
credulous Inhabitan ts, as they had been in the former war; and 
the Planters with all the zeal peculiar to self interest, w ished to 
engage their friendship by every means within their reach .8o 

Not [or the firs t tim e in tlus sketch of colonial encounters the 
story has a fam iliar ring to it, and the ring - as Shephard half 
admits ('strange as it m ay appear') - is decidedly hollow. Yet 
again we are expected to believe tha t w hat he elsewhere calls 'this 
doubly savage race'S ! - tha t is to say black and Carib - had so 
successfu lly coated their int rinsic na ture w ith 'the smoothest 
political exterior' that the poor credulous planters, w anting so 
much to believe the professions of friendship, had allowed 
themselves to be taken in . The same planters who had earlier 
made it very clear, 'with aU the zeal peculia r to self interest ', that 
they desired the B ritish government to extirpate the Black C aribs 
fro m the island, tum out in Shepha rd 's account to have been 
gullible Yaricos easily conned by the 'treacherous Caribs' w ith 
their Lukle- lik.e wi les. O nce again the process of reversal is almost 
perfect. 

Yet for the B ritish the Second Ca rib War w as doubly 
determined . Apart from C hatoyer 's imitation of Opechan
canough with his 'treachery' carefully planned over twenty
th ree years, there w as also the w ar against revolutionary France 
which brought to a head many of the interna l problems of W est 
Ind ian security. For some years previously the British forces had 
been engaged in several other confl icts apart from that w ith the 
Black Caribs. The longest-running of these was with the Jamaican 
maroons, opponen ts inheri ted fro m Spain in 1655, and w ho, 
under their leaders Nanny and C udjoe, had already in the earlier 
part of the eighteenth cen tury inflicted punishing wars on British 
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troops. O pen warfare had not occurred since 176 0, but the 
maroon communities were seen as at best an unwelcome example 
of black independence, at worst an actual provocation to unrest 
amongst the slaves. The land-rush follo wing the Treaty of Paris 
led to fu rther conflicts, both with French farmers (on Dominica, 
Grenada and St Vincent), with established maroons (on Dom i
nica), and w ith new slave revolts (especially on Tobago) . The lines 
between these different groups are not easy [Q draw, as the very 
name B lack C arib itself suggests: all island maroon groups 
probably had some kind of contact with or input from the 
remain ing Amerindian communities; the boundary between slave 
and maroon was permeable - in at least one direction; the white 
French often collaborated v.lith any anti-British group; and most 
of the previously French islands had a free, black, francophone 
section. 82 In addition some co-operation was likely between at 
least neighbouring islands and, after the revolutions in France and 
St Domingue, this contact was actively fostered by French agents 
proFocateU,.s, leading the English planters to proclaim the existence 
of a wide-ranging and dangerous conspiracy to overthrow 
civilization. The repression that followed was probably more 
directly responsible for the slave, maroon and Carib uprisings 
than was the revolutionary rhetoric . T he legendary Victor 
Hugues took most of the blame: 

This infamous revolutionary zealot, bloated with the inhuman, 
and wide wasting principles of the democratic system, no 
sooner saw himsdf in a condition of not only maintaining 
his new conquests, but a,1so of extending them, than he 
endeavoured to convert his hopes into certainty by embroiling 
every Colony in his neighbourhood, and rendering them the 
theatre of internal war. 83 

In 1793 Britain declared open war against revolutionary France 
,,·;ith the C aribbean as a major theatre, the rapid capture of all the 
French islan ds leading to a series of prolonged guerrilla wars. This 
was a pattern in which the Second Carib War of 1795 would, 
from the British point of view, find a further 'explanation', 
starting as it did just a week after Hugues had addressed a 
proclamation to the Caribs calling on them to break the chains 
imposed by the hands of the tyrannical British. 84 The intra
European conflict had no doubt given the Black Caribs their 
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opportunity, but the war wa.~ caused - as a Shephard ag:lin goes 
some way to admitting - by settler infringements of the 1773 
treaty. The conflict was also - in a historical perspective that both 
sides may have been aware of - the last battle in a Caribbean war 
tha t had lasted almost exactly three centuries. S5 

W ithin days of the uprising the Carib war-cruef Charoyer had 
been killed in persona l com bat with a Major Leith in the barrIe for 
the strategically important heights of Dorsetshire Hill, just north 
of Kingstown. Overcoming this loss, the Caribs - aided by 
Fren ch smallholders and some slaves - fough t a skilful campaign 
against num erically overwhelming opponents. No less tban six 
times the island was effectively saved fo r the British by the 
opportune arrival of reinforcements, once on board the appropri
ately named HMS Scipio. 

T he decisive m ove, however, was the arri val in the West Indies 
of General Sir Ralph Abercromby's expeditionary force of 17,000 

men which was split between St Lucia, Grenada and St Vincent. 
Abercromby almost im mediately won a m ajor victory in June 
1796, but the Black Ca ribs refu sed to surrender and, now devoid 
of allies, fought on until persuaded by some of their leaders that 
surrender and deportation were preferable to the alternative of 
inevitable extinction . Five thousand Black Caribs surrendered in 
O ctOber 1796 and after four months on the small island of 
BaUiceaux were transported to the island of Roatan, off the coast 
of Honduras . On St Vin cent fighting continued intermittenrly 
until 180 5. In a fi nal cynical gesture all Carib lan ds - including 
those of the indigenous Caribs who had formed such a touching 
contrast to Biack Carib rapacity in earlier propaganda - were 
declared forfeit to the Crown. 
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The nut-brown warrior has left the scene, 
And dim the traces w here his step has been, 
Hunted from every spot he called his own, 
The Charib perished. and his race is gone. l 

After enormOllS initial difficulties the Black Carib com munity 
survived and prospered in Central America, where the Island 
Carib language is still spoken . And against all odds - and in spite 
of Chapman's touching elegy - the 'Yellow' Caribs maintained 
a presence both on St Vincent and on mountainous Dominica, 
where reserved Jand w as set aside for them in 1903 . and w here as 
recently as I930 brief 'disturbances' - still referred to as the 
'C arib W ar' - brought about the visit of a government official 
and the publication of his report by HMSO in London. 2 

The ideology of savagery forged in the crucible of the 
Caribbean proved usefully adaptable to the new political circum
stances of modern Europe. O ne early use of the word 'cannibal
ism' - generalizing the practice away from the Caribbean 
occurs in Edmund Burke's I796 Letters on a Regicide Peace where 
he gives full rein to the rhetoric of gothic horror with w hich the 
ruling classes have ever since depicted all attempts on their 
power. 3 Events in the Caribbean during the I790S provided a 
touchstone for European political discourse well into the 
nineteenth century, often in conjunction with this vocabulary of 
the gothic. In 1824 Frankenstein's monster- which arguably owes 
something in the first place to Bryan Edwards's account of the 
rising in St Domingue - was invoked by Canning in an anti
abolitionist speech; while seven years later, in response to the 
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Lyons silk riots that Marx would refer to as marking the 
beginnin g of class conflict in France. Saint-Marc Girardin w rote: 

Let us not dissimulate; reticence and evasion w ill get us 
now here. The uprising at Lyons has brought to light a g rave 
secret, the civil strife that is taking place in society between the 
possessing class and the class that does not p ossess . .. . If you 
take any industrial town and fmd out the relative number of 
manufacturers and w orkers, you will be frightened by the 
disproportion: every factory owner lives in h is factory like a 
colonial planter in the middle of his slaves, one against a 
hundred; and the uprising at Lyons is to be compared with the 
insurrection at Saint-D omingue. 4 

Physically and psychologically dlis is R obinson Crusoe in his fort, 
the discourse of colonialism providing the terms with which class 
conflict can be articulated . This m akes it appropriate to end by 
recalling the words of some final native Caribbeans, the Tupis 
questioned at R a uen in 1562 by M ontaigne: 

Some demanded their advise, and would needs know of them 
what things of note and admirable they had observed amongst 
us . . . . They said .. . ' they had perceived, there were men 
amongst us full gorged w ith all SO rtes of commodities, and 
others which hunger-starved, and bare with need and povertie, 
begged at their gates: and found it strange, these moyties so 
needy could endure such an injustice, and that they tooke not 
the others by the throte, or set fire on their houses' . 5 

Notes 


The procedure for refe rences adopted in these notes is as follo ws: 
w ithin each chapter the fi rst reference to a text is given in full 
(with the exception of some primary text when the full reference 
is reserved for Section A of the Bibliography), and subsequent 
references are to author or to author and abbreviated title. 

1I1trodlICtion 

I 	 Quoted by Lewis Hanke, A" istotle and the A merican Indian s, 
Bloomington, 1959, p. 8. The Bishop had just presented to the 
Queen, Antonio de Nebrija's Gramalica, the first grammar of a 
modern European lan guage. and had been asked by the Q ueen 
'What is it for ?' . 

2 	 Although not addressed to colonial discourse in general, the best 
introduction to the topic is still the Introduction to Edward Said's 
O rientalism, London , 1978, pp . 1-28. 

3 Immanuel Wallerstein, The M odern World-System II: Mercarllilism 
and the Consolidatio'l of the European W orld-Economy J 600- I 750, New 
York, 1974, p. (03 . 

4 	The reference is to a three-way debate about the relationship 
between 'histOry ' and 'theory' w hose central arguments can be found 
in four books: Barry H indess and Paul Hirst, Pre-Capitalist Modes of 
Production, London, 1975; E.P. Thompson, The Poverty of Theory and 
Other Essays, London, 1978; Perry Anderson , A rguments within English 
Marxism, London, 1980; and Paul Hirst, !vlarxism and Historical 
WritinR , London, 1985. All presuppose the work of Louis Althusser, 
especially For Marx, trans. Ben Brewster, London, 1970; Lenin and 
Philosophy, trans. Ben Brewster, Lon don, 1971; and (with Etienne 
Balibar), Reading Capital, trans. Ben Brewster, London, 1977 . 

5 Michel Foucault, Powerf Knowledge: Selected Interviews and Other 
Writi,l.es 1972-1977, ed. C olin Gordon, Brighton, 1980, p. lIS. 

6 This was the lengthy document required in Spanish law to be rcad to 

the Indians by a notary before hostilities could be commenced . 
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